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PreoePoOGicAlL BULLETIN 

THE OOGENESIS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF 

HYDRA. 

RALPH E. WAGER. 

During the winter of 1904-05 the writer took up the problem 

of the oogenesis of Hydra, especial attention being given to the 

cytological changes involved in the development of the egg. 

The species upon which the work was done was judged to be 

H. grisea. The animals were found growing in large numbers 

in a pond near Syracuse, N. Y. The results obtained were 

sufficiently marked to warrant publication, but the paper has 

been withheld until some of the points involved might receive 

confirmation from new material. 

In the meantime there have been published two papers bear- 

ing upon the same subject : one by Tannreuther (’08) and another 

by Downing (08). In general agreement with the results ob- 

tained by these two as well as by previous writers, were my own, 

but in some important particulars they differ widely. For several 

months past an abundance of sexually reproducing Hydra have 

been kept growing in the laboratory, and material taken there- 

from has afforded ready confirmation of the results previously 

obtained. These results have been reviewed, and, considerably 

abbreviated, are here presented essentially unchanged. Some 

discussion of points suggested in recent papers has been inserted, 

and those particulars in which agreement with other workers 

exists have been but slightly dwelt upon. 

As above stated, Hydras have been kept growing in the labo- 

ratory. Observations on these animals yielded interesting 

results. Early in October, 1907, collections were made from a 

small stream near Potsdam, N. Y., and the animals brought 

1 Contributions from the Zodlogical Laboratory, Syracuse University. 

I 



2 RALPH E. WAGER. 

into the laboratory were placed in large gallon aquaria jars. In 

the jars were several species of unicellular, and some more highly 

organized plants in sufficient quantity to oxygenate the water. 

A few small pond snails were valuable in keeping the jars clean. 

In about two or three weeks after collection the animals began 

to bud very actively, and the dozen or so in each jar soon 

increased greatly in numbers. In one jar it was estimated that 

there were between two and three hundred individuals. This 

asexual period lasted between ten days and two weeks when 

there began an active sexual phase apparently as marked as had 

been the asexual. Throughout the winter months, and indeed, 

until observations were discontinued in July, 1908, this alter- 

nation of asexual and sexual periods was constant. At no time, 

however, were the reproductive activities entirely of one sort, 

but that there were periods of greatest sexual and of asexual 

development there could be no doubt. The same cultures have 

been kept under observation during the past year and somewhat 

similar though less marked conditions have been noted. The 

long vacation period during which they were without attention 

brought them to the fall of 1908 in a somewhat depleted condi- 

tion. With fresh (distilled) water and food they began again to 

bud and produce eggs and spermaries. Their activities during 

the past few months, however, have been much less marked 

than formerly. This, I believe, to have been due in large part 

to the accumulation in the water of metabolic products dele- 

terious to the normal activities of the animal. When taken from 

the jars and placed in fresh water with a plentiful supply of food, 

they began at once to bud rapidly and after a time to produce 

both eggs and spermaries, though, it must be said, with a vigor 

less than when the culture was first started. In proper environ- 

ment, then, the Hydra will for a long time continue to repro- 

duce both asexually and sexually, and the maximum develop- 

ment of each phase occurs in alternating cycles, or periods. 

The embryos developed during the first sexual period were 

entirely of the flattened, short-spiculated form figured by Korot- 

neff (83) and Brauer (91a) as that of A. fusca. These same 

animals, or at least their descendants, thereafter produced only 

the spherical heavily spiculate embryos figured by Kleinenberg 
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(72) as that of H. aurantiaca, and by Brauer (of. cit.) as belong- 

ing to H. grisea. It seems hardly possible that animals of both 

species (assuming H. aurantiaca and H. grisea to be identical) 

could have been taken under the same conditions and developed 

to such numbers at the same time. If but one species was 

present then it produced both forms of the embryo, while if both 

were present then one must have entirely disappeared and given 

place to the other. The latter alternative must have been attended 

by a marked diminution in the number of the animals immedi- 

ately following the first sexual period, and no such observation 

was made. it appears then that the character of the embryo 

cannot be taken as a constant and specific difference. Brauer 

(91a) uses this characteristic, together with the manner in which 

the embryo leaves the body of the mother, in separating H. grisea 

and /7. fusca - 

“ Hydra grisea L.: Ei fallt ab, Form Kuglig, Schale ringsum 

mit grossen, an der Spitze meistverzweigten Zacken besetzt.”’ 

“ Hydra fusca L.: Eier werden einzeln angeklebt, Form unten 

flach, oben konvex, Schale nur auf der oberen Seite mit Kurzen 

Stacheln besetzt.” 

An explanation of the cause for this unusual embryo-formation 

is not at hand. The conditions under which the spiculate em- 

bryos were produced were, so far as one could observe, the same 

as those under which the flattened, short-spiculate type were 

formed. It is rather remarkable that during the eighteen months 

and more that the animals were kept under observation, only the 

spherical, heavily spiculate embryos were to be found after the 

first sexual period during which the alternate type was produced. 

Moreover, the color of the animals under different conditions 

varied greatly, as did also their size and disposition toward sexual 

or non-sexual reproduction. Experiments were performed to 

determine, if possible, the relation of color, size, and reproductive 

proclivities to environmental factors. These were not altogether 

conclusive, but will be presented in anothér paper. In general, 

however, one may say that so widely do the animals vary under 

different conditions that one might easily mistake for a different 

species the forms encountered at either extremity of the varying 

limit. This, it seems, will readily account for the numerous 
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species described by the earlier investigators, who, naturally, 

placed much emphasis upon color and size as specific differ- 

ences. 
As killing agents, hot corrosive-acetic proved very satisfactory 

when the preparations were to be stained with Heidenhain’s iron- 

hematoxylin. Corrosive sublimate, used both hot and cold, also 

gave good results. Bouin’s mixture proved especially valuable 

in the study of the pseudo-cell formation. 

ORIGIN OF THE OVARY. 

Most investigators of the problem of the oogenesis of Hydra 

have attributed the origin of the ovary to the interstitial cells. 

My own observations have agreed in this respect. Longitudinal 

sections show that in the region in which the egg takes its origin 

there are numerous nests of these minute cells, but in the lower, 

or aboral end, they are much less numerous, and almost entirely 

absent near the foot. They are often found dividing mitotically, 

when there are usually three or four divisions taking place very 

near together. They vary somewhat in size in different sections, 

but their appearance and disposition would lead to the following 

conclusion with regard to their growth. 

The very young interstitial cell is possessed of a nucleus which 

has a very delicate chromatin reticulum with small nodal enlarge- 

ments. The nucleus, toa great degree, fills the whole cell, there 

being but a very thin envelop of cytoplasm. With the onset of 

egg production, the nucleus begins to enlarge and very soon a 

definite nucleolus can be found, and not infrequently, two are pres- 

ent. The mass of the cytoplasm increases at the same time and 

as a result of this increase in the size of these cells, a layer of the 

primative ova, as they have been called, is definitely established. 

Externally, this is evidenced by the clitellum-like enlargement 

usually in the upper third of the body. This sometimes com- 

pletely surrounds the body, or, with perhaps equal frequency, is 

found on one side only. Cases were noted in which no marked 

change in the external appearance could be seen, yet the process 

of egg production took place. The size of the egg is dependent 

in part upon the quantitative production of these cells, as will be- 

come evident from the discussion of their fate. Whether or not 

— 
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the cells divide after reaching this stage, is rather uncertain. In 

none of the sections examined were there found conclusive evi- 

dences of such divisions taking place either mitotically or amitoti- 

cally. There were present, however, many cases in which a cell 

was possessed of two nuclei. It was thought at first that division 

took place amitotically, for some of the nuclei were markedly 

elongated, and might easily give foundation for such belief. 

Such doubly nucleated cells probably arise from the coalescence 

of two cells. 

The two nucleoli, above referred to as frequently being present 

in the nucleus, are not chemically the same, as they differ in their 

staining reaction, one staining much more deeply than the other 

(Fig. 1, Pl. I.). In some cases each of the nucleoli is found to 

be made up of two parts, in which again, one differs from the 

other in staining reaction. One appears to be a true nucleolus, 

while the other probably consists of a droplet of some food ele- 

ment passed through the nuclear membrane. Darkly staining 

bodies are also found in the meshwork of the cytoplasm (Fig. 1, 

Pl. 1.). These appear to be true metaplasmic bodies, probably 

food material taken up by the cell. They are not found in all 

cases, and their presence is probably dependent upon the physio- 

logical activities of the cell. Frequently, the nucleolus migrates 

out of the nucleus by rupturing the nuclear membrane (Fig. 6, 

Pl. I.). The nucleolus is usually surrounded by a clear non- 

staining area. The chromatin material forms a fine network often 

somewhat peripherally arranged. In especially well-stained prep- 

arations one can distinguish very delicate threads which appa- 

rently hold the nucleolus in position. The nuclei themselves are 

either round or ellipsoidal in section. In the former case but one 

nucleolus is present, in the latter, two (Fig. 1, Pl. I.). Doflein 

(97) describes similar conditions in the primitive ova of Zudularza 

mesembryanthemum, and Allen (’00) for 7. crocea. 

In the nests of interstitial cells from which the primitive ova 

are derived, one usually finds nematocysts developing in large 

numbers. In the course of development of the ovarian area 

these nematocysts either migrate out, or are resorbed. Fre- 

quently they are found within the egg itself. 
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GROWTH OF THE EGG. 

The germinal area having been formed as above described, the 

egg begins its growth. Near the center of the mass of primitive 

ova there are to be found several which are larger than the rest. 

These cells lie close to the supporting membrane. Downing 

('08) is inclined to regard these cells as the true ova, and is of 

the opinion that they are always present and recognizable among 

the interstitial cells of the adult animal. He notes that there are 

some cells which are spherical in outline, and are possessed of 

a very large nucleus near which there lies a small dark ovoid 

body. As noted above, the interstitial cells even in an early 

stage in the formation of the germinal area, differ considerably in 

size. The ovoid bodies near the nucleus are to be found in 

many of the interstitial cells lying near the supporting layer, and 

are doubtless only a metaplasmic body. It is permissible, cer- 

tainly, to regard these cells as ova, and, as Downing contends, 

as true ova, but it would seem to be impossible to show that 

these large cells do not have precisely the same origin as the re- 

maining ones of smaller size over which they have an advantage 

by virtue of their nearness to the entoderm from which their food 

supply is derived. All stages, as regards size, are to be found 

between these large and even the smallest cells. Unless these 

large cells do have a different origin than do the small ones, or 

unless they become markedly different in some respect from the 

small ones, there is nothing to be gained by regarding them as 

true egg cells and the small ones, therefore, as something entirely 

different.. That these large cells may be present in the ectoderm 

is doubtless true. That the egg, in the manner to be described, 

takes its rise always from these and no other later formed large 

cells, seems to me to be extremely improbable. 

The processes concerned with the growth of the egg are inter- 

esting. Tannreuther (’08) has already pointed out that the egg 

mass originates by the coalescence of a number of the primitive 

ova, the process beginning in the large cells near the center of 

the ovarian area. Inasmuch as my own observations were carried 

on in somewhat greater detail, it may be justifiable to outline the 

process again. 

Reference has already been made to the large cells which, 
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in part, make up the primitive ova. In these cells begins the 

coalescing process, which is attended by marked cytological 

changes. The chromatin network retreats further from the 

nucleolus (Fig. 2, Pl. I., a), and finally assembles as a well- 

defined coarse spireme (Fig. 2, Pl. I., 4). Coincidently with this 

process, the nuclear membrane becomes less distinct and even 

absent in places. Within the nucleolus of these large, and fre- 

quently of even smaller cells, two or three minute vacuoles ap- 

pear, and these may, in rare cases, number seven or eight. As 

the nucleus enlarges these vacuoles become larger and finally 

unite to form one which almost entirely fills the nucleolus; the 

chromatin filament becomes broken up into short strands; the 

nuclear membrane disappears entirely, and the nucleolus, fre- 

quently filled with the single large vacuole, very often migrates 

out of the chromatin strands (Fig. 5, Pl. I.). Associated with 

these processes is the disappearance of the cell-walis of those 

cells concerned in the changes. They become more and more 

indistinct and finally disappear entirely, or nearly so, as a result 

of which the substance of the several cells concerned unites to 

form a single mass (Fig. 4, Pl. I.). The mass formed by the 

fusion of these cells is the egg, in process of growth. It is 

interesting to note that there are several metaplasmic bodies in 

many of these cells as already described, but that now they are 

even larger and more pronounced. 

The disappearance of the cell walls in the manner above de- 

scribed sets free the nucleus or its parts in the cytoplasmic mass 

of the egg. The coarse spireme of chromatin material becomes 

broken up into short strands which become dispersed and dis- 

appear entirely, though careful search in the cytoplasm of an egg 
will frequently reveal fragments whose presence therein is easily 
explained by the above account of the processes which take place 

(Bigs o;; Fl: Il): : 

Not all of the nuclei which contribute to the mass of the egg 

undergo this fragmenting process. Some persist apparently 

unchanged even for some time but their ultimate fate, save prob- 

ably in the case of one, is in the formation of the so-called pseudo- 
cells which is to be described hereafter. 

The egg mass now becomes distinctly vesicular, and imbedded 
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in it are a number of minute bodies apparently identical with 

those described as occurring in the primitive ova, and set free 

here by the coalescence of the cells. Some of them, however, 

are doubtless nucleoli, or at least nucleolar bodies, which, by 

the same process, have been added to the already rather complex 

egg mass. 

The egg now continues to increase in size by the further 

appropriation of the cells surrounding it. The cells thus con- 

tributing their mass to that of the egg may undergo a regressive 

change similar to that described for the large ova which unite to 

form the growing egg. One of the primitive ova, or possibly at 

this time rightly called nourishing cells, becomes conspicuously 

larger than its fellows; its nucleus becomes correspondingly 

large and the regressive changes above described are repeated 

here. The chromatin assembles in a loosely coiled coarse 

spireme ; the nuclear membrane disappears ; the nucleolus be- 

comes very large and frequently filled by a vacuole; the cell 

wall between this large cell and the egg gradually becomes ab- 

sorbed and the two unite. Such a process in an intermediate 

stage is shown in Fig. 10 (Pl. II.) in which the nuclear mem- 

brane of the nourishing cell has entirely disappeared on one side 

and the chromatin filaments are broken up into short pieces. 

Two metaplasmic bodies are noticeable in the large cell as well 

as in the egg itself. Their probable origin has been discussed 

above. Fig. 9 (Pl. II.) represents a stage a little later than that 

above referred to. Outside of the egg is a large non-nucleated 

mass two or three times the size of the ordinary cells. Near it 

and next to the egg is a smaller cell in which these regressive 

changes are well advanced. The cell-walls between these two 

bodies is less distinct than in the other cells inthe field, suggest- 

ing that the two would eventually unite, before union with the 

egg. Such conditions as this are not at all rare, and suggest that 

these large cells are developed by the union of two or more of 

the nourishing cells rather than by the growth of any one to this 

unusual size. Having reached this stage the large mass then 

becomes a part of the egg by the disappearance of the wall 

between the two bodies, thus setting free into the substance of 

the egg the chromatin strands, nucleoli and nucleolar bodies as 
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well as contributing considerably to the proportions of the egg 

by the addition of a considerable mass of cytoplasm. 

It is evident from the above description that there is here an 

unusual case of nuclear degeneration. Processes of nuclear 

fragmentation have been described as occurring in the eggs of 

other ccelenterates, but in a correspondingly later stage in their 

history and with ultimate results of an entirely different nature. 

Hickson (’93) has noted nuclear fragmentation in the case of 

Distichopora violacea ; Allen (00) in Tubularia crocea ; Hargitt 

(04) in Eudendrium and Pennaria tiarella. These cases are, 

however, quite different in that they consist of a simple breaking 

up of the nuclear elements into small parts without their entire 

dissolution. Herrick has described nuclear fragmentations in 

the Crustacea, viz., in Alpheus minor, A. sauleyt and Homarus 

americanus in which the nuclei constrict off small buds some- 

what after the fashion of growing yeast. The process takes 

place for only a limited time in the egg-nauplius stage, and in 

definite regions. These cases differ widely from the one herein 

described in which the nucleus breaks down entirely and eventu- 

ally disappears in the cytoplasm of the egg. 

Soon after the egg has increased to a size six or eight times 

that of its original proportions, the nourishing cells are taken up 

in an entirely different fashion, and in a manner probably designed 

for supplying the embryo with energy in the later stages of its 

development. This process results in the formation of the so- 

called pseudo-cells. In some cases it does not begin until the 

egg is nearly one half its matured proportions. The beginning 

of the process is probably dependent upon the presence within 

the egg of some chemical compound which incites the changes to 

be described. The production of this substance is probably 

accomplished at different periods of development in different 

eggs. 

Inasmuch as I have attempted to work out in some detail the 

cytological changes involved in the formation of the pseudo-cells, 

it may not be out of place to insert an outline of the opinions 

held by some previous investigators with reference to their 

origin. 
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HIsToRICAL. 

Kleinenberg (’72) first described the development of the 

pseudo-cells and proposed the name by which they have since 

been known. He remarked that they had been the source of 

many misconceptions, especially on the part of Ecker, who re- 

garded them as true embryonal cells with a nucleus and a cell 

wall, and as arising by divisions of the original egg cell (/. c., p. 

39). He himself set about to find eggs in which all stages in 

their development could be found and came to the following con- 

clusion with regard to their origin : 

‘“Als Anfange erscheinen sehr kleine kuglig umschreibene 

Verdichtungen im Plasma, die sich von den jungen noch nicht 

‘gefarbten Chlorophyllkorpern nur durch etwas starkeres Licht- 

brechungsvermogen unterscheiden. Indem sie sich vergrossern, 

entsteht in ihrem Innern eine Hohle die zuerst genau in der Mitte 

gelegen ist, mit dem fortschreitenden Wachsthum aber diese 

centrale Lage verlasst und sich an einer Stelle der Oberflache 

nahert. Hier erhebt sich darauf, frei in die Hohle hineinragend, 

auf breiter Basis ein niedriger kleiner Kegel, der spater eine un- 

gefahr linsenformige Gestalt annimmt und endlich zu dem Zapfen 

auswachst. Da sich die Eiweisskornchen schon fruher ausge- 

schieden haben, ist hiermit die Entwicklung der Pseudozellen 

beendigt”’ (Z. ¢., p. 40). 

This description is for the pseudo-cells of the egg of A. viridis. 

He states that a similar structure exists in those of H. grisea and 

H. aurantiaca, except that there is no plug or extension into the 

cell, but in its place a simple thickening of the rim of the cell 

which sometimes fills more than half its inner part. 

Ciamician (79) describes the formation of structures which he 

says “have the greatest similarity to the pseudo-cells found by 

Kleinenberg in the egg of Hydra.” He, like Kleinenberg, be- 

lieved that these bodies grow in the plasma of the egg for he 

states that ‘‘ Die Pseudozellen erscheinen genau so wie bei Hydra 

anfangs als ganz kleine Kugelchen (0.001 mm. Durchmesser) und 

konnen bis zu einem Durchmesser von 0.005 mm. anwachsen.” 

He describes also the vacuolated condition of some of these 

bodies and states that by the union of these vacuoles a certain 

nucleus-like part is cut out of the main mass. He found, too, that 
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these cells frequently divided into two, three, four or even six 

parts, usually all of unequal size. This process always took place 

before the cutting out of the central nuclear-like portion. 

Brauer (’91@, p. 170) makes mention of the ‘“ Dotterkernen, 

der sogenannten Pseudozellen.”’ In describing the growth of the 

egg (p. 178) he speaks of “die Auflosung der Nahrzellen und 

ihre Aufnahme als sogenannte Pseudozellen durch die Eizellen.”’ 

Further on in the same article (p. 184) he remarks that the struc- 

ture of these bodies has been already described by Kleinenberg, 

implying that his own observations agreed with those of the last 

named author. In another paper of the same year (’910) he 

describes the origin of the pseudo-cells as follows: ‘ Mit dem 

Wachsthum der Eizelle . . . beginnt die Auflosung der Nahr- 

zellen, indem die Umrisse unregelmassig werden und der Kern 

verschwindet. Gleichzeitig treten auch die Pseudozellen als 

kleine, von Anfangs an sich intensiv farbende Kugelchen auf, 

welche rasch heranwachsen und die eigenthumliche Kernahn- 

liche Form, wie Ciamician und Tichomiroff beschreiben, anneh- 

men, sich aber von Kernen durch die starke Farbung besonders 

der peripheren Partie unterscheiden lassen.’”” He then states that 

he agrees with Ciamician and Weisman as to their origin and 

that they do not arise directly from nuclei as Tichomiroff had 

shown, but that the latter author was deceived as to their true 

nature by their nuclear-like appearance. 

Doflein ('97) describes in considerable detail the origin of the 

pseudo-cells. He cites the views of several of the authors named 

above, and then shows that in 7udu/aria larynx these structures 

are the metamorphosed nuclei of the cells which have fused with 

the egg and whose protoplasm has been added to it. These 

nuclei in the earliest stage of their metamorphosis differ from the 

nuclei of the primary germ cells only in that they lie in 

vacuoles, Their further metamorphosis consists in the disappear- 

ance of the vacuoles within the nucleolus, the thickening of the 

peripheral zone of chromatin matter, and the gradual disappear- 

ance of the clear non-staining area about the nucleolus. The 

nucleolus then enlarges considerably and the change is complete. 

By the use of a methyl-green-eosin stain he shows that a chemi- 

cal change takes place in the nuclear substances during the meta- 
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morphosis. He observed that several of these persistent nuclei 

are often swept into the same vacuole by streaming movements 

of the protoplasm. He describes cases of the amitotic division 

of these nuclei as being of frequent occurrence within the egg. 

Allen (’00) describes the changes undergone by the engulfed 

nuclei in the growing egg of Zubularia crocea. Many nuclei were 

found within the cytoplasm of the egg which showed no differ- 

ence from the nuclei of the cells of the germinal layer. 

These changes consisted in the assembling of the chromatin 

filaments into a varying number of small spheres just within the 

nuclear membrane, the disappearance of the threads supporting 

the nucleolus and a chemic change in the character of the ground 

substance supporting the chromatin, such that it becomes reactive 

to staining agents. The structure of the nucleus becomes less 

distinct. A description is also given of amitotic divisions of these 

nuclei within the cytoplasm of the egg. Her results fa largely 

with those of Doflein (’97). 

Tannreuther (’08) observes that some of the nuclei of the in- 

terstitial cells surrounding the egg are taken up by it and trans- 

formed into pseudo-cells. The transformation is accomplished 

by the granulation of the chromatin; its arrangment in a band 

around the inner border of the nucleus, and the imbedding of the 

nucleoli within this band thus presenting the “appearance of a 

hollow sphere with its wall thicked on one:side.”’ 

Downing (’08) believes them to consist of lecithin which at 

first is diffuse in the egg but later becomes aggregated to form the 

pseudo-cells. He notes also that the nuclei of the interstitial 

cells become filled with it, meantime enlarging considerably. 

These nuclei, he says, may also eventually give rise to the pseudo- 

cells. 

It is evident from the above that two views have prevailed as 

to the origin of the pseudo-cell. The one, that held by the 

earlier writers principally, that they were accumulations or 

growths within the cytoplasm of the egg; the other, that they 

are the persistent and metamorphosed nuclei of the cells which 

fuse or coalesce with the egg in the process of its growth. 

My studies have convinced me that they may be due to both 

of these processes, but that in the Hydra at least, these darkly 

EO 
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staining bodies within the cytoplasm of the egg are not alone 

nuclei, but also nucleoli, or whole cells, and in some cases, the 

equivalent of two or even three cells, in all of which a certain 
- characteristic change has taken place. 

An examination of Fig. 11, Pl. II., and Fig. 14, Pl. III., and 

Fig. 17, Pl. III., which are camera drawings of a portion of an 

ege in which these bodies are very darkly stained, will show that 

there are three or four different sizes; there is usually a darkly 

staining hemisphere while the other shades off almost impercept- 

ibly into the surrounding cytoplasm, or at most has but a very 

thin rim of staining material ; that some appear as a mere shell 

of stained matter with a non-staining interior; that a very few 

are exceedingly large when compared with the rest. All of these 

different kinds are not sharply differentiated but shade into each 

other as would naturally be expected from the consideration of 

the processes next to be described. 

The account of the origin of these bodies, which are wrongly 

called cells, will be given under three headings: (1) Those de- 

rived from whole nourishing cells, (2) those derived from the 

nuclei of the nourishing cells, and (3) those derived from the 

nucleoli of the nourishing cells. 

PSEUDO-CELLS DERIVED FROM WHOLE CELLS. 

As previously indicated, the egg grows by two processes, one 

of which has already been described. The other is by the ap- 

propriation of the nourishing cells sometimes before any visible 

change either in size or appearance has taken place. This process 

is in some cases similar to those which take place when an amceba 

engulfs food particles. The cytoplasm of the egg gradually sur- 

rounds one of the cells and it is finally taken bodily into the egg. 

Cases of whole cells thus taken into the egg cytoplasm are not 

rare. Such a one is shown in Fig. 3, Pl.I. The cell wall is 

perfectly distinct and the cell contents differ little in appearance 

from those of one of the cells outside of the egg. The irregular, 

dark shading is a peripheral thickening of the protoplasm, as is 

evidenced by focusing upon different regions of the cell. 

The fact that cells are frequently thus bodily engulfed lends 

considerable weight to the amceboid theory of the growth of the 
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egg. On the other hand, the process of adding cells in which an 

enlargement and regressive change has taken place has no simi- 

larity to amcebic activities. It appears, then, that the egg grows 

not only by processes comparable to amcebic activities, but also 

by those which have no possible similarity to them. 

In all cases examined, the egg, just before breaking through 

the ectoderm, had appropriated all of the nourishing cells between 

it and the layer of large ectoderm cells (Fig. 14, Pl. III.). At 

either side of the egg mass a considerable amount of unused 

material may still remain after the egg has broken through the 

ectoderm but it is probable that it is used by another egg or, if 

conditions do not favor such a process, may be resorbed. 

In many of the preparations the nuclei of the nourishing cells 

were possessed of several nucleolar bodies in addition to the 

nucleolus. These were sometimes darkly staining, but more 

often of a yellowish color. Often some were closely applied to 

the nucleolus and others to the nuclear membrane. Extremely 

irregular masses are often thus formed. Such nuclei are shown 

in Fig. 20, Pl. III. More will be said about them below. 

When brought into the egg, and, as above noted, occasionally 

outside of it, a change is noticeable in the appearance and staining | 

of the cells. In the case of whole cells these changes are as 

follows: The nucleus approaches the periphery of the cell; the 

nucleoli become peripherally arranged within the nuclear mem- 

brane and often appear to be pushing outward as the membrane 

is frequently extremely irregular and sometimes broken though 

this phenomenon is not always to be observed (Fig. 21, a, Pl. 

III.). The chromatin filaments are visible for a time but are 

much less distinct than in the normal nucleus. Whether or not 

the chromatin collects in the form of small spherules which re- 

semble the nucleoli, I have been unable to determine. In some 

cases it seems to do so. Allen (’00) describes such a process 

for Zubularta crocea. 

In the next stage the nucleolar bodies appear to coalesce in 

part, as their identity can no longer be recognized. The result- 

ing mass is irregular in outline and very darkly staining. At the 

same time the region about it begins to react slightly to the stain 

(Fig. 21, 4, Pl. III.). The chromatin filaments are now entirely 
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indistinguishable. The third stage resembles the one just de- 

scribed, but the hemisphere in which the nucleolar mass lies is 

also very darkly staining, so much so that the mass within it is 

often entirely obscured. By sufficiently destaining, however, one 

can distinguish this mass in almost any pseudo-cell of this sort. 

The nuclear membrane is broken early in the changes above 

described and is apparently entirely lost. The last stage is shown 

in Fig. 21,¢, Pl. III. The drawings are taken from typical cases 

and many variations are to be found, but all are easily explained 

according to the above account. 

Other pseudo-cells of much greater size are frequently found, 

and their origin can be explained in much the same way. Out- 

side of the egg one sometimes finds that some of the cells have 

more than one nucleus, rarely as many as four or five. This 

fact has already been mentioned, and in connection with it a state- 

ment as to their probable origin, viz., by the union of two or. 

more of the primitive ova rather than by the divisions of the 

nucleus of one of them. This conclusion was the result of the 

observation that no evidences of divisions in any of the nuclei of 

these cells were found, though such multi-nucleated cells were 

not uncommon. If divisions do occur the evidences are for their 

taking place amitotically, though I am inclined to believe that 

such divisions do not take place. The metamorphosis of these 

large cells into pseudo-cells takes place in the same way as that 

of the single-nucleated cell. 

Occasionally a pseudo-cell of comparatively enormous size is 

found, such as that shown in Fig. 11, Pl. Il. These are evi- 

dently derived from still larger multi-nucleated masses, which are 

sometimes found outside the egg. Fig. 19, Pl. II., shows such a 

cell with four nuclei and evidences of a fifth. I have found but 

this one instance, however, and it is therefore very unusual. 

Brauer (’91@) has shown a large pseudo-cell in his Fig. 4, Pl. X., 

and they are therefore not an unusual structure. The changes 

involved in their metamorphosis are probably the same as those 

already described. No intermediate stages were found and there- 

fore no figures can be given. 

In no cases have I found convincing evidences of the amitotic 

nuclear divisions of these bodies such as have been described by 

Ciamician (’79), Doflein (’97), Allen (’00) and Tannreuther (08). 
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An explanation of the phenomena here described, though not 

easy to find, appears to be as follows: The nucleolar bodies when 

they appear within the nucleus in such large numbers are in 

small part products of the metabolic changes within the nucleus 

but in greater part are doubtless certain liquids which have osmot- 

ically penetrated the nuclear membrane and been coagulated by 

the killing and hardening fluids. These substances may serve as 

food for the nuclear activities and, in their later history, as stores of 

energy for the embryo. The ultimate disposition of these bodies 

in the cell would support this view. No attempt was made to 

determine their chemical nature by staining methods as the mate- 

rial required was lacking. Similar nucleolar bodies have been 

described by Montgomery (’98) in the case of certain nemertean 

worms.' By staining methods he seems to have shown quite 

conclusively that they are liquids taken in through the nuclear 

membrane and are of the same nature as the yolk balls which 

occur very abundantly within the cytoplasm. Such yolk masses 

are growths or accumulations and as such are different than the 

pseudo-cells which are found in the egg under discussion, 

These nucleolar bodies usually appear in the first stage of the 

metamorphosis of the cell or nucleus. As indicated above, it is 

not probable that the chromatin collects in small spherules toadd 

tothe number. The nuclear membrane in this stage is frequently 

broken and very irregular. The second stage is due to a partial 

fusion or flowing together of these bodies. The rupture of the 

nuclear membrane results in the liberation of the nuclear liquids, 

in the case of the metamorphosis of a whole cell, which are 

apparently separated by some chemical factor so that the chro- 

matin substance becomes spread out in the periphery of the 

hemisphere in which the nucleus lies, thus accounting for the 

darkly staining properties of this portion of the structure. At 

the same time the cytoplasm itself becomes chemically changed, 

for it reacts slightly to a chromatin stain. The nuclear sap does 

not appear to take any differential stain but is disseminated 

through the cytoplasm of the cell. 

That this is the true explanation is evidenced by cross-sections 

1 Principally in Stichostemma etlhardi, p. 437; Zygonemertes virescens, p. 483 ; 

Tetrastemma elegans, p. 431. 
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of the pseudo-cell (Fig. 16, a and 4, Pl. III.). Here one sees 

a thin rim of darkly staining material which is usually more 

prominent in one hemisphere though occasionally a continuous 

one is found (Fig. 16, 4). Within this rim are the nucleolar bodies 

often forming a considerable mass or, as in the figure, spread out 

singly with their edges closely applied to each other. The in- 

terior of the structure takes a plasma stain but slightly and is 

very homogeneous in‘character. Fig. 16, c, Pl. III., is a draw- 

ing of a pseudo-cell in which some of the nucleolar bodies were 

in the pole opposite to that in which the darkly staining mass 

was found. They are evidently of a different nature than the 

others as the stain is apparently largely a plasma one. 

' The cause for the changes above outlined may possibly be due, 

as previously noted, to a substance secreted by the cytoplasm of 

the egg. This evidently causes a separation of the nuclear ele- 

ments and they become arranged as above described. Further 

study on the processes which take place in the absorption of these 

bodies may serve to make clear the advantage, if any, which re- 

sults from the arrangement of the material after the fashion above 

described. Sometimes the pseudo-cell lies in a conspicuous 

vacuole and at others none can be distinguished. The metamor- 

phic changes are not entirely comparable to digestive processes 

for they cease for a time with the peripheral disposition of the 

darkly staining elements. The nuclein, which is highly resistant 

to digestive ferments, may serve to protect the contents of the 

structure from further changes. 

2. PSEUDO-CELLS DERIVED FROM NUCLEI. 

There are a considerable number of pseudo-cells which are 

derived from the nuclei of the nourishing cells. In such cases, 

after being taken into or fusing with it, the cytoplasm seems to 

blend with that of the egg and then changes occur in the 

remaining nuclei which are similar to those described as taking 

place in the nucleus of the whole cells which are transformed 

into pseudo-cells. The nucleolar bodies do not cause the rup- 

ture of the nuclear membrane, but there is an evident separation 

of the nuclear elements, as the peripheral darkly staining rim 

clearly shows (Fig. 17, Pl. III.). This process is comparable 
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to that described by Doflein (’97) and Allen (’0o) for the pseudo- 

cells of Zubularia. JI have found no cases of division of these 

bodies. 

3. PsEUDO-CELLS DERIVED FROM NUCLEOLI. 

It has already been shown that the nucleolus of the nourishing 

cell sometimes migrates out of the nucleus, leaving a broken and 

partially destroyed nuclear membrane. After sucha cell becomes 

a part of the egg the nucleolus may persist and form one of the 

minute bodies so plentiful in the egg. Fig. 6, Pl. I., shows the 

nucleolus migrating out of a nucleus before the union of the cell 

with the egg. 

Nucleoli and other bodies within the nucleus are also set free 

in the egg cytoplasm by another process. Along the periphery 

of the egg one often finds examples of the apparent fusion of the 

cytoplasm of a cell with that of the egg followed by the enlarge- 

ment of the nucleus in a manner slightly different from that 

described in the processes concerned with the transformation of 

whole cells into pseudo-cells. This condition was most common 

in those preparations which showed the food spherules in the 

nourishing cells. The outline of the nuclear membrane becomes 

irregular, often presenting the appearance of the nucleoli as 

being under an influence forcing them outward through the 

membrane. The outline of the nucleus may become twice as 

large as that of the normal. Fig. 20, a and 4, Pl. III, are draw- 

ings of such nuclei but are by no means as irregular as many 

which were found. Whether these peculiar conditions ever 

result in the formation of a characteristic pseudo-cell or not, I 

have been unable to determine. That they do not seems highly 

probable. Their fate seems to be in the setting free of the 

nucleoli by the breaking or absorption of the nuclear membrane. 

Conditions which justify this conclusion are shown in Fig. 15, 

Pl. III., in which a nest of nucleoli are shown. ‘Their appear- 

ance and arrangement indicate that the nuclear membrane had 

just disappeared as no trace of it could be seen. The minute 

bodies differed slightly in their staining reactions as indicated in 

the drawing. Probably, too, the metaplasmic bodies previously 

described as occurring in the cytoplasm of the egg persist and 
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swell the number of the minute spherules so plentiful in some 

preparations. 

From the above accounts of the origin of the pseudo-cells it is 

easy to see how, ranging as they do from exceedingly small to 

very large ones, the conclusion might very naturally be reached 

that they are products of the cytoplasm of the egg and grow 

within it, undergoing certain changes in the process. Possibly 

the metaplasmic bodies which have been described are derived 

from the cytoplasm. It is not improbable, then, that some of the 

darkly staining bodies, are, as Kleinenberg and others concluded, 

accumulations or growths within the egg, but the majority, so 

large that the process just mentioned may almost be disregarded, 

are the remains or parts of the nourishing cells which are taken 

into the egg, and, under certain influences undergo changes re- 

sulting in a partial breaking down, and a characteristic disposition 

of the elements composing them. These changes are not the 

same in all ccelenterate eggs in which pseudo-cells occur. The 

hydroid eggs which I have examined (7udularia) showed no 

minute bodies at all. The pseudo-cells appeared to be derived 

entirely from the nuclei of the nourishing cells. Possibly the 

process here described may be found to occur only in periods of 

excessive sexual activity when food is very abundant. 

NEMATOCYSTS WITHIN THE Eaa. 

In the early part of the paper it was noted that nematocysts 

may become imbedded intheegg. In several preparations, par- 

ticularly in the region near the supporting layer, there were found 

oval bodies, apparently nematocysts, which were completely 

covered with minute spherical granules. In some few cases a 

suggestion of the filament within the nematocyst could be seen. 

The shape and position of these bodies led to the conclusion 

that they were nematocysts which were being absorbed or di- 

gested. The nature of the granules covering their surface is an 

open question. They may possibly have been digestive granules 

of some sort. 

History OF THE NUCLEUS. 

The early history of the nucleus is difficult to follow. As 

previously narrated, the egg begins its growth by the coalescence 
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of several cells whose cytoplasm unites to form a common mass 

and some of whose nuclei undergo certain degenerative changes 

while others apparently remain unchanged within the resulting 

multinucleate structure. It has also been suggested that all but 

one of these nuclei are transformed into pseudo-cells while that one 

becomes the functioning nucleus of the egg. In the early part 

of these studies it was thought that possibly all of the nuclei 

became functionless while the functioning nucleus was reformed 

de novo, from the nuclear material set free in the cytoplasm. 

The examination of a very large number of sections failed to 

furnish any growing egg without an apparently functioning 

nucleus. It seems therefore that from the beginning of the 

growth of the egg one nucleus retains its sovereignty, though it 

is impossible to maintain that fora time the others do not perform 

some of the nuclear functions. It is difficult, in examining the 

egg when in this multinucleate stage, to determine which is the 

functioning, or to be, the functioning nucleus. As soon, however, 

as it becomes distinctly recognizable, it has an appearance much 

as the one shown in Fig. 7, Pl. I. Both the nucleoplasm and 

the cytoplasm become more granular, but very shortly after, the 

nucleoplasm appears to be of an homogeneous character such as 

is shown in Fig. 8, Pl. I. At the same time the nucleoli increase 

rapidly in number, there being always one large one eccentrically 

placed within the nucleus. The staining reactions of the smaller 

nucleolar bodies indicate that they are not all of the same chem- 

ical composition. The nucleus is frequently found to be elliptic 

in section with its long axis at right angles to the supporting 

layer. The growth of the egg is attended by a corresponding 

increase in the size of the nucleus; the number of nucleoli in- 

crease greatly, while the nucleus, in the meantime, approaches 

the outer portion of the egg. In some cases there have been 

counted as many as eighty to ninety nucleolar bodies in a single 

nucleus. Vacuoles frequently appear in the larger ones. 

The darkly staining area noted by Brauer (’gI@) as occurring 

near the large nucleolus has been observed many times. It is 

shown in Fig. 9, Pl. II., and thus highly magnified, is, as he 

correctly observed, due to an aggregation of exceedingly small 

bodies, possibly of the same nature as the nucleoli. 
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There is a definite nuclear membrane closely applied to the 

cytoplasm. 

In some cases a single cross-section has shown three eggs 

almost fully grown. Their separate masses in such cases are not 

separated by an egg membrane of any sort, but flow into each 

other at their boundaries, which are indicated by a lesser thick- 

ening of the egg mass. In such cases it appears that there are 

three distinct areas in which the growth of an egg has begun in 

the manner previously described. Tannreuther (’08) has made the 

observation that after the coalescence of the large ova, two or 

more of the nuclei persist and each becomes a functioning nucleus, 

and each, presumably, appropriating a portion of the original 

mass making up the cytoplasmic portion of the growing egg or 

eggs. My observations have given no evidences of such a condi- 

tion or process, but indicate rather that egg development begins 

in two or more points or areas, and growth continues, until, by the 

total appropriation of the nourishing cells, their masses become 

continuous. 

By the time the egg has attained its growth the nucleus has 

migrated to the periphery of the egg where it lies in an area free 

from pseudo-cells, and just beneath the ectoderm. The mem- 

brane becomes very indistinct, while a slight shrinkage away from 

the cytoplasm is noticeable (Fig. 14, Pl. II.). This condition 

becomes more pronounced for the outline of the nucleus becomes 

very irregular and almost indistinguishable. This condition, as 

Brauer (’91@) has stated, precedes the formation of the first 

maturation spindle. 

MATURATION. 

These processes have been described by Brauer (’91@) and Tann- 

reuther (’08) for Hydra sp.?, and my own observations have added 

little to the account as given by them. The former writer 

states that the number of chromosomes is probably twelve or 

fourteen. Their shape and size make an accurate determination 

difficult, but Iam inclined to consider that the number is as great 

as sixteen. The polar bodies are easily found in mature eggs, 

lying just beneath the ectoderm, and may remain attached to the 

egg by a cytoplasmic strand even after exposed to the water. 
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EXTRUSION OF THE EGG. 

As previously noted, the egg begins by a process of coales- 

ence, which may take place in more than one place, so that there 

may be three or four eggs growing on the same animal at the 

same time. In such cases the growing eggs form a thick band 

entirely surrounding the animal, and, in some cases, almost all of 

the upper third of the body. In other cases but one egg develops, 

when it appears as a well pronounced dome-shaped elevation, 

from which, before maturity, pseudopodial processes radiate out- 

ward, and may encircle over a half of the circumference of the 

body. In either case the completion of the process of appro- 

priation of the nourishing cells is marked by the disappearance 

of the pseudopodial processes, and it then becomes more regular 

in outline, and more pronouncedly dome-shaped (Fig. 28, Pl. IV.). 

The ectoderm is then ruptured and quickly withdraws over the 

egg giving rise then to the bowl-shaped depression, or, if the ex- 

tent of the area occupied by the egg or eggs makes this process 

impossible, the ectoderm is ruptured and the egg mass flows out 

through the opening gradually taking on the spherical shape and 

the shrunken ectoderm again forming the bowl-shaped depres- 

sion in which the egg is found always to lie. The whole process 

rarely occupies more than two minutes and is sometimes accom- 

plished even more quickly. The egg is attached to the body by 

delicate filaments continuous with the egg membrane. 

FERTILIZATION. 

The process of fertilization has been described by Brauer (912) 

and to his account little can be added. Unless the process is 

effected within a few hours after the extrusion of the egg, it 

becomes vacuolated and increases greatly in size, and finally goes 

to pieces. Numerous eggs were observed which, thus enlarged, 

gave off a part of themselves after the fashion of budding yeast. 

These parts thus set free were sometimes as much as one third the 

volume of the egg. Some eggs were found to be infested by a 

protozoon which fed upon the egg material. The interior of the 

egg in such cases contained hundreds of them. Apparently 

vigorous eggs were not found to be so attacked, but those in 

which degeneration was going on were frequently infested. It is 
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not impossible, however, that the healthy and vigorous egg may 

be sometimes thus infested. 

Ecc MEMBRANE. ~ 

For some time before breaking through the ectoderm the sec- 

tions show an egg membrane of varying thickness to be present. 

This is sometimes difficult to find until shortly before the emer- 

gence of the egg. _When the egg becomes surrounded by water 

the membrane is invisible owing to its transparency, but quickly 

becomes evident upon the application of killing fluids. 

CLEAVAGE. 

The first cleavage is total and equal. It begins at the distal 

pole of the egg and in a plane usually at right angles to the 

- long axis of the body. Papilleze are well developed at the point 

where the cleavage begins and are easily seen on either side of 

the cleavage furrow when very young (Fig. 23, a, Pl. III.). 

This agrees with Kleinenberg’s observations on the cleavage of 

H. viridis. The furrow deepens and its edges close over as it 

advances, its position being shown by an opening extending 

completely through the egg (Fig. 23, and ¢, Pl. III.). The first 

cleavage is accomplished in about thirty minutes. 

The second cleavage takes place in a plane at right angles to 

that of the first and is also total and equal. The papillary proc- 

esses are also to be seen in the cleavage furrow. The four 

resulting blastomeres are of nearly equal size (Fig. 23, d, PI. 

III.). The third cleavage takes place in a plane at right angles 

to the other two or parallel with the long axis of the body. In 

this case the cleavage furrow is much less distinct and is formed 

more slowly in some of the blastomeres than in others, with the 

result that from this point onward the blastomeres vary in size 

and give rise,to an extremely irregular mass of cells (Fig. 23, 

é, f, g and, Pl. III.). In the third and even later cleavages 

papillary prominences are frequently to be seen at the beginning 

of the cleavage furrow. These conditions greatly resemble those 

described by Kleinenberg for (7. viridis. The blastomeres vary 

considerably in size, those at the proximal pole usually being of 

somewhat greater dimensions. At the conclusion of the third 
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cleavage the cleavage cavity is established (Fig. 24, Pl. IV.). 

After the third, the cleavages take place in such an irregular 

fashion as to make it impossible to follow them. As a result, 

however, of further divisions, there is formed a hollow mass of 

cells which in some cases vary but little in size, while other sec- 

tions show a much greater variation (Figs. 26 and 27, Pl. IV.). 

This increases in size by the continued tangential division of the 

cells until a very large blastula is formed (Fig. 27, Pl. 1V.). The 

inner ends of the cells contain the larger portion of the pseudo- 

cells while the nuclei are located near the outer part. 

EmpBryonic LAYERS. 

The cells of the blastula above described are nearly of the same 

size, though some project into the cleavage cavity farther than 

others. Division of these longer cells occurs and the entoderm 

is thus formed by a process of delamination. With these daughter 

cells are carried the larger part of the pseudo-cells, so that when 

the process of entoderm formation is finished the ectoderm cells 

are comparatively free from them. By the continued division of 

the primitive ectodermal cells in this fashion the cleavage’ cavity 

becomes almost entirely obliterated. The entoderm cells also 

divide and the solid mass of cells is formed. That the ectoderm 

cells may themselves be crowded into the cleavage cavity as ob- 

served by Brauer (’91@) found no confirmation in the preparations 

examined. Radial divisions were the most numerous with few 

tangential divisions. 

No uniformity in the size of the eggs produced was observed 

for the amount of material available for the growth of the egg 

determines in large part its ultimate size. 

The completion of the formation of the entoderm marks the 

beginning of the processes resulting in the embryonic membranes, 

which, as in other species of ydra, consist of an euter chitinous 

and densely spiculate shell and a very thin inner membrane just 

beneath it. The former takes its origin as follows: The ecto- 

dermal cells constituting the outer layer of the embryo send out 

slender processes as shown in Fig. 13, Pl. II., and Fig. 20, PI. 

IV. These are most frequently formed in groups of two or more 

and are remarkably large when compared with the size of the 
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whole cell. Rarely more than one is produced by one cell so 

that the several processes constituting a group are formed from 

contiguous cells. The ends of the process showa marked curve 

away from the axis of the group. The growth outward of these 

processes carries with them at their extremities the egg mem- 

brane which remains a noticeable part of the embryo even at the 

time it is set free from the mother. The ectoderm cells at this 

time are very long and appear greatly distorted as a result of the 

great change in form. The outer part of the ectoderm cells then 

gives rise toa thin chitinous envelope as shown in Fig. 12, Pl. II. 

The cytoplasm within the envelope and near the extremities of 

the projections becomes very much more granular than the 

remaining portion, and takes a darker stain as a result. The 

chitinous covering continues to thicken, and the protoplasmic con- 

tents of the processes apparently give rise to the chitinous material 

of which the spicules are composed, whether by a transforma- 

tion of the protoplasm into the chitin or bya process of secretion 

of the material of which it is composed, I am unable to state. 

The appearance of the protoplasmic granules just within the 

chitinous covering of the processes would indicate a deposition of 

material at that point. As this chitinous envelope becomes 

thicker, and of course harder, it gives rise to a very effective pro- 

tective covering. From the above account it is evident that the 

covering takes its origin from the outer part of the ectoderm cells ; 

the basal portion containing the nuclei and a few pseudo-cells 

remains apparently unchanged. Beneath the shell there is now 

a layer of cells of somewhat smaller dimensions but otherwise 

differing little from their condition before the formation of chitin. 

From the outer part of these cells there is then secreted the thin 

inner membrane, and the process is thus completed. 

This account agrees in general with that given by Brauer (91a) 

for Hydra sp.?. After the completion of the process of shell for- 

mation the embryo remains attached to the mother by means of 

two or three tough strands which are also somewhat chitinous. 

They are apparently identical with those holding the egg after its 

emergence from the ectoderm. In the meantime the shell be- 

comes harder and sections show its characteristic laminate 

structure, that is, the delicate lines which give it an appearance 
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of being so constituted. Usually within two days the embryo 

falls from the parent and its point of attachment is then marked 

only by the bowl-shaped portion of the shrunken ectoderm by 

which the egg was originally covered. 

No study was made of the processes concerned with the 

further development of the embryo and of the cytological changes 

involved in the transformation of the embryonic layers into the 

definitive ectoderm and entoderm, nor of the further changes in 

the pseudo-cells. That marked changes must take place be- 

comes evident when one considers that in the ectoderm there 

must be developed muscle and nerve cells, interstitial celis and 

nematocysts, while the pseudo-cells are to be absorbed and 

utilized by the entoderm cells. It was found that embryos 

would develop and give rise to young Hydra in about three 

weeks. This, of course, was at the temperature of the laboratory. 

_At the time of first appearance from the shell they are possessed 

of four short tentacles, which later increase to six or more. All 

traces of the pseudo-cells have disappeared by the time of the 

completion of the definitive ectoderm and entoderm. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION. 

As to the true nature of the growth of ccelenterate eggs, two 

views have long been prevalent. One, commonly known as the 

amoeboid theory, is so denominated on account of the striking 

likeness of the growing egg to an amceba — this likeness lying in 

‘the ameceboid-like movements in its migrations from one tissue 

into another ; in that it often possesses pseudopodial processes like 

those of anamceba; and more remarkable still, frequently engulfs 

neighboring cells much after the fashion of an amceba taking in 

food particles. The opposing theory disavows the likeness, 

maintaining that the egg grows by the dissolution of the cell 

walls between the egg and the cells contiguous to it, and that 

this process with its resulting conditions has no likeness to true 

amceboid activities. 

The former view was first suggested by Balfour (’80) and up- 

held by Weismann (83), Metchnikoff (86), Brauer (’91) and con- 

ditions apparently supporting it have been described by many 

more recent writers. Doflein (’97) was the first to publish ob- 
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servations seriously opposing it. He described the growth of a 

coelenterate egg as taking place by the fusion or blending of the 

egg with its neighboring cells, and pointed out further, that 

vacuoles do not form about the engulfed cells in the case of those 

eggs described by the supporters of the theory, but only about 

their persistent nuclei. He concluded, therefore, that the amceba 

likeness was a misconception. Ciamician (’79) had previously 

described the enlargement of an egg by the coalescence of the 

egg and the cells surrounding it. 

The present conception may perhaps best be indicated by 

quoting from Wilson (’00) ' who states that the egg cell in ccelen- 

terates may move actively about in the neighboring cells like an 

amoeba and ‘‘in such cases (hydroids) the egg may actively feed 

upon the surrounding cells, taking them bodily into its substance, 

or fusing with them and assimilating their substance with its own. 

In such cases (7ubularta, Hydra) the nuclei of the food cells 

long persist in the egg cytoplasm forming the so-called ‘ pseudo- 

cells’ but finally degenerate and are absorbed by the egg.” 

It does not seem necessary to assume any active amceboid pro- 

pensities on the part of the egg of Hydra to account for the proc- 

esses concerned in its growth. That the egg in its early history 

is entirely devoid of any similarities to an amceba is evident from 

the account given above of its growth at that time. The coales- 

cence of the primitive ova is surely not comparable to any 

amoebic activity. Nor do the ova migrate from one part of the 

body to another as in the case of certain hydroids. The growing 

egg does not, at first, at any rate, feed upon the surrounding cells 

after the manner of an amceba engulfing food particles. That 

the surrounding cells become a part of the egg is true, but the 

process by which the union is accomplished is simply a coales- 

cence of a group of cells to form a larger mass over which a 

single nucleus comes in time to hold sovereignty. Possibly but 

one nucleus is functional from the beginning of the process. 

Possibly one cell is at all times the controlling factor in all of the 

processes, but this is difficult to prove. 

Nor does it seem necessary to assume any active amceboid 

properties on the part of the egg in order to account for the fact 

1¢« The Cell in Development and Inheritance,’’ p. 150. 
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that cells are taken bodily into it. Indeed, the facts already set 

forth are not at all comparable to amceboid activities. Some cases 

were found in which it would appear that the nourishing cells 

over a limited area had been transformed into pseudo-cells even 

before entering the egg. Occasionally, isolated cases of such 

changes were found at a considerable distance from the egg. 

Again, the protoplasmic mass resulting from the processes above 

described is under a certain pressure due to the tension of the 

ectodermal layer by which it is covered, and would therefore tend 

to flow into intercellular spaces and often simulate active amcebic 

engulfments by partially surrounding a cell. It seems more 

probable that the egg by some chemic influence causes a pro- 

found change to take place in the cells which surround it. Possi- 

bly the regressive changes, including the formation of the pseudo- 

cells, is due to this cause. The amceboid form of the egg does 

exist but perhaps due in part, at least, to the causes suggested 

above. Just before breaking through the ectoderm, in all cases 

examined, the egg had appropriated all of the nourishing cells 

between it and the ectoderm. Rarely, there are groups of cells 

on either side of the egg which have not been appropriated. The 

rounding off process described for the eggs of ccelenterates is not 

due entirely to any activity on the part of the egg of A/ydra to 

effect such a form, but is the result, in large part, of the con- 

sumption of all of the available nourishing cells within the ger- 

minal area so that a more or less regular outline results. That 

undoubted similarities between the growing egg and an amceba 

do exist cannot be denied, but I am persuaded that these like- 

nesses are frequently too widely applied and lead to miscon- 

ceptions. 

SUMMARY. 

1. The egg begins its growth by the coalescence of a group of 

the primitive ova; this process is frequently attended by a peculiar 

nuclear degeneration. One of the nuclei from the group becomes 

the functioning nucleus ; the others either disappear in the cyto- 

plasm or are transformed into pseudo-cells. 

2. The egg thus beginning its growth continues to increase in 

size by two processes: (a) By the disappearance of the cell 

wall between it and neighboring cells attended by a regressive 
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change in the nucleus which later becomes scattered and absorbed 

in the cytoplasm. (4) By a union with neighboring cells which 

later, either in whole or in part, become transformed into the 

so-called pseudo-cells. This process may consist in the engulf- 

ment of whole cells. 

3. The pseudo-cells are metamorphosed whole cells, nuclei or 

nucleoli, in which certain characteristic changes have been brought 

about. These changes are doubtless produced by a chemic in- 

fluence from the egg. | 

This paper was undertaken at the suggestion of Dr. C. W. 

Hargitt. I desire to express my sense of obligation to him for 

his valuable criticisms and helpful suggestions. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I. 

' Fic. 1. Longitudinal section through a portion of the germinal area. The chalag: 

ter of the cells is well shown, as also the metaplasmic bodies frequently occurring in 

these cells. The double character of the nucleoli is noticeable. That they are 

composed of different material is evident from the difference in staining capacity. A 

nematocyst (7ze.) is shown imbedded in the mass of cells. >< 975. 

Fic. 2, A group of the primitive ova in which the regressive changes are just 

started. Inthe cell marked (a) the chromatin is retreating toward the periphery of 

the nucleus; in that marked (4) the spireme is formed. The cells are a little larger 

than the other primitive ova which are shown in the upper right hand corner. > 850. 

Fic. 3. The distal portion of a growing egg in which the outline of an engulfed 

cell is clearly shown. The cell-wall appears as a well-defined line. 850. 

Fic. 4. The fragmentation of the nucleus of one of the cells contributing to the 

mass of the egg. The cel!-wall has in part disappeared, while the coalescence with 

a neighbor cell has begun. The nuclear membrane has dissolved and the chromatin 

filaments are being scattered. Vacuoles are conspicuous in the nucleolus. > 850. 

Fic. 5. A condition not quite so far advanced as that in Fig. 4. Several meta- 

plasmic bodies are apparent. In the cells bordering on the egg, the tere 

nuclear changes have begun. >< 850. 

Fic. 6. A nourishing cell bordering on the egg. The nucleolus has broken 

through the nuclear membrane. Within, the broken chromatin filaments are plainly 

visible. >< 650. 

Fic. 7. A young nucleus showing the single large nucleolus and several small 

nucleoli. Chromatin filaments are evident. >< 650. 

Fic. 8. An older nucleus in which the nucleoli are very numerous. There are no 

traces of chromatin filaments whatsoever. < 650. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II. 

Fic. 9. A drawing of a part of a growing egg showing the nucleus in the process 

of shortening from the elongated form. ‘The character of the cells outside of the egg 

itself is typical. In one of them the regressive changes are well under way, the 

nuclear membrane having disappeared entirely, and the chromatin filaments set free 

in the cytoplasm. One of the very large cells, probably resulting from the coalescence 

of two cells, is likewise shown. Darkly staining lines in chromatin material indicate 

the probable fate of the nuclear stuff. 

Within the nucleus of the egg are a large number of nucleoli and a single large 

nucleolus. In the cytoplasm is a tangle of filaments evidently the remnants of a 

cell whose mass has been added to that of the egg. Several metaplasmic bodies are 

also visible. >< 650. 

Fic. 10. A portion of a growing egg and a group of cells upon its periphery. 

The very large cell, probably derived from the fusion of two or more, is about to unite 

with the egg mass. In its nucleus the regressive changes are well advanced. In 

the small cell outside of this large one, the chromatin has assembled in the spireme, 

preparatory to union with the large cell. >< 650. 

Fic, 11. A part of an egg in which occurred one of the very large pseudo-cells. 

Three thickened and darkly staining portions of its rim are noticeable. Along its 

edges, in two places at least, one can see the nucleoli from the cells contributing to 

the mass. < 650. 

Fic. 12. A portion of the ectodermal layer of a fully segmented egg showing the 

manner of outgrowth of the cells previous to the formation of the chitinous shell. 

< 650. 

Fic. 13. The beginning of the shell formation by the development of the chitinous 

layer outside of the ectodermal processes. >< 650. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III. 

Fic. 14. Distal portion of an egg at about the time of its breaking through the 

ectoderm, and previous to the process of maturation. The nucleus at this time 

becomes less darkly staining, and irregular in outline. The pseudo-cells are typical 

in that there are shown the variety of forms and sizes. >< 650. 

Fic. 15. A nest of nucleolar bodies which have evidently been derived from a 

single nucleus by the dissolution of the nuclear membrane. These stain with different 

degrees of intensity, and in double staining, in different colors, indicating their differ- 

ence in composition. >< 850. 
FIG. 16. @, section through a pseudo-cell showing the thin rim of darkly staining 

material and the nucleoli arranged within it. 4, another section-in which the periph- 

eral disposition of the nucleolar masses is conspicuous. ¢, a pseudo-cell in which 

the nucleoli are shown in the pole opposite the darkly staining one. In this case they 

take a distinct plasma stain when double stained. >< 850. 

Fic. 17. Cross-section of a pseudo-cell probably derived from a nucleus. The 

peripheral disposition of the chromatin is apparent in thisasin the othercases. >< 850. 

Fic. 18. A pseudo-cell which shows its triple origin. Three nuclear masses are 

apparent as also three separate areas which stain darkly. >< 850. 

Fic. 19. A very large body found just outside of a growing egg, and in which 

were shown four well defined nuclei and traces of a fifth. Such conditions were found 

but once and may have been an artifact. However, the very large size of somé of 

the pseudo-cells indicates that such large masses of coalesced cells frequently occur. 

< 850. 
Fic. 20. A number of nuclei as found in some of the cells outside of the egg. 

There were in some a number of nucleolar bodies which were not of true chromatic 

origin but apparently food masses within the nucleus. They were of a yellowish 

color. These were not found in all cases, but those sections on which they were 

found were apparently well fixed and stained. Possibly their presence depended 

upon certain metabolic processes. >< 850. 
Fic. 21. Three stages in the metamorphosis of a whole cell into a pseudo-cell. 

In a, the outline of the nucleus is still evident and traces of the chromatin filaments 

are also visible. The nucleoli are peripherally arranged within the nucleus. In 4, 

the nucleolar bodies have become massed together and the hemisphere of the cell in 

which they lie is slightly more darkly staining than in the previous figure. In c, the 

transformation is complete. The nucleolar mass is visible, but its containing hemi- 

sphere is now very darkly staining, the boundary of the stained being sometimes 

sharply defined from the unstained portion. >< 650. 

Fic. 22. One of the flattened short spiculated eggs ; drawn from a section. 

Fic, 23. Aseries of drawings of a segmenting egg. a, 4 and c, the beginning, 

middle and ending, of the first cleavage. dd, the four-celled stage. Up to this time 

cleavage is regular, total and equal. ¢, drawing showing the irregularity of the later 

cleavages. In this case the cleavage lines were not entirely visible (7, g and 4, later 

stages, showing more pronounced irregularities. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 

Fic. 24. Equatorial section through the egg segmented to the eight-celled stage. 

The cleavage cavity and protoplasmic bridges are well shown. ~ 

Fic. 25. Similar section through the egg at a little later stage. The cleavage 

cavity is more definite and a variation in the size of the blastomeres is noticeable. 

Fic. 26. Section through the segmented egg at a more advanced stage. In this 

case the process seems to have been unusually regular. The blastomeres are appar- 

ently of nearly uniform size, and regularly arranged. 

Fic. 27. Segmentation carried to the completion of the hollow mass of cells just 

before the beginning of the formation of the primitive entoderm cells. Some of the 

cells are noticeably larger and longer than others. 

Fic. 28. The growth of the egg completed. The first polar body is to be seen 

just beneath the ectodermal covering. The egg membrane is also visible as a thin 

slightly shaded area beneath the ectoderm. ; 

Fic. 29. The protoplasmic process from the ectodermal cells about which the 

spiculate structures are formed. The chitinous envelope is already forming. The 

dark spot in one of the processes is not a pseudo-cell, but a piece of foreign matter in 

the preparation. 
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SOME NODES ON LHE. ANATOMY OF THE 

fAaVvROmD, GLAND IN) SELACHIT. 

A PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION. 

GUY DAVENPORT LOMBARD, 

LATE INSTRUCTOR IN HISTOLOGY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, 

New York City. 

During some investigations into the relation of the blood supply 

to the glandular masses of the thyroid, pursued at the Marine Bio- 

logical Laboratory at Woods Hole during the summer of 1905, 

I found it necessary to first inquire into the anatomy and anatom- 

ical relations of the thyroid gland in the Selachii. The anatom- 

ical literature yielded such scant results, both text and illustra- 

tive references being only causal, that I deemed it of some 

possible service to future investigators to present a short account 

of the results obtained. 

The thyroid gland of the dogfish (A/ustelus Canis) was exposed 

by the following process: A median longitudinal incision was 

made through the integument from the inferior mandible to the 

anus, care being taken not to injure the underlying structures 

immediately beneath, and closely adherent to the integument, we 

come, in the inframandibular and hyoid region, to the transverse 

fibers of the constrictor pharyngii muscle. An incision through 

this comparatively thin sheet of muscular tissue exposed the 

coraco-mandibular muscle, whose fibers, lying parallel to the body 

axis, were then severed by a transverse incision 2.5 to 4.5 cm. . 

from its insertion ; the anterior end was then reflected to its man- 

dibular attachment. This exposed the thyroid gland, lying just 

behind the posterior border of the mandible, and resting upon the 

coraco-hyoid muscle whose fibers parallel those of the coraco- 

mandibular muscle which is the more conspicuous because of its 

size and compactness. 

The thyroid gland is easily recognized by its shape and color, 

it being typically shield-shaped, the convex border forward, and 

having cells which carry a pronounced amount of yellowish pig- 
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ment of an almost orange hue. The organ is almost sheet-like - 

in its thinness. A dogfish of 115 cm. had a thyroid gland 

measuring antero-posteriorly 19 mm., from side to side 42 mm., 

and in thickness 1 mm.; it weighed 502.5 milligrams. 

The thyroid gland is approximately unilobular, yet shows some 

evidence of beginning lobulization. In addition to an almost 

separate posterior portion it often has in its main body certain 

indications of a tendency to further lobular subdivision formed 

by interruptions of the glandular tissue which are filled in by 

septa or trabeculz of loose connective tissue. There may be 

three incisures of this sort, all beginning at the posterior border 

of the main portion of the gland and extending, almost at right 

angles to the border, into the glandular substance. The most 

aq ery oe e © ccesee® 

Fic. 1. Outline of the thyroid gland of a dogfish as viewed from the ventral sur- 

face, showing the distribution of its arterial supply. The dotted lines indicate an area 

over which the thyroid substance was deficient, a, right (dorsal) thyroid artery ; 4, 

left (ventral) thyroid artery. 

constant of these fissures, and the largest, is situated in the 

- median line; a smaller indentation is often observed on either 

side of this primary one, almost parallel to it, and so placed as to 

be approximately equidistant between the primary fissure and 

the lateral border of the gland. 

The smaller fissures may vary in extent, but the one on the 

right of the median line is nearly always shorter than that on the 

left. This difference is readily understood by a reference to the 

anatomical relation of the right thyroid artery to this portion of 
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the gland. The indentations and consequent traces of lobuliza- 

tion conform closely to the areas of distribution of the main 

vessels. The lower, nearly isolated portion of glandular tissue 

is supplied by a branch from the right mandibular artery which 

enters the gland on its ventral aspect. The partially detached 

portion of tissue is placed close to the point of entrance of this 

vessel and is therefore supplied by the right thyroid artery and 

not by the left, the vessel entering at the free end of the partially 

detached lobule; on the left this lobule is continuous with the 

body of the gland but does not, as one. might expect, derive its 

blood supply therefrom. The right thyroid artery also sends an 

anterior branch to supply the right posterior third of the main 

portion of the organ. The remainder of the gland is supplied by 

a corresponding vessel, a branch of the left mandibular artery, 

whose area of distribution is much more extensive than that of 

the right thyroid artery; it enters the dorsal surface of the 

thyroid gland. 

The arterial connections were traced with the aid of injections 

of India ink into the conus arteriosus or into the cardiac ventricle 

of a freshly opened fish by means of a hypodermic syringe hav- 

ing a needle of very fine caliber. The continued contractions of 

the ventricle were sufficient to auto-inject the vessels under 

consideration. 



AUTOTOMY IN HOLOTHURIANS:! 

A. S. PEARSE. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

It seems remarkable that any animal should make a regular 

practice of casting off parts of its body, and it is not strange that 

autotomy has long been’a subject of more than passing interest 

to the scientific world. Although this phenomenon is present in 

a variety of animals it has been most fully studied in the arthro- 

pods and echinoderms. In the first of these groups the nervous 

control of the reflexes concerned has been investigated (Drzewina, 

:07; Morgan, :02), and there seems to be no doubt that autotomy 

may occur as a result of stimulation which exerts no direct me- 

chanical strain on the parts thrown off (Torre Bueno, :08). It 

is even maintained to be a psychic phenomenon in some cases 

(Pieron, :07) which is due to conditions within the animal itself. 

Many echinoderms are known to break off portions of the body 

as a result of external stimulation (Lang, ’96), but, to my 

knowledge, no studies directly concerned with the nervous con- 

trol of such reactions have been made. 

The experiments described in this paper were performed upon 

the two common holothurians which are found at Woods Hole, 

Leptosynapta inherens (O. F. Miller) and Yhyone briareus 

(Leseur). The object of the work was to discover the relation- 

ship of the central nervous system to the reflexes involved in 

autotomy. Evidence was obtained in two different ways. In 

one method of experiment various chemicals were injected into 

the body cavity, and their effect upon the general behavior of the 

animal was observed in connection with the phenomenon of self- 

mutilation. In another series of experiments animals were cut in 

two and the subsequent reactions of the two ends were compared. 

In this way evidence as to the importance of the nerve ring was 

obtained. 

1 Contributions from the Zodlogical Laboratory of the University of Michigan, No. 

127. 
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II. MercHanismM oF AUTOTOMY. 

As Lukas (:05) has pointed out the place where self-muti- 

lation takes place is usually determined definitely by the struc- 

ture of an animal, and in the two genera under consideration the 

process is quite different. Leptosynapta constricts off pieces at 

the posterior end of the body (Fig. 1) until there is often only a 
small anterior fragment remaining. Suchfragmentation is brought 

about by the strong local contraction of the circular muscles 

which pinch the body in two. 

Thyone never constricts off pieces at the posterior end. In 

autotomy the body-wall breaks open just behind the calcareous 

SSS 

Fic, 1. Leptosynapla mherens, showing method of autotomy. 

ring, at the point indicated by 4 in Fig. 2, and the visceral organs 

are thrown out. If the body is in the position shown in the 

figure, however, there will be no autotomy for the contraction of 

the circular muscles at ¢ forces the calcareous ring (c.os.) back 

intothe body. Butifthe tentacles are extended and the calcareous 

ring is pushed forward a break may occur at 0, as a result of the 

strong contraction of the circular muscles at that point, and 

visceral organs are forced out. The calcareous, water-vascular 

and nerve rings are thus ejected from the body, together with 

the tentacles (¢) and more or less of the alimentary canal (s, 2). 

Whether this autotomy takes place or not depends upon the 

breaking of the inner branch (/..2) of the longitudinal muscle 

bands (/.7.), whose normal function is to retract the calcareous 

ring (c.os.). When the strain brought about by the contraction 

of the circular muscles (c.7z.) becomes too great these inner bands 

are torn asunder, usually at the point x. 

Il]. DEPENDENCE OF AUTOTOMY ON THE PRESENCE OF THE 

ANTERIOR PORTION OF THE Bopy. 

In Leptosynapta (Fig. 1) the manner of the fragmentation of 

the body points to an influence which perhaps comes from the 

circumoral nerve ring. Pieces are always constricted off from 

the body at the posterior end and fragments thus separated do 
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not again break up, as is the case in the arms of some ophuroids. 

Furthermore, if an individual is cut in two in the middle of the 

body the posterior half does not constrict off pieces, though it 

undergoes irregular contractions and constricted rings are often 

formed. The anterior half however will continue to fragment at 

its posterior end. The results are the same if an animal is cut in 

two in such a way that the posterior piece contains two thirds or 

three fourths of the body. 

rm. Lm. I c.m. De JON Mane Ihiaass 

Fic. 2. Thyone briareus. The right side of the body-wall as well as some of the 

dorsal portion have been removed. The ampullz and mesenteries are not shown. 

6, point where body wall is ruptured in autotomy ; c, region where circular muscles 

are effective in preventing autotomy ; c.c., cloacs] chamber ; c.#., circular muscles ; 

c.o., cloacal opening ; ¢.os., calcareous ring; 7, intestine; zz., integument; /7., 

longitudinal muscle bands ; 7 7.7, outer branch of longitudinal muscle bands ; /.m.2, 

inner branch of longitudinal muscle bands ; 7.7., radial muscles which dilate the 

cloacal chamber ; 7./., respiratory tree ; s, stomach ; 7, tentacles ; «, weak point in 

inner branch of longitudinal muscle band. 

Thyone’s mutilating reflexes always involve the loss of the 

nerve ring and the remaining portions of the body do not under- 

go further fragmentation but ultimately regenerate the lost parts. 

As in Leptosynapta there is no autotomy when the portion of the 

body which contains the nerve ring is absent. 

IV. EFFect OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES ON AUTOTOMY. 

In order to ascertain whether substances which increased the 

general excitability would induce a corresponding increase in the 

number of individuals manifesting autotomy, certain drugs and 
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chemicals were injected into the body cavities of two hundred 

and forty-six holothurians. Thyone briareus was the only species 

used for these experiments, and the animals selected were of 

medium size, measuring from five to eight centimeters in length. 

As the normal reactions of this species have been described in a 

former paper (Pearse, : 08), they will not be considered in detail 

here. Twelve individuals were experimented upon at one time, 

and they were placed in pairs in six finger bowls which contained 

sea water. The substance to be tested was injected into the body 

cavities of ten individuals by means of a hypodermic syringe. 

The two remaining animals were pricked with a needle without 

having anything injected into them and served as a control. Ob- 

servations extended over a period of twenty-four hours in each 

case. Experiments were started in the morning and observations 

were made at intervals during the same day. The condition of 

the animals on the following morning was also recorded. 

The results of the experiments are set forthin Table I. A 

volume of distilled water which exceeded that of any of the other 

substances used was injected into ten individuals and they were - 

apparently unaffected by it. It was therefore assumed that the 

effects obtained in the other experiments were due to the specific 

substances which were injected. 

Substances like acetic acid and clove oil, which were apparently 

highly irritating and caused the most intense contractions of the 

muscles of the body-wall, did not bring about the ejection of the 

visceral organs. Nor were drugs like codene and atropine, which 

caused violent peristaltic waves of contraction to pass over the 

body, any more potent in inducing autotomy. The same may 

be said of sodium chloride, atropine and clove oil, although the 

injection of any of these substances was often followed by a 

waving of the oral tentacles to perform “feeding ’’ movements, 

thus bringing about favorable anatomical relations for autotomy. 

All the reactions induced by the substances mentioned indicated 

violent stimulation or great bodily activity, but none of them pro- 

duced any increased manifestation of self-mutilation. 

The injection of strychnine was followed by the largest per- 

centage (35) of cases of autotomy and methylene blue came next 

(22 per cent.). Strychnine apparently caused a great increase in 
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Ae Neill 

SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF INJECTING CERTAIN SUBSTANCES INTO THE BOoDy 

CAvITY OF Thyone briareus (Leseur). 
| | | | | | | 
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the general activity without causing the reactions to become 

abnormal. The tube-feet over the whole body were waved 

actively back and forth, and both the peristaltic contractions of 

the body-wall and the respiratory movements were strong and 

frequent. Methylene blue, on the other hand, caused a complete 

cessation of such normal activities as respiratory movements and 

peristaltic waves ; the body-wall and tube-feet were strongly con- 

tracted. This substance caused death in every instance. 

Autotomy took place under quite diverse conditions in the two 

cases and cannot, in the light of these experiments, be affirmed 

to result from either ‘‘ over” stimulation or extraordinary activity 

alone. In my opinion it may better be ascribed to what we may 

call a “structural accident,’ and it may occur when any combi- 

From June 22 to July 5, 1909, many individuals were ejecting eggs or sperms 

from the genital papilla. During this process the tentacles were extended and these 

reactions in the table may have been due to the physiological condition of the indi- 

viduals rather than the effects of the substances injected. 
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nation of conditions causes the inner branches of the longitudinal 

muscles to be broken. 

V. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

It is apparent from the experiments which have been described 

that autotomy is not the result of any single factor which can be 

easily controlled, at least in the two species of holothurians 

studied. It is of more uniform occurrence in Leptosynapta than 

in Yhyone, a fact doubtless due largely to the structural differ- 

ences between them. Clark (:01, p. 25) in speaking of Lepfto- 

synapta says, ‘‘ Autotomy is not normal or defensive, but is due 

entirely to pathological conditions.” Some holothurians (e. g., 

Cucumaria), however, are said to multiply regularly by constrict- 

ing the body in two in the middle (Lang, ’96). Self-mutilation 

probably occurs in nature as a result of such conditions as foul 

water or two high temperature. The process might be beneficial 

to either of the two species under consideration when the environ- 

mental conditions were unfavorable for existence. By throwing 

off a portion: of the body the total amount of metabolism neces- 

sary would be decreased. An individual might thus survive 

until conditions were again favorable and the lost parts could then 

be regenerated. 

It can be affirmed that autotomy is apt to occur as a result of 

unfavorable stimulation in both Leptosynapta and Thyone. In 

the former genus it is induced uniformly and regularly when the 

proper conditions arise, e. g., lack of sand for burrowing, foul 

water. It might in this case be considered to be a definite reflex 

and evidence has been given (II., p. 43) which lends some 

support to sucha view. The fact that the constrictions which 

pinch the body in two are formed only when a region is connected 

with the anterior portion of an animal shows that some influence 

which comes from the anterior end is essential. It seems reason- 

able to suppose that such an influence comes from the only 

central nervous system which holothurians possess — the nerve 

ring. Autotomy apparently involves a reflex in this case which 

is similar to those found in arthropods (Drzewina, :07; Morgan, 

202) Norte Bueno, 705). 

When we turn to Zhyone, however, autotomy is by no means 
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so uniform and regular in its occurrence. Under the best of con- 

ditions it appears in only 35 per cent. of the possible cases. As 

has been stated, the phenomenon depends in this genus upon the 

breaking of certain muscles and the rupture of the body-wall. 

In some individuals there seems to be anactual struggle between 

the different parts of the body, and the observer is often in doubt 

for a time whether the longitudinal muscles will pull the visceral 

organs back within the body or whether the intense contraction 

of the general body muscles will eject them. One is easily led 

to believe that the activities of different parts are not well corre- 

lated, and that the part which gets the initial advantage gains 

control. 
As the mechanism for ridding the body of certain parts is quite 

different in the two genera under consideration, it is not possible 

to compare them directly. The process is more stereotyped in 

Leptosynapta. In the opinion of the writer, the words which 

were just quoted (p. 47) from Clark (: 01) in regard to that genus 

could better be applied to Zhyone and it seems improbable that 

autotomy is an important factor in the daily life of ‘the members 

of either genus. Nevertheless, it is easy to conceive that a proc- 

ess of this kind, which first arose as a result of certain struc- 

tural and physiological peculiarities, might in time give rise to a 

process which would become advantageous to the species. In 

fact, this condition of affairs seems to have come about in some 

holothurians (e. g., Cucumaria) which multiply by constricting 

the body in two in the middle. 

The tendency toward autotomy is aparently marked in the 

holothurian line. It is a phenomenon which is accompanied by 

remarkable powers of regeneration and in some species it has 

become a beneficial process, but in others it is comparatively un- 

important, if not actually harmful. 

VI. SumMarY. 

1. In Leptosynapta inherens autotomy occurs regularly when 

unfavorable conditions of environment arise. Experiments with 

Thyone briareus did not show more than 35 per cent. of cases of 

autotomy, even under the most favorable circumstances for its 

occurrence. 
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2. The mechanism involved in autotomy is quite different in 

the two genera. TZhyone breaks the longitudinal muscles and 

throws out the visceral organs at the anterior end. Lepfosynapta 

constricts off pieces at the posterior end of the body. 

3. Portions of the body which have been separated from the 

anterior region, which contains the nerve ring, do not show 

autotomy. 

4. Strong stimuli which bring about a very active or a strongly 

contracted condition do not always induce autotomy. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 

November 1, 1909. 
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JHESHE RE DITY “OF “BYE ‘COLOR AND HATER 

COLOR IN MAN. 

'§. J. HOLMES AND H. M. LOOMIS. 

Since the present study was begun several papers have ap- 

peared dealing with the subject matter of our investigations. 

Much of our data corroborates the conclusions expressed in these 

papers. In some cases the facts seemed to warrant some differ- 

ences of opinion in regard to certain theoretical matters, and it 

was therefore deemed advisable to present the data obtained and 

the conclusions that appeared to be deducible therefrom. 

The data were collected by sending out printed forms with 

headings under which to designate the eye color and hair color 

of each parent, grandparent and child and the age and sex of each 

of the children of the family. If the children came from parents 

one or hoth of whom were married more than once the exact re- 

lation of the various individuals was stated. Eye color was 

classed as blue, green, gray, hazel, brown and black, and hair 

color as yellow, light brown, dark brown, black, red and auburn. 

The printed forms were distributed mainly to the students of the 

University of Wisconsin with the request that so far as possible 

they fill them out in consultation with their parents during the 

holidays. Fairly complete data were received from 71 families 

including 406 individuals. While the data are not extensive nor 

free from sources of error they are, I think, sufficiently complete 

and reliable to enable one to draw several conclusions which have 

a high degree of probability. 

Eye CoLor. 

The color of the eyes is due to the factors causing blue, a dark 

brown granular melanin pigment, and in such cases a yellow pig- 

ment which is possibly a lipochrome. Blue is often darker in 

the young. “The darker shades of blue,” according to Hurst, 

“‘are apparently due to the greater delicacy and transparency of 

the fibrous tissues of the iris through which the posterior pigment 
50 
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is seen while the lighter shades of blue and the-coarser grays 

seem to be due to the greater coarseness and opacity of the same 

tissues.” These tissues “become coarser with, age and young 

children with dark blue eyes may mature into adults with light 

blue, blue or gray eyes.” 

The various shades from light brown to black are due to dif- 

ferent amounts of dark pigment deposited in the iris, blue eyes 

being ‘those in which dark pigment is absent. Green is produced 

by a small amount of yellow pigment with blue or black. Yellow 

pigment, however, is of minor importance compared with the 

other color factors. Eyes commonly classed as gray may con- 

tain a small amount of dark pigment with the blue or blue and 

yellow or they may be due to a fine mottling of green and blue. 

Eyes are very commonly mottled in various ways, and they are 

frequently ‘‘ ringed,” the darker color being more dense around 

the margins of the pupil. 

It is evident that eye colors cannot be divided into sharply de- 

fined classes. All sorts of intermediate shades occur as well as 

irregularities in the distribution of pigment over the surface of 

the iris. Color classes, therefore, are largely arbitrary categories. 

Perhaps, as the Davenports suggest, the most natural grouping 

is the one based on the presence or absence of melanin pigment. 

Black to light brown would fall into one class. Blue and green 

would fall into another while the grays would be divided between 

the two. There are, however, all grades in the amount of mela~ 

nin pigment present and whether there are cases in which it does 

not exist in minute traces may reasonably be questioned. Hurst 

has divided eyes into the simplex and duplex types ; in the former 

dark pigment occurs only in the posterior coat of the iris ; in the 

latter in both coats. Asa rule the darker colors belong to the 

duplex type, the lighter colors to the simplex type. This rela- 

tion suggests that the difference may be due mainly to the amount 

of general pigmentation, the amount of pigment when small 

being deposited in the posterior coat and extending also into the 

anterior coat only when present in increased quantity. There is 

nothing which shows that these classes are not the result of a 

purely continuous series of variations. 

Our results on the inheritance of blue eyes bear out in general 
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the conclusions of Hurst and the Davenports that blue behaves 

as a recessive to the pigmented condition. Blue x brown or black 

gives either brown or black, or brown or black with hazel, gray 

or blue which is the expected result if brown or black are hetero- 

zygotes. Blue x blue as a rule gives only blue. However 

the rule is not without exceptions. In one case a man with 

brown eyes was born of blue-eyed parents. Another instance 

was communicated by a gentleman who stated that both his 

parents had light blue eyes. Of their seven children all had blue 

eyes except one sister whose eyes were described as brown or 

dark hazel. Pearson gives one instance in which one member of 

a family of six children born of blue-eyed parents had dark brown 

eyes like those of the father’s maternal grandfather. , 

In gray x blue matings, gray and blue were the usual result 

but brown eyes appeared in seven out of 72 offspring. In gray 

x gray matings brown eyes appeared once out of 17 offspring. 

Black eyes resulted in a few instances from brown x gray and 

brown x blue matings, but these cases may have been due to 

errors of classification, as brown eyes, especially if dark, are fre- 

quently described as black. Matings in which both parents have 

black or brown eyes may give either dark-eyed or light-eyed 

children. Thus black x black gave offspring with black, brown, 

gray and blue eyes. Matings in which one parent had dark 

eyes and the other light gave both dark-eyed and light-eyed 

offspring, but the proportion of the latter was considerably 

greater than in the previous case. In genera! we may say that 

the more darkly pigmented condition is dominant over the 

lighter, black over brown, brown over gray or blue, and gray 

over blue. 

The inheritance of eye color in man, as is well known, is to a 

considerable degree alternative. How far it is Mendelian is a 

question rather difficult to answer on account of the intergrada- 

tion of colors, limited knowledge of the ancestry of the families, 

and other causes. In man it is difficult to distinguish the pure 

dominants from the dominant-recessives ; in fact it is impossible 
to do so with data covering only three generations. While it is 
probable that the blues are recessives there is no certainty in 
regard to the browns and blacks. Were blue-gray bearing 
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gametes present in equal numbers with the carriers of the darker 

colors we should expect to find light eyes in one fourth of the 

population. Ina population in which over half the individuals 

fall into the light-eyed class it is evident that a much greater 

proportion than two thirds of the dark-eyed class are hetero- 

zygotes. In the 395 offspring tabulated the color of eyes was 

as follows: black 29, brown 110, hazel 3, gray 93, green 10, 

blue 150. It is safe to assume that much over three fourths of 

the dark-eyed individuals are heterozygotes but it is impossible 

to make more than a rough estimate of the ratio from the data at 

hand. In crosses of brown x blue we should expect half the 

offspring to be brown even if all the browns were heterozygous. 

If some of the browns were dominant the proportion would be 

greater. Asa matter of fact we get 48 blacks or browns to 69 

of the gray-blue class which is very different from the expected 

Mendelian ratio. 

In crosses of brown x gray we get 30 of the dark class to 17 

of the light which is more in accordance with the Mendelian ex- 

pectation. In the black x blue crosses we get 30 of the dark 

color to 18 of the light which is very close to the preceding 

result. Black x gray gave 13 dark to 8 light. 

Much of the data obtained may be interpreted as illustrating 

Mendelian inheritance but it is by no means certain that it should 

be so interpreted. There are, on the contrary, several cases 

which refuse to come under the Mendelian formula. There are 

indications that the inheritance is to a certain extent of the blended 

type. Crosses of brown or black with gray give a relatively 

greater number of browns than do crosses of brown or black with 

blue. Since gray frequently contains a certainamount of melanin 

pigment it is readily understood, if the inheritance is partially 

blended, why many more offspring should be raised into the 

brown category than in the crosses with blue. Again, compare 

the crosses of black x blue with those of brown x blue. In the 

former the proportion of blues is small, 4 out of 48, where the 

Mendelian expectation (if the blacks are predominantly hetero- 

zygous) is much greater. In the latter 46 out of 117 are blues. 

This can hardly be accounted for by any difference in the propor- 

tion of heterozygotes between the blacks and browns, which is 
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within the limits of probability. If the inheritance is partially 

blended we should expect that with increased pigmentation of 

either of the parents there would be an increased number of darkly 

pigmented children; and this we find. Inspection of Table I. 

will show many other cases which may be quite as readily inter- 

preted as cases of blended inheritance as of mendelizing. 

The principle of the non-transgressibility of the upper limit 

which is laid down by the Davenports represents only a very 

general tendency rather than a general law. Aside from the ex- 

ceptions described Pearson records a family in which the two 

parents had light gray eyes, four children had eyes like their 

parents, while five others had black or brown eyes. De Candolle 

found that out of 257 individuals born of parents both of whom 

had gray or blue eyes 23 or 8.9 per cent. had brown eyes. I 

have met with one instance in which both eyes and hair were of 

a distinctly darker brown than they were in the darker parent. 

As we are not dealing with hard and fast unit characters but with 

different degrees of pigmentation it is not surprising that the eyes 

of children should occasionally be darker than those of the 

parents. This may account for some of the cases of apparent 

blends, but, in the light of our results on hair color, it is hardly 

probable that it can account for all. 

Harr COoLor. 

Hair color, like eye color, is the result of more than one factor. 

There is a granular dark brown melanin pigment which causes 
variations in intensity from light brown or yellow to black ac- 
cording to quantity. There is also a diffuse reddish pigment 
which may cause variations from reddish yellow to dark golden. 
These two kinds of pigment are usually mixed in various propor- 
tions ; auburn and chestnut brown for instance arise from a com- 
bination of the two. Both these kinds of pigmentation appear to 
vary continuously and independently. The reddish pigment is 
frequently obscured by the brown. It may appear in children 
of parents, with dark brown or black hair, but does not occur in 
children of light-haired parents who have no red pigment. Our 
data on the inheritance of red are meager, but so far as they go 
they confirm the conclusions of the Davenports on the inherit- 
ance of this color. 
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The effect of age upon the color of hair is so great that any 
conclusions based on the hair color of children as compared with 
their parents is of comparatively little value. The color of hair 
changes most rapidly in early life, but there is a considerable 
change even after sixteen years of age. We have made a rough 
estimate of the change by compiling the relative frequencies of 
the three most common colors in children under sixteen, in the 
members of the third generation in our data over sixteen, in the 
parents and in the grandparents. In children under sixteen 

black forms 9.8 per cent. of the individuals. In the members of 
the third generation over sixteen it forms approximately 20 per 

cent. In the parents and grandparents it forms in each case 39.2 

per cent. Brown is less frequent under sixteen. It is most 

common in the children over sixteen, but in the parents and 

grandparents it is less common on account of so many develop- 

ing into black. The light browns steadily decrease in number 

TABLE SHOWING THE RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF THE THREE Most Common 

VARIETIES OF HAIR COLOR AT DIFFERENT AGES: 

Children under 16. Children over 16. | Parents. Grandparents. 

Per Cent. Per Cent. | Per Cent. Per Cent. Ri 

Blackwreneas.cscas sce 5 = 10 45 = 20 | 79) See EXO 8430.2 
IBGO Wiles: sesesteen ss | 23 = 45.1 127/56. 45 || 62; 40.6 99 = 46.8 
Light brown........ (823 —— 4500 i 22 Se ee ee An Tre a0 

SIMILAR TABLE COMPILED FROM THE DATA OF THE DAVENPORTS. 

| Children. | Parents. | Grandparents. 

; | Per Cent. | Per Cent. | ‘ ee an. 
IB RVG ass oa sen erent ee | C21 —— G49 | BUS == B0)2 
IBTOWileeet ececes sesnen | 292 —50 | L2t, == 4Qvr | 230 = 44.2 
Light brown.........| DUD Ss BOO | 59 = 18.9 | 99 = 18 

with age. We have made a similar tabulation from the data 

given by the Davenports, although, since the ages of the children 

were not given, all of the third generation are treated together. 

In order to make the results more nearly comparable the browns 

and dark browns of the Davenports are classed as browns, and 

the light browns and yellowish browns as light browns. Their 

data show that black is over three times as prevalent in the 

parents as in the children while light brown is over twice as 

common in the children as in the parents or grandparents. The 

proportions of yellow, tow and flaxen are relatively greater in the 
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young as compared with the adults than light brown, tow occur- 

ring in twenty children and in none of the adults. The data 

agree with ours in showing little change between the parents 

and grandparents. It is evident that an investigation of the 

heredity of hair color under the assumption that the juvenile con- 

dition represents even an approximate record of heredity would 

be much like a study of the inheritance of stature from measure- 

ments of the height of school children. 

Any conformability of the results thus obtained with Mendelian 

expectations, so far as ratios are concerned, means little. In fact 

if the ratios were approximately Mendelian before the effects of 

age were excluded they could not be Mendelian after the elimi- 

nation of this factor. 

TABLE® I. 

SHOWING THE NUMBER OF CASES OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF EYE COoLor RE- 

SULTING FROM DIFFERENT MaATINGS; BL, BLUE; BLK, BLACK; 

Br, Brown; GN, GREEN; Gy, GRAY; Hz, Hazet. 

Eye Color of blk | br gn gy bl hz Total. 
Parents. 

blk & blk 
blk & br 4 8 I 4 17 
blk X gn 
blk & gy 8 10 8 21 
blk & bl 15 13 14 4 2 48 
br & br 22 I 23° 
br X gn I 3 I u 6 
br X gy 3 30 2 i eet 2 3 I 51 
br X bl 3 45 (a en 46 117 

gn X gn 
gn X gy | | 
gn X bl | I I 
gy X gy I II 5 17 
gy X bl 7 28 37 72 
bl X bl I 2 49 52 

Total. 29 110 10 93 150 3 305 

The data obtained (see Tables II. and III.) warrant us in con- 

cluding that in the inheritance of colors depending on the gran- 

ular dark brown pigment the same general tendencies prevail as 

in the inheritance of eye color. Dark hair tends to be dominant 

over the lighter colors. If both parents have dark hair the chil- 

dren will be predominantly dark haired but a certain number of 

light-haired children may appear. If one parent is dark haired 

and the other light haired both dark-haired and light-haired chil- 
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dren may be produced, but the latter will be more abundant than 

in the previous case. Light-haired parents rarely produce dark- 

haired children. 

In order to eliminate so far as possible the effects of age a 

separate tabulation (Table III.) was made of the relation of the 

hair color of parents and grandparents. As we have seen, barring 

the effects of turning gray, there is comparatively little average 

difference between these two classes. In order to secure as much 

data as possible we have combined the uncompiled data of the 

Davenports in relation to parents and grandparents with our own. 

As this material was classified somewhat differently from ours 

TABLE II. 

SHOWING THE NUMBER OF CASES OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF Harr COLOR 

RESULTING FROM DIFFERENT MATINGS; Au, AUBURN; BLK, BLack; 

Br, Brown; Lr Br, Licht Brown; Rp, RED; YL, YELLOW. 

Hair Color of blk br lt br yl au rd Total. 
Parents. 

bie <Cbik || 36 12 5 I I 55 
blk X br 38 49 27 I 9 3 127 
blk & It br 6 21min VO I 3 41 
blk X yl oa | I I 3 
blk & au ne: Loan | 4 I 6 ZT 
blk & rd | I aha 3 6 
br & br 4 66 7 3 go 
br X lt br | Seng tee! 6 2 4 I 31 
br x yl | I I 
br & au | I 5 6 I I 14 
br & rd | I I 

librX lt br | 2 4 6 
It br X yl | 
It br X au | Te I I 3 

au < au | | heat! 
| We = | id 

Total. ox 180) |. 'o% BAAR ks aon |q es 406 © 

we have attempted to bring it so far as possible within the same 

categories ; the browns and dark browns of the Davenports we 

have called browns, the yellow and golden colors have been 

grouped as yellow, the yellowish browns and light browns as 

light browns, the dark reds and auburns as auburns, and the 

blond and flaxen types as flaxen. The number of cases which 

might be classified differently from the grouping employed is 

quite small and could not vitiate any conclusions we have 

attempted to draw from the data. 
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It may be seen that in crosses of black and black that many 

cases of lighter hair make their appearance, a result that might 

be explained on the assumption that a considerable proportion of 

the blacks are heterozygous. In the crosses of black and brown 

we should naturally expect to get a larger percentage of browns 

and lighter colors, and this we find. In the crosses of black with 

light brown the proportion of browns and lighter colors is very 

different from the Mendelian expectation in the light of the pre- 

ceding results. If all the blacks were heterozygous, the blacks 

should constitute 50 per cent. of the product instead of much 

less than a third ; while, since some of the blacks may be safely 

assumed to be homozygous, the black-haired offspring should 

TaBLeE III. 

SHOWING THE INHERITANCE OF HAIR COLOR OF PARENTS FROM GRANDPARENTS. 

| 

os ee eh blk br It br yl au rd flxn Total. 

blk & blk 49 18 5 I 2 75 
blk & br 46 34 6 3 89 
blk & It br 10 wy, 7 I I 36 
blk & yl I I 
bik « au 4 2 na I 2 9 
blk & rd 6 2a 2 2 12 
blk & fixn 2 2 4 
br & br 10 55 14 2 3 I 85 
br & It br 8 18 21 2 2 51 
br X yl 2 I Bes 
br & rd 3 5 I I 10 
br & fixn | 2 Dn. 4 

Ihe lowe Sc Ile lov I Seed TUE 15 
au < au : I I 

fixn < fixn | | I 6 7 

exceed 50 percent. Crosses of browns with browns give a larger 

number of browns than result from crosses of browns and light 

browns; but it is noteworthy that a considerable proportion of 

black-haired individuals result from both these unions. 

While the data indicate that the inheritance of hair color in man 

is, to a certain extent, alternative, it certainly does not justify us 

in concluding that it is Mendelian. That it is toa certain extent 

of the blended type is indicated by the fact that crosses of black 

with light brown yield a much less proportion of blacks and a 

greater proportion of browns than do crosses of blacks with brown. 

If black were a typical Mendelian dominant it should occur in 
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equal proportions in both cases. In fact many of the results ob- 

tained by the Davenports and ourselves may be interpreted quite 

as readily as blended inheritance as anything else. 

It is a rule laid down by the Davenports that “in the midst of 

varying degrees of melanic pigmentation the intensity of melanic 

pigmentation never exceeds that of the more intense parent.” 

This is a general rule borne out also by our data ; but it is by no 

means universal. While the data compiled by the Davenports 

show few or no cases in which this rule is plainly violated, I find 

upon examining their data on the relation of parents and grand- 

parents, a considerable number of exceptions. Apparently no 

account of these relations was taken, the data concerning the 

grandparents being used only on account of the light it might 

throw on the probable constitution of the gametes. In one 

respect these data are more valuable than what was used, which 

TaBLe IV. 

SHOWING INHERITANCE OF THE CORRELATIONS OF EYE COLOR AND HAIR COLorR. 

Aiea Appeared in ! 

Combination. No. Families ‘Inheritance | Generation I. or Appeared in 
—_ in which as Correlated II. but not Generation IIT. 

Occurs. | Variation. Transmitted as only. 
igipie. Eye. | Correlated 

Variation. 

blk blk 23 13 12 
blk br 28 37 ie) 
blk bl 7) 8 II 

blk gy 14 5 9 
br br 23 40 5 

br bl 37 55 9 2 
Bie gy 24 22 12 
It br bl 27 18 7 14 
rd bl 4 3 2 I 
au bl 8 J 13 2 I 
au br 6 | fo) 3 4 
It br | gy 19 6 5 15 

was derived from the members of the third generation, as the 

effects of immaturity are mainly eliminated. In their table 7a, 

the rule is violated in 5 out of 13 families, black hair in the 

father of the Sim family coming from parents both of whom had 

light brown hair. In the other tables given, less frequent devia- 

tions are found but they are sufficient to justify a doubt that the 

non-transgressibility of the upper limit represents anything other 

than a more or less predominant tendency. In Table III. it may 
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TasBLe V. 

ane ; Generation I. i Generation IT. Generation III. 
Reference 

aE oe a eee 
1 hair. rd blk It br blk blk br 1dkbr jdkbr 
eye. bl blk gy bl dk br bl 3 1rd bl 

3 br bl 
1 blk blk 

2 hair. blk blk b br blk br 4 br bl 
eye. gy bl br bl bl br bl 1 br br 

3 hair. It br blk It br blk dk br dk br 4 lt br bl 
eye. br bl gy br bl gy 5 dk br bl 

1 dk br gy 

4 hair. It br blk blk blk blk br 4 br br 
eye. bl blk gy br gy br 1 It br gn 

5 hair. — br —_ blk br rd br 3 It br bl 
eye. bl bl bl br bl bl 1 yl bl 

6 hair. blk . : br blk br 2 lt br bl 
eye. bl lol |). oh bl bl gy bl 2dkbr |bl gy 

1 dk br bl 

7 hair. br br br br br br Py love || love 
eye. bl br br bl br bl 2 br bl 

8 hair. br br br br br blk 1 br bl 
eye. bl br blk bl br blk 

9 hair. br br br blk blk blk 2 br br 
eye. bl bl bl blk br blk 2 blk br 

10 hair. br br blk br br ‘br I br bl 
eye. bl br blk bl br gy 1 blk blk 

I lt br bl 

It hair. br It br blk It br blk blk 1dkbr | blk 
eye. bl bl blk bl bl blk 2 blk br 

1 lt br bl 
2dkbr |gybr 

12 hair. br br blk br br br 2 br bl 
eye. gy bl blk bl gy gy 1 It br bl 

13 hair. — _ It br It br br It br 3 It br bl 
eye. — — bl bl gy bl 2 lt br gy 

I br bl 

14 hair. blk blk au blk blk blk 2 It br bl 
eye. | bl bl lath) raqay Jove?” bl gn br 2 blk bl 

15 hair. blk blk br blk br br 1ltbr /|bl gy 
eye. bl Si die ibe bl bl bl 

16 hair. au blk | blk br blk blk t blk br 
eye. gy bl gy bl br bl gy bl br I au br 

2 br gy 
1 br bl gy 

17 hair. yl br br br It br br I rd bl 
eye. bl br bl gy bl bl 
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Generation I. Generation II. Generation III. 
aoe — 

S| GSE? | GKES | MERGE] Maes} ree] toner | stan | nye 
18 hair. br blk It br blk au br 2 br | br 

eye. — —— bl blk gy br 2\tbr.| gy 
I blk br 
I br | blk 

19 hair. — au — — br = 3 au | bl 
eye. blk bl bl br br blk 2bik | blk 

20 hair. | =— — — au br br I br | br 
eye. bl — blk bl bl br Toltibon seb 

3) eit 4) Toll 

ar hair. aul blk blk au au blk. 2au | bi 
eye. bl blk blk bl bl blk 1 br | hz 

22 hair. blk br au au blk au 3 br br 
eye. blk br bl bl blk bl I yl blk 

1 blk blk 
I br | hz 

23 hair. | ‘‘reddish’’} _—_br — — ‘‘reddish ”’ blk 3 br br 
eye. hz? hz blk — bl br 2 au bl 

24 hair blk blk dk br blk blk blk 4blk | gn 
eye. bl bl bl br bl br iy love) bye 

| 

25 hair dk br |‘‘blond’’| blk br br blk 2blk | br 
eye. br bl br br br br I It br bl 

I br | br 

2 It br br 

26 hair. blk It br blk blk br br 2) Dice ee dblaye 
eye. br bl br bl gn br I It br gn 

| 1ltbr | bik 
| 1ltbr | bl 

27 hair. | It br br br br else ie 2br ~ | gy 
eye. bl br bl gy bl gy 2 It br gy 

28 hair. It br br It br lt br br It br I au br 
eye. bl br br bl br bl I br gy 

I yl bl 
| I br br 

29 hair. br It br It br blk le orgeen eo clit 1cht /|blgy 
eye. bl gy bl gy bl gy blk bl | blk I br br 

30 hair. blk (?) blk br br blk It br 3 br br 
eye. gy br bl gy br gy bl 1lt br igngy 

31 hair. blk dk br br dk br blk dk br 4 br br 
eye. blk gy gy bl gy blk gy gn I blk br 

2 It br It br 
I au gy 

32 hair. blk blk blk blk blk blk 8 blk | br 
eye. br br br br br br 
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TABLE V.—Continued. 

Generation I. Generation II. Generation III. 
Reference aren Cia 2 

No |. Hathers | Rather's | Mother's Mothers after: ||. Mother. | (Hair | Bye 
33 hair. br blk It br br blk sandy (rd)} 4 br gy 

eye. bl br bl bl gy br bl 1 br bl 
2 \t br bl 
1 yl bl 
1 blk br 

; I lt br br 

34 hair. blk blk blk blk rd blk I au bl 
eye. bl gy bl gy br bl 2 dk br bl 

I br with br 

red streaks 

35 hair. — — br br br -br 4 br gy 
eye. — — bl bl gy bl 2 br bl 

. I lt br bl 
1 lt br gy 

36 hair. = ass br br br br 2 br bl 
eye. — — gy bl br bl 

37 hair. = It br = = reddish yl| blk I blk gy 
eye. a. gy Sa cr bl gy I yl bl 

| 1 lt br bl 

38 hair. blk br lt br br blk br I br br 
eye. blk bl bls i abl br bl I br ' bl 

39 hair. blk? dk br? br | — blk It br 2dk br jdk br 
eye. gy? dk br gy | — dk br gy It br hz 

| Mtelove sel Toil 

40 hair. dk br blk br br blk br 2 br gy 
eye. bl br Jolly Lake gy br 3 br br 

2 blk br 
1ltbr |gygn 

41 hair. It br br blk blk . dk br blk 2 blk br 
eye. bl bl br br bl br 1 blk gy 

I lt br gy 
I It br bl 

42 hair. br br — = br blk 4 It br bl 
eye. bl bl = = bl bl : 

43 hair. br br blk blk br blk 4 br gy 
eye. bl bl br blk bl blk I blk blk 

1 blk gy 
I lt br gy 

44 hair. a — rd br br br I br gy 
eye. — = bl gy gy bl 

45 hair. blk blk -— blk br br 2 br bl 
eye. bl bl — br bl bl 3 It br bl 

46 hair. rd blk blk blk au blk 2 It br bl 
eye. bl bl bles able bl br 1 dk br bl 
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Reference | 
N Yo. 

47 hair. 
eye. 

48 hair. 
eye. 

49 hair. 
eye. 

50 hair. 
eye. 

51 hair. 
eye. 

- 52 hair. 
eye. 

53 hair. 
eye. 

54 hair. 
eye. 

55 hair. 
eye. 

56 hair. 
eye. 

57 hair. 
eye. 

58 hair. 
eye. 

59 hair. 
eye. 

60 hair. 

eye. 

61 hair. 
; eye. 

62 hair. 
eye. 

63 hair. 
eye. 

Generation I. Generation II. 

Father’s Father’s Mother’s Mother’s 
Father. Mother. | Father. Mother. aun 

dk br It br jveryltbr) blk br 
br bl bl bl br 

blk br blk br blk 
bl gy gy bl bl 

It br blk blk blk br 
gy blk bl blk gy 

blk blk blk blk blk 

bl gy oN gy gy 
It br lt br blk dk br br 

gy gy gy br bl 

br blk It br au br 
gy br bl gy br 

au br br? dk br br 
br bl bl blk bl 

blk blk blk blk blk 
blk br bl bl br 

br blk br br blk 
gy blk bl bl blk 

br It br br blk It br 
br lt br(hz?) br blk It br (hz) 

br br br dk br br 

bl bl gy br bl 

dk br dk br dk br dk br dk br 

gy gy gy gy sy 

blk au dk br lt br It br 

blk br bl br br 

It br? dk br dk br blk It br 
bl gy br blk bl 

blk dk br blk br blk 
blk gy br bl br 

— blk br — dk br 
— blk br? — br 

br br br br br 
bl b] bl bl bl 

Generation III. 

Mother. | Hair. Eye. 
| 

SE S| 

blk 1 gldn br 
gy Idkbr | gy 

1 blk blk 
1 blk br 
1 It br gy 

au 2 br gy 
br I br bl 

1 lt br br 

blk I br br 
blk 

dk br I lt br gy 
br I au br 

blk 5 It br gy 
br 4 br br 

1 blk br 

It br I au gy 
bl 2 au br 

1 br br 
1 It br gy 
I yl blk 

br 1 br gy 
gy 1dkbr |gyzgn 

dk br 1 blk br 
gn bl 1 dk br bl 

1ltbr (gy bl 

br 1 dk br br 
bl 1 lt br bl 

It br 14 br hz 

BY, I br gy 
br 2 br br 
br 1 dk br br 

I br bl 
I br gy br 

blk 1 blk  |bl gy 
bl gy 1 br bl gy 

It br 1 lt br blk 
bl 1 lt br br 

blk 1 blk br 
br 2 It br bl 

1 dk br br 

au I au br 
br 

br 2 br br 
br 

br | 5 £33 \aye bl 
bl 
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TasBLeE V.—Continued. 

! 
Generation I. Generation II. Generation III. 

Reference es xeon 

rc eames ated 4) US a eM lage ic 
64 hair. br It br br — It br blk t blk gy 

eye. | gy bl — — bl br 

65 hair. br blk It br blk blk br 2 br br 
eye. gy br bl br br br 

66 hair. | blk br br br blk br 1 dk br bl 
eye. — — bl gy gy gy 2 dk br gy 

4 dk br br 
1 It br br 

67 hair. — — _— blk blk blk 2 It br bl 
eye. _— — —_ bl br bl I blk br 

68 hair. — —- —_— — br br 3 br bl 
eye. — — - _ bl bl 

69 hair. = — blk br blk dk br 2 dk br bl 
eye. bl? bl? bl? gy bl br 

70 hair. — — — — — — 3 blk bl 
eye. — _ — — gy bl 1 br gy 

1 dk br bl 

71 hair. — blk — blk blk blk 1 blk gy 
eye. — br — blk gy br 1 blk blk 

be seen that black appears in 10 out of 85 cases in crosses of 

brown and brown ; in 8 out of 51 cases in crosses of brown and 

light brown, as well as in a few cases of crosses of brown with 

red and yellow. A few cases have come under my personal 

observation in which the hair of one of the offspring was distinctly 

darker than that of the darker parent.’ 

It is well known that there is a certain correlation between the 

colors of hair and eyes, such as the association between dark hair 

with dark eyes, and light hair with light eyes. Table IV. shows 

that black hair may be associated with black eyes or with eyes 

containing less pigment, the combination of black and blue being 

not uncommon. Brown hair may be associated with brown eyes 

or the lighter shades, but not with black eyes. Light brown 

hair is associated with gray eyes or blue eyes but not with the 

_ darker colors. Auburn hair may occur with brown eyes, but 

red hair, which contains less melanin pigment, usually is asso- 

ciated with blue,eyes. Probably fuller data would furnish ex- 

ceptions to the above rules. According to our results dark hair 
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may be associated with light color of eyes but light hair is not 
associated with dark color of eyes. Light-haired individuals, if 
adults, are pretty sure to have eyes of the blue or gray type, with 

little melanin pigment. 

The data in Table IV. show that the inheritance of the corre- 

lation of hair color and eye color is not very strong. In the first 

column is given the number of matings in which certain combina- 

tions occur; in the second, the number of cases among these 

matings in which the combination appears in the offspring ; in 

the third, the number of cases in which the combination occurred 

in which it failed to be transmitted. Black eves and black hair 

both behave as dominant characters, but it frequently happens 

that parents, one of whom has black eyes and black hair, will 

produce a child with black hair and blue eyes, although they 

_will not produce one with black eyes and light hair. We cannot 

be dealing here with two independently mendelizing characters, 

because the independence is purely a one-sided one. 

SUMMARY. 

I. In the inheritance of the color of hair and eyes, the more 

pigmented condition tends to be dominant over the less pigmented. 

2. Crosses of more darkly pigmented types produce a number 

of dark types as well as a number of lighter ones, but crosses of 

the lighter types rarely produce darker ones. 

3. Inheritance of eye color and hair color, although partly 

alternative, conforms to a certain extent to the blended type. 

4. There is a certain amount of evidence that the pigmentation 

of eyes and hair may exceed that of both parents, especially 

when both parents are pigmented to the same degree. 

5. Dark hair may be associated either with dark eyes or light 

eyes, but light hair does not occur along with darker eyes. 

6. Correlations of hair color and eye color are not strongly 

inherited. 
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PVpROnos IN THE ILLINOIS RIVER.’ 

FRANK SMITH. 

During the past summer (1909) while at Havana, IIl., in con- 

nection with the reopening of the Biological Station of the Illinois 

State Laboratory of Natural History, the writer was surprised to 

find at one location numerous colonies of a hydroid which pre- 

sumably belongs to the genus Cordylophora. A superficial 

examination of the animal and of the literature involved has not 

disclosed any reason why it may not prove to be C. lacustris 

Allman which is a species of hydroid commonly found in brackish 

water and less frequently in fresh water. 

Numerous colonies were found July 30 in a partially sub- 

merged willow thicket near the north end of Quiver Lake which 

is really a part of the Illinois River near Havana. The majority 

of the colonies were attached to the submerged portions of living 

willow shoots while a few were found on the leaves and stems 

of other plants. A later visit was made to the same locality 

October 16 when the water of the lake was somewhat lower and 

no longer covered the spot at which the July collections were 

made. In the part of the thicket which was still submerged, 

numerous colonies were found attached to dead sticks and 

branches that projected from the bottom toward the surface. At 

each visit the collections were made in water less than two feet 

deep and over which a considerable layer of Lemna had accumu- 

lated under the influence of west or northwest winds. In mid- 

summer the colonies were in dense shade and were associated 

with a great variety of living organisms among which bryozoans 

were especially abundant. 

1Contributions from the Zodlogical Laboratory, University of Illinois, under the 

direction of Henry B, Ward, No. 2. 
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In size, mode of branching, number of gonophores and of 

embryos in the gonophores the colonies are similar to those of 

C. lacustris, when found in strictly fresh water, as described by 

Pauly+ and others. The main stems are but 1-1.5 cm. in height, 

but sparsley branched and the branches commonly bear but one 

gonophore which has usually not more than five or six embryos. 

Gonophores were present in. July but not in October. 

As opportunity has permitted, other places about Havana have 

been examined for hydroids, but thus far without success. 

On August 4, during a brief visit to the Illinois River bottom- 

lands and lakes near Hennepin, I noticed on a partially submerged 

concrete wall extensive areas bearing organisms that seemed to 

be hydroid colonies similar to those found at Havana. As there 

was no time nor equipment for examination of the living material 

nor for its proper preservation, there is nothing at hand to serve 

as a basis for the identification of this form except the macerated 

remains of a few colonies which were scraped off and kept ina 

vial of water. The skeletal remains of the colonies are indistin- 

cuishable from those of the Havana species and I feel quite sure 

that the forms are identical and that the species is well established 

at two places in the Illinois River nearly a hundred miles apart. 

How long this hydroid has been represented in the Illinois 

River is problematical, but to the writer it seems somewhat im- 

probable that it was in the Havana region before the opening of 

the Chicago Drainage Canal, as for several years prior to 1900 

various observers connected with the Biological Station searching 

persistently for all kinds of animal life found no such hydroid 

forms. There is at least a possibility that this hydroid may be 

found about the docks in the Chicago region where it may have 

been introduced by vessels from the Atlantic coast and then sub- 

sequently have been carried through the drainage canal into the 

Illinois River. More extended observations on its distribution 

in the Mississippi Valley are highly desirable. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, 

November, 13, 1909. 

| Zoblogischer Anzeiger, Vol. XXIII., pp. 546-551. 
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iHib ANURA YOR ITHACA; N. Y.: A KEY TO 

MtbiIR EGGS. 

ALBERT HAZEN WRIGHT. 

For the last four years the writer has been studying the life- 

histories of the Anura of Ithaca, N. Y., but it will be some time 

‘before the work reaches completion. It seems best, however, to 

present the following brief summary of one phase of the work, 

in the hope that it may be of help to the numerous workers who 

employ Anuran eggs either for comparative or experimental em- 

bryologic purposes. 

Eight species of Anura are found at Ithaca, N. Y., namely: 

Rana sylvatica, Hyla pickeringu, Rana pipiens, Bufo lentiginosus 

americanus, Rana palustris, Lyla versicolor, Rana clamitans and 

Rana catesbeiana. 

The first five species appear from hibernation and spawn under 

a maximum air temperature of 43°-50° F. ; the last three delay 

until the maximum reaches 70° F. or more. The first five usually 

breed from the last of March until the middle of June; the last 

three, from the last of May into August. All but two species, 

Bufo l. americanus and Rana clamitans, occupy four or five weeks 

for the spawning period. The exceptions may require two or 

three months. The number of eggs in a complement varies from 

800 in Ayla pickeringi to 20,000 in Rana catesbeiana. 

The eggs of three species, Wy/a versicolor, Rana clamitans and 

Rana catesbeiana, float more or less at the surface of the water ; 

the eggs of the other five are submerged. The five species with 

submerged eggs are first to breed. They deposit eggs with firm 

jelly envelopes, several eggs appearing at an emission except 

in Ayla pickeringii, where only one appears at an emission. The 

three with buoyant eggs breed after May 25. They deposit at 

the surface masses or films of eggs with loose jelly envelopes, 

several eggs being deposited at an emission. 

At the outset the attempt to secure friutful mating with captive 

specimens was abandoned. The effort was rather to obtain pairs 
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already mated in nature. These were usually captured on night 

trips and were immediately taken to the laboratory, By the 

next morning an egg complement was ordinarily recorded. In 

this way a check was established upon the identification of eggs 

deposited in nature. . 

The measurements are based on fresh eggs none of which is 

beyond the fine morula stage. The color characters of the vitel- 

lus were taken at the time of oviposition with 7 species and not 

later than 6 or 8 hours after oviposition with the other species. 

A summary of the egg characters of each species follows in the 

accompanying key : 

KEY TO THE Eccs oF ITHACA ANURA. 

A. A single row of eggs within a long spiral string of jelly looped about plant stems, 

sticks or resting upon the bottom ; vitellus diameter 1.0-I.4 mm.; inner envelope 

diameter 1.6-2.0 mm.; outer envelope diameter 3.4-4.0 mm. Egg complement, 

4,000-7,000. Season at Ithaca, April 20-July....... Bufo lentiginosus americanus, 

AA. Deposited singly or in a mass. 

B. Deposited in a firm consistent mass enveloping grass stems, twigs, etc:, or 

free ; submerged ; often 15-20 bunches within an area of a few square feet. 

C. Small distinct inner envelope evident to the naked eye, 2,3-3.0 mm. 

D. Vegetative pole yellow; animal pole brown ; mass globular ; vitel- 

lus 1.6-1.9mm.; outer envelope, 3.6-5.0mm. Egg complement, 

2,000-3,000. Season, April 25—May 15............... Rana palustris. 

DD. Vegetative pole white; animal pole black; mass plinth-like ; 

vitellus 1.6-1.8 mm.; outer envelope 4.2-6.0mm. Egg complement, 

3,500-4,500. Season, April 10—-May I5..............-06+ Rana pipiens. 

CC. Large inner envelope apparently absent, evident only under the lens, 

3.6-5.8 mm.; vitellus 1.8-2.4 mm.; outer envelope 5.2-9.4 mm.; mass 

globular ; vegetative pole white; animal pole black. Egg complement, 

23000-3000: | | SeaSOn wApiilul— 2 On neue seestesnie teceee ees Rana sylvatica. 

BB. Deposited not in a hard consistent mass. 

C. In small bunches or attached singly ; vitellus, .qQ—1.2 mm. 

D. Outer envelope loose, 4.0-7.8 mm. 

E. Inner envelope, 1.6—2.0 mm.; vegetative pole yellowish ; in 

small bunches (4-25) usually floating at the surface of the 

water, either attached to vegetation or free ; outer envelope, 4.0— 

6.0 mm.; vitellus, I.I-I.2mm. Egg complement, 1,500-2,000. 

Season, /Naye20—|uliyerenas ce -eeeaaceceeesee sect flyla versicolor. 

EE. No inner envelope ; vegetative pole white ; in bunches (20- 

100) usually attached beneath the surface of the water ; outer 

envelope usually 5.0-7.8 mm., rarely 3.0 mm.; vitellus .9—-1.2 

mm. Eggcomplement, 500-800. Season, March 20-April 15, 

Chorophilus trisertatus.+ 
DD. Outer envelope firm, 1.4—2.0 mm.; vegetative pole never yellow ; 

1 Introduced at Ithaca in April, 1909. 
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single or in small bunches (4-12) attached to grass beneath the sur- 

face of the water; vitellus, .9q-1.1 mm, Egg complement, 800- 

1,000. Season, April 5—May 10..............-2..0ee0 Lyla pickeringit. 

CC. In large loose masses; vegetative pole white; animal pole black; 

vitellus, 1.2-I.7 mm.; at or near the surface of the water. 

D. Usually one continuous film, 1-2 eggs thick, on the surface of the 

water, the film’s diameter being seldom I foot; inner envelope dis- 

tinct, 2.8-4.0 mm.; egg massusually attached or amongst vegetation. 

Egg complement, 3,500-4,500. Season, May 25—August Io. 

Rana clamitans. 

DD. Either a film 1-2% feet in diameter ora stringy frayed widespread 

mass ; attached to twigs or sticks; almost invariably amongst brush 

-and at or near the surface of the water; no inner envelope, Egg 

complement, 12,000-20,000, Season, June 20-July 25. 

Rana catesbeiana. 



A NOTE ‘ON@REDUCTION: IN THE. MATURATION 

OF) MALE SEGGS TN Ab Eis. 

N. M. STEVENS. 

In discussing the unpaired heterochromosome in aphids, in 

1908,’ [expressed the opinion that the two heterochromosomes of 

the parthenogenetic generations must pair before maturation of 

the male-producing eggs, and separate in the maturation mitosis, 

one undivided heterochomosome going into the polar body while 

its mate remains in the egg. The only evidence which I could 

give in favor of this surmise was two equatorial plates where seven 

chromosomes appeared in the maturation of parthenogenetic 

eggs, instead of the eight chromosomes characteristic of the 

species (Plate II., Figs. 52 and 53). The largest of the seven 

chromosomes was evidently equal in volume to the sum of the 

two largest in the plate containing eight. I have never found 

the males of this species, the parthenogenetic generations con- 

tinuing up to the time when the host plants are killed by frost. 

The probability is that a few scattered sexual forms occur among 

the parthenogenetic, and that the eggs with seven chromosomes 

were male-producing eggs. 

In many species of aphids the same individual may produce 

both males and females and often parthenogenetic offspring also, 

making it very difficult to be certain that one has the male eggs. 

In the dimorphic red and green aphis found on @nothera bienuis, 

however, the rule is, that in October parthenogenetic young cease 

to appear; apterous mothers produce only male, and winged 

mothers only female offspring. Only two exceptions to this rule 

have been observed. Two years ago I had one brood of males 

produced by a winged mother, and recently, in examining sec- 

tions of an apterous specimen, I found four large parthenogenetic 

embryos, while all of the smaller embryos were male. The 

change here from parthenogenetic to sexual reproduction came 

during a generation instead of between generations. 

1«¢ An Unpaired Heterochromosome in the Aphids,’’ /ourn. Exp. Zoédl., Vol. 

VI., No. 1, Jan., 1909, 
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This year an unusual number of the apterous, male-producing 

individuals were secured. Some were fixed and sectioned, others 

dissected and the eggs and embryos studied in Schneider’s aceto- 

carmine. The sections gave no favorable stages. Out of a large 

Fic, 1. Equatorial plate of maturation mitosis of male aphid egg. Outline of egg 

and membrane shown above. .«, the double chromosome. Zeiss 1.5-6, cam. 

number of aceto-carmine preparations, one egg was found which 

had the maturation spindle in metaphase. This was taken from 

an individual in which the older embryos were certainly male. 

The equatorial plate contained nine chromosomes, ten being the 

Fic. 2. Same equatorial plate drawn with Zeiss 1.5-12. 

Fic. 3. Nucleus of embryonic cell (¢) in prophase. x, the unpaired hetero- 

chromosome. Zeiss 1.5—6. 

Fic. 4. Male embryonic cell in metaphase. «x, the unpaired heterochromosome. 

Zeiss I.5—-12. 

number in non-sexual parthenogenetic eggs (’05, Pl. I., Figs. 

7 and 12'). This metaphase is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 

chromosome in the center of the group is the double one. In 

the first spermatocyte the lagging heterochromosome is the 

1«< A Study of the Germ Cells of Aphis rose and Aphis enothera,”’ Journ. Exp. 

Zobl., Vol. II., No. 3, Aug., 1905. 
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second in size (’o9, Pl. II., Figs. 54, 56, 57°) and here it is evi- 

dently the two second in size, which have fused to form the 

large vacuolated chromosome x. No prophases or anaphases 

were found. 

In the young male embryos many cells were in mitosis and in 

a few cases it was possible to count and draw the chromosomes. 

Fig. 3 isa nucleus in prophase, flattened so that the nine chromo- 

somes are nearly in the same plane. It will be seen that the two 

longest form a pair, while the next in size is unpaired. Fig. 4 is 

a metaphase from another embryo. The unpaired chromosome 

is again the second in size. 

This evidence, so far as it goes, indicates that one whole 

chromosome goes into the polar body of the male egg, leaving 

@--.------; fp 

Fic. 5. Male egg showing the single polar body (f) andtwo nuclei. Zeiss 1. 5-2. 

the somatic number for the male individual reduced by one. 

Ordinarily one would not lay much stress on the conditions ob- 

served in a single egg, but considering the difficulties involved in 

securing favorable stages of maturation in male eggs of aphids, 

and the fact that the observations are in accord with Morgan’s? 

1«« An Unpaired Heterochromosome in the Aphids,’’ Journ. Exp. Zoél., Vol. 

VI., No. 1, Jan., 1909. 

2«¢ A Biological and Cytological Study of Sex Determination in Phylloxerans and 

Aphids,’’ Journ. Exp. Zovl., Vol. VII., No. 2, Sept., 1909. 
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observations on male eggs of Phylloxera, it seems desirable to 

bring the results obtained from this autumn’s collections of the 

Cinothera aphid, to the notice of those interested in the subject. 

In a recent paper, entitled ‘‘ Mendelian Inheritance of Sex,” 

Hagedoorn has quoted me as authority for a statement that male 

aphid eggs give off two polar bodies. I have found only one 

polar body in male and other parthenogenetic eggs, and have 

so stated the fact with all the evidence at hand (’o5, Pl. II., Figs. 

17 and 18, and text p. 317). Fig. 5 shows one of many early 

segmentation stages of male eggs found in aceto-carmine prepara- 

tions, showing only one polar body 

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 

BRYN MAwR COLLEGE, 

November 25, 1909 



A MEDHODGiOMLES TT: TEE wy POMmABSIS OF 

SEEECMV EE PERTILIZA TION, 

T. H. MORGAN, F. PAYNE anp ETHEL N. BROWNE. 

The hypothesis of selective fertilization has played an impor- 

tant role in several recent theories of sex determination and to 

some extent also in modern Mendelian speculations. It has been 

assumed for example that there are two classes of spermatozoa 

and two classes of eggs— male and female eggs and male and 

female sperm —and that fertilization is reciprocal in the sense 

that a male sperm can only fertilize a female egg and that a female 

sperm can only fertilize a male egg. On the other hand the 

more commonly accepted view is that any sperm can fertilize any 

egg. 

Until this question is settled by direct observation or by experi- 

ment these two alternatives will continue to make uncertain our 

interpretations. 

To put together one sperm and one egg would seem to be the 

simplest way to test the question. The operation may not in 

itself present insuperable difficulties but the chance of the sper- 

matozoon reaching the surface of the egg is so small as to make 

the attempt rather hopeless; for there is no evidence to show 

that the spermatozo6n is attracted towards the egg. The work 

of Buller, in particular, shows that accident alone determines the 

contact between the spermatozoa and the membranes, or the jelly, 

of the egg. 

By means of the following simple method we have found it 

possible to study the problem of selective fertilization. We feel 

that while the number of cases here recorded is too small to 

settle so important a question, its application on a larger scale 

and on other animals should furnish conclusive evidence for or 

against selective fertilization. 

We wish therefore at present to lay more emphasis on the 

possibilities of the method than on the certainty of demonstra- 

tion from the number of recorded cases, and hope that others 
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may be led to study this important question by the same method. 

We made use of the eggs and sperm of the mollusk Cumingta, 

The spermatozoa are quite large and can be readily seen with 

moderate magnification. The eggs are small so that the entire 

exposed surface can be watched closely. The eggs just laid 

were put into a drop of water on a slide, and a cover slip added. 

The cover slip was sufficiently supported so that the eggs were 

not too much compressed. It was advantageous to apply pres- 

sure because otherwise the spermatozoa may reach the egg above 

or below the horizon of observation; such sperm are lost to 

sight as a rule and their fate remains uncertain. Even with 

moderate pressure the spermatozoon sometimes slips in between 

the egg and the cover slip (above or below the horizon) and are 

lost to sight. In such cases further observation is worthless. 

By means of a fine pointed pipette a small drop of water con- 

taining not too many spermatozoa was introduced at the edge of 

or under the cover slip. From the point of insertion the sper- 

matozoa swim out in all directions and at.some distance from the 

starting point the path of a single spermatozoon could be easily 

followed. The only way in which we were absolutely certain of 

seeing the first spermatozoon that reached the egg was to focus 

on an egg and wait until one came in contact with the egg. 

It was seen that many spermatozoa swim past the egg and 

show no evidence of turning towards it, but those whose pre- 

vious path was such that they ran into the jelly around the 

ege, bored into the jelly and often reached the surface of the 

egg. Whether after a spermatozoon has entered the jelly it ever 

turns towards the egg (if it did not have this orientation at the 

time of contact) is difficult to determine with certainty, but it is 

certain that spermatozoa may bore through without turning 

owards the egg. Some of the attached spermatozoa may show 

alternate periods of rest and activity, and in consequence change 

their position several times, and even end by entering the egg, 

but there is no evidence that one position is more directed than 

another. 

The successful spermatozoa are those that strike the egg 

* and bore directly towards the surface. When the 

surface is reached the end of the spermatozoon appears to enter 

‘‘ head-on,’ 
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the outermost layer of the egg. Asa rule a pause follows, and 

it may take the spermatozoon from five to twenty minutes to 

disappear within the egg. The penetration is, as a rule, at first 

slow but later the spermatozodn may enter quite suddenly. 

Whether the sperm bores its way into the egg, or whether there 

is first a reaction between the surface of the egg and the sperma- 

tozodn so that the egg also takes a part in the process need not 

be discussed here, but it is important to note that no spermato- 

zoa enter except those that stand with their long axis vertical 

to the surface and pierce the surface with the tip of the sperm 

head. 

Our observations show that the first sperm that fulfills these 

‘ conditions is received. In some of these cases a second sperm 

came in contact with the egg after the first had come in contact 

with it. In all such cases the first sperm only penetrated. 

There was no evidence in favor of selective fertilization, since in 

all forty cases the first sperm that approached in the normal posi- 

tion was the firsttoenter. Itis highly improbable that forty times, 

this first sperm was the one suited to enter (assuming that two 

kinds exist) when there is no evidence that the eggs attract the 

sperm. Our general conclusion from the data here presented is 

that in this case selective fertilization does not occur, and since 

Cumingia is unisexual the temptation is to generalize this state- 

ment to include all such forms. Whether this extension is war-' 

rantable or not the fact remains that in this, the only case so far 

tested, the evidence is opposed to the hypothesis of selective 

fertilization. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 

November 20, 1909. 



THE ANATOMY OF THE STYLETS OF CAMBARUS 

AND ROE VAST ACUS. 

E. A. ANDREWS. 

In all the crayfishes, Cambarus and Astacus, of the northern 

hemisphere, the limbs of the first and second segments of the 

abdomen of the male are modified in a peculiar way and are 

used as instruments to transfer the sperm from the defferent ducts 

to the outside of the body of the female. These limbs we will 

call the first and second pairs of stylets. 

In Cambarus it was found (1, 2) that the stylets place the 

sperm within a special sperm receptacle in the shell of the female. . 

In Astacus,as far as is known, the stylets deposit the sperm over 

the shell of the female in secreted tubules, or spermatophores. 

While the stylets are much alike in the two genera the follow- 

ing study shows that the parts directly concerned in the passage 

of sperm present two stages of perfection, those of Cambarus 

being the more specialized. The first pair of stylets are firm, awl- 

like structures, which in Astacus are evidently comparable to a 

rolled in plate, while in Cambarus they seem solid with only 

a superficial groove. But we now find that this groove is the 

outlet of a concealed tubule and that in Camébarus also the organ 

may be regarded as a modified plate. 

As the second stylets are much alike in the two genera and 

have a subordinate role to play in the process of sperm transfer 

we will consider chiefly the first pair. 

It is a remarkable fact that the first stylets in these cray- 

fishes present specific differences so that the systematist relies 

upon the forms of the stylets as an important aid in the descrip- 

tion and identification of species. The figures of Hagen (3) and 

of Faxon (4) show the great amount of diversity in proportion 

and in character of termination in many species of Camdébarus. 

But despite this diversity in form the following description of the 

first stylets in four species taken at random and representing 

four of the six subgenera of Caméarus makes it probable that in 

all species the stylets have the same essential anatomy and use. 
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We will first describe the stylets of Camdbarus and then those 

of Astacus. 

In these reduced limbs (Figs. 1 and 2) we may distinguish the 

base (4), the neck (/V) and the spiral (S) which is the region 

with a somewhat spiral lengthwise groove bounded by hard 

rounded edges that run out to form the two tips of the whole 

organ. It is this bifid appearance of the limb which has been 

most emphasized in descriptive work. One of the tips may in 

this species be called the spatula (Sf) from its shape. The other 

tip (C) may be called the canula, as it is a termination of a tube 

and is inserted into the sperm pocket of the female and allows 

the sperm to pass out of its tip. Of the two apparent tips of the 

limb, one, the spatula, is thus a side outgrowth of minor im- 

portance ; the other is the real morphological and physiological 

end of the organ and of fundamental value. 

The groove that runs along the length of the spiral region 

begins at an orifice (Or) and ends at the extreme tip of the canula. 

We may regard this groove as dividing the spiral region into 

two parallel portions, the external mass (47.7.) and the median 

mass (M/.m.), external and median being used with reference to 

the median plane of the entire animal. 

In Cambarus virils (Figs. 1 and 2) the stylet is exceptional in 

the great elongation of the spiral region, the spatula being very 

much prolonged and the canula a curved, ovipositor-like struc- 

ture. The tufts of setz at the junction of neck and base and 

upon the median mass near the orifice are also long. 

Cross-sections (Fig. 3), at the level 3 of Fig. 2, show that the 

external groove of the canula passes deep into the interior and 

has its inner end partly cut off as a tubule by a ridge or shelf 

which projects like a valve from the side of the groove. Serial 

sections show the same general facts throughout the length of 

the spiral. There is thus a continuous tubule from the orifice to 

the tip of the canula. 

While the stylet has most of its exoskeleton firmly calcified, 

‘as represented by the black in the section, the tips of the spatula 

and canula are partly horn-like. In the median mass this horn 

extends some distance toward the base, as represented in the 

dotted area in the figure. The shelf that overhangs the tubule 
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is also of horny and not of calcified material and thus may the 

better make a closure of the tubule. 

The living tissue of the stylet was found to be a loose areolar 

mass full of blood spaces and covered by a thin epidermis that 

makes the exoskeleton. This tissue filled the vacant space in the 

external mass in Fig. 3. 

Excepting the muscles in the base that move the whole limb 

upon the body there are no muscles within the stylet, but on the 

other hand there are largely developed glands in the swollen 

proximal parts of the spiral. These glands discharge through 

the shell into the tubule not far from the orifice. 

In Cambarus diogenes, which belongs to the subgenus Bartonius,. 

the stylets (Figs. 4 and 6) havea very different appearance owing 

to great shortness of the terminal portion of the spiral. The 

base and the neck remain much as in C. vivilis, but the spatula. 

and the canula are very short and thick with the tips turned up- 

dorsally (Fig. 4). They are also much flattened, and are thus 

very narrow as seen from the posterior face (Fig. 6). 

Practically the whole length of the canula and much of the 

spatula are horny. A section across the canula (Fig. 5) shows 

the shelf from the external mass (£%.m.) and the isolated bottom 

of the groove. It also shows that the median mass (J/.7m.) has 

exaggerated the tendency seen in C. wirilis (Fig. 3) to grow over 

the groove, to such an extent that it runs over the shelf of the 

external mass and so makes the closure of the tubule a very com- 

plete one. is 

The horny tip of the canula shows its finer structure more 

readily than in C. affinis and we see under higher magnifications 

that the horny substance presents lengthwise striations on the 

surface, which at the tip give place to areolations suggesting 

scales. Possibly this slight roughening of the tip of the canula. 

may be of some use in cleaning out the orifice of the sperm 

receptacle. 

-In the southern form, Caméarus Clarki, the first stylet is the 

antithesis of that of C. wzzs for the terminal. parts of the spiral 

(Fig. 7) are so greatly shortened as to form a flat mass that is. 

largely horny and though bent upward, somewhat as in C.. 

diogenes, more complicated at its tip. 
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The sete are short but form very long rows. Those of the 

base extend along the neck far up onto the external mass and 

those of the median face run nearly its whole length. There are 

also some additional setee upon the dorsal face near the tip as 

seen in Fig. 8. 

In foilowing the groove (Fig. 7), we find that after it passes 

. the very slender and insignificant spatula it turns ventrally to end 

on a blunt protuberance indicated in the dotted area in Fig. 7. 

There is left a large protruding mass external to the spatula, 

which is indicated in parallel shading, and which is evidently 

part of the median mass that does not extend to the very tip of 

the groove. Thus the tip of the stylet is bifid; the blunt part to 

the right in the figure is the canula and the part to the left is a 

sharp blade formed from the median mass beyond the spatula 

and this we will call the scalpel, from its shape and its probable 

use in opening the very firmly closed and constricted slit of the 

annulus in the females of this species. The scalpel is apparently 

well placed to cut open the orifice of the annulus (see z, Fig. 24). 

The character of this condensed terminal region is better seen 

in the enlarged view of the external face of the tip (Fig. 8). 

The scalpel, to the right, bears the above-mentioned setz at its 

base and has a sharp convex edge. 

It is set off from the canula by adepression. The canula itself, 

as seen behind the outer parts of the setz, is slightly bifid in this 

preparation butin dried specimens it ends with a terminal orifice. 

While the stylet has two elastic tips the canula (C) and the 

scalpel (Sc) they are so near together that both might readily 

enter the orifice of the annulus. 

On cutting sections of this unusual stylet we find that the groove 

has its bottom cut off by a shelf (Fig. g), just as in the other 

species. But the tubule so formed is so minute and so deeply 

buried that it is easily overlooked. A section (Fig. g) taken 

near the base of the spatula at 9 (Fig. 7) shows the median mass 

so extended as to make a sharp blade, the scalpel (Fig. 8). 

And moreover the shelf that arises from the external mass, at 

this level, points away from the median mass, so that the section 

is not readily compared with that of C. virilis (Fig. 13). In sec- 

tions the horny shelf can be traced down from the free edge of 
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the end of the canula and represents the edge of the external 

mass along the side of the groove, but before the orifice at the 

base of the spiral is reached the shelf disappears and does not 

continue on as part of the lip of the orifice. 

Within the minute tubule a small number of sperms were seen. 

The use of these organs in the processes of sperm transfer 

was seen to be the same as in C. affinis. In brief the phe- 

nomena were: The hooks of the third legs hold the male 

firmly to the female. The male holds the claws of the female. 

The first and second stylets are locked together and the fifth 

leg is crossed. The pleopods are swung back and forth. The 

second stylet glides a millimeter or so up and down the first, 

with its wedge in the groove. Occasionally jerks of the base of 

the abdomen make slight hammering thrusts of the tip of the 

stylet-complex. While both stylets present their tips to the slit 

of the annulus it seems difficult for both to enter at once since 

the slit is median and not transverse. The exopodite of the 

second stylet shows some slight twitching movements. The 

female pleopods of the first somite extend over the annulus and 

touch the setose palp of the stylet. On removing such a con- 

jugating male and placing the fifth leg across to support the 

locked stylets, sperm issued from the hole at the tip of the 

canula and in a few minutes sperm came out of the tips of both 

papille. In separating a pair one stylet was very firmly 

fastened in the annulus and tended to pull the annulus away 

with it. This stylet had shoved the annulus up into the body of 

the female as far as possible. . This attached stylet was on the 

same side as the crossed fifth leg. 

Cambarus Montezume is a representative of the subgenus Cam- 

barellus from Mexico, and should present, in some respects at least, 

a more nearly ancestral state than the above species. 

Nothing is known of the conjugation habits, as the species is 

known only from preserved specimens. The male has two hooks. 

on each side, and presumably both are used as is the one in C. 

diogenes. These hooks (Fig. to) are on the second and the third 

legs and are like those of C. affinis but less blunt. Those of the 

third legs are the longer, sharper and more specialized in form. | 

The stylet (Fig. 11) is short and simple, with the usual tuft of 

setee absent from the median face which is very wide and flat. 
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The spatula (Sf) is very large and hollowed on the median face 

to form a wide spoon. The canula(C) is sharp-pointed and 

somewhat curved, with a horny tip that plainly shows the groove 

running to it and opening by a hole. There is also a new out- 

growth (ZL) that has the form of the spatula of C. vri/zs but arises 

from the external mass, half way between the origin of the spatula 

andthe tip of the canula. This new outgrowth we will call the 

ligula. 

Cross-sections of this stylet (Fig. 12 at the level 12 of Fig. 11) 

show the presence of a shelf that cuts off the bottom of the groove 

as a tubule, similar to that in C. writs. This shelf has the same 

yellow, homogeneous appearance. This section shows the long 

flat extension of the median mass that forms the base of the 

spatula and the shelf at the bottom of the overhung groove. 

In the section (Fig. 13 at the level 13 of Fig. 11) we see the 

orifice and in the median mass (AZm.) glands with one of the 

tubules discharging through the exoskeleton into the groove. 

This specimen seems to have been about to shed, so that the 

exoskeleton is represented rather schematically in the sections, as 

it was broken or laminated. 

Turning now to the genus Asfacus, to which all-‘the European 

crayfish belong, the process of sperm transfer is known only 

from the brief accounts of Soubeiran (5), Chantran (6) and Hux- 

ley (7). From them it appears that the males seize and turn the 

females and mount them, but the subsequent stages differ from 

those in Cambarus in the fact that there are neither hooks nor 

annulus, and thus no transfer of sperm to any sperm pocket; on 

the contrary, the sperm passes out of the stylets onto the sternal 

surface of the female in the form of spermatophores. These 

subsequently liberate the sperm at the time of laying in some 

unknown manner that Whitman (8) states was referred by 

Leuckart to the compession of the walls of the spermatophores 

and by Meyer to the action of the secretion that fastens the eggs. 

That the same general method is followed by the Astacus of the 

west coast of the United States seems undoubted from the simi- 

larity in the anatomy of the organs concerned and from the fol- 

lowing observations. 

Amongst female crayfish of the species A. /eniusculus, received 
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from Oregon in February, or in October, 1904, there were a few 

that presented the remnants of spermatophores on the ventral 

surface of the thorax. In the best marked case these were some 

hundred empty tubes, 3 to 4 mm. long, and more than .25 mm. 

thick, of red-brown color, stuck close to the shell of the female 

for the most part, though some had one free end standing up 

about a millimeter into the water. Most were laid down carefully 

side by side in groups. Some few were twice the usual length. 

A few were on the base of the second leg, on one side ; more 

were at the base of the third leg and close to the opening of the 

oviduct. Still more were at the bases of the fourth legs and 

between them just anterior to the annular plate, onto which two 

spermatophores extended. Two were on the sternum between 

the fifth legs. The entire collection, in a sketch, forced one’s 

attention to the fact that they had either been originally placed 

in depressions and angles where they would not be readily rubbed 

off, or else that these seen were the survivors that had escaped 

removal after more unprotected spermatophores had gone. Each 

spermatophore had its tips greatly contracted, as if a soft material 

had shrunk more at the end, somewhat like egg-cocoons of earth- 

worms. 

Thus the male of the American crayfish Astacus must deposit 

the sperm in tubes over the ventral side of the thorax of the 

female, and not introduce it into any special cavity. 

In comparing the sperm-transfer apparatus here with that of 

Cambarus we find greater simplicity, as was to be expected for the 

performance of this less specialized mode of transfer. 

The first stylet of this A. /eniusculus (Fig. 14) is like that of 

the English Astacus, as figured by Huxley (7) in the main, while 

also being like the stylet of Camébarus. The base is simple and 

without the specialization of form to nicely accommodate the 

second stylet, but the ridge along the neck bears sete. The 

spiral is obviously a hollow cone or tapering scroll with a very 

wide orifice between the long external, and the shorter median 

mass. The groove is much more open than in Caméarus and 

the whole organ is less rigid and seems as if well made for a mere 

conduit and not for an organ to be forced into a hard slit. The 

stylet is not noticeably bifid and the rather blunt tip is the canula 
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while the spatula and all other lateral outgrowths are absent. 

Huxley says of A. fluviatilis, “terminal half of the appendage 

is really a broad plate, slightly bifid at the summit, but the sides 

of the plate are rolled in in such a manner that the anterior half 

bends around and partly encloses the posterior half. They thus 

give rise to a canal, which is open at each end, and only partly 

closed behind.” In A. /eniusculus this overlapping of the one 

part by the other has proceeded much farther, so that in Fig. 14. 

we see the anterior, or median, mass has covered in and concealed 

the external mass through all the terminal extent. 

In sections this extensive inwrapping becomes at once patent. 

The section 15 shows a widely open canal closed in not only by 

the rolled median mass but internally by an opposite rolling of 

the external mass; that is, the hypothetical plate, of which the 

terminal part of the stylet is composed, has both its edges rolled 

in, first, the external edge and then the median edge outside the 

other. Both flaps come so close together that near the tip of the 

canula 15 (Fig. 14) the central tube is well shut off from the water 

(Fig. 15). Contrasting this with Cambarus (Fig. 3) we see that 

in both cases there is a horny plate inrolled, but in As¢acus, this. 

is much like the rolling up of a sheet of paper, while in Cambarus 

it is the buckling up of a thickened mass whose edges meet over 

a groove. Cambarus shows the derived, the more special, the 

less mechanically direct sort of inrolling. 

Farther down the stylet (at 16, 17, 18, of Fig. 14) the rolling 

is more and more imperfect (Figs. 16, 17, 18). These figures. 

show the rather thick calcified shell and the usual connective 

tissue, but the absence of glands is conspicuous. Also the edge 

of the external mass becomes specialized as a sharp shelf that 

overarches the large central canal, while the enveloping median 

mass still overlaps the external mass and makes the closure of 

the canal amore firm one. 

In Fig. 17 there is a complexity of the canal that exists for a 

short distance and may prove to be of some significance when the: 

process of sperm transfer can be studied. There is a narrow 

side-slit from the groove, to the right in the figure, which is made- 

by special thickening of the shell of the external mass. That is, 

there is a ridge along the bottom of the groove. With this ex- 
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ception, there is nothing to suggest the minute inner part of the 

groove of Cambarus and the large hole covered by the shelf must 

be the homologue of the tubule of Cambarus. 

The obvious suggestion that the canula is derived froma rolled 

plate is unfortunately supported by no actual observation, though 

the few following facts regarding the development of the stylet in 

A. leniusculus show a simple beginning that may well later suffer 

a process of inrolling. 

A larva 19.5 mm. long, shedding from the fourth to the fifth 

stage, showed on the cast the two minute papillze seen in Fig. 10, 

growing toward one another on the ventral ridge of the sternum 

of the first abdominal somite. That these are the first stylets of 

the male is indicated by the fact that in larve killed in the middle 

of July and presumably in the fourth and fifth stages nine showed 

no outgrowths and were probably females while six showed out- 

growths similar to these in Fig. 19. These little stylets differed 

much in the different males. 

In larve from 20 to 26 mm. long the stylets differed in size and 

form from the state shown in Fig. 19 to that shown in Fig. 23. 

The state of advance of the stylet was not parallel to the length 

of the larve, thus a male 26 mm. long had the stylet much as in 

Fig. 19, while one 25 mm. long had them as Fig. 23. A male 

20 mm. long had the stylets shown in Fig. 20 ; they were some- 

what flattened papillae pointing toward one another. Fig. 21 

shows the left stylet from a male 23 mm. long and Fig. 22 that of 

a similar male. The most developed stylet (Fig. 23) is not only 

flattened but its posterior face is somewhat concave and shows on 

its median edge, to the left in the figure, a slight notch to repre- 

sent the future neck (compare Fig. 14), while the median edge is 

thickened as if it might grow up to form the enveloping median 

mass to cover over the flattened or concave part that would be 

the groove. The whole organ is then a stiff flat spoon and is 

remarkably like the stylet of the American lobster in miniature. 

At the tip of the stylet is a minute protuberance tipped with a 

spine and suggesting a sensory function (Fig. 23). This was 

found on the stylet of the opposite side, but not in any of the 

stylets of other males, which were all less advanced.! 

1 The general proportions of the longest 26 mm. male may be seen from the fol- 

lowing measurements: The length of antennz 26 mm., the chele 18 mm., the width 
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While the first stylets of both Camébarus and Astacus show 

neither in their anatomy nor in their ontogeny any sign of 

derivation from the typical forked crustacean limb this is not the 

case with the second stylets. These remain forked in the adult 

and we shall see that they arise from the modification of an ordi- 

nary pleopod by the addition of a lateral outgrowth, while the 

first stylet would seem to be derived by the dropping out of 

part of the typical limb and by the condensation of the rest. 

The second stylet in Cambarus bears a setose exopodite and 

endopodite that are fringed with setee and contain muscles that 

move these forks of the limb upon the basal part. Inthe develop- 

ment of the larva there is added to the simple limb an outgrowth 

from the endopodite that finally becomes the peculiar excres- 

cence characteristic of the second stylets of the crayfish. 

These outgrowths are applied by the adult male against the 

orifice of the first stylet and play an important accessory role in 

the processes of sperm transfer. 

In Astacus the second stylet (Fig. 24) is much like that in 

Cambarus. It has a slender exopodite (4x) and a wide endo- 

podite (47) that ends in a setose filament (77). But the lateral 

outgrowth, or excrescence, is different. In Cambarus this part 

may be called the triangle and it ends in a rounded free edge that 

is inserted into the groove of the spiral of the first stylet during 

sperm transfer. This thick edge is somewhat comparable to a 

radius bone and ends with a hollowed head. Distal to this radius 

the triangle is continued as a pyramid, bearing sete: this pyramid 

we call the ‘“‘ wedge.”’ 

But in Asz¢acus (Fig. 24), the triangle (Z7) suggests an extin- 

guisher in form since the wedge (I) is a direct continuation of 

the edge of the head of the radius in the form of a curved plate 

as indicated in the smaller figure to the right. The wedge (W) 

is not a pyramid at all but a thin, rather pointed plate curved 

around a deep depression to join the edge of the radius (A) as 

shown in Fig. 24. 

of thorax § mm. (in alcohol), of telson fan 11 mm., of telson 3.5 mm., of setz on 

telson 1.5 mm., number of joints in antennze 75 plus. The stylets were about 2mm. 

and the second stylets 4 mm. apart. There was a rounded area and a dim white 

organ within base of fifth leg, indicating the defferent ducts of the male, probably. 

p< Regge RES 
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From the state found in this Astacus, the more ‘‘extinguisher-” 

like shape found in the English Astacus could be formed by a 

process of simplification, or reversal of specialization, just as is 

true for the first stylets. The above mentioned larve of Astacus 

leniusculus furnished but meager facts bearing upon the ontogeny 

of the second stylet, but this is enough to establish the existence 

of an early modification of the median edge of the endopodite to 

subsequently form the triangle or scroll. The second pleopod 

is at first like the following ones and only gradually takes on the 

specializations that make it an accessory sperm-transfer organ. 

The earliest detected modification of the endopodite was a slight 

groove followed in larger larve by an elevation on which the same 

groove was seen. How this groove on an elevation gives rise to 

the triangle remains for study of later stages to decide. 

In Fig. 27, which is the anterior face of part of the second 

pleopod of a male, there is a marked protuberance on the median 

side of the endopodite, and this contains a lateral groove. In 

some other males the groove was present, but not the elevation. 

Thus Figs. 25, 26 represent the anterior and the posterior faces 

of the edge of the endopodite of a male 23 mm. long, showing 

only the exoskeleton and the plumose sete. The groove is a 

transverse pit which ends abruptly on the anterior face of the 

endopodite ; it is bounded distally by a slight lip-like transverse 

ridge standing out into the water. 
There is thus a transverse pit on the median face of the endo- 

podite at the region that will later be part of the triangle (com- 

pare Figs. 27, 24). The cells of the epidermis were small and 

ran in as a single layer to line the pit and extend into the lip as 

a solid mass. 

In the more advanced stage Figs. 27, 28 this same pit is on a 

decided elevation. The pit is a transverse slit still lined with 

epidermal cells (Fig. 28), but its distal edge is no longer a lip but 

only part of the general elevation. This male was the one having 

the advanced first stylets seen in Fig. 23. The posterior view 

(Fig. 28) is intended to show the epidermal cells in surface view as 

well as in optical section and also the fact that the pit opens 

gradually onto the general level on this posterior face, while on 

the anterior face it ends abruptly at a steep wall lengthwise of 

the endopodite. 
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No doubt the general elevation later becomes the triangle and 

is comparable to the knob found in Cambarus, but the meaning ~ 

of the lateral pit is problematical. Possibly it is the forerunner 

of the cavity at the end of the triangle which gives it the extin- 

guisher-like form, and which being still more prominent in the 

English Asfacus may be an old trait that would more likely find 

expression in the older genus, As¢acus, than in the newer one 

Cambarus. 

By way of summary we will state that the first stylet of these 

crayfishes, Cambarus and Astacus, has the anatomy of a pleopod 

that has lost both its biramous form and its intrinsic muscles and 

has become a nearly closed tube. In its physiology it is essen- 

tially a tube to transmit the sperm from the male td the female. 

The ontogeny throws little light upon the phylogeny of the 

organ since at its first appearance in the larva it is already a 

simple papilla, which in Astacus becomes a flat plate that then 

rolls in to form a tube while in Caméarus it forms a tube by 

thickening of the edges. 

The apparent simplicity of the first stylet in Camdbarus misled 

Hagen (3, p. 17) to regard it as having lost its channel save for 

the external groove, while in reality there is a functional inner 

tubule. 

The anatomy of the first stylet of Cambarus gives a firm basis 

for the interpretation of the various terminations of this organ as 

exhibited in different species and made use of for detecting genetic 

relationship as well as specific characters. It will be necessary 

to restudy the stylets of all Cambari to determine in how far the 

accepted morphological division into “‘ inner” and “‘ outer’’ parts 

is a sound basis for comparisons. In each species the canula, or 

real termination of the organ, must be distinguished, and the 

various secondary outgrowths classified as to their origin from 

the two sides of the groove that ends at the tip of the canula. 

With this knowledge a more scientific understanding of the genus 

may be possible. The ‘outer’ part seems to be the canula or 

real end of the organ and the ‘‘inner”’ part only a lateral out- 

growth from one side of the canula. The two are not of equal 

import." | 

1Tn practice stains that enter the canula tubule will aid in recognition of the 

canula without the need of sections. 
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The second stylets of Astacus and of Cambarus have the value 

of pleopods that have merely added a lateral outgrowth which 

arises in larval life and serves as an accessory organ in sperm 

transfer. 

It is evident that the stylets of the species of Caméarus studied 

are much more highly specialized than the stylet of the American 

Astacus studied and this in turn seems less generalized than the 

Astacus of Europe. 

The stylets of Cambarus could be readily derived from those of 

Astacus by specialization. The addition of glands, the strength- 

ening of the shell, the refinement of the conducting tubule and 

the perfection of the accessory stylet in Cambarus may all be 

regarded as correlated with the presence of the annulus and . 

sperm pocket in the females in this genus: the more accurate 

apparatus of the male Cambarus being used for a much more 

specialized task. 

The first stylets in both genera might be derived from a flat 

stylet similar to that in the lobster where, probably, the two, 

right and left, are used at the same time to fill the sperm 

receptacle. 

Upon this assumption we would regard Astacus as having lost 

some sort of a sperm receptacle which has been retained and 

perfected by Camébarus. 
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES. 

Fic. 1. Caméarus virilis: 1, posterior face of left stylet of adult, 2a); 2, median 

face of the same, 2a,3; 3, cross-section of the stylet at the level, 34% Fig. 2, 24. 

Cambarus Diogenes: 4, median face of left stylet, 2a); 5, section across the above 

at the level, 5, 24 ; 6, posterior face of the left stylet, 2a). Camdbarus Clarkit: 7, 

median face of left stylet, 22); 8, enlarged view of external face of tip of left stylet, 

2,90 mm., 4; Q, section across stylet at level, 9, of Fig. 7, 24. Camebarus monte- 

sume. 10, bases of second and third left legs, showing hooks, of male 30 mm. long, 

anterior view, 2a); 11, median face of left stylet, 2, 90 mm., 4; 12, cross-section 

on the level 12 of Fig. 11, 44; 13, cross-section of same on level 13, 4/4. 

Fic. 2. <Astacus leniusculus ; 14, posterior face of left stylet turned to show 

somewhat of the median face, 2a); 15, section across the above at the level 15 of 

Fig. 14, 2D; 16, cross-section at the level 16 of Fig. 14, 2, 90 mm., 4; 17, cross- 

section at the level 17 of Fig. 14, 2,90 mm., 4; 18, cross-section at the level 18 

of Fig. 14, 2, 90mm., 4; 19, papille, or stylet on the first abdominal somite of lar- 

val shell passing from the fourth to the fifth stage. Length of body, 19.5 mm., 2, 

aa; 20, stylets of a male 20 mm. long, 2, 909 mm., 4; 21, left stylet of a male 23 

mm. long, 24; 22, stylet of a male like the last, 24 ; 23, left stylet of a male 25 

mm. long, posterior face, 24; 24, second, or accessory, stylet; anterior face, some- 

what turned to show the external face in part, 2a); small figure to the right is the 

enlarged end of the radius; 25, part of the edge of the endopodite of the accessory 

stylet of a male 23 mm. long, anterior face, 2D; 26, posterior face of the same, 2D ; 

27, anterior face of the endopodite of the accessory stylet of a male 25 mm. long, 

2A; 28, cell outlines over elevation and pit of the edge of the endopodite of above 

stylet, 2D. 
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PIGwLOGICAL BULLETIN 

ie NEW “GENUS (OF PARASITIC GASTROPODS. 

HAROLD HEATH. 

A number of gastropods are known, living parasitically upon 

the body of certain echinoderms, which retain the shell and 

typical internal organization so that their systematic position is 

readily established. On the other hand several endoparasitic 

species exist which have become so highly modified that they 

stand in much the same relation to the free-living forms as Sac- 

culina to the typical cirripedes. Owing to the lack of any de- 

tailed information relating to their ontogenetic development the 

relationship of such forms is highly problematical. And further- 

more it is difficult to accurately follow the stages of the phylo- 

genetic metamorphosis which the body has undergone, and 

accordingly to establish the homologies of some of the principal 

organs. Schiemenz' in a very suggestive paper has attempted 

to construct a hypothetical animal connecting the least modified 

species like Sty/zfer on one hand with the highly degenerate 

types represented by Extoconcha. In several respects the animal 

here described resembles the hypothetical form and in a measure 

enables us to follow some of the changes which the more degen- 

erate species have undergone. 

My attention was attracted to this gastropod by my friend 

and colleague Dr. W. K. Fisher who discovered it in a species 

of starfish (Lris7nga evermanni Fisher) taken by the U. S. F. C. 

Str. ‘‘ Albatross”’ in the neighborhood of the Hawaiian Islarids 

(sta. 3467) at a depth of 310 fathoms. It occupied the ccelomic 

cavity close to the base of one of the arms, producing a marked 

distention (Fig. 2, Pl. I.) of the body wall. The animal was un- 

1P, Schiemenz, ‘‘ Parasitische Schnecken-Kritische Referat,’’ Bzo/. Centralbl., 

Bd. 9. 
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attached and was put in communication with the exterior by a 

slit-like aperture 2 mm. long. The body is subglobular in 

form, distinctly bilateral, light yellow in color and measures 14 

mm. by 11 mm. The external opening, communicating with 

the exterior through the aperture in the arm of the host, is in 

the mid line and is surrounded by prominent lips. These last 

named structures are covered with a firm cuticle produced into 

16 pairs of interlocking teeth (Fig. 6, Pl. I.). 
An examination of Fig.1, Pl. 1, will disclose the fact that the 

body proper, containing practically all the organs except the 

female reproductive gland, is overgrown by a great fold attached 

to the front end of the body, but elsewhere separated from it by 

a narrow slit-like space which communicates with the above men- 

tioned fissure-like opening guarded by teeth. Anteriorly the 

ventral surface of the body is developed into a snout-like projec- 

tion bearing the mouth opening and a small pair of tentacles 

(Fig. 1). More posteriorly the ventral surface, corresponding 

to the foot of free living forms, is somewhat flattened but lacks 

the usual high ciliated epithelium and gland cells. Still farther 

back the peculiar kidney forms the ventral surface behind which 

is the rectum borne ona papilla-like elevation. Some of these 

characters and others to be mentioned indicate distinctly gastro- 

pod relationships which have been retained in spite of parasitic 

habits. 

The entire surface of the body is covered with a cuticular layer 

usually well developed on the ventral surface over the lobe-like 

projections shown in Fig. 8, Pl. I. In this last named region it 

becomes developed into numerous small papillz each of which 

is penetrated by what is probably a nerve fiber (Fig. 7, Pl. 1.). 

Within the animal the layer is much thinner and over the respira- 

tory papillz (f) and the adjacent regions is provided with numer- 

ous slender and apparently solid, hair-like processes. 

The hypodermal layer consists of flattened cells, with large 

nuclei, separated at many points to allow muscle fibers to attach 

directly to the overlying cuticle. In addition there are many 

bipolar cells, one fiber passing distally into the above mentioned 

cuticular papillae the other becoming lost in the subjacent tissue. 

The mouth opening is situated upon the summit of a well-defined 
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proboscis which is concealed from view by a fold (not shown in 

figure) springing from its base. From the study of sections it is 

evident that this fold is of greater length than the proboscis and 

is not united along the median line posteriorly. Externally the 

fold is covered by a cuticular layer which is continuous over the 

proboscis and within the digestive tract itself as far as the radula. 

This last named organ is in a very rudimentary condition since it 

consists of but a single tooth (Fig. 5, Pl. I.) composed of some 

finely granular substance staining intensely in Delafield’s hama- 

toxylin. On each side of it are the openings of the salivary 

glands which are doubtless the homologue of the ventral pair in 

other molluscs. 

The main portion of each salivary gland consists of a large sac 

located at the sides of the body proper as shown in Fig. 1, Pl. I. 

The component cells are highly vacuolated structures containing 

a faintly staining, granular secretion that is present also in the 

adjoining cavity. Ventrally, in close proximity to the outlet of 

this portion of the organ, the walls of the sac change abruptly in 

character and consist of more slender non-staining elements 

developed into low folds. Surrounding these cells are others of 

considerably greater height that form a papilla projecting into 

the cavity of the next division of the organ (Fig. 4, Pl. I.). This. 

last named section is plain-walled and is composed of low 

columnar cells containing small quantities of a finely granular 

material, possibly a glandular substance differing from that of the 

larger sac. At the base of the proboscis the walls become pro- 

duced into several small folds before entering the slender canal 

passing onward to its outlet at the side of the radula. Beyond 

the radula the pharyngeal or cesophageal epithelium becomes. 

thicker and is attached to several muscle fibers acting as dilators 

and constrictors. The opening into the stomach is on the 

summit of a papilla whose general features are represented in 

Pee ifee VEN 

Opening into the cesophagus in close proximity to the stomach 

are two sets of glands, that may correspond to the dorsal salivary 

glands of other molluscs, whose position has shifted, though 

there is a possibility that they are strictly cesophageal products. 

Each group extends from the neighborhood of their outlet far 
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out into the pseudo-pallium, in some instances coming in contact 

with the hypodermal layer. So far as may be judged from the 

present specimen every cell possesses a slender ductule extend- 

ing to its independent opening into the cesophagus. The secre- 

tion is colorless or of slightly pinkish tinge and in many cases is 

of less volume than the uniformly granular, strongly staining 

nuclei. In some instances the last named structures are more 

or less spherical, and again may be mammillated or formed of 

approximately eight globular masses as though formed by the 

incomplete fusion of as many chromosomes. 

Fic. A. Section at level of cesophageal opening into stomach (s¢). og, cesopha- 

geal glands ; Z, testis. 

Fic. B. Section corresponding to line 4, Fig. 1, Pl. I. /, liver; ov, ova; s, 

salivary gland; s¢, stomach. The pleural pedal ganglion above (in figure) the 

stomach has, for the sake of clearness, been shifted slightly forward in Fig. 1, Pl. I. 

The stomach is a voluminous sac extending throughout the 

greater part of the body proper. Its walls are composed of 

what appear to be two distinct types of cells (Fig. 3, Pl. I.) though 

they may possibly represent different stages of glandular activity. 

The more abundant form is almost cubical, highly vacuolated 

and contains a few slightly yellowish spherical granules. Among 

these are very much larger elements protruding some distance into 

the neighboring lumen and distended with a finely granular vacuo- 

lated material in which are a few spherical granules similar to 

those of the other type of cell. Opposite the level of the proboscis 

the stomach is expanded on each side to form a voluminous 
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pouch provided with a few secondary branches. These pouches 

probably are to be considered as representing the hepato-pancreas 

of other molluscs though the component cells differ in scarcely 

any essential respect from those of the main division of the 

stomach. At several points in the pseudo-pallium structures 

occur that strongly resemble the liver, but as they lack any 

definite connections it is impossible to claim that they were once 

united with the digestive tract. 

The intestine presents the form of a cylindrical tube invested 

with numerous circular and longitudinal muscles attached by con- 

nective tissue and muscle bundles to the stomach and body wall. 

Its epithelial lining consists of relatively slender cells whose 

boundaries distally are difficult to determine owing to the large 

quantities of highly vacuolated protoplasm they contain. The 

outlet is guarded on each side by a large conical papilla covered 

with a thick cuticle fashioned near its tip into several slender 

filaments. 

The stomach contains a small quantity only of a finely granu- 

lar substance so that it is impossible to gain any insight into the 

methods of feeding and the nature of the food of this animal. It. 

is probable that the proboscis and tentacles may be protruded 

through the external slit-like opening and organic substances may 

be picked up from the ooze as its host crawls about. It appar- 

ently absorbs little if any nourishment from its host though there 

may be some interchange of gases. 

No sign of a heart exists in this species as is the case also with 

Entoconcha. A clotted substance abounds in the lacunz among 

the various organs which doubtless represents blood. Groups of 

cells here and there may be corpuscles but their resemblance to 

connective tissue cells renders the determination uncertain. 

As noted in a preceding paragraph respiration may be effected 

to a slight degree through the general body surface in contact 

with the ccelomic fluid of the host. The chief respiratory organs 

however appear to be the finger-shaped processes (Fig. 1, /, Pl. I.) 

attached to the posterior end of the body. With the exception 

of the hypodermal layer and a few muscle fibers passing in various 

directions from wall to wall or attached throughout their entire 

extent to the walls these organs are hollow and are probably 
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more or less distended with blood ina living condition. It is 

probable also that they may be extended into the neighborhood 

of the external opening or even protruded through it. 

A problematic organ, which appears to be a kidney, is situated 

beneath the stomach anterior to the intestine (Fig. 1, 2, Pl. I.). In 

this region the body wall is provided with a considerable number 

of outpouchings of varying size, though usually comparatively 

short, each of which is invested with a definite cuticular layer. 

In life all of these are probably filled with blood and are lined 

with a few connective tissue and muscle fibers some of which may 

span the cavity. With the exception of a few of the anterior 

projections the walls are provided internally with a very consid- 

erable number of relatively slender finger-shaped processes re- 

sembling those on the inner wall of certain prosobranch kidneys. 

They differ, however, in being invaginations of the body wall 

and are lined with a continuation of the cuticular layer covering 

the body generally. The cells of these minor processes are of 

moderate size, more or less cubical, though they often become 

flattened near the tip of the organ, and under high magnification 

have been seen in several instances to connect with a central 

lumen by means of delicate pores. Judging from these appear- 

ances the cells of each of these slender processes extract from 

the surrounding plasma waste materials, and pass them into the 

contained lumen from whence they make their way to the exterior. - 

While the ganglia are readily located the nerves are not sharply 

differentiated from the muscle fibers through which they pass and 

accordingly have been traced in a few cases only. The cerebral 

ganglia, united by a relatively long commissure, are situated in 

front of the pharynx and beneath the forward end of the stomach 

(Fig. 1, Pl. I.). Two connectives lead backward at the sides of 

the pharynx to the pleuro-pedal ganglionic masses placed about 

opposite the level of the posterior border of the proboscis. These 

last named ganglia are indistinguishably fused though they are 

distinctly paired and originate a very few small nerves that have 

been followed for a short distance only. One large branch on 

each side, arising from the anterior half of the nerve mass, passes 

dorsally and laterally and breaks up into three divisions. The 

first passes up into the large fold or pseudo-pallium close to the 
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large cavity, ventral to the body proper, that communicates with 

the exterior. The second pursues a course anteriorly in the 

pseudo-pallium and disappears from view among the large ova. 

The third, also in the pseudo-pallium, makes its way backward 

for a considerable distance but finally vanishes in several small 

muscle bundles. 

Together with Extoconcha and Enteroxenos this species is 

moncecious and the ovary and testis are separate and distinct. 

The testis occupies a position lateral and ventral to the stomach 

about opposite the level of the pharynx, and is bilaterally sym- 

metrical and gives evidence of being a paired organ. In the 

region concealed by the liver in Fig. 1. Pl. I., the organ is con- 

tinuous across the mid line; but anterior to this point the 

unpaired division develops an extensive anteriorly directed pouch 

on each side of the stomach. The gland is in an immature con- 

dition, containing many spermatogonia but no later stages. 

Behind the unpaired section a duct of very large caliber arises, 

on each side of the mid line, with thin walls and a glandular, 

apparently ciliated, low ridge on its inner face. In this condi- 

tion it continues to a point opposite the middle of the kidney 

where it contracts abruptly to a slender, thicker walled tube 

which is directed ventrally to open into the narrow slit-like space 

between the body and some of the kidney lobes. 

The ovary is confined to the large fold enveloping the body, 

Practically all of the space unoccupied by the liver being filled 

with large ova. These are suspended, almost precisely as in the 

chitons (see Haller’s Fig. 328, Lang’s ‘‘ Lehrbuch,” p. 366), in 

slender sacs, outpouchings of the germinal epithelium, and in a 

completed condition are surrounded by a follicle. No definite 

oviducts are present, the ova probably escaping by means of 

ruptures in the wall adjacent to the body proper. 

The ova, fertilized either in or out of the body, may readily 

escape from the animal and from the host and doubtless in the 

free-swimming stage make their way to another host into which 

they burrow and take up their final position. The changes that 

ensue are wholly unknown but it is evident that the fold or 

pseudo-pallium, in this species at least, is not a portion of the 

foot. As may be seen in Fig. I it arises as a duplicature of the 
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body wall in front of the proboscis and may in reality represent a 

modified mantle, having been developed from such a pe as 

now exists in the aspidobranchs. 

Concerning the systematic relationships of this animal it is 

difficult to speak with certainty. From the paired character of 

the testis it appears to have been derived from some aspidobranch 

ancestor in which there were traces of the original bilateral sym- 

metry. In its present condition the animal is perfectly sym- 

metrical, but it does not follow that its immediate ancestors were 

such. Just as the modern more or less symmetrical lithodes 

have been derived from the asymmetrical hermit crabs so this 

species may have secondarily assumed its symmetrical condition. 

The genus may be defined as follows: 

Ctenosculum new genus. Body globular, bilaterally symmetri- 

al, almost completely enveloped in a fold of the body wall. 

Proboscis and tentacles present. Two sets of salivary glands, 

radula reduced to one triangular tooth. Moncecious, testis and 

ovary distinct and separate, the latter occupying the fold.. Para- 

sitic in starfish, Brisimga evermanni, Hawaiian Ids. Type of 

genus C. hawaizense. 

C. hawatense new species. With characters of the genus. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I, 

Fic. 1. Ctenosculum hawattense with left half of the pseudo-pallium removed. 

c, cerebral ganglia; 2, kidney ; /, liver; 0, cesophagus; J, papille arising from body 

wall; sg, salivary gland; s¢, stomach. 

Fic. 2. Cyst instarfish arm produced by parasite. 

Fic. 3. Two types of cells of gastric epithelium. 

Fic. 4. Outlet of salivary gland ( g) into reservoir (7). 

Fic. 5. The single tooth of the radula with salivary ducts opening on each side. 

Fic. 6. Cuticular teeth guarding the opening into space between body and pseudo- 

pallium. 

Fic. 7. Papillate cuticle, from ventral surface of body, traversed by nerve fibers. 

Fic. 8. C. hawaziense, entire animal, ventral view. 
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THE OCCURRENCE OF AMITOSIS IN MONIEZIA. 

CM, CHILD: 

In a recent paper, ‘‘ On the Method of Cell Division in Zezza,” 

by A. Richards,’ the author records his failure to find amitotic 

division in 7gzza and suggests on the basis of his results that my 

conclusions concerning amitosis in Monzezia? are due to errors of 

observation. | Fast 

The appearance of this paper makes it necessary for me, in 

defence of my observations, to emphasize certain features of my 

own work, to which Richards has apparently not given adequate 

consideration, to add a’ few observations not included or only 

briefly referred to in my earlier papers and finally to subject his 

attempts at interpretation to critical analysis. 

In the first place, it might seem that the reading of my state- 

ment concerning methods of fixation and precautions employed 

(I., pp. 89-93) would suggest to anyone that I had exercised at 

least some degree of care in order to avoid errors of observation 

of so gross a nature as the mistaking of a mass of ‘‘ Nebendotter’”’ 

for a nucleus. As I stated, fresh material was fixed by the most 

various methods during each of four successive years, and a large 

part of my time during this period was devoted to the study of 

the preparations, from which hundreds of camera drawings were 

made. The work was begun simply because the apparent absence 

of mitosis in certain regions of growth interested me, and I ex- 

pected to find either some unusual type of mitosis or else short 

recurrent periods of mitosis. What I did find, however, led me to 

exercise the utmost care and to go over the ground repeatedly 

even after I had published my preliminary paper in 1904.?  Dur- 

ing the whole period of my work I was constantly searching for 

1Briou. BuLL., XVII., 4, 1909. 

2 Child, ‘‘ Studies on the Relation between Amitosis and Mitosis,’’ I., Blot. BULL., 

XII., 2, 1907; II., sb¢d., 3-4; IIL., z6dd., XIII., 3, 1907; IV. and V., zdid., 4. 
In later references to these papers in the text they will be designated simply by the 

Roman numerals I.-V. 

3 <¢ Amitosis in Monzezia,’’? Anat. Anz., XXV., 22, 1904. 
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modified forms of mitosis as a possible basis for interpretation, 

but the frequency and almost diagrammatic clearness of the cases 

which I could interpret only as direct division, satisfied me that 

no such interpretation was possible. I have pointed out (I., pp. 

gi—2) the difficulties attendant upon the observation of amitosis 

in fixed material and the methods employed for giving the greatest 

possible certainty. Cases of apparent division which appeared in 

the slightest degree doubtful were not accepted as evidence. I 

have demonstrated many cases of apparent amitosis to others, 

both students and colleagues, who were able to see them with 

perfect clearness and had no doubt of their being what they 

seemed to be. 

On pp. 312-313 of his paper Richards says: ‘I must protest 

against the balancing of results obtained from such unfavorable 

material as that which cestodes offer against such favorable 

objects for cytological study as for example the Orthoptera.”’ 

This protest involves somewhat peculiar ideas of cytological 

study. Apparently, according to Richards, we must draw our 

conclusions from “‘ favorable’? material and leave the unfavorable 

aside. And apparently also because certain phenomena are 

clearly visible in favorable material, ¢. g., the Orthoptera, we 

must conclude that the phenomena in other less favorable mater- 

ial are essentially similar. No field of biological science; and 

perhaps no field of science in general, has suffered to such an 

extent as has morphology from premature generalizations based 

on observation of one or a few forms. Indeed it is perhaps not 

too much to say that limited observation and premature attempts 

at generalization often go hand in hand. 

As regards the “unfavorable” character of the Moniezia 

tissues I must disagree to some extent with Richards. With 

proper fixation, with sections sufficiently thin— most of mine 

were 2—3 micra— and with careful staining and extraction, the 

material is no more difficult to study, at least as regards nuclear 

phenomena, than many other tissues. I have seen hundreds of 

cases of apparent amitosis which were almost diagrammatic in 

their clearness when observed with a little care, though of course 

not as conspicuous as certain phenomena of. mitosis in certain 

species and cells. If observation of fixed and stained material is 

=, 
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of any value at all as a means of discovering the visible phenom- 

ena of cell division, I can only conclude that direct division occurs 

in Moniezia as I have stated and that it can be seen readily 

enough by anyone who is willing to take sufficient care in 

preparation and observation. 

Moreover, I have not, so far as I am aware, attempted at any 

time to ‘‘balance”’ my observations against those of others. 

The real point at issue is not my observations against those of 

others, but my observations against a hypothesis, which cannot 

be proved by observation, viz., the chromosome hypothesis, for 

the only real objection to the acceptance of my observations at 

their face value is the existence of this hypothesis. I do not 

wish to enter into fruitless discussion of the hypothesis, but 

merely to emphasize the fact that I have attempted in every way 

possible to make the record of my observations a record of actual 

fact. Such records cannot be controverted either by observations 

on another genus and species or by invoking a hypothesis which 

is far from being proved. It is interesting to note that Richards’ 

paper is to a considerable extent devoted to “balancing” his 

observations against my own, although both according to him 

are made on the ‘“‘ unfavorable’ cestode material. 

Turning now to certain matters of detail, we may consider first 

certain points with respect to the parenchyma. My observations 

on amitosis began with a study of the neck-region, 2. ¢., the 

region between the scolex and the first visible proglottids. In 

this region the tissue of the body consists mainly of parenchymal 

cells, muscle fibers, the nerve cords and the nephridial canals. 

At the posterior end of this region the proglottids become visibly 

marked off one after the other, each including a certain portion 

of the tissue. In other words, the cells which constitute each 

proglottid either preéxist, or arise by the division of preéxisting 

cells in the neck-region, or else they must arise de novo. Ex- 

amination of transverse sections at short intervals from the scolex 

backward into the proglottid region shows a very considerable 

increase in the number of nuclei, as I have determined by actual 

counts of the nuclei in the sections. In short there can be no 

doubt that new parenchymal nuclei are formed in this region, and 

when we consider the enormous number of proglottids formed 
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from a'single neck-region and observe that the number of 

nuclei in the’’neck-region at any given time is sufficient 

for only a few proglottids it becomes evident that during the life 

of the animal an enormous number of new nuclei is formed in 

some way in this;region. These facts dispose of Richards’ con- 

clusion that the parenchyma grows chiefly by the formation of 

“intercellular material.” 

Moreover, in view of these facts it is not in the least surprising 

that Richards has failed to observe any division, either mitotic or 

amitotic in the parenchymal cells (p. 323), since, so far as can be 

determined from his statements, he has apparently paid little or 

no attention to’the]neck-region. Mere observation of the method 

of growth and the abundance of nuclei in this region forces us to 

conclude, either that nuclear divisions occur in enormous 

numbers in this region or else that nuclei are formed de novo, an 

alternative which most of us would hesitate to accept without 

proof of the most conclusive character. 

When one examines scores of these neck-regions, as I have 

done, and finds first absolutely no mitoses and second hundreds 

of cases of apparent amitosis, many of them almost diagrammatic, 

the evidence for,the occurrence of amitosis acquires at least some 

value. 

On p. 322 Richards says: ‘“ Child has assumed all through 

his work that the absence of mitotic figures in tissues known to 

be growing rapidly is evidence of the occurrence of division by 

amitosis.” He then proceeds to show that the growth of the 

parenchyma occurs to a large extent by the formation of “ inter- 

cellular material.” This statement of Richards seems, so far 

as it concerns my own position, to be an error. My argument 

is actually as follows : When mitosis is absent from regions where 

rapid increase in the number of nuclei is manifestly taking place, 

we have good reason to believe that some other form of nuclear 

division is occurring, especially when we have discovered what 

appears to be this other form in other tissues of the same animal. 

I have, I think, made it sufficiently clear all through my work 

that in speaking of regions of rapid growth I meant not merely 

regions in which the cells were increasing in size or forming in- 

tercellular material, but those in which they were actually increas- 
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ing in number. I have never, however, considered absence of 

mitosis in such cases as proof of the occurrence of amitosis. Only 

the actual observation of amitosis can prove that it is occurring. 

I wish to add to my earlier observations the fact that in a sin- 

gle individual consisting of scolex, neck-region and a few of the 

youngest proglottids, I have found almost every nucleus in mi- 

totic division. This is the only case of the sort which I have 

ever observed. Aside from this I have never seen a single case 

of mitosis in this region of the body. Iam inclined to believe 

that this isa young animal in the early stages of growth. In my 

work on various other forms, as yet unpublished, I have found 

considerable evidence in support of the view that amitosis becomes 

more frequent as growth (with cell division) becomes more rapid. 

In Planaria, for example, regeneration begins with mitosis, but 

as the growth of the new tissue becomes more rapid amitosis 

takes the place of mitosis. Patterson'has found that the fre- 

quency of apparent amitosis increases in regions of rapid growth, 

and other evidence to be presented elsewhere exists. 

For those to whom the positive observations on amitosis are 

of little or no value as evidence this case of mitosis in the neck- 

region of Moniezia opens a way for simple interpretation. They 

will conclude, as Richards suggests (p. 320), that mitosis is of 

short duration and occurs in waves, z. @., is periodic, and that all 

the other individuals observed by me are simply stages between 

two such periods. At present, however, I cannot accept such 

an interpretation as the correct one. Not only the cells of the 

neck-region, but the cells of the scolex, which does not take part 

in the growth of other regions are undergoing mitosis in this 

specimen. Moreover, I am as yet unable to convince myself 

that the many cases of apparent amitosis, which I have observed, 

in the neck-region of other individuals, are all errors of observa- 

tion, or something else than nuclear division. 

Concerning the structure of the nuclei in Monzezza, it may be 

said merely that the non-chromatic portions of the ‘“ embryonic 

nuclei’? present widely different appearances with different fixing 

agents. After Hermann’s fluid the nuclear structure of the primi- 

tive germ nuclei and the parenchyma nuclei is somewhat similar 

1 «« Amitosis in the Pigeon’s Egg,’’ Anat. Anz., XXXII., 5, 1908. 
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to that figured by Richards for Zema, but after comparing the 

results of various fixing agents I came to regard it as highly 

probable that the ‘strands of linin” were simply coagulation 

products and therefore stated (I., p. 93) that “a distinct reticular 

structure does not appear.” Richards (p. 316) attributes to me 

the statement that ‘the nuclei do not contain any definite retic- 

ulum.” Though I am not desirous of splitting hairs this seems 

to me a much more positive statement than that which I did 

make. Ido not know how widely different the nuclei of Momezza 

are from those of Zea, and while I could give figures showing 
’ “ strands of linin’’ in some of these nuclei, I am strongly skep- 

tical, for the reasons given above, as to their representing in 

Moniezia a real nuclear structure existing before fixation. As 

the germ cells approach maturation the visible nuclear structure 

undergoes alteration, as my figures show, and the non-chromatic 

portions show more definite and constant characteristics. Rich- 

ards'in his work has apparently employed only Flemming’s and 

Zenker’s fluids, both of which will, under certain conditions, 

produce reticular structure in solutions of proteids. Since the 

‘“‘ strands of linin’’ were sometimes confusing in the study of the 

nuclear membrane I often found it desirable to extract the stain 

to such an extent that they were only slightly stained, or to em- 

ploy fixing agents which did not show them in the resting nuclei. 

But the chief interest centers of course about the occurrence 

or non-occurrence of amitosis in the germ cycle. It is evident 

that if all the nuclei which are included ina given proglottid 

arise, or may under certain conditions arise, in the neck-region 

by amitotic division the germ cells must arise from nuclei which 

have previously divided amitotically. This conclusion is, how- 

ever, open to the objection that since we cannot be certain that 

every individual nucleus in the neck-region has divided ami- 

totically, it may be possible that the nuclei of the germ cycle 

have not so divided. *This objection is actually of little force, for 

there are probably not enough parenchymal nuclei in the neck- 

region at any one time to give rise even to all the mother germ 

cells which appear. Nevertheless this objection must be reckoned 

with and I should not for a moment maintain that the amitotic 

division in the neck-region constitutes absolute proof of the 

occurrence of amitosis in the germ cycle. 
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In my own work I proceeded posteriorly from the neck through 

the youngest proglottids to the region in which the reproductive 

organs first appear, and then followed their development from 

this point to and through the process of maturation. In the 

primitive germ cells mitosis is more or less frequent, as I have 

shown in my earlier papers, and if I had not found the most 

positive evidence of the occurrence of amitosis I should not have 

doubted that in this period cell division was wholly mitotic. But 

I found it is impossible to convince myself that this was the case, 

simply because I observed too frequently what -I could not 

interpret as anything but amitosis. 

Richards has not found amitosis in the germ cells, but he does 

not state what stages in the development of the reproductive 

organs he has examined. If one may judge from his figures and 

his statement on p. 313 that ‘the female sex cells in the cestodes 

in question are by far the largest cells in the body,” it would 

appear that he has examined only the later stages, in which the 

cells have already assumed the definite characteristics of germ 

cells. In these stages I myself have never been able to observe 

amitosis with certainty, though mitosis is often seen. 

It is during what one might designate as the embryonic de- 

velopment of the reproductive organs, when the germ cells, at 

least in the female, are not visibly different, from the cells which 

form the vitellaria and the reproductive ducts, that I have found 

amitosis, though even in these stages mitosis sometimes occurs. 

In order to forestall a possible objection, I should perhaps call 

attention again to the fact already noted in my earlier work (1., pp. 

97-109) that after certain stages the portions which are to form 

the ovary can readily be distinguished from those which are to 

form vitellaria and ducts by their position and method of growth, 

though the cells are all still apparently similar. 

Richards says absolutely nothing concerning these earlier 

stages in his work on Z@mia, and until further evidence is forth- 

coming, it seems at least possible that his failure to discover 

amitosis may have been due to the fact that he examined only 

stages where it does not occur. However, I know nothing from 

personal observation as to the occurrence or non-occurrence of 

amitosis in the species which Richards has examined, and since 
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I am inclined to believe that the relative frequency of mitosis and 

amitosis in certain species, and even in single individuals, ¢. ¢., 

Planaria may vary greatly according to conditions, it is also 

possible that Richards’ material differs more or less widely from 

mine. 

And now a few words concerning Richards’ attempts at inter- 

pretation of my observations on the germ cells. On p. 315 he 

suggests that I have been misled by mistaking for a nucleus or 

part of a nucleus a mass of ‘‘ Nebendotter”’ which occurs in 

“some of the early odgonia . . . while it is not present in some 

oocytes” (p. 313). That one investigator working with one 

species should be willing, without more positive evidence than 

Richards has anywhere brought forward, to attribute to another, 

of wider experience than himself, and working with a different 

species and genus, so gross an error of observation as this is, to 

say the least, somewhat surprising. But the facts are these: as 

I have noted above, amitosis occurs in the earlier stages of de- 

.velopment of the ovary and in such stages the primitive germ 

cells certainly contain no ‘‘ Nebendotter.’’ As a matter of fact, 

I have never seen anything of the sort at any stage in the ova of 

Moniezia, although the cells of the vitellaria, which in certain 

stages may easily be mistaken for ova, develop such masses 

rather early in their history, but usually not until division has 

ceased (see Child, I., Figs. 31-35, and pp. 112-3). I cannot 

see that my accounts of nuclear structure and division afford any 

possible basis for the relief that I could have mistaken for a 

nucleus a body which according to Richards stains readily with 

iron hzmatoxylin and appears ‘‘as a dark homogeneous mass 

even after a great deal of extraction,” by which “‘nucleus and 

cytoplasm may be entirely decolorized”’ (Richards, p. 314). More- 

over I have employed various methods of staining which leave 

the yolk almost wholly unstained. 

Concerning the slight difference in color between the two parts 

of a nucleus, which I noted occasionally (Child, I., p. 95), it 

need only be said that I have often observed such differences in 

the somatic cells of M/onzezza, as well as in the somatic cells of 

other forms, where there can be no question concerning 

‘“‘ Nebendotter,” consequently Richards’ suggestion (p. 315) that 
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one of the parts in such cases is ‘‘ Nebendotter” falls to the 

ground. 

As regards Richards’ interpretation of ‘‘ endogenous”’ division 

(Child, I., p. 95), which he presents in connection with the case 

of mitosis shown in his Figs. 17 and 18, it may be said that such 

attempts at interpretation of another’s observations are scarcely 

worthy of criticism. The statement of an author that he has em- 

ployed so far as possible every precaution and has repeated his 

observations again and again to avoid error, is ordinarily given 

some degree of consideration. Moreover, as regards this par- 

ticular point I stated (Child, I., pp. 95-6) that ‘‘some cases of 

this sort of almost diagrammatic clearness have been observed.” 

And finally reference to a few figures (e. g., I., Fig. 134; II., 

Figs. 9A and gC) is sufficient to show that the parts in such 

divisions are often very different in size and the membranes 

perfectly distinct throughout. There is then not the slightest 

basis for regarding them as misinterpreted mitoses. 

To sum up: Richards’ evidence for the non-occurrence of 

amitosis is wholly negative, my evidence for its occurrence 1s 

positive. How far his failure to find amitosis may be due to 

failure to examine the proper stages and how far to the actual 

absence of such phenomena as I have described, it is impossible 

to determine. Second, his attempts at interpretation of my results 

as errors of observation are wholly unsuccessful, since they. 

_ concern stages of development very different from those on 

which I have based my conclusions and occurring in another 

genus, and since they involve a total disregard of much that I 

have said concerning methods, precautions, the appearance of the 

nuclei, etc. 

The whole question of the occurrence or non-occurrence of 

amitosis is one which requires great care and extended research, 

and it may be doubted whether it is a suitable subject for a 

beginner in cytological investigation, both because of his lack of 

experience and because he is likely to be guided to a greater or 

less extent by the views of his instructor. 

I wish to add a brief remark concerning my later observations 

on amitosis in other forms.! -In this paper I merely recorded the 

1Child, ‘‘ Amitosis as a Factor in Normal and Regulatory Growth,” Anat. Anz., 

XXX., 11 and 12, 1907. 
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occurrence of what seemed to me to be undoubted cases of ami- 

tosis in a number of species from different groups of the animal 

kingdom, without attempting in most cases to determine its fre- 

quency or significance, and added a brief consideration of the 

physiological and theoretical significance of amitosis in general. 

Concerning my observations in this paper Richards says (p. 311) 

that my “ evidence is lacking in some respects.’’ I scarcely see 

how other evidence than positive statements and figures can be 

given and must suggest the desirability of more definite criticism 

than this, for in discrediting another’s observations it is no more 

than just to present definite reasons for one’s position. 

And finally : if my observations are not in accord with certain 

current hypotheses it is not because of any preconceived opinions 

on my part concerning those hypotheses, but simply because the 

results of my work have forced me to believe that the hypotheses 

are not in accord with all the facts. As regards this point, it 

would seem that our present knowledge of regulatory phenomena 

in organisms is sufficient to show very clearly that certain results 

may be attained in different ways under different conditions. 

Moreover, the periodical recurrence of specific structures in defi- 

nite form and number is one of the most characteristic features 

of the organic cycle, but we do not regard it as necessary to be- 

lieve that those structures should persist as distinct and contin- 

uous entities during the periods when they are not visible. To 

speak specifically, why should we regard the chromosome prob- 

lem as fundamentally different from the problem involved in the 

recurrence in each generation of five fingers upon a hand, or the 

regulatory development of a definite and characteristic number of 

tentacles ina piece of an actinian body? The farther we pro- 

ceed in our physiological analysis of developmental phenomena, 

the more evident does it become that the finger and the tentacle 

do not persist as distinct and definite entities during all the period 

when they are not present as visible structures. The only thing 

which persists is the physiological capacity to react in a certain 

way under certain conditions, and when these conditions arise the 

characteristic structure-complex appears. 

In short, when we consider the chromosome problem from a 

physiological instead of a purely morphological point of view, and 
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we must consider it in this way sooner or later, we can find no 

good reason for regarding it as fundamentally different from many 

other problems of ontogeny. Physiologically it is no more diffi- 

cult to conceive that a piece of a nucleus should, under certain 

conditions, give rise to the characteristic number of chromosomes, 

than that a piece of the actinian body should give rise to the 

characteristic number of tentacles. The correctness of the 

chromosome hypothesis is far from being demonstrated, and in 

view of this fact we must consider the possibility of revising the 

hypothesis to fit the facts, as well as that of bringing the facts 

nto accord with the hypothesis. 

HUuLL ZooLocicaAL LABORATORY, yA 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 

December, 1909. 



THE MANIFESTATION OF THE FLIGHT-FUNCTION 

IN THE SILKWORM (BOMBYX MORI). 

ISABEL McCRACKEN. 

The activities of the adult silkworm moth (Gombyx mort) are 

normally confined to those connected with the reproductive re- 

flexes, mating and ovipositing.' The moth issues from its cocoon 

sexually mature and lives in a perfectly functional condition for 

several days without taking food and scarcely wandering from its 

birthplace. Its thoroughly domesticated condition and asso- 

ciated habits call for the exercise of but few of the usual insect 

instincts. In particular, searching for food and for mates having 

been dispensed with, the flight-function is a useless function and 

rarely manifest. 

In general appearance, the newly emerged moth is a perfectly 

formed insect. A close inspection, however, shows vestigial 

mouth-parts, the taking of food having thereby become an im- 

possibility. Otherwise, the various anatomical features are normal. 

The wings, particularly, are of perfect form and under perfect 

control so that the exercise of the flight-function is a possibility, 

though as stated the insects are rarely observed to fly. 

“The presence of an organ,” says Folsom,’ “‘ normally implies 

ability to use it. The newly born butterfly needs no practice 

preliminary to flight.’ The silkworm appears, from general 

observations, to be an exception to this rule. At any rate the 

non-flight habit has seemingly become fixed, absolutely so in the 

case of the female, but in the case of the male with exceptions 

and under special conditions to be herein noted. 

This non-flight habit is such a common observation among 

silkworm breeders that investigators have made use of the wing 

of the silkworm moth to study indications of its structural degen- 

1Kellogg, ‘‘Some Silkworm Moth Reflexes,’’ Biot. BULL., V., pp. 152-154. 

McCracken, ‘‘ The Egg-laying Apparatus in the Silkworm as a Reflex Apparatus,”’ 

Sour. of Comp. Neur. and Psychol., XVII1., pp. 262-285, 1907. 

+ Folsom, ‘‘ Entomology,”’ p. 357. 
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eration on the basis of its being “ functionally degenerate,’’' and 

psychologists allude to the non-flight habit as indicating a loss 

of the “ flying instinct.” ” 

Especial interest therefore attaches to the fact that this appa- 

rently useless organ persists in a perfect form and under perfect 

muscular control. 

Though slightly variable in the character of its venation, as 

pointed out by Kellogg and Bell, we do not know that the veins 

vary more than in the wings of moths of other species, and in com- 

paring the wings of along series of “non-fliers” with those of 

“fliers” I find no structural differences between the two lots. The 

wings appear, however, to be fundamentally non-useful, since 

both effectual mating and effectual ovipositing, the only adult 

activities, can be successfully accomplished without them. The 

de-winged silk-worm moth exhibits no inconvenience in these 

respects. Mayer-Soule* found that in certain species males de- 

prived of wings met with greater resistance from females when 

the females were deprived of sight. The female silkworm moth, 

however, exercises no selection between the normal and de-winged 

male, nor does the male between normal and de-winged female. 

Although the wings are normally not used in flight, as pointed 

out, they are habitually fluttered preliminary to mating. This 

fluttering of the wings may effect a circulation of the air in the 

neighborhood of the moths so that the presence of the female 

with extended scent glands is more readily discerned by the 

male. However, the natural proximity of males and females 

‘under the usual conditions of silkworm breeding renders this use 

of but little importance. 

The wings are also made use of in the “turning reflex.” <A 

moth placed upon its back instantaneously rights itself by 

bringing the forewings quickly together and thus exerting a 

pressure upon the surface. This procedure follows in the decapi- 

tated as well asin the normal moth, and though one rarely neces- 

sary under usual conditions it shows the perfect muscular and 

nervous control under which the wings are held. 

1 Kellogg and Bell, ‘‘ Inheritance in Silkworms,’’ I., Stanford Univ. Pub., No. 

I, 1908. 
2 Oppenheim, ‘‘ Mental Growth and Control,’’ 1902, p. 99. 

3 Mayer-Soule, ‘‘ Some Reactions of Caterpillars and Moths,” /uwr. Exper. Zoél., 

Vol. III., 1900. 
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Since, therefore, the wings are present and are under perfect 

muscular and nervous control, what is apparently missing in the 

normal moth is the flight ‘instinct,’ or the disposition to set in 

motion those reflexes that make for flight. 

‘A study of the habits of the male silkworm moth has been 

made, therefore, with special reference to the flight function and 

some interesting suggestive conditions have been observed. 

As previously stated, the mating instinct is strong in the young 

male. It is at once aroused if a female is near and the numerous 

reflexes that effect mating are initiated. Upon leaving its cocoon, 

under ordinary conditions, the male seeks the near-by female. 

After several hours in copula separation takes place. The female 

then begins to oviposit, and the male seeks another female and 

thus passes from female to female throughout the few days of its 

existence. Thus we may say that the mating instinct once 

aroused is the dominating and controlling instinct. In the ab- 

sence of the female the male behaves somewhat differently. If 

a young male moth is isolated in a closed box and in a room 

with no females present, it remains for several days in a perfectly 

passive condition, scarcely moving. On the fourth or fifth day 

the moth begins to flutter wildly about within the box, and upon 

removal of the cover soars into the air, circling about and sus- 

taining itself upon the wing for from thirty seconds to several 

minutes. It comes to rest seemingly from fatigue and may, after 

a few seconds, during which the wings are vigorously fluttering, 

again take flight for a few minutes finally coming to rest again to 

remain wherever chance may find it until death ensues. 

Having by chance observed this behavior in several male 

moths, I selected, at the height of the breeding season, a large 

number of males as they issued from their cocoons and placed 

them in a large well-lighted room by themselves, some individu- 

ally within closed boxes and others exposed each by itself on a 

small tray. In many cases the moth remained perfectly quiet 

for several days, then wandered about with a fluttering of the 

wings, finally coming to rest and remaining in a quiet condition 

until death. By far the greater number, about seventy-five out 

of one hundred, behaved as in the cases previously noted. They 

fluttered about vigorously on the fourth to the eighth days and 

then soared upward. 
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Thus it was ascertained that many male moths were not 

powerless with respect to flight. The moth has not “forgotten ”’ 

how to fly. It would appear, however, that, during the first 

few days of the life of the moth the flight reflexes are under 

inhibition and remain so during the exercise of the mating 

reflexes. Restrained from mating, however, as has been demon- 

strated, the flight instinct asserts itself, and the flight reflexes are 

“let loose” as it were. Neither natural selection, which by 

carrying a ‘‘flier’’ far from a mate, and thus leaving it without 

offspring, nor the discontinuance of the need for flight have 

served to eradicate the possibility of exercising the flight function. 

As stated, the moths thus far experimented with were deprived 

of mates. Later, a large series of moths was isolated after 

mating had taken place. They were first allowed to mate 

normally. When they had voluntarily left the female they were 

isolated as before. The result was the same. When first 

isolated they were quiet. After several days had elapsed a large 

percentage entered into the “ fluttering’’ condition and flight 

ensued. 
) During the very beginning of the “ fluttering’ condition if a 

female is brought near, the male is attracted to her and mating 

takes place. If, however, the fluttering condition is well under 

way the male pays no attention to the female but flutters past 

her or over her, it may be, and finally takes to wing. 

It would seem, therefore, from the foregoing observations that 

the flight reflex is, at the time the insect leaves its cocoon, part 

of the moth’s sum-total of inheritance but is merely under 

inhibition. 

The mating instinct is, however, exercisable at once, that is, 

is immediately dominant. A sufficiently long inhibition of the 

mating instinct appears, in a large number of individuals, to aug- 

ment the flight reflex. Furthermore, with the flight reflex 

released, the mating reflexes are, for the time being, inhibited, or 

at least manifestation of the flight reflex takes place only during 

suspension of the activities of the mating instinct, and during the 

manifestation of the mating activity, cannot be aroused. 

This manifestation is wholly, however, without purpose, is 

purely non-adapted. , It is a manifestation apparently of what 
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Wheeler refers to as ‘‘latent heredity.”’' ‘The vestigial instinc- 

tive action,’ says Wheeler, “ presents itself as an act of racial or 

phyletic recollection and must, like the representations of indi- 

vidual memory, depend on psychological dispositions abiding in 

latency, just as the visibly morphological characters of the adult 

organism arise from the visibly physiological dispositions in the 

germ plasm. These dispositions must be inherited with great 

tenacity and persistency, since vestiges, both instinctive and 

structural, often remain latent for generations and then suddenly 

manifest themselves under stress of extraordinary stimuli.” 

In the case at hand, the “extraordinary stimuli,’ whatever 

these may be, that produce the manifestation are not external. 

The movement has every appearance of being ‘‘ spontaneous,” 

the release of ‘‘internal energy.’’ The behavior here noted is 

strikingly parallel to that noted by Jennings with reference to 

lower organisms. ‘‘ Often, perhaps usually in lower organisms,”’ 

d) 

observes Jennings, ‘‘ movement in a certain direction is due only 

to the release of inhibition. The organism moves in a given 

direction because it is moving from internal impulse, and because 

movement in this direction is not prevented.’ Jennings observes. 

further, that ‘the behavior of the lower organism at any moment 

depends upon its physiological state at that moment.” 

Flight in the silkworm, manifesting itself as it does, without 

external stimulus and when the activities of the mating reflexes 

are suspended, is apparently a spontaneous movement dependent 

conceivably upon the physiological condition of the insect for the : 

time being, and involves the awakening of a latent instinct. 

In the presence of the female, the whole attention of the insect 

is monopolized for the time being with the impetus to mate, 

This “state” supercedes every other possible state and prompts 

or guides the insect to one line of conduct only. The action 

which is the normal consequent of this state is mating ; all other 

possible actions are suppressed, and under normal conditions, as 

stated, habitually suppressed. The manifestation of the flight 

function under these experimental conditions shows that, though 

1 Wheeler, ‘‘ Vestigial Instincts in Insects and other Animals,’? Amer. Jour. of 

Psychol., Vol. X1X., pp. 1-13. y PP 3 
2Jennings, ‘‘ Behavior of Lower Organisms,’’ p. 284. 
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this function is a part of the sum total of inheritance, the over- 

whelming development of the one instinct, that of mating, serves 

habitually to inhibit its activity. On the other hand, something 

has preserved both the wing structure and the flight function in 

spite of persistent non-use and natural selection, and although 

these have no relation to the preservation of the race in its present- 

day activities. 

In the general conception of ‘‘instinct,” its failure means 

extinction of the species.’ In the case at hand, on the contrary 

its manifestation would mean extinction of the species. Its 

failure of manifestation is associated with the present-day life of 

the insect. Its manifestation under conditions herein observed 

attests the persistence in heredity of an ancestral function long 

after it has lost everything of a purposeful nature. 

LABORATORY OF ENTOMOLOGY AND BIONOMICS, 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CALIFORNIA. 

1 Jordan and Kellogg, ‘‘ Evolution and Animal Life,’’ p. 430. 



um MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF SOME 

BIOLOGICAL, PROBLEMS. 

SHINKISHI HATAI, 

ASSOCIATE IN NEUROLOGY, THE WISTAR INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY. 

Dr. King’s work (’07, 09), ‘‘ On Studies on Sex-determination 

in Amphibians,’ suggests an interesting problem which may be 

put in the following form : . 

A jar contains a large number of male and female tadpoles, the 

proportion of each being unknown: if on picking out m +4 x tad- 

poles, # are found to be males and z femaies, to find the prob- 

ability that the ratio of the number of either sex to the entire lot 

lies between given limits. 

It will be seen that problems of this nature occur frequently 

in biological investigations and that it is of importance to have 

_ some method for determining the accuracy of the observed pro- 

portions. This can be done by means of the formula given below. 

As the development of the formula is somewhat complicated I 

shall present the entire process of the mathematical treatment of 

the solutions based on the theorem of Bayes, together with one 

application. Although such an elementary exposition of the sub- 

ject will be superfluous for one who is familiar with the theory of 

probabilities nevertheless for others it may be helpful. 

If # denote the probability that an event will happen, then 

(1 — f) is the probability that the event will fail. If the proba- 

bility that the event will fail on any single trial is (1 — J), the 

probability that it will fail every time is (1—/)". The proba- 

bility that it will happen on the first trial and fail on the succeed- 

ing z —1 trial is #(1 — p)*-*. But the event is just as likely to 

happen on the second, third, etc., trials as on the first. Hence 

the probability that the event will happen just once in the x 

trials is 

np(i — p). 

Continuing this process, we can easily see that the probability 

that it will happen 7 times in wz + x trials is 
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aero ) 
From (1) we can obtain directly the probability that exactly m 

males and females occur in 7 + 2 drawings and the expression 

will be 
eld a7 

|m 2 

where x denotes males and (1 — +) females. 

If we call the right hand member of (2) y, then 

y = GLC wees aye 

and this equation represents a curve with a zero ordinate when 
#*=Oand*=1. Since the elementary area under the curve is 

: \772 + n 

m Z 
a1 — x)"dx, 

the number of cases which occur between the two limits (a, 0) is 

proportional to the sum of the differentials taken from a to 0, or 

lz +n f°? 
: i a1 — 4)"dx. 

a a 
Also the totality of cases will be proportional to the sum of the 

differentials taken from o to I, or 

He De! 
iz ——— iL Zi As! ZENE 

0 ue 
Hence the probability that the ratio of the males in the jar to 

the entire lot lies between the two limits is 

b 

i) “(1 — 4)"dx 
p eh Ja ; 

if “(1 — 4)"dx 
t 0 

This is the well-known theorem of Bayes.’ This equation as it 

(3) 

1See Todhunter’s ‘‘ History of the Theory of Probability from the Time of Pascal 

to that of Laplace,’’ 1865. 
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stands is applicable to cases where the number of observations 

is small. For cases where the number of observations is large 

we must modify this still further. 

If we suppose the two limits to be m/s = 6 where s =m + ”, 

then equation (3) may be written in the following form : 

m/s 

{ a™(1 — 4)"ax 
_ Y¥ m/s— 

Pp es 7 Z 

( a1 a)"ax 
0 

By successive integration by parts the denominator is evaluated, 

giving 
m\n' 

he ee eS a ge ye (4) 

If we let x = m/s + 2 the numerator becomés 

le 2) eae: ge NS S 

which is approximately 

re ey mer 
eo 2h ge. 

ef — 

Oo] 

Ss 6 

With the above transformation the formula becomes 

{ Man +6 8322 ; eo (s+ Le if ice (s) 

=) min\ s 

Now if we apply Stirling’s formula for large numbers (4) 

becomes 2 

(sti)! os a & 
m\n! ~ "ny" Sonim 

Therefore (5) may be written in the following form: 

Ep) ot 8822 

ra dicen See 27MIN 

3 
S 

-_ g=f 

2mn 

If we assume 
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3 
sy 

a,| 2iN 

then as a final form we have 

2: 2 ml 
SS == { mee 

Nara 

Since the above expression is a well-known equation for the 

probability integral, the degree of probability for any given limits 

may be determined from the table. For computation we have 

the following relation : 

ste mien 
Ss 2mn 

o= 0) or =o] — 
2mn & 

and p= Go). 

and substitute w for 

As will be seen from the above relations, the degree of prob- 

ability is proportional to the amount of deviation. Therefore in 

any given case we can either increase or decrease the value of 

probability by changing the value of the deviation. Thus in 

order to facilitate a comparison of several sets of data, it would 

be advantageous to fix the value of the probability and then 

determine the corresponding amount of the deviation. If we take 

0.75 for the value of the probability, it will be certainly high 

enough for practical purposes. If we adopt this system, then the 

corresponding value of w is fixed and is equal to 0.814. Thus 

we do not even need to use the table to determine the amount of 

deviation. If however one wishes to find any other value of the 

probability than I have proposed (z. ¢., 0.75), such can be readily 

obtained from the table. Thus the determination of the deviation 

can be made by a simple arithmetical process. 

The following will illustrate a method of determination. Dr. 

King has kindly supplied the data for this purpose and I wish to 

thank her for that material. 

Example: Out of 16,100 tadpoles, 9,949 areexamined. 5,136 

are found to be females and 4,813 males. Find the probability 

that the ratio of females to the entire lot lies between given limits. 
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We have 

S 
G= eee L(G) 0775. 

Since we adopted the fixed value for probability (0.75) the 

value of w is also fixed and equal to 0.814. Thus our problem: 
is therefore to find a value of when the value of f is known. _ 

6d = 0814 |? SA TN = O:o14, < 0.06700 —1O:0051a. 
99,493 . 

Deviation = 16,100 x 0.0058 = + 93. 

Motal’ number lof females = 16,100 <5, 1360/0/940)— 18, 3m 

==03; 

With this value of probability we conclude that the total 

number of females in the entire lot is neither greater than 8,404 

nor less than 8,218. 



TEMPERATURE AS A FACTOR IN THE DETER- 

MINATION: OF SEX IN AMPHIBIANS. 

HELEN DEAN KING, 

ASSISTANT IN ANATOMY AT THE WISTAR INSTITUTE. 

In 1905, Hertwig (1) published the results of a series of experi- 

ments on the eggs of Rana temporaria and of Rana esculenta 

which showed, according to his interpretation, that temperature is 

a sex-determining factor in amphibians: a high temperature 

favoring the development of females ; a low temperature causing 

the production of relatively more males. This conclusion is in 

accord with the results of Issakdwitsch’s (2) earlier experiments 

on sex-determination in Daphuia ; but it is opposed by the results 

of Maupas’ (7) experiments on //ydatina senta and by those of 

von Malsen (6) on Dinophilus apatris. The latter experiments 

seemed to indicate that heat leads to the development of males 

and that cold tends to the production of females. Maupas and 
Hertwig believe that temperature acts directly on the sex-cells : 

Issakowitsch and von Malsen, on the other hand, maintain that 

nutrition is the dominant factor in sex-determination, temperature 

acting only indirectly through its influence on the processes of 

assimilation in the parent organism. 

In the spring of 1907, I made a series of temperature experi- 

ments on the eggs of the toad, Lufo lentiginosus, which were 

carried out in a manner similar to those made by Hertwig on the 

eggs of Rava. Various lots of fertilized eggs were placed in 

tanks in which the water was kept at a nearly constant tempera- 

ture until the tadpoles underwent metamorphosis (King, 5). In 

Lufo as in Rana, the sexes cannot be distinguished until the end 

of metamorphosis unless the gonads are sectioned. It is con- 

ceivable, therefore, that sexin these forms may not be determined 

until a relatively late period and that temperature, acting during 

the entire growth period of the tadpoles, might alter the normal 

sex-ratio. Twoseries of experiments were made with eggs from 

different females. In one series (lot A) 62.5 per cent. of the in- 
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dividuals in which sex was ascertained were females, although 

one half of the eggs had developed in water which had a tem- 

perature of 22-30° C. while the other half of the eggs had been 

kept at a temperature of 14-18° C. In the second series (lot B), 

the eggs were subjected to conditions similar to those under 

which the eggs of lot A had developed. Only 33.97 per cent. 

of females was obtained in this series, and more females were 

found among the individuals which had developed at a tempera- 

ture of 14-18° C. than among those which had been kept at the 

higher temperature. The results of these experiments, therefore, 

do not support Hertwig’s contention, and they seem to indicate 

that temperature, acting during the development of the tadpoles, 

does not determine sex in 5z/fo. 

In the series of experiments described above the eggs belong- 

ing to lot A were fertilized in water which had a temperature of 

16-18° C.; the eggs used for lot B, on the other hand, were ferti- 

lized in water which had a temperature of only 11-13° C. The 

results obtained in the experiments suggested the idea that tem- 

perature, acting at the time that the eggs were fertilized, might 

determine sex. This suggestion was tested in the spring of 1908 

in the following way: a pair of toads were placed in water which 

was kept at a temperature of 26° C. until the eggs had been 

deposited and fertilized ; the eggs from a second female were laid 

and normally fertilized in water which had a temperature of 9° C. 

There was thus a difference of 17° C. in the temperature of the 

water in which these two sets of eggs were fertilized. In each 

series as many individuals as possible were carried through to 

metamorphosis and their sex ascertained. The results obtained 

in these experiments are summarized in the following table. 

Taste I. 

Water Number Sex Per Cent. 
Temperature. | Ascertained. AMES Bemales: Females. 

ALS (Cp 2,178 953 1,225 56.24 
oy (Cp 2,083 1,181 902 43.30 

The average proportion of females among young toads that 

have recently completed their metamorphosis is 51.62 per cent., 

judging from the number of females found among the 9,949 
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individuals whose sex I have ascertained during the course of the 

experiments which I have made to study the problem of sex- 

determination in this form. No very definite conclusions can be 

drawn from the results of the experiments summarizedin Table I. 

The percentage of females obtained from the lot of eggs that was 

fertilized at a temperature of 26° C., although higher than the 

probable average for the species, is still within the limits of pos- 

sible normal variation in the proportion of females developing 

from eggs laid by different individuals. A relatively low per- 

centage of females developed from the lot of eggs that was 

fertilized at 9° C., yet this percentage is about the same as that 

obtained in one of the series of experiments made to ascertain 

the influence of nutrition on the determination of sex in Bufo 

(King, 4). It may be possible to explain the results obtained in 

this last series of experiments, as well as those of the first series 

of temperature experiments briefly described above, as due to 

the fact that occasionally a batch of eggs gives an unusually 

low or an unusually high percentage of females and that by chance 

such exceptional lots of eggs were used for these experiments. 

As this last series of experiments was carried out it is open 

to serious criticism. The eggs that were fertilized in warm water 

were laid by one female, while those that were fertilized in the 

cold water were laid by another individual. This gives an op- 

portunity for the results to be influenced by possible normal 

variations in the sex-ratios of different lots of eggs. The two sets 

of eggs were fertilized by sperm from different males also and, as 

Morgan (8) has pointed out, there is the possibility that the male 

is responsible for the determination of sex in amphibians. 

In order to avoid all obvious sources of error and, if possible, 

to obtain results that would give definite conclusions, another 

series of experiments was made this past spring with the eggs of 

Bufo. On April 7, 1909, a female which had just begun to lay 

was killed by pithing and the eggs removed to a dish of fresh 

water. Lots of about 350 eggs each were artificially fertilized 

in water which was kept at given temperatures (35° C., 30° C., 

20° C., 10° C., 5° C.) for twenty minutes and then allowed to come 

gradually to the room temperature (18° C.). In all cases sperm 

from the same male was used. The extreme temperatures at 
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which lots of eggs were fertilized were 35° C. and 5° C. It is 

highly improbable that in a state of nature the eggs of Aufo are 

ever fertilized at these temperatures which are very injurious to 

the unsegmented egg, although they do not seriously interfere 

with the development of segmented eggs unless allowed to act 

for a comparatively long period of time (King, 3). Not more 

than one half of the eggs subjected to extreme temperatures 

were fertilized. Segmentation of these eggs did not begin until 

some three hours after the experiments were started, and ina 

majority of cases the cleavage planes came in very irregularly. 

A considerable number of eggs that began segmentation died 

within a few hours, so that but a very small number of individuals 

continued their development. After the eggs in these lots had 

reached the gastrulation stage they had apparently outlived the 

injurious effects of extreme temperature, as only three of the 

tadpoles that developed from the eggs that were fertilized in 

water with a temperature of 35° C. and but two from those that 

were fertilized at 5° C. died before it was possible to ascertain 

their sex. The great majority of eggs that were fertilized at 

medium temperatures, 30° C., 20° C. and 10° C., segmented 

normally and continued their development. The mortality in 

these lots was very low, not more than 6—8 per cent. of the 

individuals dying before it was possible to ascertain their sex. 

The various lots of tadpoles received similar food and were all 

kept as nearly as possible under similar external conditions 

during their entire growth period. 

In this series of experiments, and also in several earlier ones, 

many of the tadpoles died after beginning their metamorphosis. 

In a considerable number of these individuals it was necessary 

to section the gonads in order that sex might be ascertained. 

The toads that survived metamorphosis were placed in large 

glass jars containing moist sod, and they were fed on small 

insects for several days. Young toads grow very rapidly, and 

by keeping them in the manner indicated for a short time it is 

possible to ascertain the sex of practically every individual with- 

out resorting to the tedious process of preserving and sectioning 

the gonads. 

The results of this series of experiments are summarized in 

Table II. 
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apr, ie 

W: Number Se Per Cent. 
see pnvantise. Recewained, Males: Bomales. r en ie ; 

35°C. go 42 48 53-33 
Boome 197 | 96 102 51.26 
ayer (C, 323 157 166 51.39 
10° C, 214 108 106 49.53 

ne (Ce 64. 33 31 48.43 

Total 888 436 | 451 50.90 

With a difference of 30° C. in the temperature of the water in 

which the two lots of eggs at the extremes of the series were 

fertilized there is a difference of only 4.95 per cent. in the pro- 

portion of females that developed in these lots. This difference 

is so small that it is evident that temperature, acting at the time 

of the fertilization of the eggs, is not the dominant factor in the 

determination of sex in Luo. 

In this series of experiments, with one exception, the propor- 

tion of females that was obtained in the different lots varied 

directly as the temperature at which the eggs were fertilized ; 

relatively fewer females developing as the temperature of the 

water was lowered. The decrease in the percentage of females 

was so slight in the various cases, however, that I do not think it 

can have much significance, particularly as there were so few indi- 

viduals in the lots at the extremes of the series. Had the number 

of individuals that metamorphosed been the same in every lot, 

practically the same sex-ratio would doubtless have been obtained 

for the entire series. : 

For the purpose of comparison, and to show more conclusively 

than is shown by the results of the series of experiments sum- 

marized in Table II. that temperature, acting at the time of the 

fertilization of the egg, does not determine sex in Bufo, the 

results obtained in former experiments in which different batches 

of eggs were laid in water with a known temperature are brought 

together in Table III. 
PABIER, UGE 

Wat Number Sex Per Cent. 
Meriperative: Asccrtatied: Males: Herales: Te ales. 

AGS (C. 2,178 953 1,125 56.24 
16-18° C, 222 87 145 62.50 

miciig= (Cr 156 103 53 33-97 
oye) (Ce 2,083 1,181 902 43.30 
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A comparison of the figures given in Table II. with those of 

Table III. shows that there is not the uniformity in the results of 

these various series of experiments that one would expect to find 

if temperature alone determined sex at the time of the fertilization 

of the egg. A lot of eggs that was fertilized at a temperature of 

26° C. gave a higher percentage of females than was obtained 

from a lot that was fertilized at a temperature of 35° C., while 

the highest percentage of females obtained as yet in any experi- 

ment (62.5 per cent.) was found in a lot of individuals that de- 

veloped from eggs that were fertilized at a temperature of 16— 

18° C. Of the various series of eggs that were fertilized in cold 

water, those that were fertilized at 9° C. gave a much lower 

percentage of females than did other lots that were fertilized at 

10° C. or at 5° C. Although these results show very conclu- 

sively that temperature, acting at the time of the fertilization ot 

the egg, is not the dominant factor in the determination of sex 

in Bufo, they do not exclude the possibility that temperature may 

have an indirect action on the determination of sex in this form. 

In every series of experiments lots of eggs that were fertilized at 

a temperature of 13° C. or below have given a lower percentage 

of females than has been obtained in the individuals developing 

from lots of eggs that were fertilized at higher temperatures. It 

is conceivable that a low temperature might act more injuriously 

on the female-producing spermatozoa than on those that are 

male-producing, if it be that there is a dimorphism in the sperma- 

tozoa of Bufo and that the male determines sex. This would, 

of course, greatly increase the chances that an egg laid in cold 

water would be fertilized by a male-producing spermatozoon. 

If, on the other hand, sex is determined in the egg, it is possible 

that the sex-determining mechanism is so evenly adjusted that 

temperature, under certain conditions, may turn the scale in one 

direction or the other. 
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DIFFERENTIATION IN HYDROID COLONIES. 

i AGLAOPHENDA.- 

ish Jebe IOMUIRION 

In a former paper'I called attention to the fact that many 

species of hydroids change their structural type with age, that is, 

in the direction of their growth. ‘‘Stems straight proximally 

may become sinuous distally. Branches which alternate during 

the early stages of colonial development may later originate in 

pairs. Length and annulation of hydrothecal pedicels, size, pro- 

portions and ornamentation of hydrothece may similarly vary 

with the distance from the base of stem or branch.” An attempt 

to analyze the problems in differentiation suggested by these facts 

was begun, upon a species of campanularian peculiarly well 

adapted for experimentation. The results reached favored the 

view that the progressive changes in the differentiation of the indi- 

viduals of a colony are not dependent upon changes of external 

conditions, but upon changes of internal conditions; and that 

these changes are of a physiological character, and do not lead to 

a conception of morphological determinants or residual germ plasm. 

The bearing of the facts upon the problem of senescence was 

also suggested. For, on the stem of such a hydroid as Cam- 

panularia — with a cymose type of budding —the individuals 

appear as successive generations, forming, at the same time, parts 

of the whole colony. Accordingly, a comparison of any two 

individuals might be expected to show a difference in their struc- 

ture corresponding in some degree to a period of physiological 

change in the colony equal to their difference in age. 

Since the publication of these results, several important papers 

have appeared expressing radically different views on the relation 

of natural death and development. Minot (Pop. Sc. Mo., Nov., 

1907, p. 472) holds that as cells differentiate they lose something 

of their capacity to live. Loeb (Pflugers Arch., 124, 1908, p. 

411), after stating this conclusion in chemical terms as follows : 

1Univ. Cal. Publ., Zodlogy, 2, p. 323. 

138 
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that the chemical causes of death are identical with the chemical 

processes that lie at the basis of development itself, differs with it . 

radically. He asserts, as a result of experiments with the eggs 

of sea urchins, that natural death and development are determined 

by chemical processes that have absolutely nothing to do with 

each other. — . 

My own investigations, impeded, among other causes, by 

scarcity of material, have not yet reached a definite conclusion in 

this direction, although the results so far obtained are not incon- 

sistent with the results of Loeb’s brilliant experiments. Mean- 

while, the facts as they appear in seven species of Ag/aophenia, 

may be of some service to experimenters interested in the general 

problem. 

As is very well known, a typical colony of the plumularian 

hydroid Ag/aophenia closely resembles a feather, of which the 

shaft is represented by the stem and the vanes by two ranks of 

alternating branchlets, or hydrocladia, corresponding to barbs. 

Each hydrocladium is divided by more or less definite nodes 

into internodes and bears on one aspect — the same in all hydro- 

cladia——a compact series of hydranths, one to each internode, 

with tooth-rimmed hydrothecze. Associated with each hydro- 

theca are three tubular nematophores, a pair laterally placed, to 

the rear, and one in front in the median line (mesial). 

Inspecting such a colony for signs of the differentiation con- 

nected so clearly with age in C. dakerit* one would naturally 

look for differences associated, first, with the growth of the colony 

as a whole, second, with the growth of individual hydrocladia. 

The former might be determined by a comparison of correspond- 

ing internodes of different hydrocladia, the latter by a comparison 

of successive internodes of the same hydrocladium. 

In both cases, this procedure has established a correlation 

between differentiation and growth.? Since the picture of the 

correlation is not equally clear and elaborate in all species 

studied, I will describe it first for one of the most satisfactory in 

these respects, namely, A. octocarpa. 

WIL Ges Ga 

2See Pearl, Publ. Carnegie Inst. 58, 1907, and, more recently, Ritter, Univ. Cal. 

Publ. Zodl., 6, 1909, p. 64. 
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It should be understood, in examining all the tables’and figures 
which follow in this paper, that they make no pretense to be 

p—, 

Hel & Hel 25 : Hcl 41 

Fic. 1. A. octocarpa, X 45. 
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statistically thorough. They are rather illustrative of certain 

facts of differentiation that do exist and are capable of experi- 
mental analysis. 5 

A. octocarpa. — A glance at the accompanying camera draw- 

ings (Fig. 1) will acquaint one with the main differentiating 

characters on which the present study is based. The four series 

of figures represent hydrothecz from four hydrocladia. That 

they might be representative of the colony, the latter were 

selected at various levels on the right of the stem, being nos. 8, 

25, 41 and 56, ina series of 64,! and care was taken that they 

should be the longest obtainable and, if possible, not damaged 

at their distal ends. Similarly, the hydrothecz, drawn in pro- 

file, were chosen as representative of the whole hydrocladium, 

being nos. I, 2, 8, usually 12, and the terminal two. 

In the condensed picture of the conditions throughout the 

colony thus obtained, certain facts stand out prominently : 

1. Each hydrocladium tapers from base to tip.” 

2. On each hydrocladium, hydrotheca no. 1 is noticeably 

smaller than the others, and the mesial nematophore associated 

with it is especially short. 

3. From base to tip, the openings of the hydrothece become 

less oblique to the axis of the hydrocladium. This obliqueness 

may. be shown numerically by measuring the angle made with the 

axis of the internode by a line drawn tangent to the depressions 

between the first and second, and the third and fourth, lateral 

marginal teeth on each hydrotheca (12, Hel. 8, Fig. 1). Two 

series of measurements from different colonies are shown in 

Tables I. and II. 

4. The mesial nematophore reaches its greatest prominence 

toward the middle of the latter and then declines to the tip. This 

fact is numerically expressed in Table III., which shows the 

profile width of each hydrotheca to the point of the mesial 

nematophore on a line perpendicular to the axis of the internode 

(see Fig. 1, hydrocl. 8, hth. 8). 

1The tip of the colony was wanting. 

2 This, as shown by repeated observations, is independent of the thickening of the 

perisarc with age. For convenience, neither such thickenings of the walls nor the 

septal and intrathecal ridges characteristic of the species have been drawn, except in 

12, Hel. 25, where the intrathecal ridge is shown. 
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TABLE I. 

Measurements in Degrees of Angle. 

Hydrotheca. 
_ Hydrocladium. - 

I 2 | 8 I2 13 | I4 | 15 16 | in7/ 
: | \. leks 

8 104) HsO.3"| $103.2) 103 96 
25 103.8| 99.3] 108 102.8 | 100 96 
4I 115.2} 109 105 108 99 
56 116.2 | 116.5 | 105.5 | 99 | Q1.2 | | | 

PABi Daddy 

i eee : = ; 
Hydrocladium. pais Aas 

r 2 | 7 irik 

I Teoma nts | Tor 54) "80.7 | (12 hydrothecz present) 
40 99.7 | I111.8| 101.5! 100 (14 as date) 
85 111.3 | 111.2 | 103.7 | 100.5 | (13 ac Gi 

SUNisgeia SUL 

Measurements in mm. X 95. 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. = 

I 2 8 I2 13 I4 I5 | 16 | 17 

8 24 20.8) 32 27 25.5 | 

25 25 32 34 | 31 | 29.5 | 27.5 
4I BBY I || Bto) 33.5 | | 31.5 | 29 2 
56 25.5 | 30.5 | 30.5 | 30.5 | 27 | | | 

The facts formulated above concern the differentiation of inter- 

nodes of single hydrocladia from various regions of the colony. 

On further examination, Tables I. and III. suggest that the 

character under consideration tends to decline from its maximum 

less rapidly on hydrocladia in the middle region of the colony 

than on hydrocladia either proximal or distal to them. This 

suggestion that the colony may have a typical form, exhibiting a 

differentiation from base to tip, analogous to what is so familiar in 

the leaves of plants, is supported by series of measurements at 

the tips of several colonies. One such series is presented in 

Table IV., in which are given both the length of each theca, 

through the unpaired or mesial tooth (upper figures), and the 

width of the theca through the tip of the mesial nematophore 

(lower figures in italics), as in Table ITI. 
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WAsre IV. 

Measurements in mm, 95. 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. : 

cae a4 Ben Oem 7a oaleOn |meral|5 aa D2  OSW A Taw TS he ao een 

large lia | | 
; — /36.5'38 38 | 

3 (from tip) 27 32 (92 Br | 

Pepe ke | "187-137-5137 37 | | ee 
ae 33 F4.5'33 (31 | | | 

ee | — 27 | — (8538538 38138130) | 
IGE PSO WISE Sis 4 See | 

to ee ce | — | — 137 | — [38 |— 38\—|—/38.5| — 138 138 
Fre’, | eI) lee Solel Oke beens 29125 .-| 

| eee 
13 «ce [32 [35-5)38 [38 [38.5 —37/—|38]38 [38 |38 (37-5138.5/37/38 |— 

lastl94 |35 |95 |34 l-asl-bsles 45345134594 |33/3051— 

It will be seen that, as the tip of the colony is approached, not 

only do the hydrocladia possess fewer and fewer hydrothece, but 

the dimension of the latter through the mesial nematophore 

reaches its minimum more and more rapidly. Since the hydro- 

thecz, once formed, do not enlarge with age, it is clear that for 

such colonies as this, there is a limit of growth and a specific 

form.’ 
A. pluma.— This species not only supports the statements 

made for A. octocarpa, though somewhat less conspicuously, but 

presents another character (of no value in A. octocarpa) by which 

differentiation in the hydrocladia may be determined, namely, the 

length of the hydrotheca through the mesial tooth. Fig. 2 

presents graphically, in concentrated form, the characters of a 

single colony so far as they concern the discussion. The measure- 

ments taken from the drawings are represented in the accompany- 

ing tables. It should be said, in this connection, that these 

“measurements are subject to a certain amount of correction, 

owing to the great difficulty experienced at times in obtaining 

true profiles of the hydrothecz. In hydrocladium no. 25, for 

instance, the hydrothece have suffered a degree of rotation 

which could not be rectified by the means at my disposal. The 

application of pressure sometimes suffices, but is very liable to 

produce more serious distortions. Fortunately, the errors which 

1 According to Table IV., the length of the hydrothecz does not appear to be a 

significant dimension in A. octocarpa. 
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thus appear to be unavoidable, do not disturb in any essential 

respect the conclusions based on the measurements. 

Differentiation within the several hydrocladia will first be 

considered. 

In Table V., appear the measurements of the length of the 

mesial nematophore along a line perpendicular to the axis of the 

internode (upper figures) and the width of the hydrotheca to 

the tip of the nematophore along the same line (lower figures). 

The width of the hydrotheca along the line chosen varies, as 

shown by the table, independently of the length of the nemato- 

phore along the same line. Neither character is of much value 

Li; 
SAE : 

4 

mane 
24 H25 ~ 
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to the experimenter in this species, owing largely to the slight 

degree to which the nematophore projects, and the narrow range 

of its variation in length, in fractions of a millimeter, as compared 

with the fluctuations in width of the hydrothece. There is no 

doubt, however, that the nematophore tends to vary, as in A. 

octocarpa, with the growth of the hydrocladium, its maximum 

length lying in the middle region of the latter. 

TABLE V. 

Measurements in mm. 95. 

cel . Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. 

Heeral ee 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | Io my ae Bee ip a 
= | —| I = 

27 bud 

6 3-3) 3.5 
sae 21.3, 25 sual | 

45| 4 | 4 
7 = plese es 
3 3.4 4.2 4.6 4 | 38h04 

See org iza say | eng 25.5 24a 
3.8 3.8 4.5 4.4 3.5| 3.8 

a3 19.5| 22 25.5 26.5 24.5 24.5, bud 
i | i 8 3. 

Be Ba | 3.5 4 3.5 bud 

og 19.7| 23 23 23.2, 24.5) eH oe eS 
3.2 2.8 

13 2.7, 3 3 35) ao 3.6] 124.5) [20.5 
18.5) 21.5 23.5 24 24 AB 

| | 

5 3.3, 4 3.5 A NAS | | 
19.5] 22.5 24 25 25 |21.5 

The obliqueness of the openings of the hydrothece is recorded 

in Table VI., in degrees of angular distance, as for A. octocarpa, 

with this exception, that the line defining the obliqueness is 

drawn tangent to the depressions between the mesial and first 

lateral, and the third and fourth laterals (the margin having but 

nine teeth). This is a more stable standard, but could not be 

utilized in A. vctocarpa, owing to the shape of the hydrotheca in 

that species. 

With slight irregularities, the chief among them being connected 

with the variability of hydrotheca no. 1, the obliqueness dimin- 

ishes toward the distal end of each hydrocladium. 
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TABLE VI. 

' Measurements in Degrees of Angle. 

igre Hydrotheca. 

cladium, 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 nite) II I2 13 I4 

27 | bud 

26 |128 |125.5| bud 

25 |128 |131.5/125.5/126 |bud | 

24 |129.8/130 128.5 123.3|z79.3| bud | 

23 (|127.5/129.8 129.3 Tal Is: 123.5|z79.3| bud | . 

21 |130.3/129 120 120 120 119 ILS.3 bud 

13. | — /125 128,2 123 124 121.5 sya IIS 

5 |133 |131 121.5. 121.5 120,2|715 | 

The lengths of the hydrothece, taken through the mesial 

tooth, are recorded in Table VII. There is a definite tendency 

to increase in length toward the distal end of each hydrocladium, 

the longest hydrotheca, however, being subterminal. — 

TaBlLe VII. 

Measurements in mm. X 95. 

ihe Hydrotheca. 5 
Hydrocladium. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ao) |oupiy | agey |] rey! |) a0) 

aN bud 

26 30.5| ? | bud 

25 27.5 31.5| 34.5) ? | bud 

24 30.5} 33.5 34.2 36.5) bud 
23 28 | 30.5 34.5 36 35 | 36.5\bud 

2 | 31 138 S28 iss 35er 36| |35 | bud 

13 Tce. 31.5 34.5 34 39) 378 32.5 

5 — | 29.5 33 34.5 35.5| 33-5 

In Table VIII., the widths of the hydrothece previously used 

have been taken along the line defining the obliqueness of the 

opening of the hydrothecz. As the figures show, this character 

is too variable to be very useful to the experimeter. Neverthe- 

less, in common with the characters considered in the three tables 
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TaBLeE VIII. 

Measurements in mm. X 95. 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. - - 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ) |) AWoy |) tee || Tae lera 

27 bud 

26 20 | 22 | bud 

25 18 | 18.7| 20.5 20 | bud i 

24 17.5| 21 21.5 21 | 20| bud 

23 | 19 | 21.2 21 22 21.5| 21 | bud 

21 | 17 | 20.5 20 21.5 22.3 21 22 | bud 
| 

13 ie 20.5 20,5 20.5 20.5 | 21.2 | 22.3 20.5 
| 

5 17.5| 20 20,2 2a [22 | 19.7 

just preceding, it aids in establishing the fact that colonies of A. 

pluma, \ike colonies of A. octocarpa, have a limited growth and a 

specific form, the hydrocladia, with respect to given characters, 

differing in different regions. To appreciate this fact, it is only 

necessary to note the position (1) of the maxima on the various 

hydrocladia in Tables V. (upper figures), VII. and VIII., and 

(2) of the minima in Table VI., especially in connection with 

hydrocladia 5, 13, 21, 23 and 24. 

A. inconspicua,'—This small species is represented most scantily 

in the collections of the University of California. No conclusions 

can be offered concerning the form of the colony as a whole, as 

observations on the tip of a mature colony are at present out of 

the question. From the drawings (Fig. 3) of the internodes from 

two hydrocladia, however, and the measurements based upon 

them, Tables IX. and X., the species possesses admirable char- 

acters for experimental work, in the prominence of the mesial 

nematophore and the obliqueness of the hydrothecal opening. 

These figures are typical, similar measurements from other 

hydrocladia and other colonies giving results that vary, within 

the hydrocladium, in no essential respect from them. It may be 

said that the hydrotheca at the base of each hydrocladium is 

especially variable and often differs conspicuously from those 

distal to it in size, shape, marginal dentation, and position on the 

1Torrey, Univ. Cal. Publ., Zodl., 1, 1902; zdzd., 2, 1904. 

Rae Sg ee 
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hydrocladium (owing to a slight rotation out of the plane of 

the other hydrothecz). Nothing sufficiently definite can be said 

about the length or thickness of the hydrothece. There is a 

perceptible increase in size of the hydrothece in /He/. 27, toward 

the tip. It is much less in the other hydrocladium ; and meas- 

wa 
Fic. 3. A. tnconspicua, ~K 45. 

urements of others show that it is not characteristic and typical, 

for either dimension. ; 

A. lophocarpa. — The few colonies of this species at hand are 

all imperfect, both as to stems and hydrocladia. However, the 

hydrocladia taper from base to tip, the first hydrotheca on each 
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Tape DX: 

COLONY WITH 28 HyYDROCLADIA. 

Measurements, in mm. \ 95, of the profile width of each hydrotheca in Fig."3 to 

the point of (1) the mesial nematophore on a line perpendicular to the axis of the 

internode (lower figures), and (2) the length of the mesial nematophore on the same 

line (upper figures). 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. 

I 2 4 5 6 8 9) Ka 

re 2.5 We) 8.2 8 4.8 
16 26 29.5 24 24 

4.5 7 8.8 7.6 7.5 
a 17 26 28.5 29 27.5 

TABLE X. 

Same colony, showing angles made with the axes of their internodes by the planes 
of the hydrothecal openings, the latter being represented in each case by a line tangent 

to the depressions between lateral marginal teeth I and 2, and 4 and 5 (see Hc/. zo, 

hth. 8). 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. 

I 2 4 5 6 8 | 9 

10 125.5 121.3 122 114 105 | 

21 132.3) 130 | | 12312 | 121 | | 105.3 

is stnaller than the others, and there is a distinct tendency toward 

a reduction of the obliqueness of the hydrothecal opening, from 

base to tip. The mesial nematophore, also, projects farther from 

the hydrotheca in the intermediate internodes than at either 

extreme of the hydrocladia. 

A. struthionides. — The obliqueness of the hydrothecal open- 

ings in each hydrocladium is practically constant in this species 

(Fig. 4). As in A. octocarpa, however, each hydrocladium tapers 

from base to tip, and the mesial nematophore is most prominent 

between the extremes. The prominence of the nematophore is, 

perhaps, of all the characters, most useful to the experimenter. 

The measurements in Table XI. show that the length of the 

nematophore along a line passing through its tip and perpendicu- 

lar to the axis of the internode, varies independently of the width 
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of the hydrotheca along the same line from. the base of the 

nematophore (see Fig. 4, BHcl, hth.z2). 

\ 
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Fic. 4. A. struthionides, 45. 

Neither this nor the following species lends itself easily 
to a determination of colonial differentiation, as does A. pluma, 
Both are variable, often luxuriant growers. Colonies of A, 
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TaBLe XI. 

Measurements in mm. X 95. 

| Hydrotheca. 

| 2 12 24 34 
— | ——-— 

ficl, at base 1. Base of nem. to tip S| ee 9 
2. Base of nem. to rear of theca 26.4 | 29.5 | 28.5 
3. Value of fraction I + 2 .19 37 31 

CPU IGT Al are Tre Soothe nile 9.9 
Be 27 S07) |) PASh(o) 

3: 30 39 35 

Gn Uy tecit be Sy) |i Tiriggy |) ce 9.5 
2 24 jae) || OLY) || BYES 
3 34 .40 39 29 

struthionides may exceed 23 cm.in length. Ag/aophenia sp. has 

a particularly stringy, sprawling habit. The character is of no 

practical value in the present connection. 

Aglaophenia sp. — This species differs from A. struthiondes in 

no particulars essential to the present discussion. 

66-66 
Fic. 6. A. diegensis, X 45. 

ApEn Clr 

Distance from tip of nematophore to rear of theca along perpendicular to axis of 

internode. Measurements in mm. < 95. 

Hydrotheca. 
Hydrocladium. Pees 

I 2 7 8 Ir 12 16 17 

15 24 31 34.5 33 of 31 

56 24.5 30 35-5 40 32 30 

74 Bs st IN as | 
Hydrocladium 74 is incomplete, hydrotheca 12 not being terminal. 
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A. diegensis. — Of all the species, this is the most irregular. It 

agrees in general, however, with A. octocarpa. The hydrocladia 

taper distalward ; the first hydrotheca is small and more or less 

irregular, with short mesial nematophore; the mesial nemato-. 

phore is most prominent between the extremes of the hydro- 

cladia; and there is a slight lessening of the obliqueness ot 

the hydrothecal openings distalward. Fig. 6 is from a single 

hydrocladium. 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 

November 30, 1909. 
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S. J. HOLMES AND E. S. HOMUTH. 

The location of the sense of smell in the crustacea has been 

the subject of but few investigations. Putnam, Graber, Bateson, 

Dearborn, Spaulding and others have made observations on the 

reactions of various decapods to food ata distance from the body, 

although they were not primarily concerned in tracing the seat 

of the olfactory reactions. Herrick, working on the lobster, 

found that most parts of the body were sensitive to ammonia and 

clam juice. Experiments of Nagel’ and Bethe ? indicate that, in 

the decapods, the first antenne have an important olfactory func- 

tion, although both these investigators regard the olfactory sense 

organs as not exclusively located in these appendages. Nagel 

worked with Pagurus, Astacus and Carcinus. Removal of the 

antennules of Pagurus was followed by reactions to chemical 

stimuli, although these were not so pronounced as before the 

operation. Astacus in the presence of food was found to show 

lively movements of the antennules, followed by movements of 

the mouth parts and legs. Carcinus showed the same move- 

ments of the mouth parts and antenne in the presence of food, 

but it was only when food came into actual contact with the 

mouth parts that efforts were made to secure it. Nagel’s experi- 

ments led him to conclude that sight and touch play a greater 

part in locating food than the sense of smell. 

Bethe found that if a piece of meat is thrown into a dish with 

several Carcinus there is no reaction at first. After several seconds 

the antennules begin to wave rapidly and the maxillipeds move 

slowly back and forth. The animals nearest the piece of meat 

' Bibliotheca Zoologica, Bd. 18, 1894. 

2 Archiv f. mik. Anat., Bd. 50, 1897. 

5) 
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give this reaction first, The farther the Carcinus is from the meat 

the later will begin the reactions. Soon after the animals begin 

to react they move about and usually in quite a direct line 

toward the meat. The nearer they approach the food the faster 

they go. That the eye plays little part is evidenced by the fact 

that blinded forms go toward the meat with just as much cer- 

tainty. Ifa piece of meat is passed over the rocks at the bottom 

of the aquarium a Carcinus will follow this scent and often pick 

up every stone, which has been in contact with the meat, and pass it 

to the mouth, but as soon as the stones come in contact with the 

maxillipeds they are rejected. 

If the antennules are removed Carcinzus reacts to food but only 

when it is placed a short distance from the mouth parts. The 

latter are regarded by Bethe as also sensitive to chemical stimuli. 

In the amphipod Amzphithoe’ one of the present writers found 

that the antennules were important olfactory organs, but that 

there remained a certain but much diminished power to detect 

food at a distance from the mouth parts after the antennules, or 

even the antennules and the antennze were removed. ‘Other 

species of amphipods were found to make exploring movements 

of the antennules when in the presence of food. 

Nagel’s experiments with amphipods and isopods failed to 

elicit any positive response, although some species gave negative 

responses to disagreeable or irritating substances. ‘The terrestrial 

isopods, Onzscus, Porcellio and Armadillo he found to be quite 

insensitive to strong substances like cedar oil and benzol. It is 

not difficult, however, to obtain very decided reactions from ter- 

restrial 7: to the vapor of acetic acid and ammonia even 

after remc che antenne. 

Many pa_ 3 have appeared dealing with the organs of smell 

in crustacea but conclusions regarding their functions have been 

based more on morphological grounds than on the results of 

experiment. One of e most recent papers on the chemical 

sense of crustacea is1 + of Bell,” who worked on the reactions 

of the crayfish. Bel lied meat juice by means of a fine- 

pointed pipette, to various parts of the body. To render it evi- 

1 BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN, Vol. 2, p. 165, 1901. 

2 Jour. Comp. Neur, and Psych,, 16, 299, 1906. 
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dent when the substance came in contact with the animal, it was 

colored with eosin or carmine. It was found that stimulation 

of various parts of the body would elicit a response. The animal 

moved its mouth parts, became restless, moved the small cheli- 

peds about and sooner or later attempted to go toward the source 

of stimulus. The responses varied somewhat according to the 

region to which the stimulus was applied, but there was a marked 

tendency, as we have also found, for the first reaction to manifest 

itself by a movement of the part most directly stimulated. The 

antennules, antennz, mouth parts and tips of the large and small 

chelipeds were found to be organs of especial sensitiveness. We 

have repeated Bell’s experiments with meat juice and verified in 

the main his results. Bell, however, did not test his conclusions 

by removal of certain organs or by operations on the nervous 

system. One is never quite sure that by using chemicals which 

diffuse through the water only the organ is stimulated to which 

the stimulus is applied. It was thought desirable, not only for 

this reason, but on account of determining more definitely the 

role of certain organs in chemoreception to observe the reactions 

of crayfish after the removal of the antennules and antenne, and 

after the destruction of the brain or the division of the nerve 

cord. 

The outer ramus of the antennules bears, in addition to the 

kinds of setze found on the antenne and other parts of the body, 

certain peculiar club-shaped organs which have generally been 

considered the end organs of the sense of smell. These organs 

are absent on the inner ramus, and on the antenne as well as 

other parts of the body. Organs of a similas character are 

common in other crustacea, being in many casé, abundantly 
developed in the male. This circumstance, ye ~ ‘All as the fact 
that removal of the antennules diminishes the KNponse to olfac- 

tory stimuli, renders it quite probable that ‘these club-shaped 

organs perform the function which hes so often been assigned to 

them. Ina series of experiments wi ‘ave compared the reac- 

tions of crayfish with the outer ramv of the antennules removed 

with the reactions of normal anin. 5 and individuals otherwise 

operated on. The rami were removed several days before the ani- 

mals were experimented with in order to eliminate any effect of shock 
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on the reactions. Allofthe specimens were kept forthe same period 

without food, were placed in the same kind of dishes and treated 

in all respects as nearly as possible in the same way. Only indi- 

viduals which had been resting quietly for some minutes were 

employed for experiment. If any reaction was produced by the 

movements of the observer the crayfish was not used for experi- 

ment until it had been left for a considerable time and became 

perfectly quiet. A piece of meat was very carefully introduced 

into the water with a long fine forceps and held a quarter of an inch 

above the rostrum. If one’s movements are exceedingly slow it 

is possible to work around crayfish even when recently brought 

in from the field without exciting alarm. The number of seconds 

was noted before any of the feeding responses of the legs or 

mouth parts were set up. Sometimes such movements appear to 

arise spontaneously, and therefore only those cases were counted 

in which these movements eventuated in seizing and devouring 

the meat. In three sets of experiments performed at different 

times the time reactions of the crayfish were as follows : 

EXPERIMENT I. 

Time of Reactions in Seconds. Average. 

Outer ramus removed (fo) le). IB MG, BS, BBD). at 74 

Inner ramus removed SONS 4 OA mn 7a 6 48 

Both ramiremoved I10 170 270 88 180 156 58 116 131 

Normal animal 46 12 (ay) Be) | a 31 

EXPERIMENT II. , 

Outer ramus removed 184 148 92 272 174 

Inner ramus removed A oy a 27 

Both rami removed 50 64 120 90 81 

Norma! animal 2) 18 6 8.7 

EXPERIMENT III. 

Outer ramus removed Os 242 One nny 25.6 

Inner ramus removed UGY ie) Bi ih) 2B 

Both rami removed TZ L20ng ton 2p 167.5 

Norma! animal Pio) iS) | AG) 22] 

EXPERIMENT IV. 

(Specimens with eyes blackened over.) 

Outer ramus removed 72 116 180 120 36 94 30 ITO 144 100 

Inner ramus removed 6 12 4 4 4 Oy Wa A) ia, 

Both rami removed 42) 12) (242270 141.5 
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EXPERIMENT V. 

(Specimens with eyes blackened over.) 

Outer ramus removed 74 68 214 56 168 118 

Inner ramus removed 10 42 14 32 !02 32 34 27 6 33 2382 

The experiments show in a striking enough way that removal 

of the outer branch of the antennules is followed by a much 

greater loss of sensitiveness to olfactory stimulithan is caused by 

removal of the inner ramus. But they also show that crayfish 

with the inner ramus removed react less promptly than do normal 

animals. We may conclude from these experiments that the part 

most sensitive to olfactory stimuli is the outer ramus of the anten- 

nules, but that the inner ramus is also to a certain extent sensitive to 

the same kind of stimuli. Specimens with both rami removed re- 

spond to meat juice or pieces of meat placed near the tip of the large 

second antenne. It is scarcely possible that any chemical could 

diffuse to other parts of the body before the reaction takes place 

and hence the second antennze must have an olfactory function 

also. Specimens in which both antennules and antennz were 

removed showed a marked power of responding to bits of meat 

or meat juice placed near the mouth parts or the tips of the 

chelz. The small chelipeds were found especially sensitive to 

substances placed near the tip. By very carefully applying the 

tip of a pipette which had been drawn out into a long slender 

tube near one of the small chelz and slowly forcing out a little 

meat juice, one usually sees a slight grasping movement of the 

chelz, often at first a small twitch of the dactyl, followed by 

movements of reaching about. These movements are followed 

by exploring movements of the other chelipeds, chewing move- 

ments of the mouth parts, and by a turning of the body toward 

the stimulus. 

Animals in which the brain was destroyed were also experi- 

mented with. The crayfish was securely fastened to facilitate 

working uponit. Witha fine-pointed scalpel a piece of the cara- 

pace about one fourth of an inch square was cut out just over 

the brain. After destroying the brain the piece of the carapace 

was carefully replaced and the edges sealed with asphalt varnish. 

The animal was then kept out of water until the asphalt had dried 

and the wound sealed. After a few days the animal was experi- 
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mented with and showed marked responses from the mouth parts 

and chelipeds. When the chelipeds were rubbed with a piece of 

filter paper the substance was seized but rejected if passed to the 

mouth parts. When meat was pressed against the chelipeds in 

the same way it was seized more eagerly, produced a greater de- 

gree of excitement and was generally eaten. To make sure that 

this was not due to a difference in the consistency of the two 

articles two wads of filter paper were taken upon one of which 

was pressed some meat juice. The two wads were applied to the 

chelipeds in the same way, but the one with the meat juice was 

more quickly seized and was generally passed to the mouth parts 

and swallowed. In some instances the pure filter paper was 

swallowed, but this was very rare. 

The chelipeds were also stimulated simultaneously, the one 

with pure filter paper, the other with filter paper soaked in meat 

juice. The animal almost invariably turned toward the side with 

the meat juice and grasped more vigorously on that side. The 

stimuli were frequently transposed but this did not affect the 

result ; the reaction to the paper with the meat juice was the more 

vigorous. 

In one crayfish the nerve cord was cut across directly behind 

the mouth parts and in front of the large chelipeds. The result 

of this operation is to somewhat paralyze the animal, especially 

the anterior chelipeds which are drawn up under the body. Ob- 

jects that touch the chelz are frequently passed to the mouth 

but again rejected. A bit of meat, however, is chewed and swal- 

lowed although this act requires a much longer time than in the 

normal animal. In some cases the chewing movements ceased 

before the food was swallowed. The chelipeds when stimulated 

by meat grasp it more eagerly than they seize innutritious mate- 

rials, and the animal in general shows a greater degree of ex- 

citement. 

The experiments recorded show that the outer ramus of the 

antennules which bear the so-called olfactory sete are especially 

sensitive to olfactory stimuli ; that the inner ramus of the anten- 

nules and the antenne are also sensitive to olfactory stimuli but 

to a less degree ; and that the olfactory sense is developed in other 

parts of the body, especially the mouth parts and tips of the 

chelipeds. 
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ANALYSIS OF FORM REGULATION WITH THE 

AD OR AN ASS TEE TICS. 

Cai CHE D: 

During the last year and a half the writer has carried on an 

extensive series of experiments on the influence of certain anes- 

thetics on the course and results of form regulation in Planaria 

dorotocephala Woodworth. Since the method has proved to be 

of considerable value and since it will be some time before the 

results of these and other experiments planned for the future can 

be presented in full, it seems desirable to present briefly and 

without extended comment the most important features of the 

work up to date as an illustration of the value of the method and 

the results to be attained by it. 

In my experiments thus far I have used chiefly alcohol, ether 

and acetone-chloroform, known commercially as chloretone. 

Although alcohol is much less strongly anesthetic than many 

other substances its action is in general similar in kind to that of 

the substances commonly known as anesthetics. The results 

with the three substances mentioned are practically identical so 

far as the more general features are concerned, though various 

differences of detail appear, which need not be considered here. 

Incidentally, however, it may be noted that these differences in 

the effects of the different anzesthetics serve to some extent as a 

means of determining the specific differences in the effects of dif- 

ferent anzesthetics on the metabolic processes: how far they 

will prove to be of value in this direction only the future can 

determine. 

In my experiments various concentrations of the three sub- 

stances have been employed, but the most characteristic results 

in general have been obtained with alcohol 1.5 per cent., ether 

0.4-0.5 per cent., chloretone 0.025-0.0375 per cent. These 

concentrations cause a considerable deathrate, but the results in - 

the pieces which do not die within the first week or ten days are 

very uniform, so far as pieces of the same size and from the same 

region of the body are concerned. Alcohol has been used to a 
161 
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larger extent than either chloretone or ether in my experiments 

up to the present time because it has given characteristic results 

and because it has seemed desirable to obtain fairly complete data 

concerning the effect of a mild anzsthetic upon various regions 

of the body, on pieces of different size and age and in different 

physiological condition as a basis for comparative work with sub- 

stances with stronger anesthetic properties. It is my intention to 

extend the work to various other groups of substances which 

have a definite effect on metabolism. In most of the work of this 

kind the effect of only a short period of time in the given medium 

has been determined. It seems to me particularly desirable to 

determine more exactly the effects of continued existence in media 

of various constitution on development and regulation. By such 

means it should be possible to advance a step further in our analy- 

sis of the processes of differentiation, localization and growth. 

I. MeEtTHOoDs. 

The method of use of the anesthetics, all three of which are 

more or less volatile, is as follows : Not more than ten pieces of 

the planarian are placed in a Stender dish holding about 250 c.c. 

and with ground edge and cover with ground groove exactly 

fitting the edge. This dish is filled to three fourths of its depth 

with the mixture of the desired concentration, some of the fluid 

is poured over the under side of the cover so as to wet its surface 

and fill the groove, and the cover is placed in position at once. 

Several of these dishes are placed in larger glass jars with 

ground edges, a liter or more of the fluid is poured over them 

into the jar and it is at once sealed by means of a glass plate on 

which a ring of vaseline corresponding to the edge of the jar | 

has been smeared. In this way decrease in concentration is 

avoided as far as possible. Furthermore the fluid is renewed at 

least every forty-eight hours and the mixture of the desired 

concentration is always made up immediately before using. It 

has been found desirable to keep the temperature as nearly as 

possible constant, except where its influence on the results was 

to be determined. In most of my experiments the temperature 

has ranged between 17° and 20° C. but rarely beyond these 

limits. Rise in temperature much beyond 20° C. increases the 

MEPL GATS 
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death-rate and in temperatures below 15° C. the regulatory 

processes are considerably retarded and certain complicating 

features which result directly from low temperature appear. 

With fairly constant temperature and regular renewal of the 

fluid it has been possible to keep various individuals and pieces 

alive in 1.5 per cent. alcohol for several months, and death, 

when it occurred, was apparently the result of starvation. As 

will appear below, however, the length of life of the pieces and 

individuals varies greatly according to conditions. 

II. CERTAIN FEATURES OF THE ORGANIZATION OF PLANARIA. 

In order to make clear certain of the results presented below 

it is necessary to call attention to the fact that in Planaria doro- 

tocephala (and in P. maculata) the posterior region of the body in 

all animals above a certain small size is specified to a greater or 

less extent as a second individual or zooid, which, when it attains 

a certain degree of physiological independence, separates from 

the other part by an independent motor reaction and becomes a 

complete animal. As I pointed out some years ago,’ the presence 

of this second zooid is indicated by the regional differences in the 

regulatory power of short pieces taken in sequence. When we 

compare pieces not more than one tenth the length of the whole 

animal and as nearly as possible of equal length, we find that 

the ability to form a head decreases in each successive piece from 

the original head-region posteriorly, until at about the region of 

the old pharynx the power to form a head disappears entirely and 

the pieces remain headless. But at about the middle of the post- 

pharyngeal region, z. ¢., at the level where fission occurs, the 

power of head-formation reappears rather suddenly. In species 

like Planaria simplicissima, which do not undergo fission, there 

is no increase in the power of head-formation in the postpharyngeal 

region. Other regional differences which indicate the presence 

of a second zooid in the posterior region of the body are described 

in the paper referred to above. As further evidence along the 

same line, I may add that I have been able to induce fission 

experimentally without feeding under conditions where it does 

1 Child, ‘‘ The Relation between Regulation and Fission in Planavia,’’ Biov. 

BULL., XI., 3, 1906. 
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not occur normally, ¢. g., in animals reduced by starvation from 

a length of 15-18 mm. to a length of 6-7 mm., in young animals 

of 7-8 mm. in length, in the pieces resulting from the fission of 

large individuals, and again in the pieces resulting from the fission 

of pieces derived from fission: 

It follows from these facts that the posterior end of the first 

zooid lies somewhere near the middle of the postpharyngeal 

region in large individuals, and posterior to this level is a second 

young individual. 

Ill. THe GeENERAL EFFECTS OF THE ANESTHETICS. 

In the first place the regulatory processes are much retarded 

and the retarding effects are greater in small than in large pieces. 

The most favorable cases in the anesthetics require at ordinary 

temperatures ten days or more to reach a stage which similar 

pieces in water attain in four or five days. 

In a short paper ' attention has already been called to the fact 

that the change in the proportions of the pieces is retarded to a 

much greater extent than the formation of new parts. Asa 

matter of fact the increase in length and the decrease in width of © 

the pieces, which is so characteristic a feature of the regulation 

in Planaria does not occur to any appreciable extent until the 

pieces have become sufficiently acclimated and have reached a 

sufficiently advanced stage of development to move about in a 

manner approaching the normal. In the paper above referred to 

I pointed out that this fact confirms the conclusions which | have 

already stated in previous papers, viz., that this change in pro- 

portion is largely the result of mechanical conditions connected 

with movement and locomotion. 

In general the formation of the new tail is retarded to a much 

greater extent than that of the head. A small amount of new 

tissue forms on the posterior cut surface, but outgrowth to form 

the typical, tapering posterior end does not occur until the speci- 

mens begin to creep about. Apparently the movement and use 

of the posterior end is not only a factor in determining its shape, 

but also stimulates the growth of new tissue. 

'Child, ‘‘ The Regulatory Change of Shape in Planaria dorotocephala,’’ BIOL, 

BuULL., XVI., 6, 1909. 

. 
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The process of regulation ceases in the anesthetic before the 

degree of development attained in water is reached. The head 

remains of smaller size in proportion to the size of the piece, the 

‘‘auricles”’ on the sides of the head, which in this species are 

normally long and pointed, remain short and blunt, the new 

b} 

pharynx attains only a fraction of the size attained in water, 

and intestinal regulation, with the exception of the degeneration 

of the smaller intestinal branches in many cases, does not occur 

to any appreciable extent until the animals begin to move about 

actively. 

These results are sufficient to show that the method affords a 

means of separating more or less completely in time certain 

regulatory processes which under normal conditions occur 

together, and thus of determining in some degree their relations 

to each other, and in the cases of change of shape and develop- 

ment of the tail their relation to movement and use of parts. 

Another most interesting difference between the pieces in 

anzesthetics and those in water is the relation between regenera- 

tion in the stricter sense and redifferentiation. In certain pieces, 

which in water form the whole head back as far as the eyes by 

regeneration of new tissue, only the more anterior portions of the 

head are formed in this way in anesthetics. In this respect 

alcohol and ether differ to some extent : in ether apparently less 

regeneration and more redifferentiation than in alcohol occurs, 

and in some cases in ether only the extreme tip of the head is 

regenerated, all other parts being the result of redifferentiation. 

A case of this kind is figured in my paper referred to above 

( 9, Figs. 14-16). As regards this point the process of regu- 

lation resembles that occurring after Jong continued starvation, 

but the substitution of redifferentiation for regeneration is even 

more complete in the anesthetics than after starvation. 

IV. THE EFFeEcT IN RELATION TO THE SIZE OF THE PIECE. 

In general a larger piece is necessary for the production of a 

whole, or anything approaching a whole, than in water. Within 

certain limits the death-rate increases as the size of the piece 

decreases. Regulation is retarded to a much greater extent in 

smaller than in larger pieces. In smaller pieces the formation 
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of a single median eye-spot instead of two, bilaterally sym- 

metrical in position, is much more frequent than in larger pieces. 

With decrease in size all stages between the fully developed head 

—4i.¢.,as fully developed as it ever becomes in an esthetic 

media — and headless pieces can be obtained. 

All of these differences in regulation which are connected with 

differences in size can be observed in water, but in the anesthetics 

they occur in much larger pieces than in water. 

V. Tue EFrect IN RELATION TO REGION OF THE Bony. 

The regional differences are similar in character to those ob- 

served in water but some of them are more marked. In the 

anesthetics, for example, pieces from the middle region of the 

body, even those as long as one fourth of the whole length, 

almost always remain headless, while in water only very short 

pieces from the middle region fail to produce heads. Pieces one 

fourth the length of the body taken from the region immediately 

behind the old head almost always produce heads in the anes- 

thetic as well as in water. In short, it is almost impossible to 

inhibit head-formation in pieces from this region, though there is 

not the slightest difficulty in inhibiting it completely in pieces of 

the same size from the middle region. When we compare pieces 

of the same size taken in sequence from the anterior end poster- 

iorly, we find that the ability to form a head disappears much more 

rapidly in anesthetics than in water, but at the region of fission 

it appears again in both media and the pieces from the posterior 

region of the body, 7. ¢., the pieces of the second zooid, so far as 

they survive —they are like pieces of younger animals in being 

more sensitive than pieces from other regions when first placed 

in the anesthetic, and in becoming more rapidly and completely 

acclimated — produce a larger percentage of normal heads (that 

is, normal for the medium) than pieces from any other region. 

Manifestly the comparison of pieces from different regions 

shows much more clearly than any series of experiments in water 

that the ability to form certain parts is present in very different 

degree in different regions of the body, and since the effect of the 

anesthetics is to depress the metabolic processes or certain of 

them, the ability to form certain parts is apparently closely con- 

nected with the intensity of certain metabolic processes. 
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VI. THe Errect on LOCALIZATION AND NUMBER OF PARTS. 

The localization of the pharynx in anesthetics is different from 

its localization in water. In prepharyngeal pieces the pharynx 

appears nearer the posterior end and in postpharyngeal pieces, 

nearer the anterior end than in water. This difference in the 

localization of the pharynx means that the process of redifferen- 

tiation does not extend so far from the posterior end in prephar- 

geal pieces, or from the anterior end in postpharyngeal pieces as 

in water. Moreover, the shifting of the pharynx toward the 

middle, which occurs in each piece in water, is greatly retarded 

and in many cases never completed in the anesthetics. 

This change in the localization of a specific organ resulting 

from a change in the external medium is of considerable interest 

and has a bearing upon the problem of localization in general. 

Driesch has maintained that the localization of morphogenetic 

processes in ‘‘ harmonious equipotential systems,’’ of which he 

regards Planaria as an example, cannot be accounted for on a 

physico-chemical basis. In this case the facts certainly demon- 

strate that a change in the constitution of the medium, of such a 

character as to affect the metabolic processes, brings about a 

change in the localization of a specific organ, the pharynx. 

Another case which involves not merely localization but num- 

ber of parts as well, concerns the eye-spots.° Normally two eye- 

spots, symmetrically placed, appear in Planarza in regulation as 

well asin ontogeny. As noted above, however, we find that short 

pieces in water, especially those from the middle region of the 

body, often give rise to only one median eye-spot. In fact the 

formation of a single eye-spot instead of two is the first indication 

of decreased or incomplete ability to form a head. If we com- 

pare pieces of different lengths with anterior ends at the same 

level of the body we find that with decreasing length of piece 

single eye-spots appear more frequently, until in pieces of a cer- 

tain length perhaps only single eye-spots are formed. With still 

further decrease in the length of the pieces the heads with single 

_eye-spots give way to a headless condition. It should be noted, 

however, that the relation between the length of the piece and 

the character of the result is by no means constant, but is de- 

pendent on the length of the animal, the physiological condition 
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and various other factors. In shorter individuals, for example, a 

relatively larger fraction, though an absolutely shorter piece, is 

necessary for a certain result similar to that produced by a rela- 

tively smaller fraction, though absolutely longer piece from a 

longer individual. Moreover, even in the same individual paired 

eyes appear in pieces of a certain length from the anterior region 

and the region of the second zooid, while pieces of the same 

length from the middle region produce either single eyes or else 

remain headless. With continued starvation the length of a piece 

necessary to produce a given result as regards eyes increases. 

With this brief statement of the results of experiments in water 

we may now turn to the consideration of the anesthetics. In the 

anzesthetics single eyes appear in much longer pieces than in 

water. By preparing similar pieces of the proper length from a 

certain region of the body and placing part of them in alcohol, 

or ether, part in water, it is often possible to obtain 100 per cent. 

of single eyes in the anesthetic medium and 100 per cent. of 

normal paired eyes in the water. 

But in the anesthetic a rather remarkable further change 

occurs very frequently, though I have never observed it with 

certainty in water. After some two weeks or more in the anes- 

thetic the single-eyed heads give rise to two additional eyes 

symmetrically placed in the normal position and slightly posterior 

to the single median eye already present. These three-eyed in- 

dividuals are a characteristic feature of the experiments with 

anesthetics. All the eye-spots persist as long as the animals 

live, whether they remain in the anesthetic or are returned to 

water. 

But still another feature must be noted. The longer pieces in 

the anzsthetic frequently produce two eyes in the normal posi- 

tion. In many cases such pieces give rise after two weeks or 

more to a second pair of eye-spots a short distance behind the 

first pair and, like them, symmetrically placed. Such individuals 

then possess four eye-spots, all of which persist during life. 

Briefly then a very common effect of the anesthetic is to in- 

crease the number of the eye-spots beyond the normal. It 

should perhaps be noted that these additional eye-spots are not 

mere fragments of pigment, but typical eyes, the pigment being 
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associated with the unpigmented area representing the sensory 

cells in each case. Frequently, however, in the four-eyed indi- 

viduals the unpigmented areas as seen in dorsal view in the living 

animals are continuous between the anterior and posterior eye on 

each side. But the pigment spots are, so far as my observations 

go, always distinct and arise separately, not by division of a pig- 

ment mass already present. An attempt to consider the possible 

factors involved in these peculiar phenomena must be postponed 

until the data are presented in full. It may be said, however, 

that these cases of supplementary eye-formation suggest that the 

formation of a single eye or of a pair under normal conditions 

inhibits the formation of further eyes within a certain region of 

the head, while in anzsthetic media this correlative inhibiting 

effect is not sufficient to prevent the formation of new eyes as 

the animal becomes more and more fully acclimated and the head 

grows larger. 

The relation between the formation of single median eyes or 

paired eyes and the length of the piece in anzesthetics and in 

water demonstrate very clearly that even the localization of such 

an organ as the eye-spot is dependent, not merely on the charac- 

ter of the tissues from which it is formed, but upon the organiza- 

tion of the whole piece of which it forms a part. Moreover, the 

fact that, other things being equal, a longer piece.is necessary 

for the formation of paired eyes in the anesthetic than in water 

indicates that the conditions or processes in other parts of the 

piece are less effective in the localization of the eyes in anzs- 

thetic media than in water. 

VII. THe Errecr oN THE WHOLE ANIMAL. 

‘When whole animals of large size (15-18 mm.) are placed in 

the anesthetics the first effect besides the more or less complete 

cessation of locomotion is usually the loss of the pharynx, which 

is often extruded within forty-eight hours, though it may be 

retained and undergo degeneration in situ. Following its extru- 

sion or degeneration a small new pharynx is usually slowly 

formed in the old pharyngeal pouch, but this never attains 

anything like the size of the original organ. Small young 

animals usually do not extrude the pharynx, and, so far as I 

have been able to determine, it does not degenerate when retained. 
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The heads of whole worms in anesthetics gradually assume 

the shape characteristic of heads regenerated under the same con- 

ditions. The auricles decrease in length until scarcely visible, 

the head becomes smaller in proportion to the body and its out- 

lines become more rounded. 

In many cases, though by no means always, the large indi- 

viduals begin after a few days in the anesthetics to degenerate in 

the region representing the posterior end of the first zooid, z. ¢., 

the anterior half of the postpharyngeal region, and this degenera- 

tion results in the complete separation of a posterior portion 

corresponding to the second zooid and an anterior portion con- 

sisting of the first zooid minus more or less of its posterior end. 

In some cases the disintegration proceeds gradually in each piece 

after separation until the whole is disintegrated, but very com- 

monly it ceases after the separation of the two parts, the surfaces 

heal and the posterior piece develops a new head as it would do 

after normal fission, while the anterior piece produces a small 

amount of new tissue at its posterior end. This process of disin- 

tegration is not due to an infection or to any other accidental con- 

dition in the medium, as is clearly shown by two facts: first, it 

increases in frequency with decreasing temperature. Atlow tem- 

perature practically every large individual separates into two 

parts while in room temperatures separation often occurs in less 

than half. And second, such disintegration and separation almost 

never occurs in individuals below a certain size, either in high or 

low temperatures. In short we find that the posterior region of 

the first zooid in large individuals is subject to degeneration and 

disintegration in anzesthetics, and more frequently in low than in 

high temperatures, while in small individuals degeneration rarely 

or never occurs in this region. 3 

I can account for these facts only as follows: In the large indi- 

vidual the first zodid is approaching the limit of size and its pos- 

terior end being most distant from the centers of correlation, the 

cephalic ganglia, is approaching a condition of what we may call 

physiological isolation. When we place such individuals in the 

anzesthetics we decrease the effective distance of transmission of 

. the nervous processes and the posterior region of the first zooid 

becomes still further isolated. This region is incapable of form- 
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ing a new animal in anesthetics, as we can readily show by iso- 

lating it physically, z. ¢., by cutting it out and placing it in an 

anesthetic medium, where it almost always degenerates. Con- 

sequently its condition while still attached to the other parts is 

comparable to its condition when physically isolated, z. ¢., it is 

then physiologically isolated to such a degree that it behaves as 

if physically isolated and disintegrates. When we add the effect 

of low temperature to that of the anesthetic, the physiological 

isolation is more certainly and more completely induced, con- 

sequently disintegration of this region is more frequent in low 

temperatures. This process of disintegration does not occur in 

small individuals because they are far below the limit of size and 

the posterior end of the first zooid is not physiologically isolated 

in anesthetics to any such degree as in the larger individuals. 

VIII. AccLIMATIZATION. 

If the individuals or pieces live for a week or more in the 

anzesthetic they became more or less acclimated and begin to 

move about and react in the usual manner, though very slowly 

and imperfectly. In many cases they continue to live for months, 

especially in alcohol. In ether and chloretone I have not as yet 

been able to keep them alive for so long a time in concentrations 

corresponding in their effect on regulation to those of alcohol 

employed for this purpose. By beginning with mixtures of low 

concentration and gradually increasing the concentration they 

can be acclimated to concentrations which otherwise kill them 

within a few hours. I have not thus far attempted to determine 

the limit of acclimatization, since my attention has been 

directed chiefly to other problems. It is of interest, however, to 

note that young animals become more readily and more com- 

pletely acclimated to mixtures of given concentration than do 

older ones, although the younger individuals show a_ higher 

death-rate than the older when first placed in the anzsthetic. 

And finally individuals which have been re‘uced in size by 

starvation do not show the same power of acclimatization as 

young animals of the sare size, but on the contrary, their ability 

to become acclimated decreases as starvation and the decrease in 

size continue. These facts bear upon various-recent attempts at 
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interpretation of the reduction processes as reversals of develop- 

ment (Lillie, Schultz and others). It is evident from my experi- 

ments that the individuals reduced by starvation, although they 

may be simpler morphologically, than the full-grown individuals, 

are physiologically not younger but older than these. 

IX. Lenets oF LIFE. 

In an extended series of experiments I have attempted to col- 

lect data concerning the length of life in aneesthetics of constant 

concentration, with the result that some conclusions of interest 

have been reached. 

As noted above, young individuals of small size are more sen- 

sitive than older, larger, and die in greater numbers during the 

first two or three days, but if they survive this period they very 

commonly live longer than the larger older animals, since they 

become more completely acclimated. Pieces from the posterior 

region of the body of large animals and corresponding to the sec- 

ond zooid behave in the anzsthetics like young animals. 

Animals and pieces which have been well fed up to the begin- 

ning of the experiment live longer in anzsthetics than starving 

individuals and pieces. It is of interest to note that the further 

starvation advances, the earlier do the animals die in anesthetics 

of given concentration. 

Pieces from different regions of the body show very different 

degrees of resistance to the anzsthetics. Pieces from the anterior 

region without the head live much longer than pieces of the same 

length from the middle region. Short pieces including the old 

head die much earlier than longer pieces and their death is not due 

to reduction in consequence of starvation to the limit of existence, 

for they die long before such reduction occurs. In other series of 

experiments pieces have been allowed to begin the process of regu- 

lation in water and have been placed in the anesthetic at various 

stages. If we compare long and short pieces with anterior ends 

at the same level of the body, we find in general that, as regula- 

tion proceeds, the short pieces, which have undergone a more 

extensive reorganization than the long pieces, behave more and 

more like young animals when placed in the anesthetic, z. ¢., they 

are more sensitive at first, but if they survive they become more 
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readily and more completely acclimated than the longer pieces and 

outlive them. In short the more extensive the regulatory reor- 

ganization of the piece the younger it is physiologically, and 

vice versa. These facts bear upon the general problems of age 

and “‘ rejuvenation.” 

X. CONCLUSION. 

The above brief statement of results includes only the more 

important features of the experiments, but is, I think, sufficient 

to demonstrate the value of the method and the possibility of its 

application to various problems.. I hope to extend the experi- 

ments with these and other substances and with other species, in 

order to obtain a broader basis for comparison. I scarcely need 

call attention to the possibilities of the method for the analysis of 

morphogenetic phenomena. 

The results attained by anzsthetics can be approached more 

or less closely and in certain respects by decreasing the supply 

of oxygen, by low temperature and by starvation. In this 

respect my experiments are in accord with the hypothesis sug- 

gested by various authorities, viz., that anzesthetics inhibit to a 

greater or less extent the fundamental metabolic reactions or 

certain of them. We shall probably find, however, on further 

experiment that different anzesthetics act differently in certain 

respects as regards the morphogenic processes. 

HuLL ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY. 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 

December, 1909. 



THE CHROMOSOMES OF ACHOLLA MULTISPINOSA.? 

FERNANDUS PAYNE. 

In a recent paper entitled “Some New Types of Chromosome 

Distribution and their Relation to Sex,’ I described in part the 

history of the chromosomes in Acholla multispinosa. At that 

time, I had but little material and was unable to say with certainty 

just what occurred in the second maturation division. However, 

I stated that all the evidence pointed to the conclusion that the ten 

chromosomes in the ring divided equally while the members of 

the hexad group in the middle remained undivided, five of them 

passing to one pole, and one to the other. I also stated that the 

number of chromosomes and their size relations in the male and 

female somatic cells made it almost conclusive how the members 

of the hexad group separated ; that no other manner of distribu- 

tion could give an end result of 26 chromosomes for the male 

and 30 for the female. 

In order to clear up the doubtful points, I collected new ma- 

terial in larger quantities during the past summer and fortunately 

have been able to follow the complete history of the chromosomes 

in the spermatogonial, oogonial and the first and second matura- 

tion divisions. Asa result, I can state that my former observa- 

tions were entirely correct and that my inference in regard to the 

separation of the chromosomes in the second division has proven 

true. 

The oogonial divisions (Fig. 1, A, 6, C and 1) show 30 

chromosomes, 24 of which are approximately the same size while 

six are much smaller. I have examined female material from 

New Jersey, New York, Indiana and Illinois and they all show 

the same number and size relations. The spermatogonial groups 

(Fig. 1, &, /, G and /7), on the other hand, contain 26 chromo- 

somes, 22 medium sized, one very large and three small. Since 

the number and size relations of the chromosomes in the male 

and female groups are so different, it might be argued that I have 

been working with two species. In regard to this question, I 

‘Contribution from the Zodlogical Laboratory of Indiana University, No. 111. 
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wish to state that with this point in mind, Van Duzee has ex- 

amined my material very carefully and that the larger part of it 

(30 specimens) consisting of both males and females was collected 

within a small circular area of abcut 200 feet in diameter. 
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Fic, 1.1 Acholla multispinosa. A, B, C and LD, metaphase figures of the 

odgonial division, showing 30 chromosomes; £, /, G and JZ, spermatogonial divi- 

sions showing 26 chromosomes; /, /, A and Z, metaphase figures of the first matura- 

tion division showing 16 chromosomes. 

The metaphase plate of the first spermatocyte-division shows 16 

chromosomes (Fig. 1, /, /, K and L).. As 26 is the spermato- 

1 All figures are drawn to the same scale and magnified 1,500 diameters. 
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gonial number, ten of these must be bivalent and six univalent. 

The three small ones are again present. The large one is here 

as in the prophaseJof the first division linked end to end with two 

other chromosomes. All divide equally in this division. I was 

fortunate enough to find a side view of the anaphase showing all 

three small ones dividing (Fig. 2, D). The large one and the two 
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Fic. 2. Acholla multispinosa. A, prophase of the first division; the large chro- 

mosome is joined end to end with two others; 4, anaphase, polar view, of the first 

division ; C, anaphase, side view, of the first division, showing the late division of the 

large chromosome and the two with which it is linked; D, anaphase, side view of the 

first division, showing the division of the three small chromosomes ; £, metaphase of 

the second division, polar view, showing the ten chromosomes in the ring and the five 

members of the hexad group which lie in one plane; 7, a slightly oblique view of 

the second division metaphase showing the hexad group; G and JZ, anaphases, 

polar view, of the second division, showing the chromatin content of the two classes 

of spermatozoa. 

with which it is joined are usually the last to divide (Fig. 2, C, a 

side view of the first division anaphase). Fig. 2, B, is a polar 

view showing 16 chromosomes. There is no definite arrange- 

te na era, 2 ego ee. 
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ment in this division, although the large one always lies on the 

periphery. ‘ 

As a result of the equal division of all the chromosomes in the 

first division, the metaphase plate of the second maturation division 

shows 16 chromosomes. In this division, however, there is 

always a definite arrangement. Ten of the 16 form a more or 

less regular ring while the remaining six, two medium sized, 

three small and the extra large one, are arranged in a hexad group 

in the middle. Five members of the hexad group, the two 

medium sized and the three smaller ones, lie in one plane, while 

the sixth member, the large chromosome, lies either above or 

below the five on the other side of the equatorial plane. Fig. 2, 

F, is a view of the second division metaphase, slightly to one 

side, showing the arrangement of the hexad group. Fig. 2, &, 

shows the ten chromosomes in the ring and the five inthe middle. 

The large one could not be shown without displacing it. The 

ten chromosomes in the ring divide equally while the members 

of the hexad group do not divide, but five of them, the two 

medium sized and the three small ones, pass to one pole and the 

large one to the opposite pole. The anaphases showing this un- 

equal distribution are shown in Fig. 2, Gand H. Two classes of 

spermatozoa are thus produced, differing in that one class con- 

tains 15 chromosomes, the other 11. Further, since the oogonial 

number is 30 and the spermatogonial 26, the reduced number 

of chromosomes in the egg must be 15 and the two classes of 

spermatozoa must be respectively male and female producing. 

Spermatozoon 15 + egg 15 = 30 (@) 

Spermatozoon 11 + egg 15 = 26 (c’) 

As stated in the previous account, the size relations of the 

chromosomes serve as an aid in reaching the above conclusions. 

If the fifteen-chromosome class of spermatozoa meets an egg with 

15 chromosomes, three of which are small, the offspring should 

have 30 chromosomes, six of which should be small. This is 

what we find in the female cells. If the eleven-chromsome class 

of spermatozoa meets the same egg, the cells of the embryo 

should have 26 chromosomes, three of which should be small 

and one extralarge. This condition is fulfilled in the male cells. 
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I have not been able to follow the history of the differential 

chromosomes during the growth period. A plasmosome is 

present. Sometimes it stains perfectly black but again it may 

stain much as the cytoplasm does. If the latter, a number of 

chromatin bodies can be seen embedded in it. As I have fol- 

lowed the history of the plasmosome and its relation to the dif- 

ferential chromosomes in /yionidus it seems very probable that 

here, too, in Acholla the differential chromosomes are embedded 

in the plasmosome during the growth period. 

Polar view of the Side view of the Two classes of Reduced number. Male and female 

first division second division spermatozoa. of chromosomes chromosome 

metaphase. anaphase. in the egg. groups. 

PIE, Be 

Fig. 3 gives a diagrammatic representation of what occurs in 

maturation and fertilization. 

Only a few years ago maturation meant a reduction to one 

half ; the number of odgonial and spermatogonial chromosomes 

were thought to be the same in each species and this number an 

even one. Even as late as 1900, Wilson in “‘ The Cell in Develop- 

ment and Inheritance ”’ writes as follows : ‘“‘ Van Beneden’s epoch- 

making discovery that the nuclei of the conjugating germ-cells 

contain each one half the number of chromosomes characteristic 

of the body-cells has now been extended to so many plants and 

animals that it may probably be regarded as a universal law of 

development.’ Those who believe that the odd chromosome is 

merely a delusion in the minds ofa few investigators still cling to 

the universality of Van Beneden’s law. However, the law is no 

longer of universal application. Not only the odd chromosome 

but a number of other irregularities have been recently described, 
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the present case of Acholla giving the greatest variation in num- 

ber. In fact so many variations have been [found that we may 

justly ask what is to be the limit of these irregularities and where 

will they lead us ? 

The case of Achol/a is interesting for two principal reasons. 

First, it gives us the greatest variation in number so far discovered, 

there being a difference of four between the male and female 

groups. Secondly, if we examine the size relations carefully it 

will be noticed that the large chromosome which goes to the 

male-producing pole seems to contain a larger amount of chro- 

matin than the five chromosomes of the hexad group which go 

to the female-producing pole. A number of measurements show 

this to be the case. In all the irregularities hitherto described, 

the female cells contain the larger number of chromosomes and 

also the greater quantity of chromatin. The present case is not 

an exception to the number but seems to be in regard to the 

quantitative relations. 

Several recent theories of sex determination have been based 

upon the quantitative relation of the chromatin. The evidence 

in Acholla forms one of the stumbling blocks in the way of some 

of these interpretations. To be sure, if we should ignore the large 

chromosome, the homologue of the small idiochromosome, or 

what Wilson terms the Y element, many difficulties would dis- 

appear. Most certainly though, as Morgan says, there is no 

reason for disregarding it except that its presence, in an active 

condition, does not fit in with our hypothesis. In his recent 

paper on ‘‘Sex’ Determination in Phylloxerans and Aphids,” 

Morgan while realizing the difficulties in its way, further develops 

the quantitative hypothesis and holds to it as a rough approxima- 

tion to a solution. In regard to the case of Achol/la he suggests 

that possibly the five chromosomes of the hexad group which go 

to the female-producing pole are more active than the large 

chromosome which goes to the male-producing pole. The sug- 

gestion may be true, but is the question of the activity of the 

chromosomes the same as that of the quantitative relations ? 



THE SPOLE DISC OR CHARYSOMELITD , EGGS: 

H. L. WIEMAN, 

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI. 

Hegner (09@)' has described a disc-shaped mass of darkly stain- 

ing granules at the posterior end of freshly laid eggs of two 

genera of beetles, Caligrapha and Leptinotarsa. Inearlier publica- 

cations (Hegner, 08, oga)’ these granules are spoken of as “‘ germ 

cell determinants ’”’ in the sense that they fix the character of the 

sex cells. The use of the word determinant is open to criticism 

” 

inasmuch as the term implies the attribute of certain potentialities 

that these granules have not been shown to possess. In the 

complete account of the early history of the germ cells (Hegner, 

096)' the word determinant does not appear, and the conclusion 

regarding their significance is summed up in the statement, that 

the “‘ pole-disc”’ is ‘‘intimately associated with the development 

of the pole cells” (p. 288). 

In view of the experiments of Lyon, Lillie, Morgan and others, 

which center about the question of the role of preformed mater- 

ials in the egg as versus a predetermined method of action as the 

essential factor in embryonic development, it is important to know 

something of the nature and origin of the granules of the pole 

disc. The data derived from the experiments of these investiga- 

tors tend to indicate that early developmental phenomena can 

take place even though the original configuration of the ground 

substance be radically changed. The formative processes do not 

depend on the materials displaced by centrifuging, but are bound 

up in the organization of the ground substance of the egg 

protoplasm. 

Hegner did not determine the origin of the pole disc, but is 

inclined to believe that it is composed of particles of chromatin 

derived from the nucleus. No expulsion of material from the 

nucleus was actually observed; the conclusion being based 

1 Journal of Morphology, XX., 2, 1909. 

* BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN, XVI., 1, 1908; /ourn. Exp. Zodl., VI., 4, 1909. 
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mainly on staining reactions and the results of Blochmann (86),’ 

Stuhlmann (86),’ and others who have described in various species 

of hymenoptera a budding of the nucleus of the ovocyte resulting 

in the formation of many small ‘ nuclei’’ (Nebenkerne) each con- 

taining small dark staining granules.. The work of Sylvestri (08)’ 

is also cited as supporting a nuclear origin of the pole disc. 

In connection with some work embodied in a paper now in 

press, I have had occasion to study the process of nutrition in the 

ege of Leptinotarsa signaticollis, 
Yo 
Coe 

a chrysomelid beetle closely re- 

lated to L. decemlineata, one of 

the species studied by Hegner. 

In this form the nutritive ma- 

terial consists of a granular mass 

secreted by the nurse cells of the 

ovariole. This material enters 

the egg through the egg-stringos 

whichisa protoplasmic process of 

the egg terminating in the groove- Ab) 
(Sf 

like spaces between the nurse 

cells. In safranin-lichtgriin prep- 

arations these granules stain as 
ECE 
calla) LON 

intensely with the basic dye as 

the granules of the pole disc. 

Fig. I is a semi-diagrammatic 

drawing representing a longitud- 

inal section through an ovarycon- 

taining developing e8ss. The Fic. 1. Longitudinal section of an 

eggs which in an earlier Stage are ovariole showing ovocytes at the begin- 

massed together in the proximal ning of the growth period. The nutritive 

stream (7.5.) is represented in only one 

; of the eggs (¢). e@s., egg string; 7.c., 

of the ovariole, gradually be- nurse cells; o.5., ovariole stalk. 

region of the terminal chamber 

come arranged in a linear series 

in the ovariole stalk, the cells of which form the egg-follicles. 

The egg-strings elongate as the eggs move down into the follicles, 

1 Festschr. Nat. Med. Vereins. Heidelberg. 

2 Ber. d. Nat. Ges. Freiberg, 1. 
8 Bolle. Lab. 2091. gen. eagr. della R. Scuola Superiore @ Agricoltura di Portict, 

IIL., 1908. 
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and pass back from the proximal end of the egg (which represents 

the anterior end of the future embryo) to the nurse cells. 

When the egg is at the stage of development shown at ¢, the 

food material passes in a broad stream toward the nucleus beyond 

which it extends for a short distance. A little later (Fig. 2) the 
form of the nutritive stream 

changes so that nowit encloses 

a central area of newly formed 

yolk. The nucleus has shifted 

its position to the distal (pos- 

terior) end of the egg, where it 

appears as a rounded body 

composed of an acid staining 

ground substance in which a 

number of basic staining nu- 

cleoli are embedded. 

When a portion of the cy- 

toplasm containing the food 

stream is examined at a high 

magnification, granules of dif- 

ferent sizes are seen distrib- 

uted on an irregular reticulum 

(Fig. 3). The granules” at 

their point of entrance into 

the egg aswell as those found 

in the cytoplasm of the nurse 

cells are of a uniformly small 

size; while inside of the egg 

they are of various sizes, due 

either to coalescence of the 

Fic. 2. Longitudinal section of a half-ma- small granules or to an actual 

ture ovocyte. ¢.s.,egg string; 7, egg follicle, gsrowth of individual granules. 

formed by the cells of the ovariole stalk; %., These oranules now pass 
5 

Keimhaut; 7., nucleus; .s., nutritive stream. : : 
through: an interesting cycle 

of stages. When they have attained their full size they stand 

out from the reticulum and project into the interreticular spaces 

(Fig. 4, a). They now divide (Fig. 4, 4). This division is very 

exact and divides each spherule into two bean-shaped halves. 

npg it oe 
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A series of divisions now ensues until a number of bodies, like 

chromosomes in appearance, is produced in a single space (Fig. 

4, c). After about four or five divisions have taken place, they 

begin to lose their affinity for the basic stain and also their regu- 

larity of outline (Fig. 4, 2), and in 
the next stage (Fig. 4, ¢) they are 

seen to have fragmented into nu- 

merous irregular bodies that stain 

with the acid dye. Still later (Fig. 

4, f/) the space is practically filled 

with a finely granular acid staining 

yolk mass. 

The process of yolk formation, 

therefore, consists in the transfor- 

mation of the basic staining granules 

of the food stream into an acid stain- 

ing yolk which fills the meshes of 

the cytoplasmic reticulum of the 

mature egg. In this transforma- Fic, 3. Section of the cytoplasm 

i of the growing ovocyte in the region 

tion the cytoplasm as well as the of the nutritive stream. >< 2,000. 

nucleus is undoubtedly involved. 

The yolk is first laid down in the center of the egg, but as the 

granules spread outward as well as inward from the nutritive 

stream it is not long before yolk is found on either side of the food 

stream. 

The pole disc does not appear until the egg is nearly mature, 

and a study of successive stages shows that it is composed of 

granules of the food stream that have accumulated at the pos- 

terior end of the egg (Fig. 5). These granules are much 

larger than those of the Keimhaut (the peripheral layer of cyto- 

plasm surrounding the yolk in the mature egg) and stain in- 

tensely with the basic stain. This staining reaction might sug- 

gest that the granules are of nuclear origin; but while the 

nucleus at this time is far from inactive, with an interchange of 

materials between it and the cytoplasm probably taking place, I 

have never been able to observe an actual emigration of granules 

from the nucleus into the cytoplasm. 

Union of the germ nuclei in fertilization and the early cleav- 
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ages take place approximately in the center of the egg. As 

cleavage proceeds there occurs a separation of the nuclei into two 

groups, one of which moves outward into the peripheral cyto- 

plasm to form the nuclei of the ‘‘ Keimhautblastem,”’ while the 

Fic. 4. Six stages in the division of a spherule of the nutritive stream in the proc- 

ess of yolk formation. 1,200. 

other (the vitellophags) remains scattered through the yolk. Ac- 

cording to Hegner a definite number of nuclei reaching the poste- 

rior part of the egg do not remain in the peripheral cytoplasm, 

but collect about them a number of granules from the pole disc 

and continue their migration until they are entirely separated from 

the blastoderm. These nuclei with their accumulations of cyto- 

plasm constitute the primordial germ cells. 

Fig. 6 represents a section taken through the region of the pole 

disc shortly after the pole cells have reached the periphery. It 

will be noticed that the granules of the pole disc are much finer 

than in the earlier stage shown in Fig. 5. The granules in the 

Fic. 5. Longitudinal section of the posterior end of a mature ovum. > 1,000 

p-d@., pole disc; 2., Keimhaut; y., yolk. 

cells are distributed on a reticulum and stain intensely with the 

basic dye, but no more so than the granules that are found in the 

cytoplasm of the blastema cells. In one case the granules are 

derived from the pole disc, while in the other they come direct 

from the food stream. The original source in both cases is the 

material secreted by the nurse cells. 

aS yo 
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Does the fact that the granules of the pole disc are derived 

from the food stream in any way modify our conception of their 

significance? Were they derived from the chromatin of the 

nucleus, the fact might be regarded as supporting their hypo- 

thetical role of germ cell determinants, inasmuch as it would be 

in accord with the view that the chromatin plays a primary part 

in directing and perhaps determining the activity of the cell. On 

Fic. 6. Longitudinal section of the posterior end of the early embryo. 600. 

p.¢., pole cells; #.¢., pole disc; y., yolk. 

the other hand, if they represent so much food material, their 

significance as germ cell determinants appears in a different light. 

The granules of the food stream are derived from the cyto- 

plasmic granules of the nurse cells, which are germ cells that 

have lost the function of reproduction and that have taken up 

secondarily the function of secreting material for the growth and 

development of the ova. In early stages the nurse cells do not 

differ in any regard from their sister cells destined to become 

ovocytes. In my paper referred to above I have described what 

appear to be some of the factors in the differentiation of the 

primordial germ cells into nurse cells and sex cells, and shall 

not enter into the matter here. 

At the time of this differentiation the nurse cells pass through 

a period of amitotic divisions, at which time the usual staining 

reactions of nucleus and cytoplasm become reversed, @. ¢., the 

nucleus stains with the acid dye, while the cytoplasm, including 

the granules which later form the nutritive stream, stains with 

the basic dye. 
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The granules may therefore be of the nature of chromatin, 

and actually represent the chromatin of the nurse cells ; for the 

chromosomes never appear in these cells after they have divided 

amitotically. But even though this be the case a nuclear origin 

for these granules loses any special germinal significance when 

we remember that the latter develop into yolk as well as pole 

disc, and are therefore just as much ‘“‘yolk determinants ”’ as 

‘““oerm cell determinants.”’ 

- It would appear that a fact of far greater importance in the 

determining of the germ cells lies in the migration of the pole 

cells to a position outside of the yolk. This migration isolates 

these cells and places them in an environment that is entirely 

unique. Itis rather difficult to understand how the absorption 

of pole disc granules could be the cause of this. The fact that the 

pole disc occupies a position between the pole cells and the yolk 

gives a considerable foundation for regarding it as a source of 

nutrition for these cells. 

Heegner states that the granules of the pole disc are absorbed 

by the pole cells in passing through; after which no further im- 

portance is attached to the pole disc. However the granules are 

not all taken up by the cells in their migration and the greater 

part of them remains behind after the cells have passed through 

(Fig. 6). . 

If then the pole disc represents a part of the nutritive stream 

of the ovum that has not been transformed into ordinary yolk, 

but instead has been reserved to supply the pole cells, the con- 

clusion presents itself that the latter as a result of this special 

kind of nutrition undergo a peculiar method of metabolism which 

differentiates them from the somatic cells. When these cells are 

ready to immigrate into the embryo through the pole-cell canal 

the differentiating factor has already acted and the germ cells are 

readily distinguished by certain morphological peculiarities from 

the somatic cells. 

It would be highly interesting to know whether or not the 

_germ cells will develop in the absence of the pole disc. The 

experiments devised by Hegner to test this point have been nega- 

tive in results, although they do show that the egg may have its 

contents profoundly disturbed without preventing the production 
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of afnormal embryo. When the granules of the pole disc are 

displaced by the centrifuge, they are said to move en masse, which 

indicates that they form a structural feature of considerable 

rigidity. 

While more decisive experiments are needed to clear up this 

point, the evidence at the present time from the morphological 

side shows that the granules of the pole disc consist of particles 

derived from the food stream of the ovum that form an accumu- 

lation in the protoplasm in its posterior part. 



FORTY-NINE GENERATIONS IN THE DARK.’ 

FERNANDUS PAYNE. 

Since the time Lamarck put forward the well-known theory 

of the transmission of acquired characters, this subject has been 

discussed pro and con by many writers; some believing that it is 

one of the guiding principles in the evolution of species; others 

that the transmission of an acquired character is an utter im- 

possibility. I shall not attempt a review of the literature, as 

every book on heredity and evolution has its chapter devoted 

to that. In fact, it seems to me that there has been too 

much discussion and not enough experimental work. I believe 

it can justly be said that there has not been a single decisive 

experiment which proves or disproves the theory. They are all 

open to criticism in one way or another. The main argument 

which the opponents of the theory advance is that there has 

been no proof brought forward, and further there is no conceiv- 

able way in which an acquired character could be transmitted. 

On the other hand, the supporters believe that this is one of the 

easiest ways of explaining evolution and as it helps us out of 

many a difficulty it must be true. 

Much interesting data has been balleeted! but none of it is 

conclusive. What we need at the present time is more experi- 

mental work to test the validity of the theory. With this atti- 

tude toward the subject, I started an experiment October 21, 

1907, while at Columbia University to test the effect of darkness 

upon the common fruit fly, Drosophila ampelophora, and, if any 

effect was noticeable, to test its transmissibility. This seemed 

to be a suitable experiment as the present condition of cave 

animals is easiest explained by the assumption of the transmission 

of acquired characters. 

The paper is not a finished report, but it may be of interest 

to scientific men to learn that such an experiment is in progress, 

and that this fly has been bred in the dark for forty-nine genera- 

tions. Most certainly the length of time is rather short, but the 

‘ Contribution from the Zodlogical Laboratory of Indiana University, No. 112. 
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number of generations is large when compared with longer lived 

animals. Forty-nine generations of mankind would cover about 

fifteen centuries of time. 

The first changes noticeable in cave animals are the loss of 

color and the degeneration of the eyes. So far, in the case of the 

flies, no visible change in color has manifested itself. Sections 

of the eyes showed all parts perfectly normal. Although I have 

not succeeded in getting an accurate method of measuring it, 

there is a noticeable difference in their reactions to light. These 

flies are positively phototactic and if set free nearly always fly 

toward the light. Those bred in the dark are still positive, but 

they do not react so quickly nor do so many of them react. At 

the end of the tenth generation, this difference was noticeable. 

So noticeable, that when two vials, one containing flies bred in 

the light and the other in the dark, were shown to several people 

at the laboratory without them knowing what they were, they 

immediately remarked that one lot went toward the light much 

more quickly than the other. This tenth generation, after being 

bred in the light for one generation, still showed a difference but 

not quite somarked. Whether or not the flies of the forty-ninth 

generation are more sluggish in their reactions to light than those 

of the tenth generation is impossible for me to say as my method 

of testing is not sufficiently accurate. I expect to continue the 

experiment and hope later to devise a method by which I can 

test the reactions of each fly individually and thus see whether 

the effect of the darkness is a cumulative one. 

Much discussion has centered around the question of the 

origin of cave faunas and several suggestions have been made in 

regard to its solution, but it seems pretty generally concluded 

that animals which now inhabit caves have entered them because 

they were originally dark-seeking forms. The present experi- 

ment shows that a positively phototactic animal might establish 

itself in a cave if it were accidentally enclosed in such a place 

and if a suitable food supply were present. 

Since no changes have béen produced in the color of the body 

or in the structure of the eyes by breeding the fruit fly in the 

dark for forty-nine generations, the question arises as to whether 

the length of time which these flies have been bred in the dark 
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is too short or whether they have reached a fixed condition in 

so far as variations toward adaptations for a cave life are con- 

cerned. We might extend it a little further and ask whether all 

~ animals would lose their color or whether their eyes would de- 

generate in a cave environment? In other words, is the environ- 

ment alone responsible for the present condition of cave animals 

or is there an internal orthogenetic factor at work to which the 

environment serves as a stimulus? Eigenmann in his discussion 

of the origin of cave animals has stated that forms which now 

inhabit caves were predestined to become cave animals long. 

before they ever entered a cave. That is, they had varied ina 

certain fixed direction, and these variations had tended to fit 

them for a cave existence. If such is the case, would the present 

cave animals have become blind and colorless if they had not 

entered caves ? 
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DO BLOW FLY LARVA: RESPOND TO GRAVITY? 

Ss: O. MAST. 

Referring to the fact that blow-fly larvee crawl under objects 

in water just as they do outside, Loeb says (1905, p. 68):' “In 

these experiments I was struck by the fact that the animals, 

when placed under the surface of the water, do not swim upward 

and so avoid death, but swim downward. I cannot explain this 

fact. Under other conditions positive geotropism cannot be 

demonstrated in these animals.’’ Relying on this statement of 

Loeb, I attempted to ascertain the cause of the expressed dif- 

ference in response to gravity of fly-larve in air and in water 

and the method of orientation in swimming downward. The 

result of this investigation follows. 

In making observations on the reactions of blow-fly larvze in 

air, twenty-five active specimens varying in length from 5 to 

17 mm. were put into a glass jar with vertical walls so situated 

that the light intensity in the jar was very low and approximately 

uniform throughout, thus eliminating its influence on the direc- 

tion of movement. In the course of several minutes it was 

found that nearly all the larger specimens were crawling almost 

straight upward on the sides of the jar, apparently responding 

negatively to gravitation. The smaller larve however crawled 

about in all directions, horizontally and downward as well as 

upward. What is the cause of this difference in the direction’ 
of locomotion? 

Careful observation soon showed that while most of the larger 

larve observed at any given time were directed upward, they 

frequently turned and started in other directions, but that as 

soon as they got into a position approaching the horizontal they 

either fell to the bottom of the jar or the posterior end swung 

downward somewhat every time it was raised in the process of 

looping, and that this resulted in orientation with the anterior 
end directed upward. 

Thus it is clear that there is no evidence of a reaction to gravi- 

tation in these forms under the conditions of these observations, 

1. €., in air. Do they become positive to gravity in water and 

swim downward as Loeb says, and if so, how do they orient? 

Larve approximately 6 mm. long were taken from carrion 

1 Studies in General Physiology, Vol. I., 423 pp., Chicago. 
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and put‘into a glass jar containing water 20 cm. deep. They all 

soon reached the bottom, but there was not the slightest evidence 

of swimming downward. They did not orient and the longitudi- 

nal axis was nearly horizontal in many of them. In fact there 

was but little bending and twisting in the larve. Most of them 

remained perfectly quiet as they sank to the bottom and none 

of them deflected more than 2 cm. from the vertical: . The same 

was true for larvee approximately 1 cm. and 1.6 cm. long taken 

from the carrion and put directly into the water on the second 

and fifth days following. But in case of other specimens which 

were kept in a dish without food for several hours before they 

were put into the water many did not sink. This was due to 

the formation of small bubbles of gas near the anterior end. 

Some of the larve which had thus been without food were 

killed in boiling water, others in alcohol. Of the dead speci- 

mens some sank, others floated. The dead ones were now 

mixed with living ones, and all put into a small glass jar con- 

taining water 80 cm. deep. After the larve which were heavier 

than water had sunk to the bottom, the jar with the upper 

end closed was suddenly inverted. Those which had been at 

the bottom sank again, while those which had been at the top 

rose. In both lots there were some living and some dead 

specimens, but it was only with great difficulty that one could 

distinguish them. In nearly all specimens the axis was approxi- 

mately horizontal. There was no evidence whatever of a swim- 

ming movement in any of them. If there is no gas in them they 

sink to the bottom where they crawl about much as they do in 

air. If they contain bubbles of gas they float at the surface, 

where in one instance they were observed to remain alive more 

than twenty-four hours. 

It must therefore be concluded that blow-fly larve do not 

react to gravity, either in water or out of it. In air they may be 

found to orient and crawl nearly straight upward on objects, 

but this is not due to a response to gravity on the part of the 

organisms. In water they sink to the bottom or float at the 

top, depending upon the amount of gas they contain, but there 

is no evidence whatever indicating that they can swim. 

GOUCHER COLLEGE, 

BALTIMORE, Mp. 
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PECULIAR HABITAT OF A PYCNOGONID (ENDEIS 

SPINOSUS) NEW TO NORTH AMERICA, WITH 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE HEART: AND 

CIRCULATION.’ 

LEON J. COLE. 

During the summers of 1904, 1905 and 1906, sargasso, or 

gulf-weed, at various times drifted into Vineyard Sound in con- 

siderable abundance. This is the case some years, while others 

it may seldom be seen or may be wholly absent during the entire 

season. Gulf-weed is borne northward each season in large 

quantities by the Gulf Stream, which here lies nearly a hundred 

miles off the coast, and its appearance in these in-shore waters 

would seem to depend in large part upon the occurrence and 

prevalence of southerly and easterly winds, which divert a cer- 

tain amount of it shoreward from its course further out. In 

1904, and presumably also in the two succeeding seasons, al- 

though my records do not state specifically as to this, the weed 

was covered with a delicate but very abundant growth of the 

hydroid Obelia dichotoma (Linn.).” Living among the colonies of 

this hydroid, and clinging tenaciously to its stems and branches, 

occurred a slender pycnogonid, a species of Endeis, both adult 

males (many of them carrying eggs) and adult females, as well as 

young in various stages of growth, being found in great numbers. 

The largest of these pycnogonids were of a considerable size, 

being approximately 15 mm. across from tip to tip of the extended 

legs; but all were nearly white, or of a light straw color, in gen- 

eral appearance, which rendered them far from conspicuous 

among the similarly colored hydroid stems. . Examined individu- 

ally, with more care, it was found that the intestine and its 

diverticula in the legs usually appeared greenish, probably due 

to its contents, while there was a pinkish tinge at each of the 

articulations of the different joints (articles) of the legs. When 

1 The observations reported in this paper were made in the laboratory of the 

United States Bureau of Fisheries at Woods Hole, Mass. 

* The identification of this species was kindly confirmed for me by Professor 

C. W. Hargitt. 
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the intestine was empty, the legs often appeared white at the 

joints (articulations) and transparent between. ‘The distal half 

of the proboscis is usually the most conspicuous part of the 

animal, being a tinge or shade of yellow, in some cases so dark 

as to be almost buff. Eyes dark reddish brown. 

While this pycnogonid was found plainly to belong to the 

genus Endeis (Phoxichilus' of authors), its peculiar occurrence 

among the gulf-weed, and the fact that the genus had never been 

reported from American waters, led to the suspicion that it - 

would prove to be specifically distinct from any described form. 

Comparison, however, with descriptions of Endeis spinosus 

(Montagu) of the European coast showed so little discrepancy 

that I have delayed coming to a definite conclusion until I should 

be able to compare it directly with specimens from that locality. 

This I have now been enabled to do through the kindness of 

Prof. G. O. Sars, of Christiania, Norway, and Mr. T. V. Hodgson, 

of Plymouth, England, who have generously supplied me with 

1 The name for this genus has been commonly known and accepted as Phoxi- 

chilus since 1837 at least.. It now appears that the first form described as a Phoxi- 

chilus in reality belongs to Wilson’s genus Pseudopallene. According to the iron- 

clad ‘“‘ law of priority ” therefore, the name Phoxichilus must now be used in place 

of Pseudopallene for that genus, and hereafter all but specialists on Pycnogonida 

will find what is to them an almost hopeless confusion of names if they ever have 

occasion to look up the literature on such a subject, say, as the circulation of the 

blood in this group, mentioned later in this paper. Stebbing (1902, p. 187) pro- 

posed the name Chilophoxus to take the place of Phoxichilus for those animals 

which have been universally known by the latter name. But the evil ball once 

started rolling could not be stopped here, for Norman (1908, p. 231) has pointed 

out that undoubtedly the first species described by Philippi (1843) under his genus 

Endeis “is congeneric at least, if not identical, with Plhalangium] spinosum Mon- 

tagu,’’ which has so long been known as Phoxichilus spinosus, and is the subject’ 

of the present note. This being the case (and there would appear to be no doubt 

of the facts) Endeis of course takes precedence over Phoxichilus, and the name 

must therefore stand as Endeis spinosus (Montagu). 

When I began systematic work on the Pycnogonida, more than ten years ago, 

I believed implicitly in the advantages to be gained by following strictly the law 

of priority; after considerable experience in observing its effects, I am inclined to 

agree with Thompson (1909, p. 537, footnote) when he remarks with regard to the 

instance just discussed: ‘‘In my opinion this is a case where strict adherence to 

priority would serve no good end, but would only lead to great’and lasting con- 

fusion.’’ However, after much mental contention, I have decided for the present 

to be law-abiding, and to live in the hope that before long an agreement may be 

reached among zoG6logists permitting the use of common sense in place of forcing 

blind adherence to a law which, however good its intention, has seemed only to 

increase the instability and confusion in zodlogical nomenclature. 
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specimens of undoubted Endeis spinosus from the Norwegian 

coast and from Plymouth, respectively. Furthermore, I have 

had one specimen, labelled ‘ Phoxichilus vulgaris,’’ which I feel 

confident came from Naples, although no locality was given on 

the label. My reasons for believing that this specimen came from 

there are twofold: First, because it was with other Mediterra- 

nean pycnogonids, and second, because the name vulgaris, which 

European writers unanimously consider as a synonym of spinosus, 

-has been used for this species only in that locality. Finally, 

in addition to those from Vineyard Sound I have from the 

American side of the Atlantic a number of specimens of Endeis 

from the Tortugas, Florida. One of these I collected myself; 

the others were kindly sent.to me by Dr. A. G. Mayer, director 

of the Marine Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution. 

After having compared carefully the specimens from these 

five widely separated localities, viz., Naples, Plymouth, Norway, 

Vineyard Sound and the Tortugas, I am forced to the conclusion 

that in spite of their range and their difference in habitat, they 

in reality must all be considered as belonging to a single species, 

Endeis spinosus (Montagu). The Vineyard Sound specimens, 

ifvis; true, appear in general a little stouter than those from 

Norway, due to the legs being proportionately a trifle shorter; 

this difference, however, is not great and is inconstant. The 

following table presents a number of proportions, based usually 

on the average of measurements of all the legs of from one to three 

or four specimens from each locality. The numbers of speci- 

mens measured were so small and the results are in general so 

irregular that not much importance can be attached to them. 

It will be noticed that in the proportion of the length of the. 

femur to that of the coxal region, there is a gradual relative 

shortening of the femur as one goes from Naples up the European 

coast and down the American side to the Tortugas; the same is 

true in a general way for the relation of the trunk to the pro- 

boscis; while the relation of the trunk to total leg length is more 

irregular. This gradation in two of the cases may or may not 

have any real significance.' 

1 Owing to the comparatively small amount of differentiation in the four pairs 

of walking legs of the pycnogonids and to the fact that they present characters 
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Proportionate Measurements of Endeis spinosus from Different Localities. 

Ratios. 
Localities. 

Coxa to Femur. Leg to Trunk. Proboscis to Trunk. 

Naples: ieiicicicytsinombtemen tects ie Bricfex) I 33.55 I: 2.35 
England) is. vate etapa eee Teale 70 I:4.14 E 122Or 
Norway ...... end Osareedicor ats I : 1.68 I 33.85 it Beit 
Vineyard Sound, ad........ I : 1.66 Te aes: ne Te 

‘i PTO EUV ett te Page Te DG e6 TaeoR 
Monuugas Adana sere eee eer ie 1-43 I 33-74 I 21.92 

A HU Wisrse ss et nae cee oss I: 1.29 T3353 r:2.89 

Of even more interest than the mere fact of the occurrence 

of Endeis spinosus on the American coast is its peculiar pelagic 

habitat on this side of the Atlantic. So far as I am aware, a 

pelagic habit among the Pycnogonida has not heretofore been 

reported, either for this species, which in Europe has been re- 

corded as dredged from shallow depths, or any other. In a 

previous paper (Cole, 1901, p. 197) I have called attention to 

the fact that Pallene brevirostris, a very slender pycnogonid 

which occurs at Woods Hole, swims actively if by chance it 

becomes free in the water; but ordinarily it lives among the 

hydroids and alge growing attached in shallow water. Curiously 

enough the specimens of Endeis from the Tortugas sent me by 

Dr. Mayer are all recorded as having been obtained from the 

“surface” or in the ‘‘tow.’’ And in addition to these he has 

also sent me several specimens of Pallene and Nymphon (species 

as yet undetermined) which were obtained in the same manner. 

While enjoying the privileges of the Carnegie Laboratory at 

(linear dimensions) which can be measured with ease and accuracy, it would seem 

that these animals present exceptionally favorable material for a statistical study 

of differentiation and correlation of these appendages. What observations and 

measurements I have made would seem to indicate, for example, that the ratio of 

the length of the legs ‘to the body, and the correlation between the legs themselves, 

varies with the age of the animal, and that there is a positive correlation between 

the age of the individual and the position of the legs from behind forward. In 

other words, the posterior pairs of legs present more juvenile characters than the 

anterior ones. Such a study could be made profitably only on a species which 

could be obtained in abundance at all stages of growth. The species under con- 

sideration would be excellent for such a study, and Anoplodactylus lentus is another 

that may be obtained abundantly at Woods Hole. Whatever else of general in- 

terest might be learned, the results would be of the greatest value to the systematist 

in this group, who has usually to deal with a small number of specimens taken at 

scattered localities. 
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the Tortugas in 1906, I myself obtained a live specimen of 

Endets spinosus, the animal appearing in a finger bowl which 

I had just filled with sea water by means of a hand pump used 

for that purpose, thus showing that the pycnogonid must have 

been swimming freely in the water when it was sucked in by the 

pump. Whether these pycnogonids which were taken at the 

surface had merely become accidentally detached from their 

regular abodes, or whether certain species naturally swim freely 

in the water at certain times, I am not prepared to say. 

In the present connection the reaction of certain pycnogonids 

to light is of considerable interest. I have shown (Cole, 1901) that 

Anoplodactylus lentus and Pallene brevirostris, both of which can 

sustain themselves in the water by swimming,’ move uniformly 

toward a source of light of moderate intensity (diffuse daylight). 

I was, furthermore, able to prove the same thing for Endets, 

at least for the one specimen mentioned above as secured by 

myself at the Tortugas, the reaction being in all respects similar 

to that previously described for the other genera. The biological 

significance of this reaction in the case of Fndeis, living among 

the hydroids on the gulf-weed, is at once apparent, for any in- 

dividual which by chance became detached from the hydroid 

would, in response to the light coming from above, swim upward 

instead of going down into the deeper water, and would in this 

way stand a much better chance of again finding suitable attach- 

ment. From the fact that the young of all stages appeared to 

be clinging as tenaciously to the hydroids as the adults, I am in- 

clined to believe that they probably do not have a definite free 

swimming stage, but swim only when circumstances make it 

necessary. 

The newly hatched larve possess strongly developed chelifores 

and stout chele by which they attach themselves to any avail- 

able object. Normally they remain clinging to the egg cluster 

on the legs of the male for some time after hatching. The use- 

fulness of these effective grasping organs is readily apparent, 

since without them the larve would almost inevitably become 

detached and lost from their floating abode. I have elsewhere 

(Cole, 1904, p. 316) pointed out the usefulness of the chelifores 

1 The ‘‘ swimming ”’ consists simply of a vigorous kicking. 
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in preventing pycnogonid larve from being swept off the hydroids 

by a swift tide. After metamorphosis the claws of the walking 

legs are used for attachment, while the chelifores then probably 

serve as feeding organs, as has been observed to be the case in 

Anoplodactylus (Cole, 1906) and Phoxichilidium (Loman, 1907). 

It seems worth while to call the attention of any who might 

care to investigate the embryology or anatomy of this group to 

the advantages of this species should it continue to appear in 

Vineyard Sound, where it is so readily accessible to the marine 

laboratories at Woods Hole. During the seasons it was observed 

all stages for a study of the embryology and later development 

were present in great abundance, while owing to its transparency, 

it is very favorable for observing the internal anatomy, as well 

as some of the physiological functions of the living animal. The 

peristaltic movements of the intestinal ceca in the legs are easily 

discernible, and our knowledge of the circulation of the blood 

in the pycnogonids has been derived largely from this species. 

The passage of food through the intestine and the extrusion of 

feces has been well described by Loman (1907) in the case of 

Phoxichilidium femoratum.' The question of the circulation 

has been touched upon by a number of observers, being most 

thoroughly considered by Dohrn (1881), but as this author makes 

no mention of earlier writers, it may be well to give here a brief 

résumé of the literature on the subject, together with a few ad- 

ditional observations. 

Johnston (1837, pp. 374 and 379) appears to have been the 

first to mention a circulation of the fluids in the pycnogonid, 

his observations being made on the living ‘“‘Ovithyia coccinea” 

(= Phoxichilidium femoratum). Johnston, however, apparently 

mistook the branching intestine for blood vessels, for he says 

(p. 374): ‘“The circulating system is probably reduced to a single 

vessel which occupies the centre of the thoracic segments, and 

sends a branch to each member or limb, in which the blood has 

an irregular movement, but cannot be said properly to circulate.” 

On p. 379 he adds that ‘there is no heart.’”’ Milne-Edwards, in 

his ‘“‘Histoire naturelle des Crustacés’”’ (1840, p. 531), dismisses 

1 Phoxichilidium femoratum is well known on our coast to the northward of Cape 

Cod. 
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the matter with the statement that there exists ‘‘une circulation 

vague.’ According to de Quatrefages (1845, pp. 75, 76) no 

heart or vascular system exists, but the blood is agitated back 

and forth in part by the movements of the legs and also by the 

muscular movements of the intestine, which he believed to lie 

freely in the internal space of the legs. Van Beneden (1846, pp. 

72, 73), observing a living Nymphon, was the first to make out 

a regular circulation. He states that the blood may be seen to 

flow down one side of a leg and back the other, then into the 

next following leg, and so on to the last pair, after which he 

could not tell what course it takes. On account of the opacity of 

the intestine he could not determine whether there was a heart 

or dorsal vessel present, but he observed a contractile membrane 

at the bases of the legs. (It is probable that what he saw were 

the valves of the heart where that organ extended beyond the 

outline of the intestine.) 

Zenker (1852, pp. 382, 383), also studying Nymphon, was 

apparently the first really to see the heart. He describes it as a 

thin-walled sac with ramifying muscle fibers, the contour being 

most clearly discernible in the region of the last pair of legs. 

Three years later Krohn (1855) published a much fuller descrip- 

tion of the circulation, together with a figure of the heart of 

Endeis spinosus. Hoek (1881a, 18815) described the structure 

of the heart in Colossendeis and certain other forms. According 

to him there are ordinarily three pairs of lateral ostia (the pos- 

terior pair being very close together) except in Pallene brevirosiris, 

which has but two pairs. In the same year Dohrn (1881) pub- 

lished the best description of the structure of the heart and of the 

circulation that has yet been given, his description being based 

principally again on Endeis. He found here two pairs of lateral 

ostia, with commonly, but not always, an unpaired aperture at 

the posterior end. There are no blood vessels aside from the 

heart, but the blood driven out from the anterior end of the 

heart is forced into the proboscis and runs back along the ventral 

side of the body, and from here it flows out into the legs. In 

general the direction of flow is centrifugal on the ventral side 

and centripetal on the dorsal side (except in the proboscis, where 

it is just the reverse). A thin membrane, which supports the 
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intestine, keeps the two streams apart (cf. Fig. 2, sept.). Dohrn’s 

description of the heart agrees very closely with that of Hoek, 

it being an elongated sac with thin muscular walls, which, how- 

Fic. 1. A, apparent change 

in the shape of the heart with 

contraction and expansion, as 

seen when viewed from above 

ina living specimen of Endeis 

spinosus. Solid line, diastole; 

broken line, systole. The ar- 

rows show the course of the 

blood where its streaming 

could be observed; the opacity 

of the intestine and other or- 

gans prevented its being seen 

in other parts. B, a single 

lateral ostium with valve. 

ent. Ti . 
woul Vd 

Fic. 2. Diagrammatic cross-section or the 

body of a pycnogonid through a pair of the 

lateral processes, illustrating the way in which 

the heart contracts: d.b.s., dorsal blood space; 

d.cu., dorsal cuticula; h., lumen of heart; h.w., 

side wall of heart (at diastole); h.w.’, position 

of side wall of heart at systole; int., main lon- 

gitudinal trunk of intestine; int.c., intestinal 

cecum going to leg; sept., transverse horizontal 

septum (at diastole); sept.’, position ot trans- 

verse septum at systole; v.b.s., ventral blood 

space; v.cu., cuticula of ventral side, 2,cu.’, 

posterior edge of underlapping cuticula of the 

preceding segment; v.g., ventral ganglion. 

(Based on the cross-section of a species of Nym- 

phon figured by Dohrn, 1881, pi. 15, fig. 10. 

The ovary, which lies between the intestinal ceca 

and the transverse septum, has been omitted for 

the sake of clearness.) 

ever, do not completely enclose it, the dorsal wall being formed 

by the chitinous integument of the back (cf. Fig. 2). 

In Phoxichilidium femoratum Loman (1907) found that a 

systole of the heart occurred two or three times each second, 

which would be 120 to 180 contractions to the minute. A count 
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of the rate of the heart beat of Endeis spinosus which I made at 

Woods Hole, September 4, 1904, showed 172 contractions per 

minute, the rate slowing down in a short time after the animal 

had been mounted under a cover glass. The next morning other 

specimens showed a rate of 126 to 136 beats per minute. Fig. 1, 

from a rough sketch made at the time, shows the position and 

shape of the heart; the dotted lines indicate the apparent change 

in shape as the muscular side walls contract, and the arrows show 

the direction of observable streaming of the corpuscles in the 

body fluid or blood. It must be remembered that owing to the 

attachment of the side walls to the dorsal integument they must 

be stationary at this point, the contraction of the muscles in the 

side walls tending to draw the sides together further down, thus 

reducing the capacity of the enclosed space (see Fig. 2). It is 

probable that with the alternate contraction and relaxation of 

the heart the transverse septum (sept.), which divides the body 

space into dorsal and ventral chambers, is raised (Fig. 2, sept.) 

and lowered to some extent, which would help to force the blood 

out into the legs at each systole and to draw blood from the legs 

into the pericardial space at the diastole. 

The two pairs of lateral ostia, opposite the lateral processes 

of the body for the attachment of the second and third pairs of 

legs respectively, could be plainly distinguished; the single open- 

ing at the posterior end was somewhat less distinct. The stream- 

ing of the blood cephalad through this portion of the heart left 

no doubt, however, of the existence of such an opening, except 

in one case in which the blood could be seen to move back and 

forth in this region without a definite streaming forward. This 

would seem to confirm Dohrn’s observation that in some cases 

there is no posterior terminal ostium, or at least it appears that 

if it existed in this instance it was closed and not functioning. 

Although, on the whole, there appeared to be a real circulation 

from the body out into the legs and back, this was rendered more 

or less indefinite by the peristaltic contractions of the intestine, 

which imparted a sort of churning motion to the blood and kept 

it moving back and forth. This was especially evident in the 

more expanded femoral joints; in the basal parts of the leg and 

in the tibia a more definite streaming could be observed. The 
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contractions of the intestinal ceca in the legs are more or less 

irregular. There were usually a few (two to four) peristaltic 

waves in one direction, and then they would change and go the 

opposite way for an equal time. In some cases the contraction 

appeared to start at one point and pass from there in both direc- 

tions along the intestine. Inaspecimen which had been mounted 

for some time under a cover glass these peristalses recurred at 

intervals of two or three seconds. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPERMATOPHORES OF 

AMBYSTOMA PUNCTATUM. 

BERTRAM G. SMITH. 

Since the recent paper of Wright and Allen (’09) has again 

directed attention to the breeding habits of Ambystoma puncta- 

ium, it has occurred to me that a more careful description of the 

spermatophores than has yet been given might be of value in a 

comparative survey of the habits of the urodeles. No adequate 

figures of these spermatophores have yet been published. 

The spermatophores of Ambystoma punctatum studied by me 

at Ann Arbor (Smith, ’07) were not freshly deposited, and were 

not in the best possible structural condition for study; hence 

only a brief description, illustrated by a photograph, was at- 

tempted. Since then I have been able to study these structures 

in abundance under the best possible conditions. As evidence 

that the spermatophores were freshly deposited, there may be 

cited the fact that the spermatozoa of some of them were found 

to be active when examined in the laboratory seven hours after 

their collection. The results of this study have confirmed the 

description previously given by me, in regard to distribution and 

general structure, but have revealed the common occurrence of 

compound spermatophores, a condition previously unnoticed. 

In the early spring of 1909, when the snow had nearly all dis- 

appeared, I found specimens of Ambystoma punctatum and A. 

jeffersonianum, under rocks on the hillside near ‘“Branchipus 

Pond,” about two miles from the campus of Syracuse University. 

The study of the habits of these animals was undertaken in 

order, if possible, to determine by direct observation the exact 

procedure in the process of fertilization by means of spermato- 

phores in the case of A. punciatum, and to obtain data in regard 

to A. jeffersonianum, in which the manner of fertilization is 

entirely a matter of conjecture. 

Conditions made it impossible to keep a very close watch of 

the pond during the breeding season, and the abruptness of the 

weather changes caused me to miss the few opportunities for direct 
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observation of the activites of the animals in the field, by means 

‘of a lantern at night. Specimens of both sexes were. trans- 

ported to the laboratory and kept under observation in aquaria; . 

several males of A. punctatum, and one of A. jeffersonianum, 

deposited masses of seminal fluid on the floor of the aquarium, 

but nothing resembling the formation of true spermatophores 

occurred. The largest of these masses was nearly 2 cm. long, 

and the quantity of sperm deposited by each individual was 

amply sufficient to form a group of spermatophores. The be- 

havior of the sexes toward each other presented nothing that 

could be interpreted as normal breeding behavior. 

In the pond large numbers of spermatophores were deposited, 

and these were carefully studied, both 7m situ and in the labora- 

tory; but all the specimens collected were identified, with con- 

siderable certainty, as the product of A. punciatum. The failure 

to solve the main problems caused me to lay my notes and draw- 

ings aside, awaiting an opportunity to continue the investigation; 

but the conclusive results of Wright and Allen (’09) have made 

this unnecessary so far as regards A. punctatum. 

Identification of Species—The fact that A. jeffersonianum 

occurs, though less abundantly, in the same region with A. punc- 

tatum made necessary a determination of the species of the sper- 

matophores found. The only available method seemed to be 

through a study of the spermatozoa. The material available 

consisted of spermatozoa from a considerable number of individ- 

uals of A. punctatum, taken both at Syracuse and at Ann Arbor, 

and spermatozoa from one specimen of A. jeffersonianum, taken 

at Syracuse. Material from each individual was fixed by a 

variety of methods, stained, mounted and carefully measured 

under high powers of the microscope. The average measure- 

ments were as follows: 

Acrosome Head. Middle Piece. Tail. Total Length. 

YANG -POHBADIOO® cupebes Bite ea ok 20 fl II16/ 15.0 4 A480 [4 631.0 4 

A. jeffersonianum......... 17 II4/ II.3 348 le 490.3 /- . 

It will be seen that the sperm of A. jeffersonianum is in general 

shorter than that of A. punctatum. The middle piece is most 

easily and accurately measured, and affords the readiest means 
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of differentiating the two species. The range of variation in 

the length of the middle piece of A. punctatum (in several in- 

dividuals) is 14 ¢-16/; in A. jeffersonianum (in one individual) 

11.2 #—-I1.9 

The fact that only one individual of A. jeffersonianum was 

considered of course militates against the acceptance of these 

results as absolutely conclusive; but since material was taken 

from several individuals of A. punctatum, and in all of these 

there was a decided difference from the results obtained from the 

single individual of A. jeffersonianum, it is highly probable that 

the species may be distinguished in this way. 

Spermatozoa were then taken from a dozen or more spermato- 

phores, each from a different group and presumably deposited 

by a different individual. This material was treated precisely 

as in the case of the spermatozoa described above. Somewhat 

to my surprise and disappointment, all the specimens conformed 

to the dimensions of the sperm of A. punctatum. 

Structure of the Spermatophores.—Two general types of sperma- 

tophores are recognizable: simple and compound. The com- 

pound spermatophores may be roughly divided into the vertically 

serial, and the Y-shaped types, the former by far the most com- 

mon; but both these conditions may be found combined in one 

compound spermatophore. 

A spermatophore of the simple type is aeseoea in Figs 9: 

It consists of an expanded hummocky base and a stout stalk, 

of very clear, transparent, gelatinous material, surmounted by 

a dome-shaped mass of snowy-white seminal fluid. 

While to the naked eye the stalk of a simple spermatophore 

is perfectly clear, under a low power of the microscope it is seen 

to possess a delicate network of fibrous material. Under high 

power this is found to be made up of sparsely distributed sperma- 

tozoa, interlaced to form a meshwork. In some spermatophores 

the strands of this network assume considerable regularity. 

There may be distinguished regular parallel strands extending 

in the direction of the axis of the stalk, distributed at about 

equal intervals through its substance; these strands are connected 

by more irregular cross-strands. 

Evidently a few spermatozoa are present in the cloaca at the 

a = 
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time when the stalk of the spermatophore is laid down, and these 

spermatozoa owe the regularity of their distribution to the 

papillated ridges of the cloaca. 

For comparison a drawing (Fig. 2) of a spermatophore of 

Diémyctylus viridescens, obtained from a specimen in captivity, 

is placed alongside the figure of the simple spermatophore of 

Fic. 1. Camera drawing of simple spermatophore of Ambystoma punctatum, 

xX 5. In this and in the following figures the blackened portion is in nature snowy 

white. 

Fic. 2. Camera drawing of a spermatophore of Diémyctylus viridescens, X 5. 

Ambystoma punctatum. (The spermatophore of Dzémyctvlus 

has been previously described and figured by Jordan, ’93.) 

Several spermatophores of Diémyctylus viridescens were avail- 

able for this study, but none of these differed essentially from 

the one figured. The average dimensions of twelve simple sper- 

matophores of Ambystoma punctatum taken at random, and of 

two uninjured spermatophores of Diémyctylus viridescens, are 

as follows: 
2 Total Longest Diameter Smallest Diameter Breadth. 

Height. of Sperm Mass. of Stalk. 

A. punctatum..... 6.2 mm. 3.7 mm. 2.5 mm. 6.4 mm. 

D. viridescens..... St0s Daiss  £% pct LAY) 7 

The simplest and most common case of compound spermato- 

phore is that in which one spermatophore is deposited directly 

on top of another (see Fig. 3). In the process of deposition of 

the second spermatophore the sperm ball of the first one is 

crushed into the form of an inverted cup covering the stalk of the 

first, and the sides of this cup are stamped with a characteristic 
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pattern by the fluted surface of the cloaca. This pattern re- 

minds one of the fainter meshwork seen with the aid of a micro- 

scope in the stalk of a simple spermatophore. 

By an increase in the number of spermatophores arranged in 

a vertical series we obtain the extreme form of the serial type 

shown in Fig. 4, which is made up of six simple spermatophores. 

Fics. 3, 4 and 5. Compound spermatophores of Ambystoma punctatum. All 

the figures are camera drawings, 5. 

Fic. 3. Compound spermatophore consisting of two simple spermatophores, 

one superimposed on the other. , 

Fic. 4. Compound spermatophore of the vertical-serial type. 

Fic. 5. Simplest case of the V-shaped type. 

Somewhat rarely, compound spermatophores of the Y-shaped 

type (Fig. 5) are found. These are apparently formed by the 

deposition of one spermatophore on the side of the stalk of an- 

other. In several cases noted, one arm of the Y-shaped stalk 

was again compound, consisting of two or more spermatophores 

in series. | 
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Compound spermatophores are not all so regular in form as 

those figured. Sometimes successive spermatophores are packed 

together so closely that is it difficult to distinguish individuals 

in the complex; but while the first impression obtained from some 

of these spermatophores was that of great irregularity, closer 

study showed that all of them might be reduced to the vertical- 

serial type, the Y-shaped type, or a combination of these. 

Some of the sperm masses of the simple spermatophores, or 

the terminal one in the case of a compound spermatophore, were 

found considerably frayed as if from being taken up into the 

cloaca of a female; rarely, the entire ball of sperm was missing. 

It is of course possible that either condition might be accidental. 

In one hundred spermatophores taken at random, the number 

of each kind was as follows: 

TEA SUTE Pp Leatysie eeeseNiernie pen sceneie ein chtetace usta uel ane aoa la dn maya Uy 23 

PA CoOmpPounds, CwOunmventicallisemesmernryc aie sei asa a suet escapee es 45 

3. Compound, more than two in vertical series................-.. aI 

4. Y-shaped, or combination of this type rouiifslalu (23) ko ter (3) ee ae we ee tty aE 

ADO cl dete at eat BML cion cet a Nai vor ery Gi alice alg eeltidte wiseanena i cheesy alan Meal ease 100 

In none of the spermatophores examined was there any ap- 

proach to the complexity of structure shown in European urodeles 

by Zeller (05). Zeller’s drawings appear to me highly conven- 

tionalized. 

Discussion.— Of the various kinds of spermatophores of 

Ambystoma punctatum, the simple type is functionally the most 

perfect; yet even this is not so highly differentiated and struc- . 

turally so well adapted for its purpose as the spermatophore of 

Diemyctylus viridescens. In case the of Diémyctylus, I have seen 

almost the-entire ball of sperm removed from the very slender 

stalk by the female cloaca. In Ambystoma, on account of the 

thickness of the stalk affording a large surface for contact with 

the mass of spermatozoa, this would be more difficult, and ac- 

cording to the observations of Wright and Allen (’09) does not 

occur —only a very few sperms, comparatively, are detached 

and retained by the cloaca. 

The only mention of compound spermatophores that I find in 

the literature is in the case of the axolotl, described by Gasco 

(81). While in many cases the spermatophores deposited were 
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single, in one case the male was observed to return repeatedly, 

at intervals of several minutes, to the same spermatophore and 

deposit another on top of it, thus building up a compound sper- 

matophore consisting of seven simple spermatophores. Whether 

the compound spermatophore of Ambystoma punctatum is built 

up in this way I have no means of deciding; it would seem quite 

as probable that the spermatophores were deposited in rapid 

succession, while the animal remained in one place —a condition 

not far removed from what occurs in external fertilization, in 

which a large amount of seminal fluid is discharged at once. 

In any case it is difficult to see that any advantage is gained by 

depositing one spermatophore on top of another and thereby 

destroying the efficiency of the one previously deposited. As 

already noted in the case of Ambystoma punctatum, the spermato- 

zoa of these spermatophores retain their vitality in water for 

many hours. The formation of compound spermatophores of 

the vertical-serial type seems to me a useless and wasteful pro- 

cedure, and the large proportion of such spermatophores indicates 

that the spermatophore-forming habit is not highly evolved nor 

perfectly adapted to its purpose. 

In my previous paper (Smith, ’07) on the breeding habits of 

Ambystoma punctatum, I ventured the prediction, based on the 

large number of spermatophores and the manner of their distri- 

bution, that the behavior of the adults in the fertilization process 

would be found to be simpler than in the case of Diémyctylus 

viridescens. In the latter case only a very few spermatophores 

are formed by each male, and particular safeguards are necessary 

in order to insure the delivery of at least one of them to the fe- 

male cloaca; these safeguards are furnished by the complicated 

but definite series of acts on the part of the adults which precedes 

and conditions the deposition of a spermatophore. Just as in 

the higher vertebrates economy of egg production is correlated 

with care of the young, so in Diémyctylus economy in the pro- 

duction of spermatophores is accompanied by a considerable 

amount of certainty as to their fate. This prediction as to the 

relative simplicity of the behavior of the adults of Ambystoma 

punctatum, the recent observations of Wright and Allen (’o9) 

have abundantly justified. In the light of the observations on 
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the structure of the spermatophores recorded in the present 

paper, we can go further and say that the entire process of secur- 

ing fertilization by means of spermatophores is in Ambystoma 

punctatum more primitive, less highly adapted to secure its ob- 

ject with economy of material, than in Diémyctylus viridescens. 
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Ill. BY=LAWS OF THE CORPORATION sen 
THE MARINE” BIOLOGICAL REABOR Ai Oka 

I. The annual meeting of the members shall be held on the second 

Tuesday in August, at the Laboratory, in Woods Hole, Mass., at 12 

o’clock noon, in each year, and at such meeting the members shall 

choose by ballot a Treasurer and a Clerk, who shall be, ex officio, 

members of the Board of Trustees, and Trustees as hereinafter pro- 

vided. At the annual meeting to be held in 1897, not more than 

twenty-four Trustees shall be chosen, who shall be divided into four 

classes, to serve one, two, three, and four years, respectively, and 

thereafter not more than eight Trustees shall be chosen annually for 

the term of four years. These officers shall hold their respective 

offices until others are chosen and qualified in their stead. The Direc- 

tor and Assistant Director, who shall be chosen by the Trustees, shall 

also be Trustees, ex officio. 

II. Special meetings of the members may be called by the Trustees, 

to be held in Boston or in Woods Hole at such time and place as may 

be designated. 

III. The Clerk shall give notice of meetings of the members by 

publication in some daily newspaper published in Boston at least 

fifteen days before such meeting, and in case of a special meeting 

the notice shall state the purpose for which it is called. 

IV. Twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum at any meeting. 

V. The Trustees shall have the control and management of the 

affairs of the Corporation; they shall present a report of its condition 

at every annual meeting; they shall elect one of their number Presi- 

dent and may choose such other officers and agents as they may think 

best; they may fix the compensation and define the duties of all the 

officers and agents; and may femove them, or any of them, except 

those chosen by the members, at any time; they may fill vacancies 

occurring in any manner in their own number or in any of the offices. 

They shall from time to time elect members to the Corporation upon 

such terms and conditions as they may think best. 

VI. Meetings of the Trustees shall be called by the President, or 

by any two Trustees, and the Secretary shall give notice thereof by 
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written or printed notice sent to each Trustee by mail, postpaid. 

Seven Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi- 

ness. The Board of Trustees shall have power to choose an Execu- 

tive Committee from their own number, and to delegate to such Com- 

mittee such of their own powers as they may deem expedient. 

VII. The President shall annually appoint two Trustees, who shall 

constitute a committee on finance, to examine from time to time the 

books and accounts of the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts at the 

close of the year. No investments of the funds of the Corporation 

shall be made by the Treasurer except approved by the finance com- 

mittee in writing. 

VIII. The consent of every Trustee shall be necessary to a dissolu- 

tion of the Marine Biological Laboratory. In case of dissolution, the 

property shall be given to the Boston Society of Natural History, or 

some similar public institution, on such terms as may then be agreed 

upon. 

IX. These By-Laws may be altered at any meeting of the Trustees, 

provided that the notice of such meeting shall state that an alteration 

of the By-Laws will be acted upon. 

X. Any member in good standing may vote at any meeting, either 

in person or by proxy duly executed. 



IV.) REPORT OF. Tie Res Tihs 

In making their last annual report the trustees had to announce, 

with deep regret, the retirement of Professor Whitman from the 

directorship of the laboratory. As was stated in that report, Pro- 

fessor Whitman was succeeded, in August, 1909, by Professor 

Frank R. Lillie, whose annual report is submitted herewith. At 

the same time Professor Gilman A. Drew was appointed to 

succeed Professor Lillie as Assistant Director. The trustees 

desire to express their satisfaction that the high ideals of work 

and the spirit of codperative endeavor, which the laboratory has 

so long striven to uphold, have been fully maintained, and that 

the institution has every reason to look hopefully to the future. 

The trustees announce with much pleasure that the plans look- 

ing towards the construction of a new and permanent laboratory 

building have in the past year made substantial progress. At the 

Baltimore meeting, in December, 1908, was announced a gift from 

the President of the Board of Trustees, Mr. Charles R. Crane, 

for the purchase of additional land at Woods Hole with a view 

to the future erection of such a laboratory building. With the 

approval of the donor, the fund thus acquired was used for the 

purchase of the tract known as the “ Kidder lot,” lying between 

the stone building and the street on which the original laboratory 

building faces. At the August meeting in 1909 Mr. Coolidge 

offered to prepare a tentative plan for a permanent fire-proof 

building, to be erected on this site, and a committee of the trustees 

was appointed to secure suggestions and details incident to the 

preparation of this plan, and to codperate with the Corporation 

committee on building. At the Boston meeting, in December, 

1909, a new committee was appointed to carry on this work, and 

it is hoped that during the present year the plans may take 

definite shape. 

The time has come when the laboratory should be provided 

with a building or buildings commensurate with the extent and 
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importance of the work in which it is engaged, and which will not 

suffer by comparison with the laboratories of other institutions of 

similar aim. The steady expansion of our work in past years has 

from time to time made imperative the construction of new build- 

ings; and that these have fulfilled their purpose is abundantly 

demonstrated by the work that has been done in them. Owing to 

financial limitations, however, most of these buildings were of a 

flimsy and temporary character, sometimes erected in haste to 

meet an immediate and pressing need; and they are not only in 

themselves imperfectly adapted to their purpose but have often 

called forth expressions of astonishment from foreign and other 

visitors that so much could have been accomplished with accom- 

modations so primitive. The cramped and often noisy working 

quarters, the unsteady foundations, imperfect equipment and 

inflammable nature of these buildings impress every worker and 

visitor at the laboratory ; and nothing is plainer than the need of a 

substantial, well equipped, safe and dignified new laboratory to 

form the principal center of the work at Woods Hole. The 

acquisition of a suitable site for this purpose is an important 

forward step, and the generous offer of Mr. Coolidge places the 

project before us in concrete form. It is the earnest hope of the 

trustees that the means may soon be found for carrying out the 

plans that are now being formulated; and it is their belief that 

when this has been done the laboratory will enter upon a new 

period of development that contains great possibilities of 

usefulness. 
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To THE TRUSTEES OF THE MARINE BIoLocicAL LABORATORY. 

Gentlemen; I have the honor to submit herewith a report on the 

work of the twenty-second session of the Marine Biological 

Laboratory for the year 1909. The year has been a successful 

one as measured by the growth of all departments, by the genuine 

and hearty cooperation of naturalists and institutions, and by the 

increase in our resources. If any confirmation were needed of 

the necessity and value of the work of the Laboratory, this year 

has furnished it. . 
Trustees—At the regular summer meeting of the corporation, 

the following new members were elected to the board of trustees: 

Nathaniel L. Britton, Director-in-Chief of the New York 
Botanical Garden, Alfred G. Mayer, Director of the Marine 

Laboratory of the’Carnegie Institution, and George Lefevre, Pro- 

fessor of Zoology in the University of Missouri. The board is 

to be congratulated on the accession of these gentlemen to its 

membership, which is now complete, consisting of thirty-two 

regular members and four members e- officio. 

Staff—tThe staff of investigation and instruction in 1909 com- 

prised twenty-seven members, representing seventeen universities 

and colleges. There was no change in heads of departments; but 

a new course was offered by Professor Edward G. Spaulding on 

“Philosophical Aspects of Biology and Allied Sciences,” which 

aroused much interest. The members of the staff of. investiga- 

tion rendered their services free. 

The work of organizing the library on a more effective basis 

received a great impetus owing to the efforts of the librarian, Dr. 

Knower. It is becoming increasingly important that more funds 

should be devoted to the purchase of books. There is no question 

that the enlargement of our library will greatly strengthen our 

position with the scientific public. 

Attendance.—The total attendance in 1909 was 129 as against 

Too in 1908. Of this number 66 were investigators and 63 stu- 
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dents. The gain was divided almost equally between investigators 

and students, fourteen of the former and fifteen of the latter. 

The class of beginning investigators alone showed a gain of Io, 

16 in 1909 as against 6 in 1908. This was one of the most 

encouraging features of the session. We should continue our 

efforts to increase the attendance of this class of workers, because 

it is one of the most important functions of our Laboratory to 

assist in the making of investigators; and because those who are 

to succeed us in the work of advancing our science and in the 

management of the Laboratory are represented by the younger 

investigators of to-day. 

Subscribing Institutions—The number of subscribing institu- 

tions was 19 in 1909 as against 17 in 1908; Princeton University, 

Oberlin College, and the University of Missouri were new, and 

we hope permanent, accessions. We are still, however, far from 

having reached the limit of growth in this respect and we may 

confidently expect new additions. A committee of the board is 

now engaged in correspondence with institutions on this subject. 

Donations —The president of the board has again provided for 

the deficit in running expenses. He has also presented the 

Laboratory with a large piece of land having 157 feet of frontage 

on the main street and more than twice that on East Street, which 

unites our two main holdings and forms an ideal site for the 

erection of future permanent buildings. 

Supply Department—The business of the Supply Department 

continues to grow in a satisfactory manner; it has been neces- 

sary to furnish Mr. Gray with two assistant collectors during the 

year instead of one as formerly, and a bookkeeper is also employed © 

throughout the year, but the growth of the business has been 

more than sufficient to pay for the additional expense involved. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to the board of 

trustees for their hearty support and to the members of the staff 

for their loyal codperation in the work of the Laboratory. 

There are appended as parts of this report (1) a list of the 

staff, (2) the names of subscribing institutions, (3) lists of 

investigators and students in attendance, (4) a comparative 

tabular view of attendance, (5) the evening lectures, (6) a list 

of members of the Corporation. 



THE STAFF, 1909 

F. R. LILLIE, Director, 

fessor of Embryology, University of Chicago. 

GILMAN A. DREW, Assistant Director, 

Profesor of Biology, University of Maine. 

ZOOLOGY 

I. INVESTIGATION 

ZoGdlogy and Embryology 

CONKLIN.........Professor of Zodlogy, Princeton Univer- 

4 sity. 

_ Drew.......Professor of Biology, University of Maine. 

| Ross G. “|saRISON.......Professor of Comparative Anatomy, Yale 

University. 

...Professor of Zodlogy, University of Mis- 

souri. 

_...Associate Professor of Anatomy, Johns 

Hopkins University. 

/ILLIE........Professor of Embryology, University of 

Chicago. 

NTGOMERY, JR.Professor of Zodlogy, University of Penn- 

sylvania. 

N...........Professor of Zoology, Columbia University. 

(Absent in 1909.) 

II, INSTRUCTION 

=.» C. Curtis...Professor of Zodlogy, University of Mis- 

K souri. 

opps........Fellow in Zodlogy, University of Pennsyl- 

; vania. 

MEARSE...........Mmstructor in Zoology, eee of 

3 Re aa Michigan. 

Joun W. Scorr.........Westport High School, Kansas City. 
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Henry J. SPENCER 

Epwarp FE. WILDMAN.... 

GILMAN A. 

LoRANDE L. 

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 

Assistant in Zodlogy, Columbia University. 

Central High School, Philadelphia. 

EMBRYOLOGY 

I. INVESTIGATION. (See Zodlogy) 

DREW oe ishele 

WOODRUFF. . 

WILLIAM FE. KELLICOTT.. 

Rosert A. BUDINGTON... 

ALBERT P. MATHEWS.... 

RRS NE retest een es) ee 

1B IBLE, INGUIN S boos Se be 

FRANK P. KNOWLTON.... 

II, INSTRUCTION 

Professor of Biology, University of Mai 

Assistant Professor of Biology, Yz 

versity. 

Professor of Biology, Woman’s Col‘ 

Baltimore. 

Associate Professor of Zoology, Oberlin 

College. : 

PHYSIOLOGY 

I. INVESTIGATION 

Professor of Physiological Chemistry, Uni- 

versity of Chicago. 

Instructor in Comparative Physiology, Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania. 

II, INSTRUCTION 

Professor of Zoology, University of Texas. 

Professor of Physiology, Syracuse Uni- 

versity. 

Instructor in Physiology, University of 

Chicago. 

PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY AND ALLIED 
SCIENCES 

LECTURES 

Epwarp G. SpauLpinG... Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Prince- 

GeorGE T. Moore....... 

Henry KRAEMER........ 

IM ey, PBIOMIASS 5d aeacos 

GeEorGE R. LYMAN....... 

ton University. 

BOTANY 

Professor of Plant Physiology and Applied 

Botany, Washington University. 

Professor of Botany and Pharmacognosy, 

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. 

Professor of Botany, Wabash College. 

Assistant Professor of Botany, Dartmouth 

College. 
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LIBRARY 

......Associate in Anatomy, Johns Hopkins Uni- 

versity, Librarian. 

......Instructor in Anatomy, Columbia Univer- 
sity, Chemist 

RUN Ae. 25 curator or supply: Department: 

HRAMM......... Wabash College, Collector in Botany. 

EDR AA...) Cockswain, 

ay 



INVESTIGATORS 

1909 

OCCUPYING ROOMS 

1. ZOOLOGY 

Avptson, W. H. F., University of Pennsylvania. 

BECKWITH, Cora J., Instructor in Biology, Vassar College. 

BenTLEY, Manpison, Assistant Professor of Psychology, Cornell University. 

Bupineton, Ropert A., Associate Professor of Zodlogy, Oberlin College. 

Ciark, Extot R., Instructor in Anatomy, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

Conxuin, E. G., Professor of Zoology, Princeton University. 

Curtis, W. C., Professor of Zodlogy, University of Missouri. 

Dopps, GIDEON S., Fellow in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania. 

Drew, Gitman A., Professor of Biology, University of Maine. 

GoLpFArB, A. J., Investigator, Columbia University. 

GUDERNATSCH, J. F., Instructor in Embryology and Experimental Morphology, 

Cornell University Medical School, New York City. 

Harrison, Ross G., Bronson Professor of Comparative Anatomy, Yale Uni- 

versity. 

Harvey, B. C. H., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, University of Chicago. 

KeLiicott, WiLLiAM E., Professor of Biology, Woman’s College, Baltimore. 

Kine, Hetren D., Assistant in Anatomy, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and 

and Biology. 

KIRKHAM, WILLIAM B., Instructor in Biology, Yale University. 

Knower, H. McE., University of Toronto. 

LEFEVRE, GEORGE, Professor of Zodlogy, University of Missouri. 

Litiigz, FranK R., Professor of Embryology, University of Chicago. 

Lewis, Warren H., Associate Professor of Anatomy, Johns Hopkins Uni- 

versity. 

McDonoueH, JAMes, Decatur IIl. 

McGi11, Carorine, Instructor in Anatomy, University of Missouri. 

Mayer, ALFRED G., Carnegie Institution, Washington, D. C. 

Montcomery, TuHos. H., Jr., Professor of Zoology, University of Pennsylvania. 

Morean, T. H., Professor of Experimental Zodlogy, Columbia University. 

Morritt, C. V., Lecturer in Histology and Embryology, Syracuse University. 

Murgacu, Louis, Central High School, Detroit, Mich. 

Payne, FERNANDUS, University of Indiana. 

Pearse, A. S., Instructor in Zodlogy, University of Michigan. 

QuacKENnBUSH, L. S., Columbia University. 

Ricketts, H. T., Assistant Professor of Pathology, University of Chicago. 

Scott, Joun W., Westport High School, Kansas City, Mo. 

Spencer, Henry J., Assistant in Zodlogy, Columbia University. 

StocKarD, CHARLES R., Assistant Professor of Embryology and Comparative 

Anatomy, Cornell Medical School. 
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STRONG, OLiver S., Instructor in Anatomy, Columbia University. 

Witpman, Epwarp E., Central High School, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Witson, E. B., Professor of Zodlogy, Columbia University. 

Wooovrurr, L. L., Assistant Professor of Biology, Yale University. 

YERKES, Rozsert M., Professor of Comparative Psychology, Harvard University. 

2. PHYSIOLOGY 

Brapvtey, Haroitp C., Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry, Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin. 

BunzeL, H. H., University of Chicago. 

Know ton, FranK P., Professor of Physiology, Syracuse University. 

Lituiz, R. S., Instructor in Physiological Zodlogy, University of Pennsylvania. 

Matuews, AtsBert P., Professor of Physiological Chemistry, University of 

Chicago. 

Newman, H. H., Professor of Zoology, University of Texas. 

Pike, FranKk H., Instructor in Physiology, University of Chicago. 

3. BOTANY 

KRAEMER, Henry, Professor of Botany and Pharmacognosy, Philadelphia Col- 

lege of Pharmacy. 

Lyman, Georce R., Assistant Professor of Botany, Dartmouth College. 

Moore, Georce T., Professor of Plant Physiology and Applied Botany, Wash- 

ington University, St. Louis. 

Tuomas, Mason B., Professor of Botany, Wabash College. 

OCCUPYING TABLES 

1. ZOOLOGY 

Boonsz, W. D., University of Missouri. 

Bracc, LuTHER C., Assistant Entomologist, Agricultural College, Fort Collins, 

Colo. 

Browne, EtHet N., Instructor in Mathematics and Science, Bennett School, 

Millbrook, New York. 

CarTER, J. L., University of Missouri. 

CHIDESTER, FLoyp E., Instructor in Biology, DePauw University. 

Epwarps, Dayton J., Tutor in Natural History, College of the City of New 

York. 

Grave, B. H., Associate Professor of Zodlogy, Earlham College, Richmond, 

Indiana. 

Harvey, E. Newton, Columbia University. 

Linton, ELeanor A., Smith College. 

McKissen, Paut §S., University of Chicago. 

SHorEyY, Martan L., Professor of Biology, Milwaukee-Downer College. 

THOMPSON, CRYSTAL, University of Michigan. 

SPOONER, GEORGINA B., Columbia University. 

WattaAce, Epitu M., Instructor in Zoology, University of Maine. 

2. PHYSIOLOGY 

Hucues, Winona A., Instructor in Chemistry, Mount Holyoke College. 

TINKHAM, FLORENCE L., 56 Temple Street, Springfield, Mass. 



15. 

16. 

21. 

SlUDENTS 

1909 

INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY 

AxpBotT, Marcaret B., 413 W. Front Street, Plainfield, Mass. 

ANDERSON, SARAH R., Readville, Mass., c/o A. L. Rotch. 

Bayer, M. ErizasetH, Woman’s College, Baltimore. 

Bett, Maset, Woman's College, Baltimore. 

Bryan, Mary M., Teacher, Mary Institute, St. Louis, Mo. 

CLARKE, HeLten Dorotuy, 1 Autumn St., Fenway, Boston, Mass. 

FARMER, CHESTER J., Teaching Fellow in Biological Chemistry, Harvard 

Medical School. 

FARNHAM, CHARLOTTE, Instructor in Biology, High School, Poughkeepsie. 

. Forses. W. T. M., Fellow, Clark University. 

FRANKLIN, GrorcGeE Dwicut, Assistant in Zoology, American Museum of 

Natural History. 

GANNETT, CHARLOTTE K., Vassar College. 

. GanneETT, Lewis STILES, University of Rochester. 

. GrtMoreE, RaLtpH J., Instructor, Lehigh University. 

. GOLDBERGER, JoSEPH, Assistant Surgeon, Hygienic Laboratory, Washington. 

IsreLey, F. B., Instructor in Biology, University of Oklahoma. 

Just, Ernest E., Instructor, Howard University. 

. LEAviITT, GEORGE C., University of Maine. 

. LEoNARD, Heten A., Vassar College. 

. NicHotson, Mary, Western College, Oxford, Ohio. 

. Ozer, Marton K., High School, Katonah, N. Y. 

OcpEN, Haroxp B., Instructor, Park College, Parkville, Mo. 

OsBorNnE, FRANK J., University of Rochester. 

. Metten, Ipa M., Brooklyn, New York. 

. Pettipone, C. J. V., Research Assistant Biological Chemistry, Harvard 

Medical School. 

. Prentiss, HENRIETTA, Instructor in Zodlogy, Normal College, New York City. 

. Repettnes, Lesitre H., Northwestern University. 

. Retp, CHarves D. Jr.,. Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

. Root, Francts M., Oberlin College. 

. Ruso, Apa, Laboratory Assistant, Oberlin College. 

RUSSELL, FREDERICK F., Curator Army Medical Museum, Washington, D. C. 

. SHOWALTER, BENJAMIN R., Steele High School, Dayton, Ohio. 

STERLING, EUGENIE, 1129 Louisiana St., Lawrence, Kansas. 

. Stockinc, RutH J., Woman’s College, Baltimore. 

WEtts, Laura P., Mount Holyoke College. 

. WarTERS, FLorence A., Smith College. 

Wricut, Atsert H., Instructor in Zodlogy, Cornell University. 
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EMBRYOLOGY 

. ARMINGTON, SARAH R., Ingleside School, New Milford, Conn. 

. CrarK, Mary A., Instructor, Mount Holyoke College. 

. Dawson, Ava B., 97 Mountfort St., Boston, Mass. 

. Day, Lucy W., Laboratory Assistant, Mount Holyoke College. 

. Fercuson, J. S., Assistant Professor of Histology, Cornell Medical School. 

. Hort, Carorine M., Instructor in Zodlogy, Wellesley College. 

. Howranp, RutH B., Sweet Briar College, Va. 

. PACKARD, CHARLES, Instructor in Biology, Williams College. 

. REINKE, Epwin E., 116 South New Street, Bethlehem, Pa. 

. Romine, A. P., Instructor in Zodlogy, State Normal School, Bellingham 

Wash. 

SMITH, Bertram G,, Instructor in Zodlogy, University of Wisconsin. 

Tompkins, ErizasetH M., White Plains High School, New York. 

PHYSIOLOGY 

1. Carr, Emma P., University of Chicago. 

nm & WwW Wb 

. Hayes, CuHartes H., Professor of Christian Apologetics, General Theologi- 

cal Seminary, New York City. 

Hayes, SAMUEL P., Professor of Psychology, Mount Holyoke College. 

. Ives, Jupson D., Instructor in Biology, Wake Forest College, N. C. 

. Pett, Epitra A., 306 Clifton Avenue, Newark, N. J. 

. Raymonp, Epwarp H., 568 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 

. SEELEY, Louise H., Jersey City High School, N. J. 

. STEWART, Frances E., 414 N. Normal Park Way, Chicago, III. 

BOTANY 

Hesrer, Lex R., Wabash College. 

. JENNISON, Harry M., Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst. 

. Patce, Beryt H., Mount Holyoke College. 

. SCHOONOVER, ExizapeTtH H., Smith College. 

. SPALDING, CAROLINE, Wellesley College. 

. Taytor, ARTHUR W., Teacher, Salem, Mass. 



TABULAR VIEW OF AlTENDANCE 

1907 1908 1909 
INVESTIGATORS L otall Wo tiiue cies nee oo jek 60 52 66 

Occupying Rooms 

ZOO OLY, Peeves trees > hee eee ee a2 32 39 

Phy stolosy. « jece. vist tes Meet eon ele 8 6 Fi 

Oba ty aia ras cies aden tehe nade Make Meee 10 8 4 

Occupying Tables 

PASO Gry he ena ix evoke Se cot cee ht he 9 6 14 

Phy Stoll gry: 2123 craps, iter «10 hs Pe I 2 

SMUMDNUS SIGH) odo cnsosceeeacbeen se 47 48 63 

LONG R Se see t ce A enact era 34 19 36 

mbry ology. soe ce sik ob ee eeio chr 15 12 

iy St OLO Ry careseusicnn cretctenere otucreeet sietetane 4 3 9 

POLAT. coe chet eis ie aces peer oes ere 9 II 6 

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES REPRESENTED. 47 51 47 

TaVESUISAGORS® aw atu ce anne Pe eee 26 25 27 

Studenlisic-2-o..2h cissipaan ere ere ans 21 26 20 

ScHOOLS REPRESENTED ¢24s55 3.0 oo eens 12 5 14 

TnVestigatOus tatsek ne cals see eiomis eke 4 2 6 

Studlemtsn suk icc: 6 Sanne eset ac sau ates 7) 3 II 
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SUBSCRIBING INSTITUTIONS, 10909 

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, PHILADELPHIA. 

Mount Hotyoxe CoLtece. 

ROCHESTER UNIVERSITY. 

SMITH COLLEGE. 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. 

CoLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 

UINIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

VASSAR COLLEGE. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

WELLESLEY COLLEGE. 

UNIVERSITY oF Missouri. 

WIsTAR INSTITUTE OF ANATOMY AND BIOLOGY. 

WoMAN’s COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE. 

YALE UNIVERSITY. 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. 

VASSAR BROTHERS’ INSTITUTE. 

NorRTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY. 

OBERLIN COLLEGE. 

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS WOMAN’S TABLE SUPPORTED 

RoBINSON. 

LucreETIA CROCKER SCHOLARSHIP, Boston PusLic SCHOOLS. 
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EVENING LECTURES, 1909 

iy Ee MOR GAIN ener a “ Mendelian Inheritance of Coat and 

Eye Color in Mice” ........ July 6. 
AAD APO VUA TELE WiSiertern el aeiere “The Mechanism of Some Proto- 

plasmic Combustions” ....... July 9. 

Ross G. HARRISON....... “ Protoplasmic Movement as a Fac- 

tor in the Development of the 

INGGV CUS eSyStenl s.r eines July 13. 

CyB: DAVENPORT: 2 see “Variation in Dominance” ..... July 16. 

Henry KRAEMER........ “Experiments on the Modification 

OL Color ie lantsm re 4 sae July 23. 

T. H. Montcomery, Jr...“ Architectural Habits of Spiders” July 27. 

Wile, RO Wier tek cena “The Role of External Factors in 

Variation and Heredity” .... July 29. 

EER INE WAGAN Swern .. A Unique Form of Reproduction 

in the Nine-banded Armadillo” July 30. 

MP IVE Vien AEE see » Lhe Protozoan mNucleus aaaarene Aug. 6. 

C. H. E1GENMANN...... “An Expedition to British Guiana 

and thew iGaleteit, >= eee Aug. 9. 

Gow) DARIGE Reta cen ae “Sponge Reactions and the Origin 

of the Nervous System” .... Aug. 11. 



MiEvinDbks OF THE” CORPORATION Ob TEE 
MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

Lir—E MEMBERS 

Atiis, Mr. Epwarp PHELPS, JR., Palais Carnoles, Menton, 

France. 

ANDREWS, Mrs. GWENDOLEN FOULKE, 821 St. Paul St., Balti- 

more, Md. 

Bitiincs, Mr. R. C., 66 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 

Carey, Mr. ArtHur Astor, Fayerweather Street, Boston, Mass. 

‘CLARKE, Pror. S. F., Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. 

Conxiin, Dr. E. G., Princeton University, Princeton, New 

Jersey. 

Crane, Mr. C. R., 2559 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III. 

Davis, Mayor Henry M., Syracuse, New York. 

ENDICOTT, WILLIAM, JR., 31 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 

Evans, Mrs. GLENDOWER, 12 Otis Place, Boston, Mass. 

Fartow, Pror. W. G., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 

Fay, Miss S. B., 88 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass. 

Fotsom, Miss Amy, 88 Marlborough St., Boston, Mass. 

Foot, Miss KATHARINE, 80 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

GarRDINER, Miss Eucenta, 15 West Cedar Street, Boston, Mass. 

Hammonp, Mr. G. W., Hotel Hamilton, Boston, Mass. 

Hannaman, Mr. Cuartes E., 103 First Street, Troy, New York. 

Harrison, Provost C. C., University of Pennsylvania, Phila- 

delphia, Pa. 

Herter, Dr. C. A., 819 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Hiccrnson, Mr. Henry L., 191 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, 

Mass. 

Jackson, Miss M. C., 88 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass. 

Jackson, Mr. CHartes C., 24 Congress Street, Boston, Mass. 

Kennepy, Mr. Georce G., 284 Warren Street, Roxbury, Mass. 

Kipper, Mr. C. G., 27 William Street, New York City. 
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Kipper, Mr. NaTHAniet T., Milton, Mass. 

Kine, Mr. CHARLES A. 

Lee, Mrs. FREDERIC S., 279 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

LoweLL, Mr. A. Lawrence, 171 Marlborough Street, Boston, 

Mass. , 

Mason, Miss E. F., 1 Walnut Street, Boston, Mass. 

Mason, Miss Ipa M., 1 Walnut Street, Boston, Mass. 

Means, Mr. JAMES Howarp, 196 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 

MErRRIMAN, Mrs. DanieL, Worcester, Mass. 

Minns, Miss Susan, 14 Louisburg Square, Boston, Mass. 

Mrnns, Mr. Tuomas, 14 Louisburg Square, Boston, Mass. | 

Minot, Dr. CHARLES S., Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass. 

Mrxter, Miss M. C., 241 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass. 

York City. 

Morean, Pror. T. H., Columbia University, New York City. 

Morean, Mrs. T. H., New York City. 

Norcross, Miss Laura, 9 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

Noyes, Miss Eva J., 28 South Willow Street, Montclair, N. J. 

Nunn, Mr. Lucian L., Telluride, Colo. 

Osporn, Pror. HENRY Fr American Museum of Natural History, 

New York City. 

Petit, Mr. Atrrep, Highland Falls, Orange County, N. J. 

Puituips, Dr. JoHNn C., 299 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. 

Puitiips, Mrs. JoHN C., 299 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. 

Porter, Dr. H. C., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 

_Putstrer, Mr. W. H., Newton Center, Mass. 

Rocers, Miss A. P., 5 Joy Street, Boston, Mass. 

Rocers, Mrs. Witi1Am B., 117 Marlborough Street, Boston, 

Mass. 

Sears, Dr. HENRY F., 420 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 

SHEpD, Mr. E. A. 

SmitH, Mrs. C. C., 286 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass. 

STROBELL, Miss E. C., 80 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

THORNDIKE, Dr. Epwarp L., Teachers’ College, Columbia Uni- 

versity, New York City. 

TRELEASE, Pror. WILLIAM, Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. 

Louis, Mo. 

Morcan, Mr. J. Pierpont, Jr., Wall and Broad Streets, New 

ee ee ee See 
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Ware, Miss Mary L., 41 Brimmer Street, Boston, Mass. 

Warren, Mrs. S. D., 67 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass. 

WuHitTMaN, Dr. C. O., University of Chicago Chicago, Ill. 

WuHitNney, Mr. Henry M., Brookline, Mass. 

Wittcox, Miss Mary A., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 

WitmatH, Mrs. H. D., Elliott Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Witiiams, Mrs. Anna P., 505 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 

Witson, Dr. E. B., Columbia University, New York City. 

Witson, Pror. W. P., Philadelphia Museum, Philadelphia, Pa. 



MEMBERS OF jit CORE ORATION G © Eyal tie 
MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

DECEMBER, 1909 

AvaMs, C. F., University of Arkansas, tie Ark. 

Avpison, W. H. F., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ALSBuRG, Caru S., U. S. Dept. Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

Baker, E. H., 5444 Catherine St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

BARDEEN, C. R., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

BECKWITH, Cora J., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York. 

BicELow, Ropert P., Mass. Inst. Technology, Boston, Mass. 

BLATCHFoRD, E. W., 1111 Lasalle Ave., Chicago, Il. 

BROOKOVER, CHARLES, Buchtel College, Akron, Ohio. 

Browne, ETHEL N., Bennett School, Millbrook, New York. 

BucKINGHAM, EpitTH N., 342 Marlborough St., Boston, Mass. 

Buprncton, Ropert A., Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. 

Bumpus, H. C., American Museum of Natural History, New 

York City. 

Byrnes, EsTuHer F., 193 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. . 

Caxins, Gary N., Columbia University, New York City. 
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OVULATION IN MAMMALS,. WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO THE MOUSE AND RAT. 

WILLIAM B. KIRKHAM. 

Ovulation and its connection, if any, with pairing is a subject 

that has long engaged the attention of mammalian embryologists. 

As long ago as 1828 Von Baer made the statement, seemingly 

based more upon theoretical than upon experimental grounds, 

that the Graafian follicles of mammals appear not to rupture 

without pairing, or some analogous stimulation of the female 

sexual organs. It would seem to be a simple matter to determine 

in a given mammal whether ovulation was, or was not dependent 

upon copulation, but the literature of the subject shows long 

controversies about this point. The matter can best be taken 

up by considering individually the animals thus far studied. The 

egg of the dog was carefully investigated by Bischoff (’45), who 

declared that in that animal ovulation is entirely independent 

of pairing. This observation has since been confirmed by Mar- 

shall and Jolly (’05), who also found that the bitch has typically 

two sexual seasons each year. Further confirmation has come 

from Ancel and Bouin (’08), who, in addition to finding ovulation 

occurring independently of copulation, discovered that the Graa- 

fian follicles in the dog rupture in turn. 

Ovulation phenomena in the guinea-pig gave rise to a spirited 

controversy between Bischoff (’52 and ’66), who claimed that 

the Graafian follicles in that animal ruptured entirely independ- 

ently of pairing, and Reichert (’61), who declared that ovulation 

only occurred nine to ten hours after copulation had taken place. 

In his second paper, replying to Reichert, Bischoff states that 

he has experimentally demonstrated in dogs, rabbits, guinea- 

pigs, rats, sheep and swine that follicles mature and rupture with- 

out relation to pairing, the full data of this work being given in 

an earlier paper -(Bischoff ’44). Hensen (’76), in his paper on 

the early development of the guinea-pig, quotes the opposing 

views of Bischoff and Reichert, without expressing any opinion 
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of his own, and Lams and Doorme (’07) quote Reichert alone. 

The careful researches of Rubaschkin (’05), however, have defi- 

nitely confirmed Bischoff’s original contention, and it may there- 

fore be considered as finally settled that in the guinea-pig 

ovulation and pairing are essentially independent phenomena. 

The rabbit’s egg has been studied by Barry (39), Bischoff (’42), 

Coste (’47), Heap (’05), and by Dubreuil and Regaud (’o8). 

Barry, and the last three authors named above find, contrary to 

Bischoff, that the rabbit cannot ovulate until a short time after 

pairing has occurred, but Coste claims to have induced ovulation 

by taking females which, isolated from males, had been in heat 

for a number of days, and allowing males to cover them without, 

however, allowing them to remain together long enough for actual 

insemination to take place. Heape, and Dubreuil and Regaud, 

on the contrary, find that if, in this animal, pairing for any reason 

does not occur during the oestrus period, the eggs which would 

naturally have been discharged all degenerate within the ovaries. 

Indeed, according to Heape, if the male is withheld from the doe 

during several consecutive periods of oestrus, most, if not all, 

of the older and many of the younger follicles undergo degenera- 

tion, and this may result in a more or less permanent sterility. 

Marshall (’03 and ’04) has studied the oestrus cycle in the 

sheep, and in the common ferret. He states that Scotch black- 

faced ewes can, during the regular sexual season, ovulate without - 

pairing, as claimed by Bischoff (’44) for ewes in general, but 

pairing, according to Marshall, even then may hasten the process 

of ovulation, which outside of such rutting periods may be de- 

pendent upon copulation. The common ferret, Marshall finds, 

behaves as recent investigators have found to be the case with 

the rabbit, ovulating only after pairing. The withholding of the 

male greatly prolongs the period of heat, and in a few exceptional 

cases is said to lead to the death of the female. 

Benecke (’79), Eimer (’79), Fries (’79), Van Beneden and Julin 

(80), and Van Beneden (’99) are all agreed that in all the various 

species of bats that they have studied, pairing takes place several 

weeks before the eggs leave the ovaries. 

The condition of affairs in mice has been disputed by Sobotta 

(95 and ’o7) and Kirkham (’07), who have claimed the inde- 
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pendent occurrence of ovulation and pairing, by Gerlach (’06), 

who denied such independence, and by Lams and Doorme (’07), 

who state that ovulation in the mouse is perhaps connected with 

pairing. 

Bischoff ('44) did a little work with rats, and he came to the 

conclusion that in them ovulation could take place without pair- 

ing, but he confessed that his evidence was incomplete. 

In view of these uncertain and conflicting statements, it has 

seemed desirable to submit the matter of the relation, if any, 

between ovulation and pairing, to a critical test in the case of 

the rat and the mouse, using, in some instances, individuals that 

had been isolated from as early a period as the sex could with 

certainty be externally determined. The four female white mice 

used were virgins from two litters, by different parents, and 

were kept apart from all males, including their brothers, from 

the time they were two weeks old. Three of these females 

were born in the laboratory in the middle of December, 1908, 

and the other early in January, 1909, and all four, until they had 

been weaned, were isolated with their respective mothers. 

One of the virgins born the previous December was chloro- 

formed on March 19, 1909, a day selected by chance, without 

any special calculation other than the general knowledge that the 

mice born about the same time as the test animals were beginning 

to show signs of pregnancy. When the body of this animal was. 

opened, and the ovaries examined, bright red spots were found 

upon both these organs, a characteristic sign that ovulation had 

recently occurred. The ovaries and Fallopian tubes were then 

removed from the body, and serial sections were prepared in a 

manner described in a previous paper (Kirkham ’07). The study 

of this material has revealed seven eggs in the Fallopian tubes, 

beside numerous eggs still in the ovaries, the latter undergoing 

degenerative changes after having formed the first polar body 

and second polar spindle. The tube eggs appear in every respect 

like those obtained from females which had paired, and were 

then killed before the spermatozoa had reached the eggs. A 

varying number of follicle cells are found associated with the eggs, 

the zona pellucida in all cases is sharply defined, all the eggs 

possess second polar spindles, and in two instances the first polar 

body is still visible, although decidedly atrophied. 
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The remaining three virgin mice were killed March 30, 1909, 

and of those born in the preceding December, the Fallopian 

tubes of one yielded nine eggs, similar to those mentioned above, 

except that seven still showed first polar bodies; the ovaries of 

the other animal had upon them the white scars indicative of 

well formed corpora lutea, and no sign of eggs was found in 

either Fallopian tube. Both sets of ovaries contained a number 

of mature eggs undergoing degeneration. The female mouse born 

in January showed no signs of having ovulated, no evidence of 

either young or old corpora lutea being found on either ovary, 

nor any trace of eggs in the Fallopian tubes. The ovaries of 

this animal, however, have in them several eggs with first polar 

bodies and second polar spindles, but all appear to be degen- 

erating. 

From these observations we may safely conclude that not only 

is ovulation in adult female white mice independent of pairing, 

as stated by Sobotta (’95 and ’07), and by the writer (’07), but 

that it is an independent process from the start, maturation and 

ovulation occurring in the females without regard to pairing, 

although at present we do not know with what regularity. 

These results, also, are not only of general interest, but they 

possess value as showing the mouse to be an eminently suitable 

mammal upon which to investigate the possibility of artificial 

parthenogenesis. 

A further fact which should be noted here, is the change of 

opinion, on the part of the writer, regarding the fate of the first 

polar body formed by the mouse egg. In 1907 the writer stated 

that his observations led him to believe that when the first polar 

body was not found with the egg, it had been forced through the 

zona pellucida at the time of ovulation. That same year Lams 

and Doorme (’07) published a paper on the development of the 

mouse egg in which they stated that the first polar body in that 

animal underwent degenerative changes leading finally to its dis- 

appearance. These authors figured a few first polar bodies in 

an advanced state of atrophy, and the present writer has since 

confirmed their conclusions, using some material of his own ob- 

tained since the publication of his first statement on the subject. 

A fairly complete series of degenerating first polar bodies — some 
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belonging to eggs themselves degenerating within the ovaries, 

others in the process of early cleavage in the Fallopian tubes — 

make it practically certain that in the case of such mouse eggs 

as have reached or passed the stage when the second maturation 

spindle is formed, and yet show no trace of the first polar body, 

this body has broken up and disappeared; in all instances of 

such degeneration the chromatin granules lose their distinctive 

staining qualities some time before the final dissolution of the 

polar body cytoplasm. 

The observations on rats were limited to two adult white fe- 

males. These animals were kept in a large cage with males and 

other females until they-showed signs of advanced pregnancy. 

They were then isolated in separate cages, and a close watch was 

kept for the appearance of the litters. As soon as found, the 

young rats were taken from their mothers, and then the latter 

were killed, one twenty-four, the other forty-eight hours later; 

it having been previously determined that the white rat, like the 

white mouse, during the warm months of the year is usually in 

heat directly after giving birth to a litter. When the bodies of 

these animals were opened, characteristic corpora lutea were vis- 

ible on all the ovaries, and after the ovaries and Fallopian tubes 

had been sectioned and stained, eight tube eggs were found in 

one animal, and five in the other. These eggs have exactly the 

appearance of eggs obtained from female white rats which have 

been allowed to pair and then are killed just before fertilization 

can take place; the zona pellucida in all cases is well preserved, 

all of the eggs possess second polar spindles, while a majority 

show no trace of the first polar body, it probably having previ- 

ously degenerated. 

The points to be emphasized in these researches are three in 

number: 

1. Virgin white mice mature eggs and discharge them from 

their ovaries at practically the same age as their sisters who have 

been allowed to pair, and such eggs show no differences from 

other unfertilized eggs. 

2. Adult female white rats during the active breeding season 

ovulate regularly, immediately after giving birth to a litter, 

whether pairing is or is not allowed to take place. 
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3. The first polar body has degenerated in such mouse and 

rat eggs as show no trace of it, and yet have reached or passed 

the stage of the second maturation spindle. 

SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF YALE UNIVERSITY, 

March, 1910. 
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DESCRIPTION OF AN ABNORMAL LOBSTER 

CHELIPED.* 

LEON J. COLE, 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

While visiting the United States Fish Hatchery at Gloucester, 

Mass., during the summer of 1908, my attention was called to 

an abnormal lobster (Homarus americanus) which was at that . 

time preserved in formalin. The specimen was taken in Glou- 

cester harbor by a local fisherman in the preceding May, and was 

kept alive in an aquarium at the hatchery about a week before it 

died. Through the kindness of Mr. Corliss, superintendent of the 

hatchery, I was enabled to secure the specimen for description. 

The abnormality consists of a double extra claw on the left cheli- 

ped, and while not different in general type from specimens which 

have previously been described, it does possess certain peculiari- 

ties which would appear to justify placing it on record. The 

right cheliped was missing when the lobster was caught. From 

the appearance of the scar, and the fact that there is no evidence 

of regeneration having begun, it is probable that the loss of the 

appendage was comparatively recent. The especial interest of 

the present specimen lies in the fact that the extra claws are so 

well developed and that their arrangement is almost schematic 

of the principles, or “‘rules’”’ of secondary symmetry laid down by 

Bateson (1894, p. 479), if we make allowance for the torsion 

which normally occurs in the cheliped of the lobster. 

DESCRIPTION. 

The lobster possessing this abnormality is a male, 237 mm. in 

length from tip of rostrum to end of telson. 

Claws.—The part which represents the primary claw (PrL 

of figures) is practically a normal left chela of the crushing 

type, except for an abnormal outgrowth from its outer (morpho- 

1 Paper from the Zodlogical Laboratory, Sheffield Scientific School of Yale 

University. 
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logically posterior) face. This outgrowth does not arise from 

the middle of the outside face of the primary propodus, but 

rather from the ventral half of its surface, the significance of 

_ which in its relation to the planes assumed by the various claws 

will be discussed further on. In general appearance the out- 

growth represents a more or less completely doubled extra claw,’ 

and according to the classification given by Emmel (1907) would 

fall in the class having ‘‘abnormal processes arising from the 

normal propodite,’’ and under this heading it would probably 

have to be classed with those having ‘‘two extra indices and 

double extra dactyl.” It differs, however, from any previously 

described specimens in this category, so far as I am aware, in 

the degree to which the double dactyl approaches the condition 

of two separate dactyls, it being markedly bifurcated at the tip, 

whereas in the case (specimen No. 4) described by Emmel, 

what he takes to be the double dactyl is only a small undivided 

“stump.” The strength of his interpretation lies in the fact 

that both the double dactyl and the index in other specimens may 

be represented by an undivided process, the double character 

of which is indicated by its having teeth on two opposite sides 

(cf. Emmel’s specimens No. 2 and No. 3). 

Considering now only the supernumerary outgrowth, the basal 

part, which represents a double propodus, has along its ventral 

side a deep groove, as may be seen in Fig. 2. The continuation 

of the divergent ridges which bound this groove form two separate 

and distinct indices (J’R and J’ L), each of which, taken by itself, 

appears like a practically normal index. They are, moreover, 

essentially alike except that their relations of symmetry are re- 

versed, so that one would appear as the image of the other in a 

plane mirror placed between them. This relation will, however, 

be discussed more fully later. The opposing dactyl is also di- 

vided for nearly half its length, on account of the bifurcation 

mentioned above, the divergent branches (D’R and D’L) meeting 

in opposition the corresponding extra indices (J’Rand I'L). The 

double character of the dactyl clear to its base is indicated by the 

fact that the rows of teeth on the two tips continue in separate 

and distinct lines down the inside of the basal portion. Further- 

1 The extra claws are somewhat smaller than the norma! or primary claw. 
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more, on the dorsal side near the base, the single spine of the 

primary dactyl (SpDL) is represented by two similar spines 

(SpD’R and SpD’L). The row of spines down the dorsal ridge 

of the extra propodite is very weak, whereas there is a row of 

strong spines in the corresponding position on the normal propo- 

dite (PrL). Thisis a result of the ‘“‘compounding”’ at this level, 

to be mentioned again below (p. 264). 

ee SPD/L 

PA REDS 

d.p.|----------- 

Apl \ae 

CHIC R4L)]|---------- 

Mer \oo 2 

[ie 

Fic. t. Photograph of abnormal cheliped from dorsal side. (For explanation 

of abbreviations used in the figures see list on p. 267.) 

The distance between the tips of the two diverging extra dac- 

tyls (D’Rand D’L) is very slightly greater than that between the 

tips of the two extra indices (J’R and I'L), so that if the double 

dactyl closed down squarely it would tend to make the tips lap 
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over on the outside (morphologically dorsal side) of each of the 

index tips; but, as may be seen in Fig. r, they do not close 

squarely, but instead the double claw shuts in such a manner 

that both the dactyl tips overlap the index tips on the side toward the 

normal (primary) claw. Thus D’L overlaps on the ventral side 

of I’L, and D’R on the dorsal side of I’R. In this connection it 

IL|sa A Ud 

DL|-------}- a. 

iy ----|Pr/(R4ZL) 

Fic. 2. Photograph of abnormal cheliped from ventral side. 

is interesting to note that the normal dactyl (DZ) when closed 

overlaps decidedly on the ventral side of its index (/Z), that is, 

on the side away from the extra claws. All these dactyls thus 

overlap their respective indices on the side toward the median 

plane of the animal, in this matter not agreeing with the morpho- 
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logical symmetry which obtains in other respects. As is to be 

expected the teeth on the extra claws are plainly, like those of 

the normal claw, of the “‘crusher’’ type. 

No attempt was made to study the internal anatomy further 

than to note that the extra double dactyl has two adductor ten- 

dons, but only a single abductor tendon. This condition is what 

might be expected from the way in which the two extra dactyls 

(D’'R and D’L) are ‘“‘compounded”’ (vide infra) at their base. 

Carpopodite—The effect of the doubled condition distally is 

very evident in the carpopodite. It is much broader distally 

than a normal carpopodite, especially as viewed from above. 

This is due in large part to an extra process (d.p’.) on the posterior 

face of the appendage in the middle of the area which is evenly 

concave in the normal lobster. This process is in line with the 

double dactyl (D’LZ and D’R), thus having the same relations to 

this doubled extra part that the dorsal articular process (d.p.) 

has to a normal dactyl. Opposite d.p’.,in the concavity of the 

anterior side, is a smaller process (v.p’.). The normal ventral 

articular process (v.p.) is present, but, apparently due to the 

disturbing influence of the abnormal parts, the articulation of 

the chela with it is not close." The only close articulation is, 

then, with the dorsal process (d.p.), and although the chela can 

be moved on this in the normal plane of movement, it is capable 

of a slight movement in other directions as well. The hinge- 

like movement in the normal plane (z. e., on the axis between 

d.p. and v.p.) is, moreover, greatly limited by the secondary 

processes (d.p’. and v.p’.). Whereas in the normal lobster the 

claw (propodite) can swing on the carpopodite through an arc 

of about 90°, it is limited here to a movement of 25°. A smooth 

spot on the shell (x, Fig. 3) shows where d.p’. has stopped the 

movement of the claw in that direction, and the nature of the 

surfaces at v.p. shows that in the living animal there must have 

been some movement of the claw in the plane at right angles to 

the normal plane of movement. 

‘It would look as though the presence of muscles belonging to the abnormal 

part, which by their action tended to swing the claw on the secondary axis d.p’.—v.p’., 

had prevented a close articulation at v.p. A careful study of the musculature of 

the carpopodite would be of much interest, but it was found impracticable to make 

such a study at the present time. 

——— 
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The arrangement of certain of the spines also goes to show that 

d.p’. is to be considered as the equivalent of a double dorsal 

articular process corresponding to the doubled abnormal claw; 

but there is no need to go into the details of this matter, which 

can be made out in the figures. 

Meropodite.—Here, too, the abnormality is evident. The joint 

is relatively much thicker than the corresponding joint in a 

Fic. 3. Abnormal cheliped seen Fic. 4. Normal left cheliped of 

from posterior side (really a little a lobster, seen from posterior side 

ventro-posterior). _ (really a little ventro-posterior). 

normal lobster. The normal plane of articulation between the 

meropodite and the carpopodite is morphologically horizontal, 

the articular processes therefore being anterior (Figs. 3 and 4, 

a.p.) and posterior (p.p.). These processes and the articulation 

are essentially normal in the abnormal claw, but in the concavity 

of the (morphologically) ventral side is a large process (p’) which 

apparently represents one point for an incipient axis of articu- 
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lation in a plane at right angles, or nearly so, to the normal 

articulation. This condition corresponds to that between the 

carpopodite and the propodite, described above. There is no 

evidence of the corresponding process on the opposite side, how- 

ever, nor is there any articulation with p’, the distal portion swing- 

ing normally on the axis between a.p. and p.p. But while this 

movement covers an arc of approximately 45° in a normal claw, 

it is here limited to a range of between 25° and 30°. There is 

no sign of duplication of the large spine (sp.) on the dorsal side 

of the meropodite. 

Ischiopodite—The ischiopodite, instead of being broad and flat, 

as in normal cases, is broadly triangular in cross section, while 

the line of articulation between it and the meropodite is much 

less oblique than normal. The motion at this place is normally 

(in the legs following the cheliped) on an essentially dorso-ventral 

axis (d.a.—v.a.), though due to torsion in the chelipeds it becomes 

greatly inclined. In the abnormal specimen the dorsal articu- 

lation (d.a.) appears practically normal, but on the ventral side 

there are two points of articulation (v.a. and a’.). Being thus 

hinged at three places the joint is stiff and incapable of move- 

ment in any plane. The row of spines running down the ven- 

tral. side of the meropodite and continued on the ischiopodite, 

proves the articulation (v.a.) in line with these to represent the 

normal one, while the other (a@’) is secondary. 

The articulation between the ischiopodite and the basal podo- 

meres is apparently normal, though the ischiopodite here has 

on its posterior side a ridge (7) which is not present in normal 

specimens. This ridge ends in a short, blunt process, much like 

an articular process, but there is no articulation with it. It 

does in all probability, however, represent such a secondary 

process, being placed, as in the other joints, midway between 

the normal points of articulation. 

RELATIONS OF SYMMETRY. 

Torsion.—It is a matter of common knowledge that in de- 

velopment the cheliped of the lobster undergoes a twisting or 

torsion, as a result of which the chelae come to lie in a nearly 

horizontal plane, that is, almost at right angles to their normal 

ol LRN alle Bick: 
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morphological plane. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. This figure 

represents diagrammatically a cross section through the index 

and dactyl of a normal claw from the left side of a lobster, 

viewed from the position of the distal end of the appendage. 

The posterior side of the claw, which is more darkly pigmented 

in the living lobster, is here shaded, while the ventral side is 

left clear. The primary morphological relations, as they would 

obtain if the appendage were extended laterally in a horizontal 

I 

ad 

ve) 

Fic. 5. Diagram to illustrate effects of torsion in a normal left chela. I., 

primary morphological position; II., position as a result of torsion. 

plane and there were no torsion, are shown in the position marked 

I, where the plane passing through the index (IL) and dactyl 

(DL) is vertical. Due to torsion, however, the claw is rotated 

anteriorly’ nearly 90° (probably ordinarily 75°-80°; for con- 

venience, we may call it 80°), so that its plane approximates the 

horizontal, as shown in position II. The dactyl thus lies an- 

teriotly, while the posterior surface (shaded) is uppermost. By 

a bending of the leg now, however, the claws may be brought 

? 1 By “rotated anteriorly’ 

the anterior direction. 

it is meant that the dorsal side has rotated over in 
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around into the position in which they are normally carried, 

that is, ahead of the lobster and pointing forward or even in- 

ward. As a result the dactyl comes to lie on the side toward 

the median plane, or even directed posteriorly. The primary 

claw in Figs. 1 and 2 has nearly the normal position, but as will 

be pointed out below, the torsion and bending are less than is 

usual. Emmel (1907, p. 140) has emphasized the importance 

of taking into account the normal torsion in considering the re- 

lations of supernumerary parts in abnormal chelipeds. 

U 

Fic. 6. Diagram showing the spacial relations and secondary symmetry in 

the abnormal cheliped (full outlines). The dotted outlines show the theoretical 

relations these parts should have in accordance with the “‘rules of secondary sym- 

metry,’ leaving torsion out of account. 

In Fig. 6, by a similar diagram, are represented the conditions, 

as regards rotation, of the three claws of the abnormal specimen. 

As before, the appendage is considered as being extended straight 

out laterally from the body. It will be noted that as a result 

of the abnormal outgrowth the primary claw (IL, DL) has ro- 

tated only about 45° from the vertical plane instead of nearly 

go° as in the normal (Fig. 5). The amount of torsion in the 

abnormal chelz will be discussed below with the consideration 

of the relations of right and left. It may be said here, that as 

a 

a 

a 

i a 
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in the case of the claw, the torsion of the more proximal parts 

of the limb appears also to have been hindered by the abnormality. 

Secondary Symmetry: Dextro-sinestral Relations.—Like most ab- 

normal crustacean appendages with extra processes, the present 

case falls into the category “in which the extra limb or extra 

parts of a limb are themselves morphologically double.” Fur- 

thermore, in accordance with the rules of secondary symmetry 

laid down by Bateson (1894, p. 479), the normal appendage and 

the extra parts lie in the same plane’ and ‘‘the nearer of the two 

extra appendages is in structure and position formed as the image 

of the normal appendage in a plane mirror [M, Fig. 6] placed 

between the normal appendage and the nearer one, at right 

angles to the plane of the three axes; and the remoter appendage 

is the image of the nearer in a plane mirror [M’, Fig. 6] similarly 

placed between the two extra appendages.’ Thus the two extra 

claws are morphologically a pair and belong to opposite sides 

of the body, the inner or proximal one, according to the above 

rule, being a morphological right (the primary claw being a left), 

and the outer onea left. This is evident in the diagram (Fig. 6), 

where it will be noticed by the shading that the relations of the 

posterior (shaded) and anterior (not shaded) halves are reversed 

in the middle claw. In one respect, however, the middle claw 

is not a right; for the normal right claw of this lobster was in all 

probability of the ‘‘nipper’’ type, the left being a ‘‘crusher.”’ 

As a matter of fact the teeth on both the indices and dactyls of 

all three of the claws of the abnormal appendage UL, DL; 

I'R, D'R; I'L, D'L) are of the ‘crusher’ type. Thus it is evi- 

dent that while the rules of secondary symmetry hold good for 

the spatial relations they do not apply to the character of the 

parts of the appendage when these normally differ on the two 

sides of the animal.” 
Bateson (1894, p. 479, et seq.) has shown that a definite rela- 

tion obtains between the position which the extra parts assume 

to each other and to the primary appendage, according to the 

side of the appendage from which they arise. The theoretical 

positions he has illustrated plainly by means of a diagram (loc. 

1 This plane (Fig. 6, pl’.) is bent in the present case, owing to torsion. See later. 

2 Emmel (1907, p. 110) found the same thing to be true in his “‘specimen No. 5.” 
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cit., Fig. 154) of the leg of an insect, and most of the cases fit in 

with these expectations very well. 

Adapting to the lobster Bateson’s diagram for the theoretical 

positions of the extra parts when they arise from the ventro- 

posterior (v.p.) side of the normal appendage, as in the present 

case, we have the relations as shown by the complete outlines 

v Vv. p- 

Fic. 7. Diagram illustrating (full outlines) Bateson’s “rules of secondary 

symmetry” as applied to a left lobster chela with double extra claws arising from 

the ventro-posterior side. The dotted outlines show the positions these parts 

would assume if each claw were rotated anteriorly, independent of the others, 

through an arc of 80°. 

in Fig. 7, no allowance being made for torsion. But we have 

seen (p. 259) that the normal lobster claw becomes rotated 

anteriorly through an arc of approximately 80°. If we now 

rotate independently toward its anterior side each of the diagram- 

matic claws in Fig. 7 through an arc of 80°, we arrive at the posi- 
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tions indicated by the dotted outlines in the same figure. Refer- 

ring now to Fig. 6, which represents (by the unbroken outlines) 

the actual positions of the claws, we find that whereas the primary 

claw has rotated in the expected direction—though only about 

45° instead of 80°—the secondary claws appear each to have 

rotated towards their morphological dorsal sides about 35° from 

the planes prescribed in the theoretical diagram (Fig. 7, full 

outlines). These relations are perhaps to be accounted for as 

follows: 

While there is some torsion in the base of a normal cheliped, 

this is compensated for by the rotation of the appendage for- 

ward, as a result of which the axis of articulation at the base 

of the propodite, which is morphologically dorso-ventral, is es- 

sentially vertical, as it is in the succeeding pereiopods. Hence 

the position of the great claw is for the most part due to a torsion 

im the propodite itself. In our abnormal specimen, the axis of 

articulation of the propodite to the carpopodite lies also, as we 

have seen, practically in a vertical plane; but, apparently as a 

result of the mechanical hindrance of the secondary growth from 

its base, the primary propodite has been able to turn only 45° 

instead of 80° from that plane. 

The positions assumed by the secondary claws are a little more 

difficult of explanation. Since, however, they have a tendency 

to rotate in opposite directions, the plane (/’) midway between 

them should remain constant in position whatever the amount 

of torsion, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and we may first consider 

the relation of this plane to that of the primary claw. By ref- 

erence to Fig. 7 we see that this plane, in the case of a double 

extra process arising from the postero-ventral surface of an appen- 

dage, should make an angle of 45° with the dorso-ventral plane 

(d.-v.). A glance at Fig. 6 will now show that the plane M’ there 

makes the same angle (45°) with the primary dorso-ventral plane 

of the abnormal specimen. Asa result, however, of the torsion 

distad of the point of divergence, the three claws no longer lie 

in the same plane (fl., Fig. 7) which passes through the point 

of origin of the extra parts, but a line connecting their centers 

has to curve as shown by Pl’. in Fig. 6. 

We have already noted that the planes of the secondary 
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claws lack 35° of being turned as far as called for by the theoretical 

positions (solid outlines, Fig. 7), to say nothing of the additional 

80° which would be necessary for them to assume the positions 

as a result of normal torsion (dotted outlines, Fig. 7). Asa 

matter of fact, this torsion should not be expected in the secondary 

claws, since they divide from each other at a considerable distance 

from the base, and the torsion of the propodite takes place en- 

tirely, or practically so, at its base. There would be no torsion 

in the basal part of the extra outgrowth, since in that region 

which is potentially double, the tendencies to rotation in opposite 

directions would neutralize each other. The divergence of the 

primary claw being further proximal, that has been able to under- 

go some rotation (45°) as already described. Now as to the 

failure of the planes of the secondary claws to lie at right angles 

to each other, as they should, according to Fig. 7, if torsion is 

eliminated. This is probably to be accounted for upon mechani- 

cal grounds, the union of the parts only a short distance proximad 

interfering with and restricting the divergence of these planes. 

If the double outgrowth had taken its origin upon a more basal 

portion of the appendage, it is safe to assume that the planes of 

the distal claws would have attained more nearly the theoretical 

positions.’ 
The relations of secondary symmetry in the more proximal 

parts of the appendage appear to be amenable to the same rules; 

but owing to the way in which the various parts are ‘“‘com- 

pounded”’ (to use Bateson’s term) before they actually divide, 

this exposition becomes extremely complicated and would serve 

no useful purpose at this time, since the discussion given above 

as to the relations of the claws has served to illustrate the factors 

involved. This compounding accounts for the absence of large 

spines along the dorsal side of the extra propodite, which has 

already been mentioned. 

1 In Emmel’s interesting ‘‘specimen No. 5” the extra chele arose from the me- 

ropodite, and he here found (the union being further proximad) that each of the 

claws had undergone a full rotation, each in its normal direction of torsion. Accord- 

ing to his description (Emmel, 1907, p. 141) the primary or normal claw had rotated 

90°, but each of the extra claws had rotated 180°! Why this should have been seems 

difficult to understand and Emmel offers no explanation. Why, with the direction 

of torsion opposed in contiguous claws, its amount should be limited to less than 

90°, as in the specimen here described, is obvious; but why in any case it should 

be greater than 90° seems inexplicable. 
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CAUSE OF THE ABNORMALITY. 

While believing that we must ultimately look to experiment 

for the elucidation of the cattses of abnormalities of this sort, 

there are nevertheless certain considerations in the present in- 

stance which are of interest. On the theory that they may be 

the result of injuries, marks indicating such injury have often 

been sought. The scar of an evident injury is very notice- 

able on the carpopodite of the present specimen (Fig. 3, Sa) 

but is is equally evident that this injury cannot have been the 

the cause of the abnormality, since, as we have seen, the effect 

of the doubling is obvious as far proximad as the ischiopodite. 

It seems more probable that after some antecedent autotomy of 

the appendage the regenerating bud was in some way injured or 

disturbed so as to produce the abnormality. A definite scar 

for such an injury could not be expected in the fully developed 

appendage. Not only would it be of the greatest importance 

to know whether this abnormality would be reproduced if the 

leg could have been amputated autotomously and allowed to 

regenerate (cf. Emmel, 1907, p. 111), but it would also be in- 

teresting to know whether a lobster could moult normally with 

an appendage of this sort. On account of the extra amount of 

material involved, which would have to be drawn through the 

narrow opening at the base of the leg, it would certainly be a much 

more precarious ordeal than usual. 

SUMMARY. 

In this paper is described the abnormal cheliped of a lobster 

(Homarus americanus), the abnormality consisting of a double 

extra claw. While the extra part actually separates from the 

normal propodus, it is shown that the effects of the doubling may 

be traced to the base of the leg. It is further shown that the 

conditions in this appendage illustrate almost diagrammatically 

the ‘‘rules of secondary symmetry’’ formulated by Bateson, if 

allowance be made for the effects of the torsion which occurs 

in the normal lobster cheliped and the mechanical conditions 

which may modify such torsion. 
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ADDENDUM. 

Since it is of advantage to place on record where they may be 

found the cases-of abnormal crustacean appendages, it may be 

well to call attention here to two recent records which might 

naturally be overlooked. They both occur on crabs, and both 

belong to the class of ‘‘extra processes arising from the normal 

dactyl,” being directly comparable to the chele figured by Emmel 

(1907, pl. 1, Fig. 1), Faxon (1881, plo Bigs. 12, 35.4, 5) Foe 

Herrick (1895, pl. 47, Fig. 191), and Bateson (1894, Figs. 184, 

185). 

The first case is fiured incidentally by Verrill (1908, p. 396, 

Fig. 37) in his report on the “‘Decapod Crustacea of Bermuda.”’ 

Fic. 8. Deformed claw of an undetermined cancroid crab. (After Verrill.) 

Fig. 8 represents the condition of this specimen, which is de- 

scribed as the ‘‘deformed claw of an undeterminal cancroid crab.”’ 

Fic. 9. Abnormal crab claw from Stonington, Conn. (After Leavitt.) 

The second case (Leavitt, 1909), illustrated in Fig. 9, is of a 

crab, possibly Callinecites, from Stonington, Conn. The author 

states that there was a brief mention of this claw in St. Nicholas 

for December, 1907. He makes the mistake of considering this 

a reduplication of the entire claw, except that “in the small 

pincer the dactyl is not movable at the base, as it is in the larger 
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” one.”’ Further, he calls it a case of ‘“homoeosis’ and gives a 

general consideration of it in relation to Weismannism, etc. 
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EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN FIGURES. 

a., anterior. 

a’., secondary point of articulation of ischiopodite to meropodite. 

a.p., anterior articular process of meropodite. 

C., carpopodite. 

C+I[C’(R+L)]., carpopodite of abnormal specimen, compounded of the pri- 

mary and secondary parts. 

d., dorsal. 

d.a., primary (normal) dorsal articulation of ischiopodite to moropodite. 

DL, left primary or normal dactyl. 

D’L, left extra dactyl. 
d.p., primary (normal) dorsal articular process of carpopodite. 

d.p'., extra (secondary) dorsal articular process of carpopodite. 

D’R., right extra dactyl. 

I, index. 

IL, left primary or normal index. 

I'L, left extra index. 

I'R, right extra index. 

Is, ischiopodite. 

M, line representing position of a plane mirror placed midway between the pri- 

mary claw and the nearer secondary claw, and normal to the plane in which they 

lie. 

M’, line representing position of a plane mirror placed midway between the 

extra claws and normal to the plane in which they lie. 

Mer., meropodite. 

p., posterior. 
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p’., process representing an incipient secondary articular axis between Sues). 

and carpopodite. : : : 

pl., plane passing through the point of origin of the secondary growth fi from the 

primary claw and through both the extra claws. 

pl’., curved line representing the bending of the plane #/. as a result of torsion 

and the mechanical conditions. 

pp., primary (normal) posterior articular process of meropodite. 

Pr., propodite. 

PrL, left primary or normal propodite. ° 

Pr’ (R+L), extra double propodite. 

r., ridge at base of ischiopodite, possibly representing a secondary incipient 

point for articulation with basal podomeres. 

S., scar on base of abnormal carpopodite. 

sp., large spine on meropodite. 

SpDL, spine at base of primary or normal dactyl. 

SpD’' L, spine belonging to base of left extra dactyl. 

SpD’R, spine belonging to base of right extra dacty]l. 

v., ventral. 

v.d., primary (normal) ventral articulation of ischiopodite to meropodite. 

v.p., primary (normal) ventral articular process of carpopodite. 

v.p'., extra (secondary) ventral articular process of carpopodite. 

v.—p., ventro-posterior, the side of the primary claw from which the extra claws 

arise. 

x., smooth spot where the secondary dorsal articular process (d.p’.) of the car- 

popodite has rubbed against the base of the propodite. 

I., position before torsion. 

II., position as a result of torsion. 

ee 



METHODS OF ARTIFICIAL PARTHENOGENESIS. 

E. NEWTON HARVEY. 

Papers on the subject of artificial parthenogenesis have been 

fairly abundant during the past ten years, yet somewhat scat- 

tered, appearing in zoological, physiological and chemical jour- 

nals. It therefore seemed desirable to list the important con- 

tributions, giving briefly, but in detail, the various methods of 

exciting eggs to develop, together with results and references, in 

the hope that it might prove of value to future workers. 

Such a list follows. Only annelids, echinoderms, molluscs and 

vertebrates have been included. Under each class the observers 

are arranged in alphabetical order; their researches in chrono- 

logical order. 

As the most important general and theoretical work on arti- 

ficial parthenogenesis may be mentioned the recent book of 

Loeb, “Die Chemische Entwicklungserregung des tierischen 

Eies,” Berlin, 1909, in which the various phases of this most in- 

teresting subject are discussed in considerable detail. 

The following abbreviations have been used :— 

S. W. sea water. dist. w. distilled water. 

m. molecular solution. P. B. polar bodies. 

n. normal solution. esp. especially. 

min. minute. P. D. potential difference. 

hr. hour. 
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PELAGOSPHAERA, A LARVAL GEPHYREAN. 

HAROLD HEATH. 

In 1905 Dr. Pio Mingazzini published an account’ of a gephy- 

rean worm taken at a depth of 4,500 meters during an expedition 

of the Duke of Abruzzi in the neighborhood of Aukland. It is 

described as a spherical transparent organism, of about 6 mm, 

diameter, with a decided resemblance to certain sipunculid larve. 

However, as the author considered it to be an adult, it was 

placed in a new genus for which he states a new family may 

have to be created. 

Spengel ” chiefly on the basis of Sipunculus larve taken in the 

Bay of Naples, declares without hesitation that the animal in 

question is a larval form differing in a few minor details from 

other well-known types. The so-called gonad may well be the 

glandular appendages of the oesophagus noted in the young of 

several species. 

During the past year two individuals, belonging to this pro- 

posed genus, have been taken in the surface plankton of Monte- 

rey Bay, Cal., and there is no doubt they are immature, the 

“sonadi” being, as Spengel surmised, glandular appendages of 

the pharynx. Nevertheless they present a number of features 

of considerable interest that are herewith described in some de- 

tail. 

Both, apparently belonging to the same species, are spherical 

and measure 2.5 and 3.2 mm. respectively. In life the body 

wall was almost transparent, the muscles, especially those radia- 

ting from the mouth opening, appearing much as they do-in 

Doliolum or Salpa. The alimentary canal was light yellow and 

the nerve cord and especially the brain were more opaque and 

fairly distinct. 

The most prominent structure of these animals is the alimen- 

tary canal, which in its general features resembles that of the 

1“UJn Gefireo pelagico: Pelagosphera aloysit n. gen. n. sp., Rendic. Accad. 

Lincei, cl. sc. fis., mat. nat. (5), Vol. 14, pp. 713-720. 

2 “Wine verkannte Sipunculus-Larve,’’ Zool. Anz., Bd. 31, 1907. 
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species studied by Mingazzini though there are some important 

organs that have remained undescribed. The mouth (m) opens 

into a gradually enlarging cavity, lined with a continuation of 

the cuticle surrounding the body as far as the opening of the 

ventral glands. At this point a large pouch-like diverticulum 

(d) is developed chiefly on the dorsal side of the gut, and the 

naked cells of its lining epithelium are relatively high and slender 

and bear an excessively heavy coat of cilia at least two or three 

times their own length. In his figures Mingazzini represents six 

large retractors and a few smaller strands attaching to this point 

Paco 
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Fic. 1. Larval gephyrean (Pelagosphaera). The stippling of the gut is merely 

to differentiate the different divisions. d, dorsal ciliated diverticulum; g, glands 

and duct, slightly displaced; m, mouth; #, ventrical non-ciliated pouch or pharynx; 

s, stomach-intestine; v, ventral nerve cord leading to brain partially concealed 

by pouch d. 

(though there is no sign of a pouch) and on the other hand 

radiating outward to become united to the body wall. In the 

present specimens the same is true. It appears probable there- 

fore that this ciliated diverticulum may be everted and act as 

a locomotor organ as Wilson‘ has described in the case of Echiurus 

1“Our North American Echiurids,’ Bro“. BULL., Vol. 1, 1900. 
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pallasii. And furthermore the proboscis or everted portion 

would, owing to its dorsal position, form a protuberance on the 

dorsal side of the mouth which would be situated, asin Echiurus, 

at its base. Perhaps to facilitate the eversion of this part of the 

digestive tract another outpouching (p) occurs on the ventral 

side of the gut, but its cells though columnar lack the ciliated 

coat, and it is without special retractor muscles. 

This reference to Echiurus does not necessarily prejudice one 

in favor of the belief that the larve in question belong to this 

or allied genera. Setz are totally lacking, there are no signs of 

segmentation, and so far as may be seen there are no cilia on the 

external surface of the body as in other gephyrean larve. For 

the present, at least, the question of systematic relationships 

cannot therefore be definitely determined. 

Ventral to the gut in this same region are two spheroidal 

glands (g) in close contact with each other. In life they bear a 

fairly close resemblance to ova, which doubtless led Mingazzini 

to describe these organs as the gonad. Each is composed of a 

mass of pyriform cells, densely packed with a finely granular 

secretion from which ductules extend toward the inner face of 

each gland. A small duct, opening into the pharynx or cesopha- 

gus, extends anteriorly a short distance, and then bending ven- 

trally it passes between the two glands whose ductules unite 

with it. 

Beyond this point the digestive tract pursues an irregular 

course, and bending on itself passes dorsally to the anal opening. 

Three distinct divisions are clearly defined, the oesophagus, 

stomach-intestine and rectum. The first of these is of irregular 

outline, of relatively large caliber and its walls throughout are 

composed of columnar cells bearing a coat of delicate cilia. In 

the region of the stomach-intestine it narrows considerably and 

its walls become longitudinally folded. The stomach-intestine 

(s) is at first a comparatively large sac with highly glandular 

walls, each gland cell pyriform with the swollen distal end dis- 

tended by some lightly staining, vacuolated secretion. Diatoms 

occur in this section of the tract together with small quantities 

of some other material, all of it enveloped in a stringy looking 

coagulum. Although the gut is narrowed for a considerable dis- 
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tance before the rectum is reached, and appears in whole mounts 

to be differentiated into a definite intestine, sections show that 

this same glandular epithelium extends from cesophagus to rec- 

tum. This latter structure is characterized by longitudinally 

folded walls lined with cuticle and provided near the anal opening 

with a strong sphincter muscle. 

The nervous system is free from the ectoderm and is con- 

structed upon the usual gephyrean plan. Posteriorly the nerve 

cord terminates in a slight enlargement, as noted by Mingazzini, 

and on the other hand, after following the body wall to a point 

close to the pharynx it bends inward and in the neighborhood of 

the duct of the ventral glands bifurcates to form the cesophageal 

collar. The course of these connectives in two or three sections 

is difficult to follow, owing to their small size and the abundance 

of connective tissue and muscle fibers, but the plan shown in 

the figure is probably not far astray. The bilobed brain is very 

distinct in both sections and in whole mounts, but it has been 

impossible to trace any nerves from it with the exception of the 

connectives. 

The kidneys are two in number and consist of short coiled 

tubes opening to the exterior. I have examined these organs 

with much care but have failed to find that they have any internal 

opening. In every case the two extremities are in close contact, 

but the glandular portion includes the distal extremity, apparent- 

ly, and if any inner pore does exist it is minute and not a well- 

developed nephrostome. The gland cells are fairly well defined, 

more or less vacuolated and contain considerable quantities of 

a finely granular secretion. In the neighborhood of the pore the 

glandular elements disappear, the canal becomes of much smaller 

caliber and after a short, sharp twist opens to the exterior. 

The fatty substance described by Mingazzini is lacking in the 

present specimens, though in all probability this may be a variable 

feature. Also no trace of sex cells has been found, and there is 

therefore no reason to consider this an adult form so that a 

generic name is uncalled for as Spengel maintains. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The Point of View.—The mutation theory of DeVries, th© 

rediscovery of Mendel’s paper on hybrid peas, and the work of 

the Mendelian hybridologists have focused the attention of biolo- 

gists upon the characters of organisms as basal units for investi- 

gation in the effort to understand the modus operandi of evolu- 

tion. The most conspicuous outcome is the growth of the “unit 

character’ hypothesis, which, in the main, has been adopted 

by the Neo-Mendelians as the fundamental assumption necessary 

1A paper presented at the meeting of the American Naturalists in Boston, 

Dec., 1909. 
285 
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for their practice and theory, because of the fact that the char- 

acters of organisms often stand out sharply and behave with 

distinctness in the processes which follow reproduction. 

That many of the characters in organisms are distinct and 

behave in the sharp, alternative fashion described by the 

Mendelians, there can be no reasonable doubt. To deny the 

existence of these sharply defined, predicable behaviors in in- 

heritance is to deny the evidence of our senses, and accuse a 

considerable body of reputable workers of inability to make 

accurate observations. The fundamental question is, do these 

unit characters, or lesser entities, occupy in the organism the 

mosaic relation and have the capacity for the mosaic rearrangement 

which is assumed by most Mendelians and by the followers of De 

Vries? 

We must not be diverted from the main question by any fancied 

injury to our biological orthodoxies by the Neo-Mendelians’ array 

of factors, determiners, allelomorphs, gametic couplings, latencies, 

etc., because these represent only the symbols of processes at 

present unknown, although the results of these unknown processes 

are observable, predicable, capable of control and modification. 

Many, unable to accept the consequences which they believe 

to be the logical outcome of the unit character conception and 

the mosaic composition of organisms, take refuge in speculations 

in which the organic individual is compared to inorganic crystals, 

and state their position as follows: 

In the inorganic world the attributes and qualities of a par- 

ticular substance are due to the interaction of the component 

molecules and atoms, resulting in manifestations of one kind or 

another, which, as far as the mass is concerned, are essentially 

equivalent to the characters found in organisms. That is to say, 

in a crystal of copper sulphate the crystalline form and blue color 

are not due to a series of representative particles, or to unit 

characters, but they are due to the arrangement of the component 

molecules of copper sulphate and water of crystallization; in 

short, to a host of complex interactions of the component mole- 

cules. Copper sulphate crystals, in order to retain their specific 

identity, must consist of a definite proportion and arrangement 

of these molecules, and there is no ad priori reason why it is any 
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different in organisms, unless we assume that there is in living 

substance something fundamentally different from that of non- 

living matter, and any such admission at once commits the maker 

thereof to vitalism. 

I am not convinced that the analogy between a crystal and 

an organic individual is justified. This idea, of which Haeckel 

is the foremost exponent—while it has points in its favor—leaves 

much unexplained, and in living substance there are many proc- 

esses and attributes which can be taken away, 7. e., are absent 

as far as perception is concerned, leaving a similar mass with 

other attributes. 

There is much justification for considering organic species 

in the same light as we view non-living species. Thus a 

granite rock is as distinctive and specific as any animal or plant 

species. It has properties, attributes of the whole and also specific 

characters of the component parts. The basal components— 

orthoclase-feldspar, mica, quartz—exist in crystalline form in a 

granular crystalline complex; while the whole has specific attri- 

butes and qualities, the products of the interactions of the com- 

ponent parts and of the forces incident upon the elementary com- 

ponent substances at the time of combination. Depending upon 

variations of the mica—whether muscovit or biotite—and upon 

the amount and sizé of the mica masses, the appearance and 

attributes of the granites change; and much also depends upon 

whether the feldspar is orthoclase-feldspar or triclinic-feldspar, etc. 

The possible number of specific kinds of granite is very con- 

siderable and depends solely upon the nature of the component 

substances and the conditions under which the combinations are 

effected, while the specific end products are as distinctive as any 

plant or animal form. ; 

Likewise in feldspar, (a rock-forming unit character?) the crys- 

talline form depends upon what it is that is combined with the 

silicates of aluminum, whether salts of calcium, sodium, potas- 

sium or barium, to give the range of color, form, hardness, cleav- 

age, specific gravity, etc., found in the feldspar. Feldspar is 

crystalline, has polarity, and might well be a parallel to an 

organic form, but the constituent substances can be changed, re- 

placed, giving distinct, specific end results. In orthoclase, which 
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is a potash feldspar, is the potash a mineralogical unit character? 

It seems to me that the problem of the constitution of natural 

substances is the same in both living and non-living substance, and 

that there is in living substance something very much like that 

which is found in non-living substance in the combining of attri- 

butes from diverse sources into compact and distinct wholes. 

Because a charactet is sharp and distinct, or may be apparently 

removed, is no necessary reason for supposing that it may be 

taken away as an entity, and no reason whatsoever for believing 

it to be’ conditioned by a subsidiary mass; rather, we must re- 

gard an organism essentially as we would look upon any inorganic 

substance, as a mass of matter in which the unit is the individual 

with its array of attributes or qualities, or its specific characters. 

It is certain, however, that there is adequate evidence to prove 

the truth of the situation as described by the Mendelians as far 

as the behavior of the attributes is concerned; but the basis and 

cause of this behavior is entirely unknown, and must remain 

unknown until we have replaced by fuller knowledge the present 

crude ideas of the constitution of living substance. 

The situation which has developed in the last few years at 

the hands of the Neo-Mendelians themselves is interesting. 

From the simple conditions discovered by Mendel there has 

arisen through the work of the last decade an array of observa- 

tions tending to show that the Mendelian phenomenon is not 

in many instances as distinct and simple as one might wish, 

and at present divers kinds of variability in the behavior of 

characters are described and attributed, in some instances, to 

several different kinds of latency, to gametic coupling, to vari- 

able potency, to variable dominance, and so on. The situe tion 

essentially is this, that as investigation has progressed it has been 

discovered that not one, but a host of determining factors (I 

use the word factor as meaning something which makes possible 

a given result, with no idea expressed or implied as to the nature 

of this factor) are operative in the production of alternative in- 

heritance; and in the attempt to preserve the letter of the law 

of Mendelian theory of unit characters with segregation in 

gametogenesis, a host of hypotheses have been developed in order 

to save the original theory. 

ee 
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Among the Neo-Mendelians the assumption is universal that 

all the differences that come out of crosses are entirely due to 

internal factors brought into the fertilized egg by the gametes 

as factors and determiners, to various combinations of allelo- 

morphs, and so on. That some of these variable conditions 

may be due to external causes does not seem to have occurred 

to any of the Mendelians, and no effort has been made to elimi- 

nate in any one case what would first be eliminated in any ac- 

curate physical or chemical work, namely, the effect of surround- 

ing conditions, and forces incident upon the reactions unquestion- 

ably going on in the developing individual. 

Probably most of us will admit that the fertilization process 

represents the bringing together of two more or less like physico- 

chemical masses, and the combining of these into a new body 

with potentialities and capacities which then enable it to go on 

in a constantly increasing series of epigenetic reactions, and onto- 

genetic processes, and finally to evolve into an adult organism. 

The essence of the activity and reaction involved are beyond any 

question physico-chemical in their nature. This being true, the 

first step in the elucidation of this complex array of variability 

in behavior is to determine to what extent surrounding or inci- 

dent forces may modify in a particular case the type of alternative 

inheritance which is found; when effects of these forces are known, 

then attack can be profitably made upon problems of internal 

factors. This first step I have in part accomplished in a series 

of experiments which form the basis of this preliminary paper. 

Material — The material upon which this series of experiments 

herein described was carried out consisted of three species of 

chrysomelid beetles of the genus Leptinotarsa, which would hybri- 

dize freely and perfectly in all directions: Leptinotarsa signaticollis 

Stal, a species occurring in southern Mexico at the foot of the 

escarpment on the western side of the Mexican plateau; Leptino- 

tarsa undecimlineata Stal, a species confined entirely to the sa- 

vannahs and lower foot hills from Tampico in Mexico, southward 

to Costa Rica and Panama; and Leptinotarsa diersa n. sp., which 

is very similar to the former but is limited entirely to the higher 

foot hills on the border of the Mexican plateau. The reason for 
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choosing these three species was that any two of them, when 

crossed, give only certain very definite and invariable products, 

and I was thus enabled to eliminate many complications and pos- 

sible sources of error. The contrasting characters are as follows: 

Between L. signaticollis Stal (Fig. 1) and L. undecimlineata 

Stal (Fig. 2), in the adult, the elytra of L. undecimlineata have 

deep greenish black longitudinal stripes, edged with a double row 

of punctations, while L. signaticollis has the punctations, but 

not the stripes. The ground color of the elytra in L. signaticollis 

is grayish, while in L. uwndecimlineata it is white. No other 

characters in the adult had sufficient contrast to give sharp al- 

ternative inheritance. The larve of the two are sharply con- 

trasted; those of L. undecimlineata and L. signaticollis are exactly 

A B C 

Fic. 1. JL. signaticollis Stal. (A) Adult. Showing the absence of pigmeni, 

and the presence of the impressed punctations on the elytra which border the stripes 

in other species. The absence of pigment may well represent the negative half of 

a Mendelian allelomorph. (B) Full-grown larva. Showing the arrangement of 

black color marks upon the sides and back of the larve. The ground color in 

this state is bright chrome yellow. (C) Larva of second stage. Showing the char- 

acteristic color pattern. The ground color is a light chrome yellow. 

alike in the first stage, but in the second stage L. undecimlineata 

is white and L. signaticollis yellow, both with the same system 

of spots, and in the third stage L. signaticollis is yellow with 

well-developed tergal stripes and L. undecimlineata is pure white 

without stripes. These differences are well shown in text Figs. 

I and 2. : 

In L. diversa (Fig. 3) the elytra are marked by longitudinal 

stripes of greenish black edged with an irregular double row of 

punctations, and the larve are in all stages exactly like those of 
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L. signaticollis. There are no other simple differences between 

the three species that could be readily utilized in experiments 

of this kind, but the characters used are sharp and striking, and 

satisfy in every respect the conditions demanded hy Mendelian 

hypotheses. 

B G 

Fic. 2. JL. undecimlineata Stal. (A) Adult. Showing on the elytra the pres- 

ence of longitudinal pigmented bands which are bordered by rows of punctations 

as in L. signaticollis. The pigmented bands may be considered the positive half 

of a Mendelian allelomorph, so that when the two species are crossed weare following 

all of the Mendelian qualifications in crossing the presence and absence of the same 

character. (8) Full-grown larva, showing the characteristic color pattern in this 

stage. The ground color is pearly white. (C) Second stage larva, showing the 

characteristic color pattern. The ground color is also pearly white. 

The elytral stripes of L. diversa and L. undecimlineata repre- 

sent the present or positive character, and the lack of stripes in 

L. signaticollis the absence or negative factor of an allelomorphic 

pair, the yellow hypodermal color one member and the white 

the other of an allelomorphic pair: yl = (+) wh = (—); the 

dorsal spots the presence (+) and their absence the absence 

a(—) of another pair of allelomorphs—when we view the char- 

acters from the present Neo-Mendelian standpoint. 

A further reason for choosing this material for this investigation 

is the fact that when crossed it often gives most perfect Mendelian 

results, and in some cases perfect ratios of 1:2:1 are obtained in 

the second hybrid generation, while other crosses, brothers and 

sisters of the same material, did not give the same, but on 

the contrary, quite different results. For some time I was at 

a loss to understand the reason for this anomalous condition. 

No amount of crossing or investigation succeeded in disclosing 
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the presence of any internal factor, which by its operations would 

produce this result. Careful examination, however, of the rec- 

ords which have been kept in the vivarium where these experi- 

ments were carried on, gave evidence that the differences were 

possibly due to the conditions surrounding the hybrid series 

during development. Accordingly, an array of experiments has 

Sethe 
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A B G 

Fic. 3. L. diversa. (A) Adult. Showing the presence on the elytra of lon- 

gitudinal dark stripes in exactly the same position as the dark stripes in L. unde- 

cimlineata, and in the position of the absence of stripes in L. signaticollis. (B) 

Full-grown larva, showing characteristic color pattern. The ground color is bright 

chrome yellow as in L. signaticollis. (C) Second stage larva, showing character- 

istic color pattern. The ground color is yellow. 

been carried out to test this point—do the conditions surrounding 

or incident upon the gametes before and at fertilization and in early 

ontogeny influence in any way the behavior of characters? As far 

as this phase of the modifiability of alternative inheritance is 

concerned, I have essayed to investigate it in two ways: first, 

by the usual process of hybrid analysis, as it is practiced in all 

Mendelian work, in which the extracted dominants, recesses and 

heterozygous forms are tsolated and carried on as pure cultures, and 

again inbred and tested in the usual ways—essentially experi- 

ments in analysis to determine germinal constitution; second, I 

have carried on a series of complicated experiments in synthesis, 

comparable to those which one would expect to go on in nature when 

two of these species are brought into contact and hybridized, in order 

to learn what the result would be af two species should come in contact 

under different conditions, and hybridize, and these results I shall 

describe under the head of Experiments in Synthesis. 
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EXPERIMENTS IN ANALYSIS. 

Crosses Between L. signaticollis and L. diversa. 

The first effort was to determine whether or not external or 

incident conditions were in any way responsible for the produc- 

tion of the diversity of behavior found. The first experiment 

was a cross between a male L. diversa and a female L. signaticollis. 

L. signaticolus 2 X & L. diversa. 

Exp: Nos two9- 

A virgin female of L. signaticollis, from Exp. No. 419, g. XI 

(CCB) was mated with a male L. diversa, from Exp. No. 816, g. 

VI (A), under the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

dee R. H. 

Day Av. Soc sHe== 5 Day Av. 75 per cent. +5 percent. 

Night Av. ROB Oe. Night Av. 75 per cent. = 5 per cent. 

In the F, generation the larve were all alike, as was to be 

expected since the larval stages of the parental stocks are simi- 

lar. These larve gave rise to F, hybrid adults distributed 

in two sharply marked groups. One of these groups was 

indistinguishable from the female parent stock, and the other 

was an intermediate between the male and female parental stocks, 

in which the essential contrasting character between the adults 

was in the elytral stripes and these were distinctly midway 

between the two parent types, (a blend). The numbers were 49 

of the signaticollis type (sig. type), to 53 of the mid type (mid 

type)—practically a 1:1 ratio. 

Several pairs of each of these types were mated for the F, 

generation. The matings of the signaticollis type gave in the F, 

generation pure signaticollis, and further breeding for five con- 

secutive generations gave only signaticollis types. The progeny 

of the mid type, however, split in the F, generation into three 

classes, with perfect Mendelian ratios, one like the female szg- 

naticollis type, one like the male diversa type, and the mid type. 

For example, pair A, gave: 

sig. type. mid. type. | diversa type. 

observed 59: 120: 61. 

expected 60.25 | 120.50 60.25 

1 These experiment numbers are those of the original records, which are now 

attached to the specimens preserved asa record of this work. 
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The extracted forms of the signaticollis type, when inbred, con- 

tinued to breed true in F,; the extracted forms like the male 

diversa type likewise came true in F,, F, and F,; and the mid 

types in generations F, and F, gave in all cases close approxi- 

mations to the ratio 1:2:1. The behavior observed in’ experi- 

ments of this class is shown in Plane I., a digest of Exp. No. H 409. 

This behavior would suggest that either one or the other of 

the parents used was a “heterozygous form.’ When, however, 

identical material, brothers and sisters of the first, were reared 

under other conditions, a different result was obtained. 

L. signaticollis 2 X & L. dwwersa. 

Exp. No. H 4Io. 

In Plate II. are represented the results obtained in crossing 

a female L. signaticollis and a male L. diversa of exactly the same 

stocks as described in Exp. No. H 409, but under the following 

conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

aly R. H. 

Day Av. (sas) | Se os Day Av. 50 percent. = 10 per cent. 

Night Av. 50°F. 5°. Night Av. 80 per cent. =: 15 per cent. 

In the F, generation of this experiment there was one class of 

adults, invariably of the mid type, and these, when inbred, gave 

in the F, generation a typical Mendelian grouping of types, in 

the majority of cases in as nearly perfect ratio of 1:2:1 as could 

be desired. These two crosses were repeated eleven times under 

the same conditions with the same results, the only variation 

being a slight oscillation in the 1:2:1 ratio of the F, generation 

and a slight variation in the mid types. The number of pairs 

that have been used would in itself be sufficient evidence that 

the results were not due to the chance selection of individuals 

which would give these results, but that they were due entirely 

to the conditions surrounding the germinal materials at the time 

of their combination and during their early development. To 

still further test the point, a more crucial experiment was carried 

out as follows: 

: 

§ 
5 
b 
5 
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L. signaticolis 2 X Qf L. dwersa. 

Exp. No. H 409/411. 

A female of L. signaticollis and a male L. diversa were allowed 

to reproduce under the conditions of the first experiment (Exp. 

No. H 409), while a certain number of their eggs were being laid 

(designated as Lot A). These eggs developed normally under 

the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

TT: R. H. 

Day Av. 80°F. +5.4°. Day Av. 74 per cent. =:6 _ per cent. 

Night Av. 75°F. +7.8°. Night Av. 75 percent. = 5.7 per cent. 

and gave typical larve, which gave two classes of adults in the 

F, generation in the proportion of approximately 1:1, or 

sig. type. mid type. 

88: 94. 

The individuals like the female parent (sig. type), when inbred, 

came true to the type for four consecutive generations, which 

was as far as they were carried; while the mid types, when inbred, 

gave in the F, generation marked Mendelian ratios in the pro- 

portion of 1:2:1, the numbers for Pair B being: 

signaticollis type mid type. diversa type. 

Observed 08 : 201: IOI. 

Expected 100: 200: roo. 

After a few days the same pair of individuals was placed under 

the conditions of Exp. No. H 410: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

Any R. H. 
Day Av. SS 7G? I, Aes Day Av. 51.2 percent. =:II_ percent. 

INishtAte ) == Souham 5-Se- Night Av. 81.5 per cent. =: 14.2 per cent. 

and there allowed to develop another set of eggs (Lot B). 

These eggs developed normally and gave in the F, generation 

only a single type like the signaticollis parent, which, when inbred, 

gave in the F, generation signaticollis, and continued to breed 

true for four consecutive generations. This experiment was 

repeated seven times with uniform results, confirming the 
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conclusions drawn from the first two experiments and showing 

beyond doubt that the variability of behavior in the alter- 

native inheritance of the eltyral stripes in these two species of 

beetles was due to conditions surrounding and incident upon the 

germinal materials in their most sensitive stages, before, during 

and immediately following fertilization. The behavior common 

to this type of experiment is shown in Plate III. 

With this cross of an L. signaticollis 2 X & L. diversa, the 

determination of dominance and the ensuing type of behavior is 

clearly a function of the conditions incident upon the combining 

germ plasms. In the repitition of Exp. No. H 409/411, the 

experiment was varied so that in some cases it was the first 

laid eggs that gave the behavior of Exp. No. H 409, and in others, 

it was the last laid eggs, or those of the middle of the reproductive 
’ 

period—showing that the results are not ‘‘age results,” nor due 

to segregations, nor orthogenesis giving one kind of germ at the 

start, another at the middle, and others at the close of the repro- 

ductive period. 

Crosses Between L. signaticollis and L. undecimlineaia. 

More interesting and complicated results were obtained in 

crosses between L. signaticollis and L. undecimlineata, where 

there are contrasting characters between both larve and adults, 

differences in the specific pattern as a whole, in specific spots 

and in the general body color. Reference to Figs. 1 and 2 will 

show essentially what these differences are, as far as pattern and 

spots are concerned. In body color of the larve the difference 

is between a white in L. undecimlineata and a bright chrome 

yellow in L. signaticollis. 

L. undecimlineata 2 X 3S L. signaticollis. 

Exp. No? Hr 7oo x: 

A virgin female of L. undecimlineata, from Ex. No. 722, g. III 

(AA) was crossed with a male L. signaticollis from Ex. Ne. 4109, 

g. XIII (CAAC) under the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

WE. R. H. 

Day Avy. =: 95° BF. 3.5°) ' Day Av. 84 per cent. -+:8 per cent. 

Night Av. = 80° F. 4.8°. Night Av. 100 per cent. 
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This mating gave larve in the F, generation which were of the 

female parent type, 7. e., white without tergal spots in the third 

stage, and from these emerged a single type of adults, all of the 

female parental type. - These, when inbred, came true, giving 

-individuals like themselves, and continued to breed true for six 

generations. No traces of sporadic variations of any kind in 

either adult or larva were found, nor was there in this strain any 

trace of the male parental type. In this cross, which I have 

repeated five times, the male type was as completely eliminated 

as if it had never existed. Plate IV. shows the behavior in the 

first and second hybrid generations. . 

Question as to this result might be raised on the grounds 

that it isa case of parthenogenesis and nota case of hybrid- 

ization at all. As a matter of fact, parthenogenesis in Lep- 

tinotarsa is unknown, and although I have repeatedly endeav- 

ored to obtain parthenogenetically developed individuals, I 

have always signally failed. Virgin females of L. undecimlineata 

have been repeatedly subjected to chemical stimuli (7. e., injected 

salts of Cu, Na, Li, Sr, Ba, Cu, Zn, etc.), and physical stimuli 

(4. e., mechanical shocks, electric stimuli, etc.), which might be 

productive of parthenogenetic development, but thus far without 

any success whatever. 

In a second series of experiments, an exact duplicate of the 

first, a female was allowed to develop eggs and deposit them, 

and these eggs uniformly failed to develop even to the earliest 

cleavage stages. No development and no fertilized eggs were 

found from this female until the eggs were fertilized by a male 

L. signaticollis, when development progressed in the regular man- 

ner and gave results identical with those of the first experiment. 

L. undecimlineata 2 X BS L. signaticolls. 

Expr Nomi 700) x. 

A virgin female of L. undecimlineata, from Exp. No. 722, g. 

III (AB), was crossed with a male L. signaticollis, from Exp. No. 

419, g. XIII (CAAC), under the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

T. R. H. 

Way Ave) 75e Bey == ana Day Av. 80 percent. +5 per cent. 

Night Av. 70° F. = 3.5°. 80-90 per cent. = 5 per cent. 
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From this cross there came larve which in the F, generation 

were all of the female parental type, and from these emerged a 

single class of adults intermediate between the two parents, a 

mid type. These adults, very uniform in character, when inbred, 

gave in the F, generation abundant progeny. The larve of the 

F, generation were in the first stage all alike; in the second stage 

they were clearly divisible into two classes in the proportion of 

white 245: yellow 190; while in the third stage the yellow larve 

further divided into larve which were yellow with black spots 

on the back (YIS), and yellow without black spots on the back 

(Yls). The white larve similarly divided into two classes, white 

with black spots (WhS), and white without black sopts (Whs). 

The census of larve in the third stage gave for Pair C: 

| Whs | wes | vis | Yls | 
170 15 | 58 132 

Each of these classes of larvae was somewhat variable, and it 

was often difficult to decide in the case of a white larva whether 

it belonged in the class with black spots or in the class without 

black spots, because there is an almost continuous gradation of 

color from zero to a full development of the dorsal color pattern. 

In making the division, the practice was followed of examining 

the larve with a lens magnifying ten diameters, and if the slight- 

est trace of pigment was detected in the centres in which pigment 

develops, they were then classed as larve with spots, even though 

the spots were not visible to the unaided eye. 

Each of these four classes of larve gave rise to three classes of 

adults, that is, each one split into forms like the female type, 

like the male type, and an intermediate type. In every case 

each of the four classes has given a typical Mendelian splitting 

in the second hybrid generation, but the ratios are in most cases 

somewhat variable, owing to the necessity of breeding these F, 

hybrids under rather variable conditions. The behavior in this | 

‘culture is shown in Plate V. The census of the adults derived 

from Pair C was as follows: 
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11-lineata type. mid type. sig. type. 

170 Whs larve gave: I4c' 229 240’ 259 40° 72 

36 49 Ir 
75 WhS larve zave:| 30° 8 Oo 119 601 49 

II 20 a0) 
58 YIS larvee gave: 40° 49 60° 109 50° 42 

. 8 16 9 

132 Ys larve gave: 9” 72 220 252 170’ 159 
16 27 32 

Ratios of theseadult types 71: Tes 62 

Expected 63.75 127.50 63.75 

Four experiments of this type have been carried through to the 

fourth and fifth generations with perfectly uniform results thus 

far. 

1D. Winder smlineaie 2 Xo L. signaticollis. 

Expy Now) Zor 

A virgin female of L. undecimlineata, from Exp. No. 722, g. 

IV (E), was crossed with a male L. signaticollis, from Exp. No. 

419, g. XIII (CAAB) under the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

a0, R. H. 

Max. 105°F. Max. 85 per cent. 

Min. 80° F. Min. 70 per cent. 

Av. O2PRE Av. 79 per cent. 

The larve of the F, generation were in the first stage identical; 

in the second stage they were clearly divisible into sharply marked 

classes of white and yellow in the proportion of wh. 30: yl. 26. 

The yellow larve in the third stage divided into YIS 11 and Ylsqg, 

and the white larve gave three groups: pure pearly white like 

the female parent, whs 1; larve which were yellowish white 

without spots, whys 14; and larve which were yellowish white 

with spots, whyS to. The dorsal spots of the larve in the third 

stage were in this case variable. The single pearly white larva 

gave rise to a female exactly like the parent type and four classes 

of larve: white without spots (Whs), white with spots (WhS), 

yellow without spots (YIS), and yellow with spots (Yls). Each 

gave rise to a group of highly variable mid types, in which the 

range of variation was from the condition of the female parent 

to that of the male parent. Fourteen pairs of these were tested 

out in the F, generation and they were all found to be uniformly 
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mid types, that is, they were ‘‘heterozygous”’ in their nature and 

every one of them gave, when inbred, the following behavior in 

the F, generation: the larve in the first stage were all alike, in the 

second stage they were clearly divisible into two types, white and 

yellow in a proportion of approximately 1: 1; in the third stage 

the larvez of all the mid types divided into four classes: white 

without spots (Whs), white with spots (WhS), yellow without 

spots (YIS), and yellow with spots (Yls); and each of these 

classes gave three classes of adults, that is, from the white larve 

without spots came forms which were exactly like the female 

parent, forms exactly like the male parent, and an intermediate 

type. The same classes of adults came from the white larve 

without spots, from the white larvee with spots, from the yellow 

larvze with spots and the yellow larve without spots, giving thus 

twelve sharply marked categorizes of adults in the second hybrid 

generation, each having a definite type of behavior and carrying 

presumably a definite gametic constitution, the product of its 

past experience. The census of larval characters from nine mat- 

ings was as follows: 

Whs. WBS. WAISK: Yls. Total. 

Pair A. IIO 39 28 53 230 

Pair B. 233 92 30 q1 426 
Pair C. 248 83 65 I16 Iii) 
Pair D. 92 72 44 51 259 
Pair E. 107 64 40 31 243 
Pair G. III 29 57 : 102 3090 
Pair I. 70 22 21 52 165 

. Pair K. I70 45 58 132 435 
Pair L. 271 69 70 164 574 

- Total. I,411 545 A413 472 3,243 

From these larve there came the three types: signaticollis 

(sig.), mid (mid), and wndecimlineata (11-lin.) as follows: 

Whs. Larve. WhS Larve. YIS Larve. YIS Larve. 

zz-lin.| mid. | sig: |z1-lin.| mid. | sig. |zz-lin,| mid. | sig. |1z-lin.| mid. | sig. 

Pair A. PSs 24 5 I4 6 2 8 | 10 7 21 | 12 
Pair B. Bon Agel eZ Ons eats 35 5 3 Io 5 6 28 9 
Pair C. ABA ay2e see 20 26 9 | Io 27 | 19 4 26 | 12 
Pair I. I4 | 36 q 4 8 6 1! 8 q I 23s 
Pair K. Soy |) ako) |) atte Ir 20 | 10 4 16 9 | 16 47| 32 

Totai. 147 | 234| 84 | 53 | 103 | 36 | 20 69 | 50 | 37 | 150! 78 

1A hybrid sport @ with the elytral stripes double— because the ancestor of 

a stable race. 

eM ee ee ee eee 

~_> 
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OR 

T1-lin. mid. sig. 

Observed. 257: 556: 288. 
‘Expected. DMT 550.50: Dr, ise 

These have been carried on into subsequent generations, and 

it has been found that the twelve extracted types resulting in the 

second hybrid generation are different from each other, even 

though they may appear superficially alike. The general be- 

havior and results obtained in this experiment are shown in 

Plate VI. 

L. undecimlineata 2 X SL. signaticollis. 

Exp: No: ‘H 7oo. 

A virgin female of L. undecimlineata, from Exp. No. 722, g. 

I, was crossed with a male L. signaticollis, from Exp. No. 419, 

g. XI (DC), under the following conditions: 

Foon : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

alg R. H. 

Max. + 81° F. Max. == 87 per cent. 

Min. + 70° F. Min. + 69 per cent. 

Av. 75.6° F. Av. 47.11 per cent. 

This cross gave rise in the F, generation to larve all alike in 

the first stage, which in the second stage separated into two 

classes, yellow and white, and in the third stage remained as 

two classes, white without spote (Whs) and yellow without spots 

(Yls) (Whs 37: Yls 45). The white larvee (Whs) gave rise to 

_ twenty-one individuals exactly like the female type (120, 9 &), 

and the yellow without spots (Yls) gave rise to twenty-four 

individuals of the mid type (11 13 &), a ratio of 7:8. The 

individuals like the female parental type, when inbred, gave a 

typical repetition of the ontogeny of the female parental stock 

with adults like themselves, and continued to do so for four 

consecutive generations without any indication of the male parent 

type appearing. The mid type, when inbred, gave in the F, gener- 

ation typical results. The larve of the first stage were all alike; 

they divided into yellow and white larve in the second stage in the 
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proportion of yl. 83 : wh. 154, and in the third stage the white 

larve split into 

38: 33 31: 20. 

or approximately 4:2:2:1. Each of these groups then gave 

rise to three classes of“Adults, precisely similar to those found to 

arise in the second hybrid generation in Exp. No. H 701, that is, 

from each of the four larval groups there arose forms like the 

female parent, others like the male parent, and an intermediate 

form; and these three categories of adults are clearly distinguish- 

able one from the other without intermediates between them. The 

general results and behavior of this experiment are shown in 

Plate VII. 

L. undecimlineata 2 X SO L. signaticollis. 

Exp. No. H 7o1 B. 

A female L. undecimlineata, from Exp. No. 722, g. IV (E), 

and a male L. signaticollis from Exp. No. 419, g. XIII (CAAB), 

were crossed under the following conditions: 

Foop : NORMAL — UNIFORM. 

are R. H. 

Max. + 98° F. Max. + 95 per cent. 

Min. + 50° F. Min. = 40 per cent. 

Av. 80.2° F. Ay. 68 per cent. 

and gave rise in the F, generation to larve which were all alike 

in the first stage, but which separated into yellow and white in the 

second stage, in a proportion of yl. 21 : wh. 28; the white larve re- - 

mained white larvee without spots in the third stage and the yellow 

larve remained yellow larvz without spots in the third stage. 

From the white larve without spots there came a type exactly 

like the female parent (26, 22), which, when inbred, con- 

tinued to breed true; and from the yellow without spots came 

two classes of adults, a type exactly like the male parent (3c, 

22), and a mid type (30', 4 2); of the three types appearing 

in the F, generation, which are sharply marked one from another 

without any trace of intermediates, the observed numbers were: 
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t1—lin. type. mid type. sig. type. 

A | We Ge 

In this experiment in the F, generation three distinct types 

appeared, one like the male parental type, one like the female 

parental type, and a mid type. Each of the derived types was 

inbred for four consecutive generations and continued to 

breed true, neither one giving any indication of the other 

stock. Of the mid types several pairs were mated and gave 

the same results as those obtained from the mid types in 

Exp. No. H 700, H 7o1, etc. Thus, in Pair A, the larve in the 

first stage were all alike; in the second stage they split into 

white and yellow in a ratio of wh. 55: yl. 45. The white split 

into white without spots (Whs 27), and white with spots (WhS 23); 

and the yellow split into yellow without spots (Yls 14), and yellow 

with spots (YIS 25). The four classes of larve gave adults of the 

F, generation, each producing three classes sharply demarked 

one from the other, as in the previous experiments. Plate 

VIII. shows the behavior and results obtained in this experi- 

ment. 

In this series of experiments the behavior in the first and second 

hybrid generations indicates a variability in the reactions which 

take place between the combinations brought about in the germ 

plasm at fertilization. As stated in the introduction, I have 

- not been able to show the existence of additional characters 

latent or recessive, which might bring about the variability in 

behavior observed, and the problem is to account for this vari- 

ability. 

In the absence-of evidence to the contrary, the characters seen 

may safely be assumed to represent the characters involved, and 

it is perfectly clear, in crosses between L. signaticollis and L. 

dwersa, and between L. signaticollis and L. undecimlineata, 

that when identical materials were placed under dissimilar con- 

ditions, dissimilar types of behavior resulted without the pro- 

duction of anything new or unusual in the way of attributes in 

the resulting progeny. In the case of Exp. No. H 409, the be- 

havior there strongly indicated that either one or the other of 

the two parents was heterozygous in character, and such an inter- 
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pretation would perhaps be perfectly valid were it not for the 

fact that identical materials placed under dissimilarc onditions, 

as in Exp. No. H 410, give such a result that one would not be 

warranted in assuming that either of the parents was hetero- 

zygous, but that both parents were homozygous in the strictest 

sense. Even this might possibly. be accounted for by assuming 

that chance had brought about the selection of homozygous 

individuals for one series of experiments and heterozygous in- 

dividuals for the other. This interpretation, however, is invali- 

dated by Exp. No. H 409/411, in which a male and a female 
of material identical with that used in Exp. No. 409 and Exp. 

No. 410 were allowed to reproduce under the conditions of Exp. 

No. 409 for part of their reproductive period, and under the 

conditions of Exp. No. 410 for the remainder. From the eggs 

developed and fertilized during the first period came results in 

every way comparable to those obtained in Exp. 409, and from 

the eggs developed and fertilized during the second period came 

results in every way the duplicate of those obtained in Exp. No. 

410. 

These experiments are crucial as far as this case is concerned, 

for the simple reason that it is inconceivable that during one 

period all the heterozygous germ cells would be developed, and 

during another period all the homozygous cells. Any such as- 

sumption is preposterous, and the only interpretation that one 

can legitimately use is that conditions surrounding and incident 

upon the germ cells at the time ot and immediately following — 

fertilization were in some way productive of the differences in 

behavior found. ; 

In the series of experiments between L. signaticollis and 

L. undecimlineata, a more complicated behavior is found, due 

to the fact that more characters are involved. As in the 

first series, similar materials reared under dissimilar condi- 

tions gave dissimilar behaviors, but without the production of 

any new types or characters in the materials; that is, there are 

apparently no strange attributes present, but simply a varia- 

bility in the behavior of attributes already pr2sent, and this 

variability in behavior may be of profound importance in evolu- 

tionary processes. 
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In this preliminary account of the experiments, I have given 

only the crosses between the female L. st¢gnaticollis and the males. 

of L. diversa and the female L. undecimlineata and male L. sig- 

naticollis. The reciprocal crosses have been made and confirm in 

every way the results obtained in the crosses given, but in 

this paper the object is not the investigation of variability of 

behavior in reciprocal crosses, but an elementary consideration 

of the effect which incident or surrounding conditions may have 

upon the behavior of characters in hybridization. A more de- 

tailed treatment of this work must be postponed for a more 

extensive publication. 

The results obtained in both sets of experiments are in general 

very much in harmony with results which have been obtained by 

certain workers in experimental embryology, with this difference, 

that in this case the analysis has been carried out through two 

or more generations, and in the case of experimental embryology 

the experiments cease with the obtaining of larval forms. 

The whole question of dominance is at the present time a try- 

ing one. Practically all the criteria which have been proposed 

from time to time for the detection of the dominant member 

of across have in one way or another been broken down, and 

Davenport’s definition, that the dominant member of a cross is 

only to be detected, in many organisms at least, by the determina- 

tion of which character is the more variable in subsequent genera- 

tions, seems to me not likely to be of general applicability. In the 

materials which form the basis of this paper it could not possibly 

be used, because both of the extracted forms are at times equally 

variable, at times one is more variable than the other, and at 

other times both are relatively invariable. 

What determines the dominance of one parental type over the 

other is a question of vital importance in both normal and cross 

fertilization. Apparently, one of the earliest workers to attack 

this question was Vernon in 1898. He suggested that the hybrid 

echinoderm larve which in the summer were largely maternal in 

type, and in winter were largely paternal in type were due to 

the relative differences in the ripeness of the sexual products used 

in the cross. 

Doncaster, in 1904, concluded that temperature was the chief, 
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if not the sole cause of the changes observed by Vernon; and 

Herbst’s work in 1906-07 on the echinoderms showed definitely 

that temperature is a contributing, but not the exclusive fac- 

tor. Tennent in 1910, by crossing Hipponoé esculenta with 

Toxopneustes variegatus at Dry Tortugas, Florida, reached the 

general result that in normal sea water Hipponoé is the 

dominant member of the cross in the plutei; and in sea water 

to which sodium hydrate had .been added, increasing the 

alkalinity, he found that Hipponoé was also dominant irre- 

spective of the direction of the cross; but when a_ small 

proportion of acetic or hydrochloric axid was added to normal 

sea water, thus decreasing the alkalinity, he found that Toxop- 

neustes was dominant. This he considers an explanation of the 

seasonal variation described by Vernon, but it is not quite clear 

just what could be the basis of a seasonal variation of the alka- 

linity or acidity of a large body of ocean water like that of the 

Gulf of Mexico; rather, it is entirely conceivable, as Vernon 

states and as Herbst demonstrates, that temperature is at least 

a factor capable of producing variability in the dominance of 

various crosses. These results of Vernon, Doncaster, Herbst and 

Tennent deal with the early stages, and none have been carried 

to F, generation adults, or into the F, and F, generations. In 

my crosses exactly similar results have been produced by sub- 

jecting the organism to different sets of conditions during the 

fertilization period, and this has brought about divergence in 

behavior, which divergence has continued into the second and 

third generations, and the products of the variability are in every 

way constant and fixed from the start. 

These results indicate that in the fertilization process the 

two somewhat unlike germinal substances that are being com- 

bined, and interact one upon the other in exactly the same 

way that two non-living substances would; that is, the pro- 

ducts of the interaction are the resultant of the natures of 

the two substances and the conditions under which the com- 

bination took place. We must not, therefore, expect to find a 

factor which determines dominance, such as temperature, al- 

kalinity, moisture, etc., but rather must determine the com- 

plex under which, when two materials are combined, definite 
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results are produced. When the same materials are combined 

under the conditions of some other complex we may expect, 

and do find, that there are differences in the behavior and in the 

products produced. 

That this production of variability in behavior and in the 

determination of dominance by incident factors is a real and 

vital process in nature, I have attempted to show by a second 

series of experiments, in which I placed definite organisms 

together in a state of nature where they would interbreed freely, 

in order to see what the resulting products would be. These are 

the experiments in synthesis. 

EXPERIMENTS IN SYNTHESIS. 

The purpose of these experiments was to determine what the 

result would be when species which cross freely, and some of 

whose characters behave Mendelianwise in experiment, were. 

brought together in a state of nature. It is frequently main- 

tained, especially by systematists, that crossing in nature, while 

uncommon, when it does occur is without much effect—a broad 

statement made @ priort, and grounded in the orthodox belief 

that species for the most part are physiologically isolated one 

from another. 

An extensive set of these experiments has been in progress 

for some years, some few of which have now developed far enough 

to allow of rather definite statements. The method employed 

has been to take species derived from nature from some restricted 

locality, to keep close watch upon what goes on in this locality 

and also to analyze the composition of the species from this 

locality by cultures in the laboratory. In this way, stocks of 

known character are obtained from experiment, and also natural 

stocks whose attributes are well known are developed in the 

type localities. In the experiments in synthesis either pedigreed 

stocks from the laboratory, or the stocks from nature, or both, 

were placed in nature upon their food plant in isolated locali- 

ties, or in large cages, and allowed to breed as if the introduction 

were a natural one. ; 
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COMPETITION HYBRIDIZATION EXPERIMENTS BETWEEN 

L. SIGNATICOLLIS AND L. UNDECIMLINEATA. 

L. undecimlineata X L. signaticollis. 

Exp. No. C. H. 47.3 Cuernavaca. 

In 1904, an isolated area of about an acre upon the southern 

slope of a barranca, near Cuernavaca, was planted with food 

plants, upon which both L. signaticollis and L. undecimlineata 

would feed. In July, 1904, this spot was stocked with a culture 

of 210specimens of L. signaticollis, from a standard location about 

a mile and half distant, and 354 specimens of L. undecimlineata, 

obtained at El Hule, on the banks of the Rio Papaloapan. 

Each of the groups was equally divided between the sexes, 

were young and vigorous, immediately began breeding and inter- 

crossed freely. Under experimental conditions these forms cross 

freely in both directions, but out of them no new characters 

come as the result of ordinary crossing. 

In the first generation of this colony there was an abundance 

of individuals of both sexes of the signaticollis type, and of the 

undecimlineata type, and of a highly variable intermediate hybrid 

type. A census was made of the population on August 14 to 17, 

with the following results: 

signaticollis type mid type. undecimlineata type. - 

4,518 I1,744 5,091 

In this experiment, it was, of course, impossible to tell from 

inspection whether the szgnaticollis individuals were pure signa- 

ticollis, or pure signaticollis and a hybrid with the signaticollis 

dominant, and the same was true with respect to the wndecim- 

lineata. All of the beetles entered into hibernation during the 

latter part of August, and early September of 1904. The food 

plants survived the long hard dry season and came up in the - 

spring of 1905 in abundance, and in June, 1905, individuals of 

all three types emerged and were found to be interbreeding freely. 

A census made of the individual which emerged late in June 

gave the following results: 

Signaticollis type. mid type. undecimlineata type. 

1,027 1,744 478 
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which clearly indicates that through some cause the hibernating 

conditions of the location were favorable for signaticollis, but were 

decidedly unfavorable for the undecimlineata and for the interme- 

diate hybrid type. These individuals were allowed to interbreed 

freely and produced a numerous progeny, in which the larve 

were of four different types; white without spots, white with spots, 

yellow without spots, and yellow with spots. The second genera- 

tion emerged from the middle to the end of July, 1905, and 

showed a huge preponderance of the signaticollis type. The 

census of a random sample taken the last week in July gave the 

following count: 

signaticollis type. mid type. undecimlineata type. 

1,244 I,1Q2 3607 

These individuals were not removed from the colony; the census 

of the sample was made, the individuals put back, and the colony 

allowed to encounter the conditions and behavior which it would 

meet in a state of nature. Nine pairs, taken at random, of the 

undecimlineata type were bred out as pedigreed cultures during 

August and part of September, 1905, and gave uniformly an 

undecimlineata progeny. Seven pairs of the szgnaticollis type, 

which were bred out, gave uniformly a szgnaticollis ‘progeny, and 

out of five other pairs there appeared individuals of the mid type 

and of the undecimlineata type, showing that some of the signa- 

ticollis type were hybrid in character. Six pairs of the mid type 

were also bred out as pedigreed stock, and showed themselves to 

be in every case hybrid. 

The third generation was produced in August and early Sep- 

tember, 1905. In this the larvee were of the same four classes, but 

showed a huge preponderance of yellow larve (YIS). A count 

made late in August, when perhaps the bulk of the larve had 

entered into pupation, gave the following results: 

| Whs | Whs | vis | vis | 
| 205 227 849 

The adults of Generation III. emerged early in September; 

a census made about the middle of September gave the following: 
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signaticollis type. | mid. type. | undecimlineata type. 

2,452 | 827 | 218 | 

showing again a marked decrease in the undecimlineata form, a 

lesser decrease in the intermediate hybrid type, and a much 

greater relative increase in the signaticollis type. These hiber- 

nated during the winter of 1905-1906 and emerged in June, 1906. _ 

They were allowed to interbreed freely. The population was 

not seen at the time of emergence, but in the fourth generation 

it was observed in July, 1906, and the 11-limeata type and the 

mid type were nearly absent. The census made at this time, 

when the first generation of the year was apparently at its height, 

gave the following results: 

undecimlineata type. 

! | 

| signaticollis type. mid type. 

3,275 45 

These then inbred and the colony was next seen in September 

at about the middle of the month, when the census of the indi- 

viduals in the colony was as follows in Generation V.: 

undecimlineata type. | signaticollis type. | mid type. 

a 6 | 1,823 Oo | 

These hibernated during the winter of 1906-07 and emerged in 

June, 1907, reproduced at once, and gave an abundant progeny 

which emerged as Generation VI. between the roth and 25th of 

July. These when seriated gave the following results: 

| signaticollis type. mid type. | undecimlineata type. | 

2,255 2 | Oo | 

The second generation of 1907 emerged late in August and 

early in September, and of this generation the undecimlineata type 

was entirely absent, and the mid type practically so. These hiber- 

nated and when seen in the spring of 1908 only the szgnaticollis 

type emerged. Both generations of 1908 and both generations 

of 1909 have developed the presence of the signaticollis type 

only. 

ee ee ee es ae ee 
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In 1908 individuals from this location were brought to Chicago 

and carried as pedigreed cultures in the laboratory. They have 

shown a complete gametic purity as far as could be determined, 

and none have been detected which were hybrid in character. 

In this colony, isolated in its location, through some process or 

other in hybridization or perhaps by selective factors, signaticollis 

has completely subjected and eliminated undecimlineata. Inas- 

much as L. undecimlineata, when protected from crossing, lives 

well at Cuernavaca, and the selective action is very low, I 

am of the opinion that the swamping of undecimlineata is due 

to some process of hybridization. This opinion is fully justified 

by experiments conducted in cages which eliminate selective 

factors. 

L. undecimlineata X L. signaticollis. 

Exp. No. C. H. 47.4 Paraiso. 

This experiment was begun in 1905, when one hundred indi- 

viduals were taken from the standard colony of L. signaticollis 

at Cuernavaca, and, with an equal number of L. undecimlineata, 

from El Hule, were planted upon a vigorous growth of their food 

plants in a clearing made in the Foot Hill Rain Forest, in the 

Paraiso district not far from Ojos de Agua, in the Canton of 

Zongolica. They were observed to intercross freely, but there 

was a preponderance of uwndecimlineata-like forms, with a few 

intermediates, and only small numbers of the signaticollis type in 

the first hybrid generation. The census made of the first hybrid 

generation was as follows: 

= 
| signaticollis type. mid type. undecimlineata type. | 

fo) 56 1,342 | 

A third generation was produced in late November, and in 

that generation there were no signaticollis forms visible; there 

were only a few of the hybrid intermediate type and these all 

closely approximated the undecimlineata form. ‘The census ob- 

tained late in November was 

| signaticollis type. mid type. undecimlineata type. 

oO II 1,134 | 
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In 1906, 1907 and 1908 these cultures were allowed to shift 

for themselves, and the food plants were nearly swamped by 

immigration into the glade of plants from the surrounding Rain 

Forest; in fact, the whole culture was allowed to engage in a most 

desperate struggle for its existence. As far as the beetles were 

concerned, this was simply a struggle for food. In 1908-1909 

the inroads which had been made by other plants had so reduced 

the number of Solanums that the food supply was inadequate. 

During these years, however, no trace of the signaticollis type 

has ever appeared. In 1908, material of the wndecimlineata type 

was taken from this culture to Chicago, and there subjected to 

the tests of pedigree analysis, but without any trace of the 

signaticollis form appearing. In both experiments, however, at 

Preesidio and at Cuernavaca, the resulting materials were different 

in the gametic make-up from the original species. Superficially, 

these stocks could not be told from the natural species, but when — 

used as the basis of experiment under control conditions, it was 

found that there resulted a difference in the behavior of the 

subsequent hybrid generations, clearly indicating a change in the 

gametic constitution of these groups of individuals. 

Other experiments involving the same two species are in prog- 

ress, under desert conditions at Tucson, Ariz. 

Competition Hybridization Experiments Between L. decem- 

lineata, L. oblongata and L. multiteniata. 

A series of experiments, more conclusive and under better 

conditions, has been carried on, using three species: L. 

decemlineata, L. oblongata and L. multiteniata. Of these, in 

nature, L. decimlineata is limited solely to the United States 

and southern Canada; L. multiteniata entirely to the southern 

portion of the plateau of Mexico, and L. oblongata to the Balsas 

Valley and the Oaxaca-Guerrero Highlands. These species inter- 

cross freely under experimental conditions and present the follow- 

ing contrasting characters for consideration. The general ground 

color of the larve of L. decemlineata is wine red, that of L. oblon- 

gata and L. multiteniata chrome yellow. JL. decemlineata and L. 

multiteniata have two rows of spots along the side in the larve, 
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while L. oblongata has one. L. oblongata, as shown in Fig. 4, 

is long and oval in outline; L. decemlineata, as shown in Fig. 4, 

is more rounded; and L. multiteniata is robust in type. There 

are also color differences between the species, which need not 

concern us here. Three experiments will serve to illustrate 

the purpose of this paper. 

Fic. 4. Arranged to show some of the essential differences between the species: 

L. oblongata, L. multiteniata and L. decemlineata. (A) Showing the form and 

characteristic markings of the adult of L. oblongata. (B) Adult of L. multiteniata, 

showing the more robust form and somewhat different type of general color pattern, 

sharply distinguishing it from both of the other species. The elytral ground color 

is often dark ochre, sometimes even reddish. (C) The type of L. decemiineata 

used in these experiments, somewhat intermediate between the two other species 

in body form, and to a certain extent in markings. (D) Showing the side view of 

a full grown larva, with its color pattern. The ground color is yellow and that ot 

the adult somewhat variable. (#£) Adult larva of L. multiteniata, with the char- 

acteristic color pattern. Ground color is yellow as in L. oblongata, but darker. 

(F) Shows the characteristic color pattern of L. decemlineata; the ground color of 

the larve is wine red. 

L. decimlineata X L. oblongata X mulitiemiata. 

Exp. No. C. H. 156.2 Balsas. 

In 1905, twenty L. decemlineata, from pedigreed culture Ex. 

No. 99, g. X from Chicago; twenty L. oblongata, from pedigreed 

culture at Cuernavaca, and twenty L. multiteniata, derived from 
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an isolated standard locality in the valley of Mexico south of 

Guadalupe, were placed on an isolated island in the Balsas River. 

This island was fairly well covered with a growth of Solanum 

rostratum, or a closely related form, upon. which all three 

species would feed. As far as could be discovered, the island 

was devoid of any individuals of L. oblongata which occur very 

sparingly in that general region, and the neighboring banks of 

the river and the islands were all searched, but they afforded no 

trace of L. oblongata. These introduced beetles were allowed to 

breed and gave the first hybrid generation in August, 1905. In 

this generation only the adults were seen, and of the adults we 

could recognize definitely five forms: 

(A) Those which on inspection appeared to be wholly L. decem- 

lineata; (B) those which appeared to be wholly L. oblongata; 

and (C) those which appeared to be wholly L. multitemata. 

There were individuals which were manifestly intermediate hy- 

_brids, in form, punctation and coloration, between L. decem- 

lineata and L. oblongata (D); and between L. decemlineata and 

L. multiteniata (E). Of these five forms a census was made 

with the following results: 

ee Bee pal our DOANE ae 
| 327 371 | 142 1,439 | 246 | 

All the individuals were allowed to remain in the colony and 

interbred freely in August, giving early in September a second 

generation, of which the following census was made: 

| 46 | IOI | 90 | I,292 | 210 | 

These hibernated during the winter of 1905-1906, and were not 

seen again until September, 1906, in the fourth hybrid generation 

of the culture. At this time the dominant form was manifestly 

a combination between L. decemlineata, L. oblongata and L. 

multiteniata, with the oblongata-decemlineata attributes in excess 

of those of L. multiteniata. (A combination between classes D 

and E of F, and F,,.) 
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Bie oe oo can pear ee 
| 7 | 25 | 12 | 2,210 

The huge preponderance of this complex type, which was 

neither one nor the other of the three species, suggests at once, 

of course, that the results could not be due to any selective 

process, because the type was not one of the original types but 

a hybrid complex which was preserved because of its fitness for 

the location in which it was living. 

The wintering condition of 1906-1907 were especially rigorous, 

at least as judged by the number of beetles that I found in that 

location in 1906-07, when the following census was made: 

aie | B | c tweed + Berk 
| fo) | (0) | 4 | 422 | 

This shows that during the winter practically only the hybrid 

combination was able to survive. These reproduced and gave 

a progeny late in July, 1907. An inspection was made early 

in August when I found only the dominant type present in the 

fifth hybrid generation. 

| A | B | Cc Woe) -- E | 
| fe) | (0) | fo) | 1,877 | 

The culture was not seen again until the spring of 1908, when a 

considerable number of the dominant form of the sixth hybrid 

generation was found emerging. These were taken to Chicago 

and subjected to analytical experiments and were found to breed 

true, both in group and in pedigreed cultures, with this exception, 

that in both group and pedigreed cultures, there occurred 

from time to time sporadic variants often standing a con- 

siderable distance apart from the rest of the population, which, 

when inbred, either with sports like themselves, or back to the 

parent type, gave behaviors which in every way are comparable to 

the behavior observed in many of the forms which are supposed 

to have arisen by a mutative process. These strains were kept 

through the years 1908 and 1909, and gave results which strongly 

suggested that the interpretation of a mutative period, as de- 
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scribed by De Vries in Oenothera Lamarckiana, may well be the 

variability which follows complex processes of hybridization. 

L. decemlineata X L. oblongata X L. multiteniata. 

Exp. No. C. H. 156.4 Escamela. » 

In 1906 operations were begun at Orizaba, and in May the 

same three species from the same original stocks were mated. 

Conditions at Orizaba are decidedly different from those in the 

Balsas Valley. The city is 2,000 feet higher in altitude and 

the climate is very different. In the Balsas Valley during the 

summer the days are bright and hot, with evening showers. At 

Orizaba, in the location chosen at the foot of the Sierra Escamela, 

it is never above 90° even on the hottest days, and the nights are 

always cool, owing to the downward draught of cool air from the 

mountains which flows over the valley at night. The relative 

humidity is high at all times, and the precipitation during the 

season was 74 inches. 

Under these conditions the crosses which were made thrived 

as far as certain members were concerned; the L. multiteniata 

individuals were decidedly reduced by the conditions under 

which they were living and the L. oblongata individuals were 

hampered considerably, but to a lesser degree. Crossing was 

observed, however, among the component species in all directions, 

and progeny emerged in July, showing a combination to have 

been formed between L. oblongata and L. decemlineata, with the 

L. multiteniata type and attributes practically wanting. The 

population, when examined, showed individuals which were ap- 

parently dominated by L. decemlineata (A) to the exclusion (as 

far as visible) of all others; individuals which were very clearly 

intermediate between L. decemlineata and L. oblongata (B); 

and individuals which were more or less intermediate between 

L. decemlineata and L. multiteniata (C). Of these the inter- 

mediate between L. decemlineata and L. oblongata existed in by 

far the greatest numbers, as shown by the following proportion: 

Basa Ie aeee 8's 
| 131 | 397 | 92 | 
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In as much as this experiment was conducted in a large cage 

and not in the open, it was manifestly impossible to utilize all 

the individuals which emerged, so a reduction was made for the 

matings for F,, excepting that any extreme or rare types were 

given every advantage over the more common types. The fol- 

lowing materials were selected at random from the different 

groups as parents of the second generation: 

| RK | B | Cc | 

| 30 30 30 

32 32 23° | 

These inbred rapidly during July and at the end of August gave 

a second generation which was uniformly an intermediate be- 

tween L. decemlineata and L. oblongata. 

A B Cc 

| (0) 580 Co) | 

This was especially true of the adult characters. The larval 

characters, however, were also variable and appeared to be less 

blended into a homogeneous group. 

The culture hibernated from early September, 1906, to June, 

1907. During this period avery great mortality occurred, which 

was due very largely, I think, to the fact that the culture would 

probably have reproduced a third time in 1906 if it had been 

supplied with food and proper conditions. 

These individuals in 1907 reproduced and gave a pretty uniform 

progeny of the blended type between L. decemlineata and L. 

oblongata, generation III. 

A B | (@ 
2 476 ~ | Ce) 

A fourth generation was obtained in late August and early Sep- 

tember of the same year, which possessed the same attributes as 

the third generation. In nature, this culture was not carried 

beyond that stage, but material from the culture was brought 

to Chicago and carried through the winters of 1907 and 1908, 
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and thesummer of 1908and part of 1909. It was subjected 

to various analytical experiments, all of which tended to show 

that the type was a relatively stable one. Individual pairs, when 

inbred, gave a very definite pure line culture, and groups mated at 

random gave the same result; but, as in the colony in the Balsas 

River, there appeared sporadic individuals, widely separated from 

the parent stock, which, when inbred, behaved very much as 

mutants are supposed to do. 

L. decemlineata X L. oblongata X L. multiteniata. 

Exp. Not GaHiarse.shucson: 

A culture of the same material was placed at the Desert 

Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution in the desert 

of Southern Arizona at Tucson near the foot of Tumamoc Hill. 

In this experiment two males and two females of L. decemlineata, 

from Exp. No. 99, g. XIII, from typical stock at Chicago, two 

males and two females of L. oblongata from Exp. No. 619, g. XI, 

and two males and two females of L. multiteniata, from Exp. No. 

543, G. XI, were mated in the early part of June. This culture 

was confined in a cage six feet square on the ground and three 

feet high, covered with wire eighteen meshes to the inch, thus 

eliminating all selection by insectivorous enemies. Solanum 

rostratum was supplied as food in sufficient quantity. During June 

and July these reproduced abundantly and gave a large progeny 

which emerged late in July and early in August. In this first 

hybrid generation at Tucson there was, as in the other cultures, 

a blending of the materials introduced into the experiment, but 

in this culture L. decemlineata was the dominant member of the : 

cross, although not completely. 

In the larve six types were observed: 

. Those which on inspection appeared to be L. decemlineata. 

. Those which were L. oblongata. 

. Those which were L. multiteniata. 

. Those which were intermediate between L. decemlineata and 

L. multitentata. 

. Those which were intermediate between L. decemlineata and 

L. oblongata. 

6. Those intermediate between L. oblongata and L. multitemaia. 

Bw bd 4 
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It was, of course, impossible to tell on inspection what the 

constitution of each of these types was. 

Five classes of adults were recognized: 

(a) Those which were clearly either pure, or dominants of the 

L. oblongata type. 

(b) Those which were clearly intermediate hybrids between L. 

decemlineata and L. oblongata. 

(c) An L. decemlineata type in which L. decemlineata was in the 

main dominant, but which exhibited a variable range of 

variability. 

(d) Intermediate hybrids between L. decemlineata and L. multi- 

tentata. 

(e) Forms which were either L. multiteniata pure, or heterozy- 

gotes in which L. multiteniata was completely dominant. 

Out of 1,857 adults seriated, the following census was made: 

| Ay | 20 | 1,311 | 261 103 

This census shows that while L. decemlineata is either the 

dominant or prepotent member of the combination, it did not 

come out of the mixture entirely without contamination. 

This experiment was continued in a cage exactly like the first, 

and the following materials were taken at random from the first 

generation as the parents of Generation IT. 

A B | € D E 

20" | 20 | 6c 30 30 
| 29 29 | 69 | 3¢ | 3° | 

This material immediately began breeding and gave during the 

month of August a large progeny which emerged early in Sep- 

tember, and immediately went into hibernation. When seriated, 

this material gave the following results: 

29 | 247 42 ) | 

These passed the winter of 1908-09 in the ground and emerged 

in June, 1909. All that emerged were allowed to reproduce in 
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the cage and were supplied with food as fast as.it was consumed. 

These gave a very large progeny which appeared to be uni- 

formly of the dominant types of the first and second genera- 

tions. Seriation of the material obtained from Generation III. 

at the end of August, 1909, gave the following results: 

I then mated at random for the parents of Generation IV., 

one male of B, the only one that could be found alive, three 

males and three females of C, two males and two females of D, 

and none of E, they being absent. This material bred at once 

and gave in the fourth generation a considerable progeny, © 

which were all of the dominant type. 

Material from Generation IV., brought to Chicago in August, 

1909, placed in hibernation under experimental conditions and 

brought out to breed in the middle of the winter, has shown that 

the dominant type is a fixed type, and that it breeds true and does 

not split in subsequent generations. The only splitting is that 

which occurs in rare individuals in from two to three per cent. 

of the progeny, which stand apart from the general population as 

sports. These cases are practically the reappearance of one or 

the other of the component characters or combinations thereof 

that went into the cross, and they do not represent in this ex- 

periment anything in the way of characters new to the genus or 

family, as DeVries states to be true of his mutants; rather, they 

are simply the characters obtained from the different parents 

from which this complex has been built up. 

The same combination of material was made in Chicago in 

1908, and was run through essentially the same procedure as 

that of the Tucson experiment, with this difference in the result, 

that at Chicago L. decemlineata completely dominated the culture 

to the total exclusion, as far as analysis has been able to discover, 

of the presence of the other parents. 

These experiments in synthesis represent what might happen 

in a state of nature when species which can hybridize migrate 

from one place to. another and intercross. No one realizes 
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better than I the complexity of experiments of this kind, the dif- 

ficulties involved in the analysis of the results, and the caution 

that should be exercised in making statements from them. It 

seems certain from these experiments, as far as they have been 

carried out, and they are by no means complete, that we may defi- 

nitely conclude that when like materials are combined under differ- 

ent natural environments, differences in the products, depending 

upon the conditions under which the combination take place, 

result. It is certain that the type which came out of the culture 

in the Balsas Valley was quite different from that which resulted 

from the cultures at Orizaba, and these are different from the 

dominant type which arose at Tucson. 

Whether or not the dominant types resulting in these experi- 

ments differ sufficiently to be called species is a matter of opinion. 

To judge by analogy, I suspect that if a systematist had found 

these materials in nature they would have been classed as species, 

or at least would have been given the value of a variety. Since 

their history is known, I presume that they lose all claim to any 

specific or varietal distinction, from a systematic standpoint. 

The experiments, however, clearly indicate that the process of 

hybridization carried out under divergent conditions in nature 

gives identical results, as far as principle is concerned, with the 

crosses carried out under divergent conditions in experiment. 

It is true that these cultures are group cultures and are synthetic 

and not analytic, but a series of experiments is being conducted 

under diverse natural environments, which gives promise of con 

firming the general point, that conditions incident or external to 

the germ cell at the time of fertilization may profoundly modify 

the behavior and the relationships of the characters entering into 

the crosses. 

One point of very considerable interest is the behavior of these 

dominant types in exactly the way in which DeVries’s Ginothera 

Lamarckiana behaves, giving in each generation a greater or 

less number of rather divergent individuals, which, when inbred, 

are found to be stable germinal variations. I shall report upon 

this more extensively in another paper. 

Bateson (1902, p. 153) hassuggested that the mutations observed 

by DeVries in Ginothera Lamarckiana are in reality due to some 
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sort of hybridization behavior. I am of the opinion that Bate- 

son’s suspicion is probably justified, at least in some instances. 

I have no experience with plants and especially none with Gino- 

thera Lamarckiana, but my experience with these synthetic exper- 

iments has suggested that the type of behavior which DeVries 

has discovered, and upon which he has built an all-inclusive 

theory of evolution, is in reality nothing more than the reap- 

pearance from time to time of attributes brought into a strain 

by hybridization, and which reappear in every generation, 

or in frequent generations, by some process akin to Mendelian 

segregation. 

It seems unreasonable to advance, as has DeVries, the idea 

of a pre-mutation period, with a gradual development of invis- 

ible pangenes, and then a final bursting of these pangenes 

into a full-fledged mutation period, followed by a gradual dying 

away of the mutation period which leaves a species in a condi- 

tion in which it does not produce these sports. Rather, the 

explanation which Bateson suggested, and which I have shown 

to be capable of creation in these synthetic experiments, is far 

more plausible and more likely to be the real explanation of the 

type of behavior found. 

This raises a very large question—one that has been 

raised many times—-as to whether natural species may not 

be hybridization complexes rather than pure line cultures 

isolated by some sort of selection, as has been presupposed since 

the time of Darwin. I have found that in nature, crossing, es- 

pecially between these chrysomelid beetles, is by no means un- 

common, and very frequently results in adult progeny in nature, 

some of which have been described as species. These natural 

cases of hybridization have been observed in the last half dozen 

years along the edge of the Mexican plateau. Some other species 

of chrysomelids from the same general region, especially some 

species of Labidomera, have a variability strongly suggestive of 

a similar origin. I have found that Labidomera suturella Chevr., 

of which many sharply marked variations have been described, 

gives a variability in pedigreed cultures that is strongly suggestive 

of the species having arisen through a process of hybridization. 

On the high volcanic plateau of Toluca there is another type 

ee 
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rather closely allied to L. multiteniata, which is also suggestive 

of having arisen, or of being in the process of arising, through 

hybridization. 

These conditions in nature are of course difficult or impossible 

to check and verify, because the past is absolutely unknown, 

and little or no indication of what it has been can be obtained 

from any source. The materials in museums and the records 

by systematists are utterly useless for this purpose. Appar- 

ently, the only way of attacking this problem is the one which 

I have adopted of placing colonies in isolated locations, or in 

cages, there to carry out the process of interbreeding and form- 

ing of hybrid combinations as would occur in nature. 

DISCUSSION. 

Neo-Mendelism, The Factorial Hypothesis, and Theories of 

Germ-Plasm Composition. 

The essence of Neo-Mendelism is based upon the actual experi- 

mental evidence of many workers, and is the idea that such of 

the attributes of organisms as show this type of behavior are the 

product of two factors which come into the fertilized egg, one 

from each parent, and that in gametogenesis these factors are 

distributed among the gametes by some process which is symbol- 

ized as “‘segregation.’”’ This factorial point of view is in no wise, 

of necessity, to be tied to or confounded with such speculations 

as the id-determinant-biophore fabric of Weismann, nor with 

the pangene complex of DeVries, which have no foundation in 

fact. 

I doubt very much if Davenport (1910) will find many Neo- 

Mendelians willing to subscribe to his statement—‘“In studying 

heredity our attention must often be focused on the ontogenesis 

of the different characters, and we are sometimes inclined to 

regard the adult character as the product of the course of onto- 

genesis. But this is a superficial way of looking at things; the 

determiners of all characters are in the germ-plasm and together 

they direct the development of one part after another in orderly 

succession; a modernized form of the preformation doctrine 

seems logically necessary.’’ That the determiners of all charac- 
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ters are in the germ-plasm is something we do not know, and to 

say that together they direct the development of one part after 

another in orderly succession puts upon these determiners a 

burden of great responsib: lity, almost of intelligence, and makes 

necessary some coordinating mechanism behind it all. 

What we do know is that in some way, as yet unknown, in the 

germ-plasm there is conditioned the basis upon which the attri- 

butes of the future organism are to be built. It is a fact of 

experience that the germ cells give, on being combined at fertili- 

zation, results which suggest that the germ cells are of unlike - 

potentiality or constitution with respect to a given character, 

and this is further strengthened by experiments wherein the 

results are exactly predicable when the germinal constitution is 

known. What this difference in the gametes is, we do not know, 

but observed behaviors are interpreted as being, most probably, 

due to the mechanical separation into different germ cells of 

whatever is it that produces the contrasting attributes—segre- 

gation during gametogenesis. 

There is, furthermore, a very considerable amount of evidence, 

aside from that obtained by Neo-Mendelians, to substantiate 

this factorial point of view. The Mendelian behavior is most 

commonly found in color and color characters, and in color 

characters two definite general processes are involved; first, the 

production of the pigment to produce color; and second, the 

localization of this pigment in definite positions in the organism. 

The color itself is known very definitely to be, in a large number 

of cases, if not generally, the result of the interaction of two 

chemical substances. Riddle (1909) brings together from di- 

verse sources the knowledge available concerning the formation 

of the melanin pigments, and, as far as known, the production 

of these pigments is uniformly due to the existence of an oxi- 

dizing agent—tyrosinase—and a substance which is oxidizable 

—tyrosin or allied compounds. In the test-tube of the physio- 

logical chemist, the tyrosin will remain tyrosin indefinitely unless 

it be oxidized by the tyrosinase into some simpler substances, 

when the color-forming compound appears, and exactly the same 

is true in the living organism. Also the tyrosinase will indefi- 

nitely remain tyrosinase, without the formation of color, unless 

{ 
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tyrosin be present. There is in this production of melanin pig- 

ment exactly the requirements of the Neo-Mendelian factorial 

hypothesis, as suggested by Cuénot (1903) and developed by 

many workers in the last few years—two things which must be 

brought together to produce a definite end result, or if one be 

absent then the one present is incapable of producing the custom- 

ary result, 7. e., pigment. 

In plants, it has been shown by Correns, by Bateson and his 

students, and others, that two factors are necessary to produce 

color; and in Antirrhinum, Wheldale (1907) and Wheldale, Mar- 

ryat and Sollar (1909) have a considerable body of evidence to 

show that there are specific chemical substances—chromogens— 

to be oxidized to produce the colors of the flowers. Bateson 

(1909) has clearly stated that this does not mean that any sub- 

stance, as a specific substance, or entity, is segregated in the 

germ cells; it simply means that a capacity for the production 

of either one or the other, or both of them, must be present in 

order to produce definite results. This capacity, as far as my 

experience goes, seems in all cases to be a property of the whole 

organism, which during ontogeny, manifests itself epigenetically, 

now in one part or character, now in another, and a very simple 

change at the start may conceivably result in extensive end 

results. I am, while fully convinced of the truth of the behavior 

of characters Mendelianwise, equally unconvinced, as the result 

of ample experience, that the process is in any way due to a 

particulate composition of the germ-plasm, or to any sort of 

preformation, and as far as I am aware, no Neo-Mendelian has 

thus far attempted to form any conception of what it is in the 

germ cells that is productive of the observed results, and only 

rarely do we find such concrete statements of preformation as 

that made by Davenport. 
Castle (1909, page 68) expresses more accurately the current 

Neo-Mendelian conception of these factors: ‘‘In what form, it 

may be asked, are we to suppose that the various assumed factors 

exist. Do they occur as so many different substances lying side 

by side but unmixed in every reproductive cell? ... 

“Tt is, we think, not necessary to suppose that there exist in 

the minute germ-cell as many complex organic substances as 
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there are activities of the cell; neither is it necessary to suppose 

a different substance present for every independent factor identi- 

fied. The various independent factors may have a basis no more 

complicated than that of so many atoms attached to a complex 

molecular structure. Experiment shows that the factors may 

be detached one by one from the organic complex. The discontin- 

uity of their coming and going is entirely in harmony with the 

conception of them as components merely of complex molecular 

bodies.”’ 

If I understand Castle correctly, the atoms or groups thereof 

that are detached, are not of themselves the repository of capaci- 

ties such that anywhere they would produce a given result, but 

rather, because of their absence in the complex group, the de- 

velopment of a character fails, and their presence is necessary 

to the appearance of the character in question. This conception 

is fundamentally different from the representative particle ideas 

of DeVries or Weismann, although the two ideas are not in- 

frequently confused. 

In the introduction (p. 1) I pointed out that the fundamental 

question which must be answered before we can get any real expla- 

nation of Mendelian behavior is, whether these ‘‘unit characters,”’ 

are lesser entities conditioned by representative particles capable of 

mosaic rearrangement in the organism. It was further pointed 

out that to conceive of an organism as an entity analogous to a 

crystal, or as a mosaic more or less analogous in certain respects 

to granite or to orthoclase-feldspar crystals, expresses figuratively 

some of our experiences concerning the nature and composition 

of organisms. 

There is, unquestionably, in all organic forms that which has 

the stability of form characteristic of crystals, and there is that 

which can be removed or replaced without in any way changing 

the basic form, exactly as impurities can be removed from or 

substituted for in crystals. Likewise, there are alternative con- 

ditions of existence of this basic form, which, like allotropic 

crystals, can exist only as one or the other form. 

In germ cells the colloidal ground substance, which Lillie (1906, 

1909) finds is not disturbed in its polarity and in its future de- 

velopmental processes by powerful centrifugal force, may very 
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probably represent the more crystalline-like germinal basis, and 

any of the included granular substances or chromosomes which 

are capable of more or less alternation in relation and position, 

may conceivably in some way be connected with and indicative 

of the more superficial, removable, or changeable attributes. 

The evidence derived from studies of accessory chromosomes 

and their segregation into germ cells during maturation, giving 

germs of different chromosomal constitution, is indicative of some 

difference in germinal composition. Whether these behaviors of 

chromosomes are the consequence of more fundamental germinal 

differences, or the initiation of subsequent germinal differences, 

is a problem for the future to decide. It does not of necessity 

follow that the chromosome is particulate, or the determiner of 

anything; it is at present an indicator of germinal difference 

which is coupled with whatever it is that determines the alter- 

native nature of sex. If differences of this sort exist in one 

alternative character, there is no @ priort reason why there may 

not be similar differences in others. 

Our present experience indicates a germ plasm composition 

analogous to that of an orthoclase crystal, with a basis to which 

are added to or subtracted from through the reproductive process, 

attributes which become parts and properties of the whole. That 

the germ-plasm is such immortal material, irreversible in its 

action, that is possesses a oneness of constitution and ultimate 

destiny, is a conception based upon @ priori dogmatic meta- 

physical concepts, and is a negation of the evidence of our senses. 

Many years of experience with the problems of variation, 

heredity, and evolution, wherein germ-plasm constitution must 

play a vital part, have forced me to the formation of a conception 

of germinal substance like that expressed above. It is distinctly 

- neither one nor the other of the older conceptions, but rather a 

mid-position, recognizing the elements of truth in both of the 

older conceptions, and is in entire harmony with the facts of 

experience. A presentation of my data and more extended elab- 

oration of this conception cannot be attempted in this preliminary 

paper. 

There is in this conception no element not in harmony with 

the existence of Mendelian behavior of characters, nor incom- 
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patible with a behavior in gametogenesis that would result in 

mechanical separation into unlike masses of germinal substance. 

No idea is expressed or implied in this conception of the nature 

of the physical state which conditions anything in the germ plasm, 

nor must the fact be lost sight of that this is a proximate con- 

ception of germinal substance and not an ultimate. At present 

in biology we have no business with ultimate conceptions, and 

the two thus far attempted of germinal constitution—the “‘par- 

ticulate conception” and the ‘‘crystalline entity” are both equally 

dismal failures and equally useless as working hypotheses. 

The conception herein set forward recognizes the following 

facts as regards organic constitution: 

1. That there is in organisms a form basis, relatively unalter- 

able as regards symmetry, pattern and arrangement of parts. 

8. That there are in organisms an array of attributes capable 

of variation, but blending in heredity, forming blends and inter- 

mediates. 

3. That there are in organisms an array of attributes which 

can exist only in a definite state of stability—they are either 

there or not there. 

4. That there are in organisms characters that by crossing can 

be replaced by other more or less similar but different characters. 

These four classes of attributes in some manner are conditioned 

by physical forces in the germ-plasm, and are, as far as we can 

perceive, the product of the past interactions between the germi- 

nal substances of past generations, and between these substances 

and the conditions of their existence and activity. Two chief 

series of physical events are at work; the series of events charac- 

teristic of any germinal substance—the product of its past his- 

tory, the genetic forces—and the interaction of this sub- 

stance with new germinal substances under the dynamic action 

of surrounding or incident forces. It follows from this that any 

germ cell is an epigenetic product of the two series of events neces- 

sary to the production of fertilized eggs and the resultant soma- 

germ complex, and the subsequent germinal changes may be large 

or small, in one or many of an unknown number of possible 

directions of modification; and while consequent somatic or germi- 

nal attributes may to us appear as either continuous or discon- 
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tinuous in results, in the interaction between the genetic state 

and the dynamic forces only continuity of process is probable 

on the basis of present physical knowledge. 

This genetico-dynamic-hypothesis of germ-plasm constitution 

and modifiability, forms a convenient basis of departure for a 

host of evolution problems, and it is from such a theoretical 

basis that I have sought to study certain phases of the Mendelian 

phenomena. 

Dominance. 

The subject of dominance and recessiveness is at present 

decidedly an open question. What do we mean by domi- 

nance, and what is it that determines dominance? In the 

simpler cases, as illustrated by Mendel’s peas and many others, 

there is no difficulty in stating positively which one of the two 

characters entering into a cross is the dominant member. Such 

examples are fairly abundant; they behave with considerable 

uniformity and represent a type of behavior for which there is 

some definite cause. What is it that makes one character re- 

cessive to the other? The Neo-Mendelian explanation is that 

one character is recessive and the other dominant because the 

recessive character is the absence of that which goes to make 

the dominant character. This explanation, however, while it 

may fit some characters, melanin pigment, for example, could 

not by any means fit all cases. 

Thus, for example, in the experiments given in this paper, in 

crossing black stripes and no stripes, we may well conceive of 

the black stripes as being due to the presence of the two factors 

which produce black, and of no stripes as being due to the fact that 

one or both of the producing factors is absent. As far as the 

causation of color is concerned, this is actually the case, because 

I showed in 1903 that the black and brown color in these beetles 

is due to a substance in the cuticula which must be oxidized 

by an enzyme to produce the dark pigments. This is a clear 

example of the dominance of the presence over the absence, in 

some of the experiments and notin others. But the case is differ- 

ent in such crosses from that between tall and short stature in pea 

plants, tailed and rumpless condition in poultry, etc.; these must 

in one way or another be due to some sort of activity within the 
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organism. According to the theory of inhibitors, angora forms 

have long hair because the inhibitor of hair growth fails to act in 

one case, giving long hair, and acts in another, giving short hair; 

and poultry have tails because the inhibitor of tails fails to act 

in most cases, but acts rarely to give tailless birds, that is, the 

tail in birds is recessive to no tail, etc. This seems an extreme 

and unnecessary complication of the present hypothesis. 

Unquestionably, something determines dominance in color, in 

tall and short peas, etc. Probably the most extreme cases of 

dominance are those which breed true without segregation in F, 

and subsequent generations. A behavior of this type is given 

in Exp. No. H 410, where the F, hybrid was exactly like the 

female parent and continued to breed true during the succeeding 

generations. 

In Exp. No. H 409/411, there again appeared a dominant 

type, dominant to the complete exclusion of the other parent, 

which continued to breed true generation after generation; yet 

from the same parents there arose individuals which gave a dif- 

ferent behavior, and both behaviors were based as far as any 

evidence is available, upon one and the same kind of germ cells. 

These cases represent dominance of the extreme kind, in which 

there is a total disappearance of the characters of one of the 

parents in the subsequent progeny. From these, we pass 

over such cases as those observed by Mendel and many 

others, to these F, hybrids in which the individuals are a blend 

and intermediate between the two parents. Such are given in 

several of the experiments cited in the body of this paper, and 

in some there were a series of gradations from the extreme of 

total dominance to the other extreme of an intermediate or 

blending condition between the two attributes. 

In these blends, which are typical heterozygotes, the dominant 

attribute is diminished in manifestation in F, but appears un- 

diminished in F,—but what shall we say of Exp. No. H 7o1 B, 

where in F, there appeared the uwndecimlineata type, mid type, 

and signaticollis type? In thisseries, from the same parents, the 

presence dominates the absence, blends therewith, is recessive 

thereto, in F, and only the mid types are heterozygous—all from 

one and the same pair of parents in each repetition of the experi- 

ment. 
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The question is, to what is this behavior and its varia- 

bility due? The older writers confused dominance with prepo- 

tence, and the behavior was attributed to “‘strength,’’ to the age 

of the parents at the time they reproduced, etc. As far as I can 

discover, the evidence for strength or age is anecdotal or very 

questionable in character, and in a long series of experiments I 

have been unable to get any evidence that age of the gametes or 

parents signifies anything in hybrid behaviors. Whatever is 

meant by strength no one can say, and to attribute behavior 

which gives dominance and recessiveness to differences in strength 

is meaningless. If by this “‘strength of germs’’ is meant energy 

for growth and development, we must, in order to utilize any 

such conception, know how much potential energy is stored in 

each germ—what the kinetic output would be when two germs 

were combined, and the increase or decrease of the kinetic output 

by conditions surrounding or incident upon the energy of the 

zygote. In other words, the friction of the developmental proc- 

esses will vary and be as productive of resultant differences as 

are initial differences in the endowment of potential germinal 

energy, if such there be. Much more knowledge of germ-plasm 

physiology and dynamics is necessary before germinal energy 

can play any part in the explanation of hereditary behavior. 

It has not thus far been shown that staleness of the germ cells 

is productive of any of the results which have been described. 

We know that germ cells become stale and that fertilization be- 

comes difficult or impossible, and since development is slow or 

incomplete from stale germs it is possible that when germ cells 

that are stale are combined with those that are not, one or the 

other may dominate in the cross. I have attempted many ex- 

periments along this line, but thus far without any concrete evi- 

dence that staleness in itself is productive of any result. 

In the present series of experiments there were involved in 

the elytral stripes of one parent: 

1. Capacity to produce a substance capable of being oxidized 

to form colored compounds. 

2. Capacity to produce an enzyme capable of oxidizing this 

substance. 

In the other parent: 

3. No capacity to produce either one or the other of the above. 
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The chief variables in these experiments were the conditions sur- 

rounding and incident upon the germ cells at the time of fertiliza- 

tion. All of the crosses herein recorded were made between indi- 

viduals of the same age and always between vigorous individuals 

of their respective population; that is, the materials for crossing 

were always homogeneous as far as could possibly be determined, 

and I never mated an old male with a young female, or vice 

versa. 

In these experiments I have succeeded in creating a series of 

behaviors in which the same characters are dominant to the 

complete exclusion of the others; dominant to a lesser degree, 

or in which there is a complete blend between the two in the F, 

generation, or the appearance of both parental types in F, and 

both breed true. As far as it has been possible to determine, 

the only variable in these experiments is that stated, and I am 

led to the conclusion that the conditions surrounding and inci- , 

dent upon the germ cell at the time of fertilization may be to a 

very considerable extent responsible for the determination of the 

dominant character in the cross and largely responsible for vari- 

ability of such characters. 

In Exp. No. H 7or B the behavior, where the recessive 

appears as a pure breeding race in F,, while by no means unique, 

is difficult of explanation on the factor hypothesis as at present 

understood. . 

It could not for a moment be maintained that external con- 

ditions are alone responsible for the determination of dominance 

or recessiveness, because it would be about as far from the truth 

as it is possible for one to get. External conditions have the 

same role in organisms that they have in any physico-chemical 

process, of accelerating, retarding, or changing the direction 

of the activity or of the reaction which is going on. The funda- 

mental reaction in any of these hybrid crosses is that which goes 

on between the two physico-chemical complexes comprised in the 

combining germ cells. What that action actually is, is at the 

present time absolutely unknown. That it is due to combina- 

tions of the pangenes or biophores is a preposterous idea, and 

that a given ferment, a chromogen, of itself, or represented by 

any specific substance, is present as an entity in the germ cell is 
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likewise very doubtful. All that we are entitled to declare or 

believe on the basis of present actual evidence is that some con- 

dition in the physico-chemical constitution of these germs cells 

is present, that makes possible the appearance of one or the. 

other of the two necessary factors which in many instances must 

be present in later ontogenetic stages, in order to produce a given 

result. 

Relation of External Conditions to Dominance. 

The question of dominance, while a vital one, has been some- 

what wrongly attacked. I would hardly wish at the present 

time to attempt to account for the highly variable results that 

have been found in the dominance and recessiveness of characters 

by such explanations as germ contamination, variable potency, 

alternative dominance, or different types of latency, etc. It may 

well be true that there is variable dominance, but to what is 

this dominance due? It seems that many of the experiments 

in which variable dominance has been found and described were 

uncritical, and were carried on under the uncontrolled conditions 

of most breeding operations. In regard to variable dominance 

or alternative dominance, as a function of the gametic consti- 

tution of organisms, it is necessary that the operations should 

be carried on in such a way that surrounding or incident condi- 

tions are eliminated to the fullest extent; and experiments must 

be based, not upon one series, but upon parallel series of similar 

cultures. As far as Shull’s (1908) attempt to explain this con- 

dition by various types of latency is concerned, there again the 

relatively gross conditions under which we are obliged to carry out 

most of our experiments leaves one open to criticism as to what 

the results observed were actually due. In other words, the 

question of dominance, as Bateson (1902) has suspected, is not 

entirely one of gametic constitution, nor is it one of external 

conditions, but it is a combination of the two, and this result 

seems to be fully borne out by the experiments cited in this 

paper. 

Concerning the nature of the products which result from 

a given cross, much depends upon how dominance works 

and what it is that is present in the germ cells. The products 
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may well be modified and lead to endless confusion by this very 

fact which I have established, of the determining and influ- 

encing of dominance by external conditions. Thus, for example, 

in Exp. No. H 410, external conditions determined the whole 

future history of that culture. By the conditions surrounding 

the germ cells at the initial cross the total character of the race 

was determined for as many generations as I cared to continue 

the experiment. If this is generally true, and I see no reason 

why it may not be, then the determination of dominance, which 

determines also the resulting products, is a most vital factor in 

evolution. 

Again, the variability in products which one finds, as, for ex- 

ample, the differences which MacDougal (1905) found between 

crosses of CEnotheras made by him in New York and those made 

by DeVries in Holland, when they were using, as far as could be 

determined, identical material, has a very direct bearing upon 

this point. MacDougal says: “. . . , the very differences be- 

tween the results of the hybridizations, as carried out in Amster- - 

dam and New York, suggest that the manner in which the 

various qualities in the two parents are grouped in the progeny 

might be capable of a wide range of variation. Many indica- 

tions lead to the suggestion that the dominancy and _ preva- 

lency, latency and recessivity of any character may be more or 

less influenced by the conditions attendant upon the hybridiza- 

tion; the operative factors might include individual qualities as 

well as external conditions.” 

This at once suggests differences in results, and difficulties 

that will arise through the carrying out of like experiments 

under unlike conditions. This phase of the situation is set forth 

to some extent in the second part of this paper in the experiments 

in synthesis. These experiments, while not susceptible of analy- 

sis along certain lines, indicate very clearly that the operation of 

the principles of alternative inheritance will be productive of 

diversity of results under diverse conditions when using homo- 

geneous materials. This gives a clue which may be of para- 

mount importance in the further investigation of the problem 

of the origin of species in nature. 

In many organisms there exists a physiological isolation, which, 
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although the organisms may be close together, living in the same 

location, etc., by definite limitations in their reproductive ac- 

tivities prevents them from intercrossing. This may be due 

to incompatibility between germ cells, but quite often it is due 

to difficulties incident to copulation or to the penetration of 

sperms; that is, the difficulties are purely mechanical. Thus it 

might well rarely happen that an individual would arise of a char- 

acter such that a cross could result; and if such a cross were 

made, a race having the attributes of one organism with the 

capacity for physiological isolation of the other, might easily 

arise and keep it from any further chance of intercrossing with 

other species. 

CONCLUSION. 

The experiments and observations herein given warrant the 

general statement that conditions external to a cross are impor- 

tant factors in determining the results thereof. This conclusion 

has been worked out in both normal and hybrid crosses, in 

crosses between races which have been created selectively, and 

between forms which arose as sports; and the second series of 

experiments in synthesis is sufficient warrant for attributing to 

this factor a considerable importance in evolution. 

Underlying these, there are, of course, deeper factors than 

those with which we are dealing. The characters which behave 

Mendelianwise are in the main superficial, unimportant attributes 

of the organism, and only rarely are they the characters which 

would make for success or failure in the struggle for existence; 

they are most often color and specific characters, which, while 

fixed and vigorous in their behavior, are not important in-the 

economy of the organism. These behaviors, beyond any ques- 

tion as to how and why, suggest the operation of something 

which gives a result best described at present in factorial 

terms; and that there are such things as later ontogenetic factors 

seems highly probable in many cases and absolutely certain 

as regards many colors. The knowledge that we have concern- 

ing melanogenesis leaves us no alternative in this respect. 

Back of all this, however, is the fundamental question of how 

these germ cells, how this living substance is constituted, and what 
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is the relation in this complex of that which makes for the elabora- 

tion of tyrosin and tyrosinase in melanogenesis. What is it in 

this complex that localizes in a definite area the appearance of 

a pigment? What is it that combines into a definite pattern a 

series of attributes, some of which can be shifted and rearranged 

in the processes of hybridization? The problem of the constitu- 

tion of the gametes of that which makes for form, for localiza- 

tion, for pattern, etc., is the fundamental problem; and as long as 

we fail to see clearly what the constitution of living matter is, such 

phenomena as these which we have been discussing must remain 

more or less superficial in our knowledge of the living organism. 

There is nothing in the behavior of these attributes, in our 

ability to shift them and make new combinations, which, of 

necessity, commits one to any of the doctrines of preformation 

in pangenes or biophores, or to oneness of constitution and ortho- 

genetic destiny. The situation, as regards alternative behaviors, 

should be free from the bias of biological orthodoxies, and to re- 

‘gard the organisms with which we are dealing as so many com- 

plex physical substances whose composition we are investigating, 

and among which we are seeking to determine the limits and 

laws of combination, will give the most rapid progress towards 

the end of a better understanding of the larger problems of the 

evolution of living substance. 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I. 

Note.—On all of the plates the pattern of the head and pronotum are 

with the true pattern and behavior which these cultures showed. The 

shown is a basal one common to all the species. 

Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing L. signaticollis Q x i L 

under the conditions of Exp. No. H 409. 
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Derived Sig. Type. Extracted Sig. Type. Extracted rz lin. Type. 

Fs 

These Fz numbers are from 
mating Ex. No. H. 409.g II[A]A. 

Fe 

These Fy numbers are from 
mating Ex. No. H. 4o9.g IA. 

W. L. TOWER © parent 6 parent 

L. signaticollis. L. diversa. 
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: EXPLANATION OF PLATE II. Rania s 

Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing L. signaticollis 9 Xo 
_diversa under the conditions of Exp. No. H 410. ™ Like Sota 

é 



BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN, VOL. XVIII. 
PLATE Il. 

Extracted rz lin, Type. Extracted Sig. Type. 

These Fz numbers are from 
mating Ex, No. H. 410.g I1[A] D. 

These F, numbers are from 
mating Ex. No. H. 410.g JA. 

By. 

W. L. TOWER © parent g parent 
L. signaticollis. L. diversa. 
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ms “Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing L. signaticollis Q xe 

_ diversa under the conditions of Exp. No. H 409 411. 
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Derived Sig. Type. Derived Sig. Type. Extracted Sig. Type. Extracted rz lin. Type. 
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Lot B. ; Lot A. ean 
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W. L. TOWER 2 parent é parent 

L. signaticollis. L. diversa. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 

0 show the results obtained in crossit g 

is under the conditions of Exp. No. - 
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W. L. TOWER © parent 
L. undecentlineata. 

3S parent 
L. signaticollis. 

PLATE IV. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V. 

Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing Te undecimlineata 

L. signaticollis under the conditions of ee, No. es 700 B.. ‘ 

‘ 



LOGICA . . BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN VOL. XVIII 
PLATE Vs 

Fa 

Larval body color yellow. 

Fy 

chrome 

W. L. TOWER 
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BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN VOL. xvill. 

: 
PLATE V. 36 

Fy 

me Wis 5 13 cGiennd nk S. Ss. Aer eet 

Larval body color white. 245 y 190 Larval body color yellow. 
hite. j white ae Pe yellow. 

Fy 

Be Body color of laryz white, va color of larva chrome 

Beit Sed ed AX gi 

9 parent 6 parent W. tL. TOWER ° L. undecemlineata. L signaticollis. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI. ¥ 
re 

Arranged to ‘show the results obtained in crossing L. 
L. signaticollis under the conditions of Exp. N 



PLATE VI. 

H Body color of larve chrome 
ellow. 

parent 
naticollis. 
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SQLOGIOAL BULLETIN, VOL. XT. 

PLATE Vi. 

32 20 26 

: The Fg behavior figured on 

wh S. ears} : 

Fe 

*) this plate is taken from Ex. No. 
H. 7or.g I1[C], which came from 
F, whys. larve. 

195 
yellow. Pe) 

Fy. 

mite: ats ween valent 

Body color of larve chrome 

ol yellow. 

@ fan vee m 

© parent & parent 
¥. L. Tower L. undecemlineata. 

L. siwnaticollis. 
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a aaa, : EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII. 

Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing L. undecimlineat 

L. signaticollis, under the conditions of Exp. No. H 700, 

x ST 
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PLATE Vil. 
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100% a PLATE Vil. 

The F2 behavior figured on this 
plate is taken from Ex. No. H, 

A 
- . % 6 

white; ay Pete) velege 

Body color of larva chrome 

P yellow. 

os], 
ew 

W. L. TOWER parent S parent 
L. undecemlineata. L. signaticollis. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII. 

oy Arranged to show the results obtained in crossing L. unde 

L. signaticollis, under the conditions of Exp. No. H 7o1 B. 
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BIOLOGICAL BULLETIN VOL. XV PLATE Vill. 

Fy. 

vis. AsU UY); 
100%. Ages 

Fy. 

P. e€ 

W. L. TOWER 
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PLATE Vill. 

5 

F,. 

i810. 2 QUO I 
Achetth) Vis, 

28 j 
white. yellow. 

P. Body color of larvz white. Body color of larye chrome 
yellow. 

(een My 
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Ww. L. TOWER 2 parent & parent 
L. undecemtlineata. L. signaticollis. 
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